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Abstract
XML is being adopted as a common storage format in scientific data repositories, digital
libraries, and on the World Wide Web. Accordingly, there is a need for content-oriented
XML retrieval systems that can efficiently and effectively store, search and retrieve infor-
mation from XML document collections. Unlike traditional information retrieval systems
where whole documents are usually indexed and retrieved as information units, XML re-
trieval systems typically index and retrieve document components of varying granularity. To
evaluate the effectiveness of such systems, test collections — where relevance assessments are
provided according to an XML-specific definition of relevance — are necessary. Such test
collections have been built during four rounds of the INitiative for the Evaluation of XML
Retrieval (INEX).
There are many different approaches to XML retrieval; most approaches either extend
full-text information retrieval systems to handle XML retrieval, or use database technologies
that incorporate existing XML standards to handle both XML presentation and retrieval. We
present a hybrid approach to XML retrieval that combines text information retrieval features
with XML-specific features found in a native XML database. Results from our experiments
on the INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections demonstrate the usefulness of applying our hybrid
approach to different XML retrieval tasks.
A realistic definition of relevance is necessary for meaningful comparison of alternative
XML retrieval approaches. The three relevance definitions used by INEX since 2002 comprise
two relevance dimensions, each based on topical relevance. We perform an extensive analysis
of the two INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions, and show that assessors and users find
them difficult to understand. We propose a new definition of relevance for XML retrieval,
and demonstrate that a relevance scale based on this definition is useful for XML retrieval
experiments.
2Finding the appropriate approach to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness is the subject
of ongoing debate within the XML information retrieval research community. We present an
overview of the evaluation methodologies implemented in the current INEX metrics, which
reveals that the metrics follow different assumptions and measure different XML retrieval
behaviours. We propose a new evaluation metric for XML retrieval and conduct an extensive
analysis of the retrieval performance of simulated runs to show what is measured. We compare
the evaluation behaviour obtained with the new metric to the behaviours obtained with two
of the official INEX 2005 metrics, and demonstrate that the new metric can be used to
reliably evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness.
To analyse the effectiveness of XML retrieval in different application scenarios, we use
evaluation measures in our new metric to investigate the behaviour of XML retrieval ap-
proaches under the following two scenarios: the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, exploring the
activities carried out as part of the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track; and the multimedia retrieval
scenario, exploring the activities carried out as part of the INEX 2005 Multimedia track. For
both application scenarios we show that, although different values for retrieval parameters
are needed to achieve the optimal performance, the desired textual or multimedia information
can be effectively located using a combination of XML retrieval approaches.
Chapter 1
Introduction
The last decade has seen an abundance of semi-structured data become available on the
World Wide Web (WWW) and elsewhere. The information represented by this type of data
has a definite structure — since it is not only a flat-text information — yet it is in a form that
does not closely fit the structured database relational model. The eXtensible Markup Lan-
guage (XML) [Bray et al., 2004], officially recommended by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) in 1998, provides a means of including a customised description of the information
represented by this semi-structured data. XML can be used to transparently support design
of markup languages for exchange of data in the web-based electronic commerce environ-
ments, and for description of the logical structure of various kinds of documents. However,
the widespread adoption of XML as a common storage format in scientific data repositories,
digital libraries, and on the WWW, has raised some challenging issues, such as data man-
agement and information retrieval from large and heterogeneous XML document collections.
Accordingly, there is a need for systems that can efficiently and effectively store, access and
retrieve XML content.
Compared to traditional information retrieval, where whole documents are usually in-
dexed and retrieved as single complete units, information retrieval from XML documents
creates additional retrieval challenges. By exploiting the logical document structure, XML
allows for more focussed retrieval by identifying elements rather than documents as answers
to user queries. This is especially true for long documents and documents that have context-
rich structures. However, due to the intrinsic hierarchical nature of XML, an XML retrieval
system needs not only to find the most specific elements that at the same time exhaustively
cover a user information need [Chiaramella et al., 1996; Kazai et al., 2003], but it also needs
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to determine the appropriate level of answer granularity to return to the user. The overlap
problem of having multiple nested elements, each containing identical textual or multimedia
information, is also shown to have a huge impact on both XML evaluation and retrieval [Kazai
et al., 2004a; Clarke, 2005]. To evaluate the effectiveness of XML retrieval systems, an XML-
specific definition of relevance is necessary, which should be capable of meeting conditions
with respect to both the content and the structural information stored in XML documents.
There is an abundance of metrics that evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of XML retrieval
systems. However, these metrics are based on different relevance assumptions, incorporate
different hypotheses of the expected user behaviour, and implement proprietary evaluation
methodologies to handle the overlap problem. This results in different XML retrieval be-
haviours being measured by different metrics [Trotman, 2005].
In this thesis we address several fundamental questions surrounding the field of XML
information retrieval. In particular, we focus on how information retrieval and database
approaches could be combined for effective XML retrieval; how relevance should be defined
in XML retrieval; how the effectiveness of XML retrieval systems should be evaluated; and
how information retrieval from XML document collections can be used in different application
scenarios. We also argue that XML retrieval is flexible enough to be adapted to particular
retrieval tasks or user models, which makes it an important technology for current and future
interactive search systems.
1.1 Basic XML retrieval concepts
Depending on the information represented by the contained data, at least two categories of
XML documents can be distinguished: data-centric, which contain highly structured data
such as that representing the contents of an order, an invoice, or a product catalog; and
document-centric, which contain loosely structured text as in scientific articles or books. In
this thesis, we focus on document-centric XML documents. Figure 1.1 shows an example of
a very small XML document collection that contains just two XML documents that belong
to the document-centric category. This collection is a toy collection used to illustrate the
basic XML retrieval concepts discussed in this section. The names of XML elements are
as follows: article, which represents the XML document element; abs, representing the
document abstract; sec and p, representing section and paragraph elements; atl and stl,
representing document and section titles; and it, which is used to emphasise the appearance
of important terms within the document.
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<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE article SYSTEM "jedi.dtd">
<article id="d1">
<atl>The JEDI religion: reality or hype?</atl>
<abs>The ancient Jedi religion and the Force.</abs>
<sec>This is the section about the <it>Force</it>
<stl>The Force</stl>
<p>The Force is all around us.</p>
<p>The Jedi feels the Force flowing through.</p>
</sec>
<sec>And this is the section about <it>Jedi</it>
<stl>The Jedi</stl>
<p>Jedi are brave knights. Jedi are guardians of peace.</p>
</sec>
</article>
(a) jedi1.xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE article SYSTEM "jedi.dtd">
<article id="d2">
<atl>JEDI knights</atl>
<abs>Most famous Jedi knights</abs>
<sec>
<stl>Yoda</stl>
<p>Yoda is a Jedi Master. The Force is very strong with him.</p>
</sec>
<sec>
<stl>Darth Vader</stl>
<p>There is a disturbance in the Force.</p>
</sec>
</article>
(b) jedi2.xml
Figure 1.1: A very small XML document collection containing just two XML documents.
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<!ELEMENT article (atl, abs?, sec+)>
<!ATTLIST article id CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT atl (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT abs (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT sec (#PCDATA|it|stl|p)*>
<!ELEMENT stl (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT p (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT it (#PCDATA)>
Figure 1.2: A Document Type Definition used to validate the two XML documents shown in
Figure 1.1.
To fit a specific application requirement, XML uses a meta-grammar — usually either
a Document Type Definition (DTD) or an XML Schema [Fallside and Walmsley, 2006] —
that can specify a certain class which a document belongs to, describing elements that can
appear in documents, the order in which they appear, the number, type and value of their
attributes, and other aspects of the document class. An XML document is said to be valid
if it conforms to a DTD. The XML Schema, unlike the DTD, uses XML syntax to describe
the document class and overcomes some syntactic, structural and semantic limitations of
the DTD. For most application requirements, however, the constraints enforced in the DTD
are sufficient. Figure 1.2 shows a DTD example that can be used to validate the two XML
documents shown in Figure 1.1.
There are many heterogeneous XML document collections, where the document structure
in a collection strictly conforms to the rules specified in a single DTD. Although different
elements residing in different XML document collections may have different names, these
elements can still be contextually similar in that they may share the same semantics. Ac-
cordingly, two types of query requests are used to retrieve information from XML document
collections: Content Only (CO) requests, and Content And Structure (CAS) requests. A
CO request ignores the document structure and is often represented by query languages
that specify plain query terms, optionally including phrases or logical query operators. The
returned answers represent elements of varying granularity, estimated as relevant to the in-
formation need expressed by the request. A CAS request contains references to the document
structure and explicitly specifies the type of the returned answer elements (the target ele-
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ments) and the type of the contained elements of the search context (the support elements).
Different query languages can be used to represent CAS requests. These query languages
typically support XPath [Berglund et al., 2005] document navigation capabilities to express
the structural conditions.
Consider the following information need:
Find documents or document components, most probably sections, discussing the
relationship between the Jedi and the Force.
A CO request that could be used to express the above information need would be as
follows: Jedi Force. When dealing with CO requests, it would be left to the XML retrieval
system to determine the appropriate answer granularity and the extent to which the element
answers will be estimated as useful to the information need.
XQuery [Boag et al., 2006], the current W3C candidate recommendation for a standard
XML query language, takes advantage of the content and the structural information contained
in XML documents and supports both the data-centric and the document-centric aspects of
XML. With XQuery, the above information need can be expressed as follows.
for $d in document("jedi1.xml")//article
let $e := $d//sec[contains(., ’Jedi Force’)]
where exists($e)
return { $e }
XQuery has a sufficiently expressive power to represent various CAS requests. However,
if no full-text search extensions are used, XQuery follows a strict satisfaction of content and
structural query conditions. Although this is in line with database-oriented query languages
(such as SQL), it however does not allow for a sense of vagueness to be introduced in the
retrieval task. The above query, for example, will not return any results when searching the
first XML document shown in Figure 1.1, mainly due to the strict string comparison rules
implemented in the XPath contains() function. Moreover, the expressive power of XQuery
makes it hard to use.
Recently, the W3C has acknowledged the need for incorporating full-text search capabil-
ities into XQuery and XPath [Amer-Yahia and Case, 2006; Buxton and Rys, 2003]. The pro-
posals define full-text search as an extension to the XQuery/XPath language that “provides
a way to query text which has been tokenized” [Buxton and Rys, 2003]. The requirements
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therefore include: word and phrase search, support for stopwords and stemming, proximity
search, boolean operators, word normalization, diacritics, and ranking.
The XML information retrieval community follows the document-centric aspect of XML,
and is interested in providing answers to the user queries that are ranked by decreasing es-
timated likelihood of satisfying the user information need. The most commonly used test
collections for modern information retrieval are provided by the annual Text REtrieval Con-
ferences (TREC) [Voorhees and Harman, 2005]. Similarly, most of the research activities
surrounding the field of XML information retrieval have been carried out as part of INEX,
the INitiative for the Evaluation of XML Retrieval.1
1.2 INEX
INEX started in 2002 as an international effort to promote evaluation procedures for content-
oriented XML retrieval. The test collection used by INEX consists of three parts: an XML
document collection, a set of user requests (referred to as INEX topics) required to search
for information stored in this collection, and a set of relevance assessments that correspond
to these topics.
The XML document collection used by INEX until 2006 comprised IEEE Computer So-
ciety research publications, converted in XML format. However, two different collection
sizes were used during these four years. More specifically, a collection comprising 12 107
IEEE Computer Society articles, published in the period between 1997-2002 with approx-
imately 500MB of data, was used in 2002, 2003, and 2004 [Malik et al., 2005]; while an
expanded collection comprising 16 819 IEEE Computer Society articles, published in the pe-
riod between 1997-2004 with approximately 735MB of data, was used in 2005 [Malik et al.,
2006a]. An XML document in this collection consists of front-matter (containing title, names
of authors, and abstract), body (containing the document text enclosed in sections, subsec-
tions, or paragraphs), and back-matter (containing bibliography and author information).
Primarily due to its large volume of data and its verbosity, Wikipedia,2 the free online
encyclopedia, represents an attractive document collection for XML retrieval. Indeed, a
recent study has shown that not only could a focussed access to Wikipedia be useful, but
that this document collection could also be successfully used as a test collection for XML
retrieval experiments [Sigurbjo¨rnsson et al., 2006]. Moreover, a recent announcement in
1http://inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/
2www.wikipedia.org
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the Yahoo! search blog3 suggests that Wikipedia element retrieval could be embraced as
a commercial application by the major web search engines. Accordingly, instead of the
IEEE XML document collection, which has been used in different sizes in INEX since 2002,
from 2006 the Wikipedia document collection will be used as part of the official INEX test
collection [Denoyer and Gallinari, 2006].
Two types of retrieval topics, CO and CAS, are explored in INEX, which reflect the two
types of query requests used to retrieve information from XML document collections. From
2004, the Narrowed Extended XPath I (NEXI) query language has been used in INEX to
express the CO and CAS requests [Trotman and Sigurbjo¨rnsson, 2005]. For the CAS re-
quests, NEXI was designed to look like, but not quite to behave like, XPath. Some aspects
of XPath were severely limited — by dropping many functions and by allowing only the
descendant operator to be used — while new features, such as the about() function, were
additionally introduced in the NEXI language. The most important distinction between the
two languages, however, is the way structural constraints in a CAS topic are interpreted.
With XPath (and other derivatives, such as XQuery) only strict interpretation is considered;
with NEXI, in addition to the strict interpretation, a vague structural interpretation is also
considered, allowing an XML retrieval system to deduce the semantics from the CAS request.
The second interpretation and the inclusion of the about() function are the two main as-
pects that make the NEXI query language very attractive for the XML information retrieval
community.4
An INEX topic consists of the following fields: title or castitle (or both), description,
and narrative. The NEXI query language is used to express the information need in both
title and castitle, where depending on the user request (CAS or CO), references to the
XML document structure may be either included (castitle) or not (title). The INEX 2005
Content Only and Structure (CO+S) topics allowed for structural hints to be additionally
included to the plain-term CO requests. Figure 1.3 shows INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203, where
the two topic fields — title and castitle — are used to represent the two query interpre-
tations. The rationale behind using the CO+S topics is that, in addition to specifying CO
requests, users should also be allowed to add structural hints to their requests with a hope
that this would result in more precise answers. The usage of CAS topics, on the other hand,
is mainly motivated by the need to support more advanced queries that heavily utilise the
3“Going deeper into Wikipedia”. Available at: http://www.ysearchblog.com/archives/000255.html
4Recently, an alternative query language coined XOR has also been proposed within INEX [Geva et al.,
2006]. Its main goal is to support advanced IR features and natural language queries.
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<inex_topic topic_id="203" query_type="CO+S" ct_no="5">
<title> code signing verification </title>
<castitle> //sec[about(., code signing verification)] </castitle>
<description> Find documents or document components, most probably sections,
that describe the approach of code signing and verification.
</description>
<narrative> I am working in a company that authenticates a wide range of web
database applications from different software vendors.
My work mainly focuses on the following two activities: checking whether the
code that originates from a software vendor is authentic and properly signed,
and checking whether the code has been tampered with since it was signed.
I am looking for documents or document components that describe the approach
of code signing and verification. To be relevant, a document or a document
component must describe the whole process of code signing and verification,
which means ensuring that programs and program components have been created
by trusted entities (by validating both the digital signature and the
corresponding certificate), and that the programs have been received without
tampering (by checking the main integrity of the program). Description of
implementations of various approaches to code signing
(such as Microsoft’s Autheticode and Sun’s JAR signing) are also relevant.
A document or document component that only describe CRC-type integrity check
of received programs will be considered only marginally relevant.
Relevant information about this topic can probably be found within the section
components of the documents in the collection.
</narrative>
</inex_topic>
Figure 1.3: INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203.
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(presumably known) document structure, so that both the target and the support elements
can be explicitly specified [Lalmas and Kazai, 2006].
With NEXI, the information need described in the previous section can be expressed as:
//article//sec[about(., Jedi Force)]
Even with the strict interpretation of the target element (sec) in the above NEXI query,
the rules implemented in the about() function ensure that elements containing any com-
bination of the two query terms will be returned as answers. It would then be left to the
XML retrieval system to determine the extent to which these sec element answers will be
estimated as relevant to the underlying information need.
With the vague query interpretation in NEXI, the structural constraints in the query
are only considered to be hints as to where to look for relevant answers, rather than being
considered as strict specifications. This, in a sense, allows the query request to be treated as
a CO request, in which case it would again be left to the XML retrieval system to decide on
both the answer granularity and the extent to which the element answers are relevant. For
example, consider the fine-grained document structure shown in Figure 1.1. The semantic
meaning of the element with the name it is to emphasise the appearance of a particular
term in the document. For the query term Force, an XML retrieval system could retrieve
the /article[1]/sec[1]/it[1] element found in the first XML document as an element
answer, but it could also retrieve the two containing elements, /article[1]/sec[1] and
/article[1], as additional element answers. Several questions are raised as a result: Which
of the three elements would be a preferable answer in satisfying the information need? Which
retrieval methods should be used to determine the extent to which the three elements are
relevant? More importantly, what is it that makes the three elements to be relevant in
the first place? Finally, how should we evaluate and reliably compare the XML retrieval
effectiveness observed for different systems?
These questions are all part of the current challenges that face the field of XML informa-
tion retrieval.
1.3 Challenges in XML retrieval
In this thesis, we focus on the following challenges: combining information retrieval and data-
base approaches for effective XML retrieval; defining relevance in XML retrieval; evaluating
the effectiveness of XML retrieval; and using XML retrieval in different application scenarios.
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1.3.1 How can information retrieval and database techniques be combined for
effective XML retrieval?
Until recently, the need for accessing the XML content has been addressed differently by
the database (DB) and the information retrieval (IR) research communities. The DB com-
munity has focussed on developing query languages and efficient evaluation algorithms used
primarily for data-centric XML documents. On the other hand, the IR community has fo-
cussed on document-centric XML documents by developing and evaluating techniques for
ranked element retrieval. Recent research trends show that each community is willing to
adopt the well-established techniques developed by the other to effectively retrieve XML
content [Amer-Yahia and Lalmas, 2006].
Most full-text IR systems do not utilise information about the document structure.
Queries sent to such systems mainly represent a bag of words, and final answers are usually
presented by descending likelihood of relevance to the information need expressed by the
query. However, in most existing IR system implementations, the primary unit of retrieval
is a whole document, and retrieval of more specific document elements is not supported.
A native XML database provides strong support for storing and querying XML docu-
ments, and retrieves elements that strictly match the logical query conditions. However,
these answer elements are (usually) not ranked according to their likelihood of relevance.
Information about the XML documents is incorporated in various index structures, allowing
users to query both by document content and by document structure. Accordingly, elements
that belong to particular documents can easily be identified, either by the order that they
appear in the document or by certain query terms that they contain. Most native XML
databases support XQuery — the standard XML query language, while there are some that
additionally support the XQuery and XPath full-text search extensions. The TeXQuery lan-
guage [Amer-Yahia et al., 2004] and the TIX bulk-algebra [Al-Khalifa et al., 2003] represent
initiatives that integrate IR techniques into a standard native XML database query evalua-
tion engine, thus attempting to bridge the gap between the IR and the strict DB approaches
to XML retrieval.
To utilise the best features from IR and native DB approaches to XML retrieval, we
propose a hybrid XML retrieval approach. With the hybrid approach, we explore a range
of methods that dynamically identify the appropriate level of answer granularity and rank
the final answers. We present results of our experiments on the INEX 2003 and 2004 test
collections, and demonstrate that our hybrid approach yields effective XML retrieval.
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1.3.2 What does user and assessor experience suggest about how relevance
should be defined in XML retrieval?
Relevance is a key concept in the fields of documentation, information science, and informa-
tion retrieval [Mizzaro, 1997; Saracevic, 1996]. Indeed, the purpose of a retrieval system is
to retrieve units of information estimated as likely to be relevant to a user information need.
To build and evaluate effective information retrieval systems, the concept of relevance needs
to be clearly defined.
In traditional information retrieval, a binary relevance scale is often used to assess the
relevance of an information unit (usually a whole document) to a user request (usually a
query). The relevance value of the information unit is restricted to either zero (when the
unit is not relevant to the request) or one (when the unit is relevant to the request). How-
ever, binary relevance is not deemed to be sufficient in XML retrieval, primarily due to the
hierarchical relationships among the units of retrieval [Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004].
Each year since 2002, a new set of retrieval topics has been proposed and assessed by
participants in INEX. Analysing the behaviour of assessors when judging the relevance
of returned elements may provide insight into possible trends within the relevance assess-
ments [Kazai et al., 2004b; Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004]. An interactive track was estab-
lished for the first time in INEX 2004 to investigate the behaviour of users when elements of
XML documents (rather than whole documents) are presented as answers [Tombros et al.,
2005a]. The interactive track was run again at INEX 2005, comprising three tasks and two
different XML document collections [Larsen et al., 2006a].
From 2003, two relevance dimensions — Exhaustivity and Specificity — have been used
at INEX to measure the extent that an element respectively covers and is focussed on an
information need. In 2003 and 2004, the two INEX relevance dimensions used four grades to
reflect how exhaustive or specific an element is: “none”, “marginally”, “fairly”, and “highly”.
To assess the relevance of an element, the grades from each dimension were combined into a
single 10-point relevance scale. Previous studies have shown that the INEX 2004 relevance
definition, comprising two dimensions based on topical relevance, is too hard for users to
understand and relate to [Pharo and Nordlie, 2005; Tombros et al., 2005a]; moreover, a
complex relevance scale, such as the INEX 2004 10-point scale, could lead to an increased level
of obtrusiveness in interactive user environments [Larsen et al., 2005]. As a result, the INEX
relevance definition was changed in 2005, where a highlighting assessment approach was used
to gather the relevance assessments [Lalmas and Piwowarski, 2005]. Here, three Exhaustivity
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values were assigned to a relevant element, while Specificity of the relevant element was
measured on a continuous (0, 1] relevance scale (based on the amount of highlighted text
in the element). Values obtained from the two INEX 2005 relevance dimensions were then
combined to assess the relevance of a retrieved element [Kazai and Lalmas, 2006a].
We present an empirical analysis of the INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions, which
reveals what the experience of assessors and users suggests about how relevance should be
defined and measured in XML retrieval. We propose a new topical-hierarchical relevance
definition for XML retrieval that is founded on interactive user XML retrieval experiments,
and which uses a five-point nominal scale to assess the relevance of a retrieved element.
The new relevance scale was successfully used in one of the three tasks of the INEX 2005
Interactive track. We compare the new relevance definition to both the INEX 2004 and 2005
relevance definitions, and demonstrate that the grades of the new relevance scale can easily
be deduced from the amount of highlighted text found in relevant elements.
1.3.3 How should the effectiveness of XML retrieval be evaluated?
Over the past four years, INEX has been used as an arena to investigate the behaviour of
a variety of evaluation metrics. For three years since its beginning in 2002, the inex eval
metric [Go¨vert and Kazai, 2003] was the official metric used at INEX to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of XML retrieval systems. For a returned element, this metric computes the
so-called Precall value, which determines the probability that the retrieved element is rele-
vant [Raghavan et al., 1989]. There are, however, two weaknesses of this metric: first, the
size of the retrieved element is not taken into account during evaluation; and second, the
level of overlap — both among the retrieved elements and among the relevant elements found
for an INEX topic — is not considered, resulting in possibly inaccurate and misleading eval-
uation results [Kazai et al., 2004a]. To cater for some of these problems, the inex eval ng
metric was proposed as an alternative INEX evaluation metric [Go¨vert et al., 2003b]. This
metric considers the size and the level of overlap among the retrieved elements, however it
too has several shortcomings: first, it is not easy to interpret; second, it assumes that rele-
vant information is uniformly distributed in the element; and last, it treats the two relevance
dimensions in isolation by producing separate evaluation scores.
From 2005, the eXtended Cumulated Gain (XCG) metrics were adopted as official INEX
metrics [Kazai and Lalmas, 2005], which are extensions of the cumulated gain metrics ini-
tially used for document retrieval [Ja¨rvelin and Keka¨la¨inen, 2002]. The XCG metrics rely
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heavily on different combinations of relevance grades from the two INEX 2005 relevance
dimensions. These combinations are shown to be difficult to interpret by assessors, which
in turn questions the validity of the reported evaluation results [Trotman, 2005]. Further-
more, when considering the level of overlap among retrieved elements, the XCG metrics use
a somewhat ad-hoc methodology in constructing the so-called ideal recall-base [Kazai and
Lalmas, 2006a]. Here, a dependency normalisation function is used to adjust the descendant
scores of the ideal elements. To date, critical analysis has not been performed to determine
whether the reliance on these or alternative choices has a positive or negative impact on XML
retrieval evaluation. The EPRUM metric, which was also used as an alternative evaluation
metric at INEX 2005 [Piwowarski, 2006], extends the traditional definitions of precision and
recall to model a variety of user behaviours. However, more detailed investigation into the
behavioural parameters of this metric is needed before it can reliably be applied to XML
retrieval evaluation.
We contend that the purpose of an XML retrieval system is to identify and retrieve
elements that contain as much relevant information as possible, while minimising the amount
of non-relevant information retrieved. To measure the extent to which an XML retrieval
system returns relevant information, we propose a new evaluation metric for XML retrieval —
which we refer to as HiXEval— that only considers the amount of highlighted relevant text in
the element (its Specificity value), without also considering the extent to which that element
is relevant (its Exhaustivity value). We test the fidelity of the new metric by conducting an
extensive analysis of the XML retrieval performance of simulated runs. We test the reliability
of the new metric by performing a comparative analysis between the evaluation behaviour
obtained with measures in the new metric and the behaviour obtained with measures in two
of the official INEX 2005 metrics.
1.3.4 How effective is XML retrieval in different application scenarios?
Arguably, the biggest challenge in XML retrieval lies in the need of identifying appropri-
ate applications that take advantage of element (as opposed to document) retrieval. To
investigate whether and how XML retrieval could be applied in a variety of application sce-
narios, different research tracks have been included as part of INEX since 2004. In addition
to the research activities carried out in the main ad-hoc track [Lalmas and Kazai, 2006],
applications of XML retrieval have also been investigated in the following INEX tracks: in-
teractive [Tombros et al., 2005a; Larsen et al., 2006a], relevance feedback [Crouch, 2006],
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multimedia [van Zwol et al., 2006], heterogeneous [Szla´vik and Ro¨lleke, 2005], natural lan-
guage processing [Geva and Woodley, 2006], document mining [Vercoustre et al., 2006], and
more recently, the user-case studies track and the XML entity ranking track. In this thesis,
we focus on research activities carried out in the INEX 2005 ad-hoc and multimedia tracks.
INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track
The ad-hoc track is the main track used in INEX every year since 2002. It models a digital
library application scenario, where information residing in a static set of XML documents
is searched using a new set of retrieval topics. Three XML retrieval sub-tasks were defined
within the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track: the CO, the +S, and the CAS sub-task, reflecting
the three ways of articulating the user information need in the CO+S and CAS topics.
Three XML retrieval tasks (called strategies) were explored in both the CO and the +S
sub-tasks: Thorough, Focussed, and FetchBrowse, which model different aspects of XML
retrieval [Lalmas, 2005]. The three strategies follow different assumptions about the way
results are presented to users, and the way the user behaviour is modelled. For example,
in both the Thorough and the Focussed strategies a linear presentation of element answers
is assumed, where elements are ranked in descending order of their estimated relevance
scores. In both strategies users are expected to view the result list in a top-down fashion,
by reading elements one after another. The only difference between the two strategies is
that all the relevant and overlapping elements are allowed to be retrieved in the Thorough
strategy, whereas in the Focussed strategy it is assumed that users do not like overlapping
elements to be retrieved, and that they would also prefer to see more specific over less
specific elements (if estimated as equally relevant). A different answer presentation is followed
for the FetchBrowse strategy, where element answers are first grouped by their containing
documents, and then ranked in descending order of their relevance scores. Two distinct
models of user behaviour are assumed for this strategy, where each model reflects the choice
of whether overlapping element answers are allowed to be retrieved or not.
Since 2003, there has been much debate among the INEX participants over how to inter-
pret the structure component of a CAS topic. At INEX 2003 and 2004 there were two inter-
pretations: SCAS, which allows for a strict interpretation of the target element (INEX 2003);
and VCAS, which allows for the target element to be interpreted vaguely (INEX 2004).
However, none of these interpretations considered how the support elements of the CAS topic
should be interpreted. Consequently, four retrieval strategies were explored in the INEX 2005
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CAS sub-task: SS, SV, VS, and VV, which correspond to the way target and support elements
are interpreted [Lalmas, 2005]. The four notations are explained as follows: SS represents
a strict interpretation of both the target (the first letter) and the support (the second let-
ter) elements; with VS, the target element is taken to be vague, but the support elements
are strictly interpreted; with SV, the target element is strictly interpreted, but the support
elements are taken to represent any elements; and with VV, both the target and the support
elements are taken to be vague.
Trotman and Lalmas [2006a] performed an extensive analysis of the performance of all
the runs submitted to the INEX 2005 CAS sub-task, which revealed that those retrieval
strategies that share the same interpretation of the target element correlate. Their findings
have therefore justified the usage of the two CAS interpretations in the previous two years
of INEX.
INEX 2005 Multimedia track
In a large document collection, it is common to find multimedia elements such as images,
audio, and video. Describing these multimedia elements in a standard way, such as when
using XML to describe the data in a structured manner, is beneficial as it can assist the
retrieval process. The INEX 2005 Multimedia (MM) track was established with the aim of
retrieving relevant XML elements containing various types of multimedia, of which only text
and images were used [van Zwol et al., 2006].
The INEX 2005 MM retrieval task focussed on identifying and retrieving element answers
containing a combination of text and images. TheWorldGuide collection — referred to as the
Lonely Planet collection in the MM track — was utilised, which was provided by the Lonely
Planet organisation.5 As part of the initial task, the INEX 2005 MM track participants
were asked to propose several MM topics that might represent typical information needs
expressed by users of this collection. The XML retrieval systems, used by the MM track
participants, were then required to interpret these MM topics in a strict (SS) fashion. In its
first exploratory year, the track has successfully managed to test different retrieval strategies
that combine content-based text and image techniques that effectively retrieve the multimedia
content stored in the Lonely Planet XML document collection [van Zwol et al., 2006].
5http://www.lonelyplanet.com/
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In this thesis, we use measures in the HiXEval evaluation metric to evaluate the effective-
ness of different XML retrieval approaches when two distinct scenarios of XML retrieval are
taken into consideration: the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, which simulates a text retrieval sce-
nario as often used in digital libraries; and the multimedia retrieval scenario, which requires
retrieval of multimedia in addition to the textual content. For the ad-hoc retrieval scenario,
we show that the choice for optimal retrieval parameters depends on the CO retrieval strat-
egy and the way CAS topics are interpreted. For the multimedia retrieval scenario, we show
that better XML retrieval performance is achieved when content-based image retrieval is
used in conjunction with content-based XML retrieval, rather than when either of these two
approaches is used in isolation.
1.4 Thesis structure
In addressing the research questions raised in Section 1.3, we have organised this thesis as
follows.
In Chapter 2 we provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art in XML information
retrieval. We discuss existing approaches to XML retrieval, and explain how the full-text
information retrieval approach and the native XML database approach can directly be applied
to XML retrieval. We also describe common approaches that score elements, identify the
appropriate element granularity, and control overlap in XML retrieval (a similarity framework
that can be used to theoretically model most of these approaches is described in Appendix A).
We then provide an overview of different relevance definitions used in information retrieval,
where we particularly focus on the three INEX relevance definitions. Furthermore, we list
and describe the current INEX evaluation metrics, and explain how the performances of
different systems are compared and measured in XML retrieval. The common assumptions
that underline the evaluation methodologies in these metrics are also listed, along with the
tests used to check significance, fidelity, and reliability of the reported evaluation results.
Last, we analyse findings from various research contributions that attempt to address many
of the current methodological issues in XML retrieval.
In Chapter 3, we present our hybrid approach to XML retrieval that combines text
information retrieval features with XML-specific features found in a native XML database.
With the hybrid approach, we explore a range of methods that dynamically identify the
appropriate level of answer granularity and rank the final answers. We present results of
our experiments on the CO and CAS topics of INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections, and
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demonstrate the usefulness of applying our hybrid approach to various XML retrieval tasks.
In Chapter 4 we revisit the definition of relevance in the context of XML retrieval by
performing an extensive analysis of the INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions. We present
a new relevance definition for XML retrieval, which comprises two relevance dimensions
respectively based on topical relevance and on the hierarchical relationships among XML
elements. The new topical-hierarchical relevance is founded on empirical results obtained
from interactive XML retrieval experiments, and uses a five-graded nominal scale to assess
the relevance of a retrieved element. Our comparison of the new five-graded relevance scale to
each of the two INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance scales shows that empirical mappings between
them can easily be established, and that the optimal mappings do indeed validate the usage
of the new relevance scale in XML retrieval. In Appendix B we present an analysis of the
user attitude towards retrieving overlapping answer elements, which was investigated as part
of our participation in the INEX 2004 Interactive track.
In Chapter 5 we propose a new evaluation metric for XML retrieval that extends the
traditional definitions of precision and recall to include the knowledge obtained from the
INEX 2005 highlighting assessment task. We demonstrate that the new metric meets all
the requirements needed for an unbiased XML retrieval evaluation, and show that — given
the strong correlation of rank orderings obtained by its measures to the orderings obtained
by measures in two XCG metrics, and its high reliability at distinguishing between different
retrieval runs — it can be confidently used to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness.
In Chapter 6 we use our new metric to evaluate the effectiveness of different XML retrieval
approaches, when two distinct scenarios of XML retrieval are taken into consideration: the
ad-hoc retrieval scenario, exploring the activities carried out as part of the INEX 2005 Ad-
hoc track; and the multimedia retrieval scenario, exploring the activities carried out as part
of the INEX 2005 Multimedia track. In the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, we investigate the
retrieval performance of our hybrid XML retrieval approach that combines three similarity
measures, with two algorithms for identifying the appropriate answer granularity, and two
XML-specific heuristics to rank the element answers. We show that different values for
retrieval parameters in our hybrid approach are needed to achieve the optimal performance
under the ad-hoc retrieval scenario. In the multimedia retrieval scenario, we investigate the
retrieval performance of our approach of combining evidence from a content-oriented XML
retrieval system and a content-based image retrieval system. We show that the desired textual
or multimedia information can be effectively retrieved by using our data fusion XML retrieval
techniques in the multimedia retrieval scenario. In Appendix C we present a comparison
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of evaluation results obtained with measures from our new metric to those obtained with
measures from the official metric used in the INEX 2005 MM track.
Finally, we summarise the conclusions of this thesis in Chapter 7 and provide an outlook
for future research.
Chapter 2
XML Information Retrieval
Information retrieval (IR) traditionally focuses on identifying documents that are estimated
to be relevant to an information need, typically expressed by a user in the form of a query
request. The granularity of answers in this case is fixed — indeed, whole documents are
usually returned as answers to the user request. XML information retrieval, on the other
hand, differs from traditional IR in that elements rather than documents are units of retrieval,
and that a varying granularity of answers can be returned in response to a request.
The common underlying principle of the above comparison is the level at which the user
request is dealt with. Mizzaro [1997] discusses four possible levels: problem, information need,
request, or query. The problem relates to the actual problem that a user is faced with, and
for which information is needed to help solve it. The user may not be fully aware of the
actual problem; instead, in their minds they perceive it by forming a mental image. This
mental image in fact represents the information need. Request is a way of communicating
the information need to others by specifying it in a natural language. For the request to be
recognised by a retrieval system, it needs to be represented by a query. The query usually
consists of a set of terms, optionally including phrases or logical query operators.
It is the query language used to express the user request that mainly distinguishes tradi-
tional IR from XML IR. Traditional IR query languages usually express Content Only (CO)
requests, which do not include any structurally-related information and only specify plain
query terms. XML IR, however, allows for query languages that in addition to the CO re-
quests also support Content And Structure (CAS) requests. These requests explicitly specify
the type of the returned answer elements (the target element) and the type of the contained
elements of the search context (the support elements).
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In this chapter we provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art in XML information
retrieval. In Section 2.1 we present a brief description of query languages for XML retrieval,
and categorise approaches that use these query languages to score elements in XML retrieval.
In Section 2.2 we provide an overview of different relevance definitions used in information
retrieval, with a particular focus on the three INEX relevance definitions. In Section 2.3 we
describe current evaluation metrics for XML retrieval, and discuss tests that can be used to
check fidelity, reliability, and significance of reported evaluation results. Finally, in Section 2.4
we review various contributions that attempt to address many of the methodological issues
surrounding the field of XML retrieval.
2.1 XML retrieval approaches
Common approaches to XML retrieval either extend well-known full-text IR systems to han-
dle XML retrieval, or represent XML-specific database approaches that incorporate XML
standards, such as XPath [Berglund et al., 2005], XSL [Adler et al., 2001] or XQuery [Boag
et al., 2006], to handle both XML presentation and retrieval [Go¨vert and Kazai, 2003]. In
this section, we first present a brief description of the query languages most commonly used
in XML retrieval. We then describe full-text IR and native XML database approaches, and
show how they can both be applied without any extensions to XML retrieval. Last, we list
and categorise some of the current approaches to scoring elements in XML retrieval, and dis-
cuss common approaches to identifying the appropriate answer granularity and controlling
overlap in XML retrieval.
2.1.1 Query languages
Many query languages have been proposed for XML retrieval, ranging from languages con-
taining only plain query terms to languages that combine term proximity with complex
structural conditions. The query languages also differ on their level of expressiveness [Botev
et al., 2006]. Amer-Yahia and Lalmas [2006] classify the existing XML query languages in
the following four categories, which differ according to the extent to which the document
structure is used in their queries.
1. Term-only query languages. The XML query languages in this category are similar
to the plain text query languages used in traditional IR, except that elements (instead
of documents) are required to be returned as answers. Examples of XML retrieval
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approaches that use these query languages are XRANK [Guo et al., 2003] and XK-
SEARCH [Xu and Papakonstantinou, 2005]. Term-only queries have also been used to
represent CO query requests in the nearest-concept queries [Schmidt et al., 2001] and
NEXI [Trotman and Sigurbjo¨rnsson, 2005], the official INEX query language.
2. Tag-and-term query languages. The XML query languages in this category allow
tags to be annotated to the plain terms in their queries. An XML retrieval approach
that uses such query language is XSEARCH [Cohen et al., 2003]. In addition to the
strict tag interpretation, XSEARCH also allows for semantically-related tags to be
considered in the query results. For example, the query sec:Jedi Force explicitly
asks that either or both of the query terms Jedi and Force be found in sec or other
semantically-related elements.
3. Path-and-term query languages. The XML query languages in this category use
explicit XPath structural conditions in their queries. Examples of XML retrieval ap-
proaches that use these query languages include XIRQL [Fuhr and Großjohann, 2001]
and XXL [Theobald and Weikum, 2002]. As discussed earlier, NEXI also uses a variant
of a Path-and-term query language to represent CAS query requests.
4. XQuery-and-term query languages. The XML query languages in this category use
XQuery — the standard W3C XML query language — and additionally allow for a
range of full-text predicates to be combined. This introduces a sense of vagueness in
the otherwise strict content and structural interpretation of XQuery. Examples include
the schema-free XQuery [Li et al., 2004] and TeXQuery [Amer-Yahia et al., 2004]. The
latter query language, for example, adds proximity distance and stemming full-text
predicates to XQuery.
We now provide descriptions of two approaches — full-text information retrieval and
native XML database — and show how they can be directly applied to XML retrieval.
2.1.2 Full-text information retrieval approaches
A full-text IR approach, when directly applied to XML retrieval, does not utilise any infor-
mation about the XML document structure. Queries used by this approach are Term-only
queries, which mainly contain a bag of words. To evaluate a query, an efficient inverted
index structure is usually utilised [Witten et al., 1999]. Final answers are whole documents,
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usually presented by descending likelihood of relevance to the information need expressed by
the query. Most existing full-text IR implementations do not support indexing and retrieving
of more specific document elements.
Two main types of Term-only queries are typically used by a full-text IR approach:
Boolean queries and ranked queries. Boolean queries will be covered in more detail later with
the native XML database approaches. Ranked queries are queries often used in many search
scenarios on the World Wide Web and elsewhere. An example of a ranked query is ’Jedi
Force’. Although no Boolean operators are used, most IR systems implicitly connect the
query terms so that answer documents contain either all (AND) or any (OR) of the query
terms.
The similarity of a document to a ranked query, denoted as Sq,d, indicates how closely
the content of the document matches that of the query. To calculate the query-document
similarity, statistical information about the distribution of the query terms — within both
the document and the collection as a whole — is often necessary. Following the notation
and definitions of Zobel and Moffat [1998], we define the basic term statistics for document
retrieval as:
• q, a query;
• t, a query term;
• d, a document;
• ND, the number of all the documents in the collection;
• For each term t:
– fd,t, the frequency of t in document d;
– NDt , the number of documents containing the term t (irrespective of the term
frequency in each document); and
– fq,t, the frequency of t in query q.
• For each document d:
– fd = |d|, the total number of term occurrences in d.
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• For the query q:
– fq = |q|, the total number of term occurrences in q.
We also denote the following sets:
• D, the set of all the documents in the collection;
• Dt, the set of documents containing term t;
• Td, the set of distinct terms in the document d;
• Tq, the set of distinct terms in the query, and Tq,d = Tq ∩ Td.
Many similarity measures for document retrieval have been proposed, and most of them
implement one of the three major information retrieval models: the vector-space model, the
probabilistic model, and the language model [Salton et al., 1975; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-
Neto, 1999; Croft and Lafferty, 2003].
In the vector-space model, both the document and the query are representations of n-
dimensional vectors, where n is the number of unique terms observed in the document col-
lection. The best-known technique for computing similarity under the vector-space model
is the cosine measure, where the similarity between a document and the query is computed
as the cosine of the angle between their vectors. For example, the pivoted cosine similarity
measure [Singhal et al., 1996] is represented as follows:
Sq,d =
1
WD ·Wq
·
∑
t∈Tq,d
(1 + ln fd,t) · ln
(
1 +
ND
NDt
)
(2.1)
In the above equation, WD represents the pivoted document length normalisation:
WD =
(
(1.0− s) + s ·
Wd
WAL
)
Here, the parameter s represents the slope, which takes values in the range 0 to 1 [Singhal
et al., 1996], andWd andWAL are the document length (usually taken as fd) and the average
document length (over all documents in D), respectively.
Wq is the query length representation, which is calculated as follows:
Wq =
√√√√∑
t∈Tq
[
ln
(
1 +
ND
NDt
)]2
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Probabilistic models of information retrieval are based on the principle that documents
should be ranked according to the decreasing probability of their relevance to the user in-
formation need. The Okapi BM25 probabilistic model, developed by Sparck Jones, Walker,
and Robertson [2000], is an example of a probabilistic model that has been demonstrated as
highly successful in a wide range of IR experiments. It is represented as follows:
Sq,d =
∑
t∈Tq,d
wt ·
(k1 + 1) fd,t
K + fd,t
·
(k3 + 1) fq,t
k3 + fq,t
(2.2)
In the above equation, wt is a representation of the inverse document frequency, usually
taken as:
wt = ln
(
ND −NDt + 0.5
NDt + 0.5
)
The variable K is calculated as:
K = k1 ·
[
(1− b) +
b ·Wd
WAL
]
Constants k1, b and k3 take typical values in the range 1.0 to 2.0, 0.35 to 0.75, and a
very large number (effectively infinite), respectively [Sparck Jones et al., 2000]. Wd and WAL
represent the document length and the average document length.
Language models are probability distributions that aim to capture the statistical regulari-
ties of natural language use. In information retrieval, language modelling involves estimating
the likelihood that both the document and the query are generated by the same language
model. Approaches that use language modelling in IR include the multinomial language
model [Hiemstra, 2001] and the query likelihood approach with Dirichlet smoothing [Zhai
and Lafferty, 2004]. The latter approach is represented as follows:
Sq,d = fq · lnλd +
∑
t∈Tq,d
ln
(
ND · fd,t
µ ·NDt
+ 1
)
(2.3)
In the above equation, µ is a smoothing parameter which typically takes values in the
range 1 to 5 000 [Zhai and Lafferty, 2004], and λd = µ/ (µ+ fd).
Regardless of the similarity measure used, a selected number of documents (initially up
to 10), sorted in descending order by their relevance scores, are retrieved as a response to the
user query. For example, Table 2.1 shows a ranked list of document answers for the query
’Jedi Force’, generated from the two XML documents shown in Figure 1.1. The score
values shown in the last column are calculated with the pivoted cosine similarity measure
(Equation 2.1). These values indicate that, when a full-text IR approach is directly applied
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Document (id) Element answer Rank Score
Ranked query: ’Jedi Force’
jedi1 (d1) /article[1] 1 3.7418
jedi2 (d2) /article[1] 2 2.7069
Table 2.1: List of documents obtained for a ranked query using a full-text IR approach. The
document answers are generated from the two XML documents shown in Figure 1.1, and are
presented in an XPath notation.
to XML retrieval, document answers estimated as most useful to the query can indeed be
identified early in the retrieval process. However, most full-text IR systems only retrieve
full documents and are not capable of also retrieving document elements — such as p or
sec — that could allow for more focussed access to the contained relevant information.
2.1.3 Native XML database approaches
Native XML databases provide strong support for storing and querying XML documents.
Information about the XML documents is usually incorporated in various index structures,
allowing users to query both by document content and by document structure. Queries used
by native XML database approaches represent either Path-and-term or XQuery-and-term
queries (or both). However, answer elements of most native XML databases are usually not
ranked according to their likelihood of relevance.
Boolean queries — containing a combination of Boolean logic operators OR, AND, and
NOT — are typically used by native XML databases to determine which elements should be
retrieved in response to the query. The XPath contains() function is often used to support
string comparisons in these queries. For example, the XPath query:
//*[contains(., ’Jedi’) and contains(., ’Force’)]
represents an AND Boolean query, asking that elements containing both query terms should
be retrieved. The following query represents an OR query:
//*[contains(., ’Jedi’) or contains(., ’Force’)]
The Kleene-star operator (*), used as a target element in the above queries, instructs
the native XML database to retrieve elements at different granularity levels that satisfy both
the textual and the logical query conditions. However, to support efficient query evaluation
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this operator is usually implemented such that only textual (leaf) elements are retrieved
by the database. For example, Table 2.2 respectively shows two answer lists of matching
elements for the two AND and OR Boolean queries, obtained when using the eXist native
XML database [Meier, 2003]. We observe that no score values have been calculated for
these matching elements, which are grouped by their containing document and sorted in
document order. The documents are assumed equally likely to be relevant to the query, and
they are presented in increasing order of their document identifiers assigned during indexing.
Table 2.2 also shows that, when there is an unspecified target element in the query (by using
the Kleene-star operator), element answers returned by the eXist native XML database are
the most specific (leaf) textual elements.
Due to the hierarchical relationships among the elements in an XML document, the same
textual information is often contained by one or more elements. Thus, one of the biggest
XML retrieval challenges is determining the appropriate level of element granularity (that is,
determining which elements are preferable units of retrieval). To determine the appropriate
element granularity, many XML retrieval systems follow the concept of the Lowest Common
Ancestor (LCA). LCA is the most specific ancestor element containing most (or all) of the
distinct query terms that may otherwise be distributed among its descendants. For example,
the LCAs generated for the OR Boolean query are the elements listed in the last four rows
in Table 2.2. Variations of the LCA concept include meaningful LCAs [Li et al., 2004] and
statically-defined index objects [Fuhr and Großjohann, 2001].
The LCA concept helps in identifying the preferred granularity of element answers. How-
ever, as shown in Table 2.2, the native XML database approaches typically do not rank these
LCA elements in decreasing order of their estimated relevance scores. Retrieving and ranking
elements at different granularity levels may, therefore, produce redundant information, since
a user may have already seen the same information by inspecting elements residing higher in
the list. This challenge has been referred to as the overlap problem, and is shown to have a
huge impact on both the XML evaluation and retrieval [Kazai et al., 2004a; Clarke, 2005].
2.1.4 Scoring approaches
In this subsection, we discuss approaches commonly used to score elements, identify the ap-
propriate element granularity, and control overlap in XML retrieval. The scoring approaches
are categorised according to the information retrieval model or the database techniques used
for retrieval. A similarity framework that can be used to theoretically model most of the
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Document (id) Element answer (XPath notation) Position Score
AND query: //*[contains(., ’Jedi’) and contains(., ’Force’)]
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/abs[1] 1 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[1]/p[2] 2 —
jedi2 (d2) /article[1]/sec[1]/p[1] 3 —
OR query: //*[contains(., ’Jedi’) or contains(., ’Force’)]
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/atl[1] 1 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/abs[1] 2 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[1]/it[1] 3 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[1]/stl[1] 4 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[1]/p[1] 5 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[1]/p[2] 6 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[2]/it[1] 7 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[2]/stl[1] 8 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[2]/p[1] 9 —
jedi2 (d2) /article[1]/atl[1] 10 —
jedi2 (d2) /article[1]/abs[1] 11 —
jedi2 (d2) /article[1]/sec[1]/p[1] 12 —
jedi2 (d2) /article[1]/sec[2]/p[1] 13 —
LCAs generated for the OR query
jedi1 (d1) /article[1] 1 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[1] 2 —
jedi1 (d1) /article[1]/sec[2] 3 —
jedi2 (d2) /article[1] 4 —
Table 2.2: List of matching and LCA elements for two Boolean queries using a native XML
database approach. The element answers are generated from the two XML documents shown
in Figure 1.1, and are presented in an XPath notation.
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scoring approaches presented here is described in Appendix A.
Approaches extending the vector space model
Schlieder and Meuss [2002] present an XML retrieval approach that adopts a similarity mea-
sure based on the vector space model, incorporates the document structure, and furthermore
supports structured queries. Their s-term ranking model is based on the tree matching for-
malism, representing both queries and XML elements as labelled trees. Weigel et al. [2005]
extend the s-term ranking model with additional data structures and algorithms to support
more effective as well as more efficient XML retrieval.
Grabs and Schek [2002] argue that even a single XML document may have very het-
erogeneous content, containing many different parts, or so-called categories. They present
a theoretical model for flexible XML retrieval that generates the ranking term statistics
on-the-fly and incorporates single-category, multi-category and nested retrieval.
Carmel et al. [2003] also discuss a variation of extending the vector space model to XML
retrieval. To express queries, they use the concept of XML fragments, which are similar to the
previously introduced categories. However, in addition to using a measure for determining
the content similarity between the fragments found in the document and the query, they
also introduce a measure of structure similarity. This measure allows for element answers to
be additionally weighted according to the extent to which they are structurally similar to
the query. They propose several heuristic functions, and evaluate their performance on the
INEX 2002 test collection.
Crouch et al. [2004; 2005] apply the extended vector space model to XML retrieval. In
this model, an XML document vector comprises a set of sub-vectors, where each sub-vector
represents a different concept class. To calculate the similarity between an extended (doc-
ument) vector and a query, a linear combination of similarities between the corresponding
sub-vectors is used. Recently, they have also included an additional retrieval module that is
capable of dynamically generating the element term weights [Crouch et al., 2006].
Mass and Mandelbrod [2004] also extend the vector space model to handle XML retrieval
at element level. They argue that the element scores calculated using the vector space model
may be distorted, since the occurrences of a query term across the XML document collection
are inappropriately calculated. Accordingly, on the basis of a training data set they first
statically define the granularity of answer elements, and create a separate index for elements
with a (previously determined) qualified name. The query is then submitted in parallel to
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each index, and after element scores for each index are normalised, the results are finally
merged into a single list of ranked elements. To compensate for the missing term statistics
in each index, they extend this work by introducing a document pivot by which the element
scores obtained from each index can be adjusted [Mass and Mandelbrod, 2005].
Approaches extending the probabilistic model
Wolff et al. [2000] introduce the concept of structural roles, referring to different elements that
share the same semantics. To rank the final element answers, they extend the probabilistic
model of information retrieval by incorporating the knowledge of these structural roles. The
roles are statically defined, and chosen mainly from the qualified names of the contained
elements. The concept of structural roles has also been implemented in the “out of the box”
SearX search engine [Florke, 2004].
The Hypermedia Retrieval Engine for XML (HyREX) [Go¨vert et al., 2003a] provides an
implementation of the XIRQL query language [Fuhr and Großjohann, 2001], which is based on
probabilistic principles. To retrieve the most specific document elements likely to be relevant
to a query, disjoint index objects are first identified by manually analysing the document
schema. For relevance-oriented search, an augmentation factor is used to downweight the
weights of index terms calculated for the most specific index objects when those terms are
propagated upwards to the higher-level objects.
Lu et al. [2006] present an XML indexing and retrieval system based on the Okapi-BM25
similarity measure [Robertson and Walker, 1999]. They extend Robertson’s field-weighted
BM25F measure — as originally applied to document retrieval [Robertson et al., 2004] — and
apply the so-called BM25E measure to element retrieval. In addition to scoring an element by
its contained query terms, they also use a linear combination of weights for term frequencies
found in descendant elements in constructing the final element score.
Trotman and O’Keefe [2004] present a method of indexing and searching XML documents
that is specifically adapted to element retrieval. A proprietary corpus-tree structure is first
used to retrieve and rank whole documents using the Okapi BM25 similarity measure. Likely
relevant elements are then extracted from these documents, by using the notion of “coverage”
(the number of distinct query terms contained by the element).
Approaches extending the language model
Hiemstra [2003] presents one of the earliest approaches to extending the traditional language
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model to XML retrieval. Advanced statistical language modelling constructs, such as priors,
mixtures, and translation models, are implemented in an experimental XML retrieval system,
and are shown to effectively model intelligent information retrieval from XML document
collections.
Ogilvie and Callan [2004] present a language modelling approach for ranking elements
using CO queries against an XML document collection. A generative language model is
used to estimate probabilities that arbitrary elements have generated the query. They also
describe storage mechanisms and retrieval algorithms used to efficiently evaluate CO queries.
Abolhassani et al. [2004] follow a non-parametric language model that adopts the Diver-
gence From Randomness (DFR) approach. To derive the term weights, the divergence of the
actual term distribution from that obtained under a random process is measured. For CO
queries, the above model is extended by an additional factor that considers the structural
relationships among retrieved elements.
Sigurbjo¨rnsson et al. [2004] use an XML retrieval approach that implements a multinomial
language model with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing. To rank document elements, a language
model for each element is first estimated. An element index is constructed, where text
appearing in an element is indexed both as part of that element and as part of all its ancestor
elements. This index is then used to find the appropriate units of XML retrieval and to mix
evidence from several hierarchical document levels. Using the multinomial language model,
they additionally investigate the impact of length normalisation to XML retrieval [Kamps
et al., 2004].
Database and other related approaches
Most XML databases implement efficient storage and querying mechanisms over XML doc-
uments and (usually) retrieve elements that strictly match the logical query conditions.
Most have also implemented a support for XQuery. Recently, the World Wide Web Con-
sortium has acknowledged the need for incorporating full-text search and ranking capabil-
ities into XQuery [Amer-Yahia and Case, 2006; Buxton and Rys, 2003]. The TeXQuery
language [Amer-Yahia et al., 2004], implemented in Quark1 and Galatex,2 and the TIX bulk-
algebra [Al-Khalifa et al., 2003], implemented in Timber,3 represent initiatives aiming at
integrating information retrieval techniques into the standard XML database query evalua-
1http://www.cs.cornell.edu/database/quark/
2http://www.galaxquery.com/galatex/
3http://www.eecs.umich.edu/db/timber/
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tion engine. TeXQuery specifies a bi-directional mapping between the XQuery data model
and its formal data model. Two additional TeXQuery expressions enable users to express
full-text search queries and to additionally rank the element answers. The TIX algebra, on
the other hand, is based on the notion of a “scored tree”, which represents a rooted tree where
each element incorporates at least two attributes, indicating its qualified name and relevance
score. Additional operators manipulate the scored data trees in an information retrieval
fashion: by enabling retrieval of elements after satisfying the requirements for the score or
the rank position, and by specifying the way of selecting the most appropriate among all the
likely relevant elements. The TeXQuery language and the TIX algebra attempt to bridge the
gap between the information retrieval and the strict database approaches to XML retrieval.
The two retrieval concepts have also been demonstrated in fully functional prototypes [Botev
et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2003].
The TIJAH system [List et al., 2005] is another notable approach that integrates informa-
tion retrieval methods in an XML database. A standard database architecture is followed by
carefully separating the conceptual, logical, and physical levels. At the conceptual level, dif-
ferent query patterns are used to map the NEXI queries into corresponding query execution
strategies, where the language modelling approach to information retrieval is used to support
the NEXI about() function. The score region algebra is exploited for query processing at the
logical level, where various region operators are used to select and manipulate XML elements.
To support efficient query execution, the physical level uses a numbering scheme to map the
logical algebra expressions into efficient relational algebra expressions. Recently, the TIJAH
system has been extended to transparently support different information retrieval models in
the XML database engine [Blok et al., 2006]. This is achieved by designing abstract functions
in the score region algebra operators, which are used to model the calculation, propagation,
and combination of element relevance scores [Mihajlovic et al., 2005].
XXL [Theobald and Weikum, 2002; Schenkel et al., 2004] incorporates a simple probabilis-
tic ranked XML retrieval approach in the traditional database engine, and additionally utilises
ontological knowledge for both the element names and the element content. TopX [Theobald
et al., 2005] is an extension of XXL that implements different query processing architecture,
which unlike XXL enables an efficient and versatile support for identifying and scoring the
top-k element results. Similarly as XXL, XSearch [Cohen et al., 2003] utilises information
about the element semantics in addition to the element content to achieve effective element
retrieval. XRank [Guo et al., 2003], on the other hand, is tuned for a hyperlinked XML
environment and primarily aims at returning the most specific elements in a document that
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contain most or all of the query terms.
The CSIRO participating group at INEX 2002 followed a system-oriented approach to
XML retrieval [Vercoustre et al., 2003]. In this approach, queries are sent to PADRE, the core
of the CSIRO Panoptic enterprise search engine.4 Unlike most full-text IR systems, PADRE
combines full-text and metadata indexing and retrieval and is capable of indexing particular
elements in a document (such as sec and p). Additional ranking algorithms are also used
to construct the scores of the containing ancestor elements. The EXTIRP system [Doucet
et al., 2004] follows similar XML retrieval approach, where XML documents are first split
into a set of “minimal XML fragments”. These fragments are then ranked using a similarity
measure based on the vector space model. The element scores are aggregated to the ancestor
elements, such that the final ranked answer list could be generated.
Approaches to identifying the appropriate answer granularity
One of the earliest attempts to identifying the preferable answer granularity in XML retrieval
was done by Kazai et al. [2002], who followed a focussed XML retrieval approach that aims
at identifying the best entry point (BEP) elements. BEPs are considered to be elements
from which users can easily browse and access relevant document information [Reid et al.,
2006a;b]. Recently, Kazai and Ashoori [2006] have also investigated various selection strate-
gies, derived from user studies, that can effectively identify these best entry point elements.
They have classified the BEPs in three categories: Parent BEPs (PBEP), where the parent
element of relevant elements is selected as BEP; “Start reading here” BEPs (SBEP), where
a leaf element in a sequence of relevant leaf elements is selected as BEP; and Combined BEP
(CBEP), where a parent element in a sequence of parent elements is selected. They found
that the most popular BEP type was SBEP, which was followed by PBEP, while CBEP was
the least popular BEP type. This finding suggests that leaf level entry points are usually
found to be preferable points from where users would like to start reading the relevant text
information. In XIRQL [Fuhr and Großjohann, 2001] the appropriate units of retrieval, re-
ferred to as “index objects”, are specified by domain analysts by manually analysing the
existing XML document schema. Contrary to the manual approach, Hatano et al. [2003]
propose a statistical analysis that determines “Coherent Partial Documents” without the
need of a document schema. Their approach requires that the entire XML document collec-
tion is processed before the appropriate answer granularity could be reliably identified. An
4http://www.panopticsearch.com
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interesting approach to identifying the appropriate answer granularity has also recently been
proposed and evaluated by Ramı´rez et al. [2006b], where a linking information that identifies
relationships between too small and other relevant elements is used to reinforce the relevance
of the appropriate retrieval elements. These and similar techniques have been shown to work
particularly well under the focussed XML retrieval task [Ramı´rez et al., 2006a].
Approaches to controlling overlap
One approach to controlling overlap in XML retrieval is the list processing approach, where
elements are removed from the ranked list of answers if they either contain or are contained
by any other element residing higher in the list [Sigurbjo¨rnsson and Kamps, 2006; Sauvagnat
et al., 2006b; Geva, 2006]. However, Mihajlovic et al. [2006] argue that the estimated score
of an element may not be solely sufficient in determining the extent to which that element
is useful when retrieved as answer. Thus, the decision whether to remove an element from
the list should depend not only on its estimated relevance score, but also on its size and
the amount of contained non-relevant information. They formally define a utility function
that incorporates these three factors, and show that the overlap removal strategies that only
rely on the estimated element scores are not always the most effective. A similar “smart”
overlap removal strategy is proposed by Mass and Mandelbrod [2006], where in addition to
the estimated element score, information about the distribution of the relevant descendant
elements is also taken into account. An element is retained in the answer list if the relevant
descendants are evenly distributed in the element tree (in which case all the descendants
are removed). Conversely, the element is removed if either the relevant descendants are
concentrated under one of its child elements, or if it has a direct child element with a higher
estimated score than that of its own. A threshold value is manually chosen such that all the
elements with an estimated score lower than the threshold are not taken into account.
An alternative approach to controlling overlap in XML retrieval is described and exten-
sively evaluated by Clarke [2005]. Here, starting from the list of ranked elements (initially
generated by an extension of the Okapi BM25 similarity measure), elements are re-ranked
and their scores iteratively adjusted such that the level of overlap among elements is re-
considered for each iteration. Clarke follows an argument raised by Robertson et al. [2004] to
not adjust the estimated element scores in a linear fashion; instead, the weight contributions
of term frequencies in overlapping elements are dynamically adjusted as the overlap level is
re-considered. Clarke also introduces a parameter that is used to control overlap among the
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retrieved elements, and provides experimental results that demonstrate the effectiveness of
this overlap removal strategy.
2.2 Relevance in information retrieval
Relevance is one of the most important concepts in the fields of documentation, information
science, and information retrieval [Saracevic, 1996; Borlund, 2003a]. In this section, we
present an overview of different relevance definitions used in information retrieval, with a
particular focus on the three INEX relevance definitions.
2.2.1 Definitions and dimensions
Many relevance definitions are used in information retrieval. In general, there is a system-
oriented, a user-oriented, and a logical definition of relevance [Mizzaro, 1997]. However, there
are also other definitions of relevance, which relate to its nature and its notion of dependence.
With respect to its nature, there is binary and non-binary (graded) relevance [Borlund,
2003a]. With respect to whether the relevance of a retrieved unit is dependent or not on
any other unit already inspected by the user, there is dependent (novel) and independent
(aspect) relevance [Saracevic, 1996; Borlund, 2003a; Lavrenko, 2004].
The system-oriented definition provides a binary relation between a unit of information
(a document or an element) and a user request (a query). To model this relation, both the
unit of information and the user request are represented by a set of terms, reflecting the
contents of the unit and the interest of the user, respectively. In this case, relevance is simply
defined by the level of semantic overlap between the two representations; the more similar
these representations are, the more likely the information unit is relevant to the user request.
According to this definition, relevance is not dependent on any factors other than the two
representations. More specifically, it depends neither on the user who issued the request (or
on the user information need), nor on any other information units (regardless of whether
they have been previously considered to be relevant or not), nor on any other requests to
which the information unit may or may not be relevant [Borlund, 2003a].
Novel relevance deals with the impact of retrieving redundant information units on user’s
perception of relevance. For example, if a system retrieves two near-duplicate information
units — which may both be relevant to a request — the user will very likely not be inter-
ested in reading both of them, since once the first one is read, the second becomes entirely
redundant. Carbonell and Goldstein [1998] proposed the concept of Maximal Marginal Rele-
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vance, which attempts to provide a balance between the relevance of a document to a query
and the redundancy of that document with respect to all the other documents previously
inspected by the user. An interesting approach that may be seen as an extension of this
work is described by Allan et al. [2001]. Their work attempts to address redundancy on a
sub-document level and is based on the following idea: even if a document is considered to be
mostly redundant by a user, it may still contain a small amount of novel information (which
is, for example, often the case in news reporting). Therefore, they independently evaluate
the performance of an information retrieval system with respect to two separate definitions
of relevance: a topical relevance and a novel relevance. Some aspects of novel relevance have
been investigated in detail in the TREC novelty tracks [Soboroff and Harman, 2004].
A user request often represents a complex information need that may comprise smaller
(and possibly independent) parts, often called aspects. The goal of an information retrieval
system is then to retrieve information units that cover as many aspects of the information
need as possible. In this context, aspect relevance specifies the extent to which the information
unit is focussed on a particular aspect of the information need, whereas aspect coverage is
defined as the number of aspects for which relevant retrieved units exist. Aspect relevance
and coverage have been extensively studied in the TREC interactive tracks [Hersh and Over,
2001].
2.2.2 INEX relevance
The binary relevance scale, as used in traditional information retrieval,5 is not deemed to be
sufficient in XML retrieval, primarily due to the hierarchical relationships among the units
of retrieval [Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004]. For example, a paragraph and its containing
section can both be relevant to a user request, but the paragraph may be more focussed on
the request, and may thus (arguably) represent a preferable element to retrieve. Accordingly,
two relevance dimensions have been used as part of the INEX relevance definition. The two
relevance dimensions are respectively based on aspect coverage and aspect relevance, as
explained above. To express the relevance of a retrieved element, a relevance scale is used to
combine the values from the two INEX relevance dimensions. However, different names for
the two relevance dimensions and different relevance scales were used in INEX over the past
four years.
5Recent Robust and Web tracks in TREC, however, use a non-binary scale for relevance judgements.
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INEX 2002 relevance definition
At INEX 2002, the two dimensions were named topical relevance and component coverage,
which respectively reflect the extent to which the element covers and is focussed on aspects
of the information need (as represented by an INEX topic). Each dimension uses four rele-
vance grades, from “irrelevant” (0), “marginally” (1), “fairly” (2), or “highly” (3) relevant
for topical relevance, to “no coverage” (n), “too large” (l), “too small” (s), or “exact cover-
age” (e) for component coverage [Go¨vert and Kazai, 2003]. A relevance value of an element
is denoted as RrCc, where R refers to topical relevance, C refers to component coverage,
and r and c represent integer and nominal values used for the two dimensions, respectively.
For example, the relevance value R3Ce denotes a highly relevant element with an exact
coverage to an INEX 2002 topic, whereas R0Cn denotes a non-relevant element that does
not have any coverage. However, this relevance definition has not been used by INEX since
2002, partly because of the vagueness introduced in the terminology used for the names of
the two relevance dimensions, and partly because it has been subsequently shown that the
INEX 2002 assessors did not understand the notion of “too small” [Kazai et al., 2004b].
INEX 2003 and 2004 relevance definition
From 2003 at INEX, the relevance of an element to a query (an INEX topic) is described
by two dimensions: Exhaustivity, which models the extent to which the element discusses
aspects of the information need, and Specificity, which models the extent to which the element
focuses on aspects of the information need [Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004]. For example, an
element may be highly exhaustive to a user request (since it discusses most or all the aspects
of the information need), but only marginally specific (since it also focuses on aspects other
than those concerning the information need).
At INEX 2003 and 2004, four grades were used for each relevance dimension, such that
the relevance of an element ranges from “none” (0), to “marginally” (1), to “fairly” (2), or to
“highly” (3) exhaustive or specific, respectively. Table 2.3 shows all the possible combinations
between the grades of the two relevance dimensions, which represents the 10-point relevance
scale used by the INEX 2003 and 2004 relevance definitions.
The two relevance dimensions, Exhaustivity and Specificity, are not completely orthogo-
nal. An element that is not exhaustive is also not specific to the request (and vice versa),
which restricts the space of combining grades to the ten possible values. In Table 2.3 a
relevance value of an element is denoted as EeSs, where E refers to Exhaustivity, S refers
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Exhaustive
Specific Highly Fairly Marginally None
Highly E3S3 E2S3 E1S3 —
Fairly E3S2 E2S2 E1S2 —
Marginally E3S1 E2S1 E1S1 —
None — — — E0S0
Table 2.3: The 10-point relevance scale, used in INEX 2003 and 2004. Each point of the
relevance scale combines a grade from Exhaustivity with a grade from Specificity.
to Specificity, and e and s represent integer values between zero and three. An element is
considered relevant only if the e and s values are both greater than zero. The relevance value
E0S0 therefore denotes a non-relevant element, whereas the value E3S3 denotes a highly
relevant element. However, previous studies have shown that the INEX 2004 relevance defi-
nition, comprising two dimensions based on topical relevance, is too hard for users to relate
to [Pharo and Nordlie, 2005; Tombros et al., 2005a]. Moreover, an analysis of the assessor
agreement on the set of 12 topics that were double-judged at INEX 2004 has revealed that,
although the assessors did agree (to a certain extent) on the relevant documents found for
an INEX 2004 topic, they did not seem to agree on the relevant elements within these docu-
ments, mostly because various combinations of relevance grades can be assigned to relevant
elements [Trotman, 2005]. It has also been observed that a complex relevance scale, such as
the INEX 2004 10-point scale, could lead to an increased level of obtrusiveness in interactive
user environments [Larsen et al., 2005].
INEX 2005 relevance definition
In light of the above findings, the INEX relevance definition was changed at INEX 2005,
where a highlighting assessment task was used to gather relevance assessments for INEX
topics [Lalmas and Piwowarski, 2005]. The highlighting assessment task had two main steps,
which are described as follows. The assessor was first required to highlight the relevant
content in each returned document. After the assessment tool automatically identified the
elements that enclosed the highlighted content, the assessor was then asked to judge the
Exhaustivity of these elements, and of all their ancestors and descendants. The three possible
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Exhaustivity values were too small (?), partially exhaustive (1), and highly exhaustive (2).
The assessment tool automatically computed Specificity of the judged elements as the ratio
of highlighted to fully contained text, where the possible Specificity values were drawn from
a continuous (0, 1] relevance scale.
Figure 2.1 shows a sample of the relevance assessments obtained for INEX 2005 CO+S
topic 203, containing five highlighted passages. For each judged element, E shows the Ex-
haustivity value of the element; size denotes the total number of characters contained by
the element; and rsize shows the actual number of highlighted characters by the assessor.
As for the previous two INEX relevance definitions, the values from the two INEX 2005
dimensions were combined to express the relevance of an element to an INEX 2005 topic.
For example, if a fully highlighted element was assigned an Exhaustivity value of 1, then that
element was deemed as highly specific but only partially exhaustive [Lalmas and Piwowarski,
2005].
2.3 Evaluation approaches
In this section, we detail the existing evaluation approaches for XML retrieval. We describe
the common assumptions underlying the XML retrieval evaluation, the evaluation metrics
and their corresponding measures used, and the tests required to compare the observed metric
behaviours.
2.3.1 Assumptions
To measure how well different retrieval systems satisfy the information need expressed by
a user request, an evaluation metric should not only support a rank ordering of the best-
to-worst performing systems, but it should also consider the underlying retrieval task and
incorporate a model of the expected user behaviour.
In traditional IR evaluation experiments, the retrieval task comprises a simulation of how
a digital library is typically used, where information residing in a static set of documents is
retrieved using a new set of topics. Since whole documents are considered as well-defined
retrieval units, the underlying implicit assumptions that surround this retrieval task are
relatively simple [Go¨vert et al., 2006]. First, the relevance of a document is assumed to
be independent on the relevance of any other document. Second, a document is considered
as a well-distinguishable and separate information unit. Last, documents are assumed to
represent units of approximately equal size. The typical user behaviour modelled by this
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<file collection="ieee" name="co/2000/r7108">
<passage start="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]/text()[1].123"
end="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]/text()[2].11" size="408"/>
<passage start="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/st[1]"
end="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[4]/text()[1].378" size="2064"/>
<passage start="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/st[1]"
end="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[3]/text()[1].694" size="1945"/>
<passage start="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[6]/ip1[1]/text()[1].0"
end="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[6]/ip1[1]/text()[1].176" size="177"/>
<passage start="/article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/p[3]/text()[1].0"
end="/article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/p[4]/text()[1].462" size="900"/>
<element path="/article[1]" E="1" size="13556" rsize="5494"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]" E="1" size="9797" rsize="4594"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]" E="1" size="1301" rsize="409"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]" E="1" size="531" rsize="408"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]" E="1" size="2064" rsize="2064"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/st[1]" E="?" size="30" rsize="30"/>
[...]
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[2]" E="1" size="738" rsize="738"/>
[...]
<element path="/article[1]/bm[1]" E="1" size="3267" rsize="900"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]" E="1" size="2085" rsize="900"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/p[3]" E="1" size="438" rsize="438"/>
[...]
</file>
Figure 2.1: A sample of relevance assessments for INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203 and docu-
ment co/2000/r7108, containing five highlighted passages. For each judged element, E shows
the value for Exhaustivity (with possible values ?, 1 and 2), size denotes the element size
(measured as total number of contained characters), while rsize shows the actual number of
characters highlighted as relevant by the assessor.
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task is as follows. Given a ranked list of answer documents, users start from the beginning
of the list and inspect one document at a time, until either all the documents in the list have
been inspected, or users had stopped inspecting the list since their information needs were
successfully satisfied.
In XML retrieval, the commonly used retrieval task again simulates a digital library.
However, the difference from the task used in the traditional IR is that in this case elements
rather than documents represent units of retrieval, and that different granularity of elements
can be presented as answers. This, in turn, influences the evaluation assumptions, which
need to be appropriately adapted for the XML retrieval task.
1. Relevance of an element is independent on the relevance of any other element. Cur-
rently it is not clear whether this assumption is indeed a reasonable approximation,
given that relevance of an element can hardly be viewed as independent on the relevance
of the containing document, or on the relevance of other element that either contains or
is contained by it. However, most of the current metrics follow this assumption, which
allows elements in the ranked list to be inspected independently during evaluation.
2. Elements can not be considered as well-distinguishable and separate information units.
This is primarily because elements in an XML document are nested, which means that
the same information retrieved from an element could also be retrieved from other
(contained or containing) element. As a result, the level of overlap among the retrieved
elements should be taken into account during evaluation.
3. Elements can not be assumed to represent units of equal size. Indeed, it has been
shown that sizes of elements in an XML document collection can vary widely [Kamps
et al., 2004], which may respectively influence the time required to inspect the element
answers. The sizes of retrieved elements, therefore, should also be considered during
evaluation.
There are many initiatives aiming at empirically determining models of expected user
behaviour in XML retrieval; most of them have been part of the two instances of the INEX
interactive track [Tombros et al., 2005a; Larsen et al., 2006a]. Although firm user model
in XML retrieval has not yet been established, most evaluation metrics for XML retrieval
assume the linear user browsing behaviour as followed in the traditional IR (described above).
However, while inspecting a ranked list of elements, users of an XML retrieval system could
also have an access to other structurally-related elements, or indeed could be able to inspect
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the context where the answer elements reside. The system interface usually supports this
by implementing features such as browsing, scrolling, or presenting a table of contents of
the containing document [Malik et al., 2006b]. Accordingly, the XML retrieval evaluation
metrics should not only be able to model the (observed) user browsing behaviour, but should
also be able to support different result presentations, since elements could either be grouped
by their containing documents or be presented individually.
In the following, we describe the evaluation metrics that are most commonly used in
IR and XML retrieval. We particularly focus on the extent to which each of the current
evaluation metrics for XML retrieval supports the above evaluation assumptions.
2.3.2 Metrics and measures
We define an evaluation metric as a set of measures that follow a common underlying evalua-
tion methodology. In traditional IR experiments, a binary relevance scale is often used: a re-
trieved document is judged as either relevant or non-relevant to a query. Two well-established
measures based on these judgements are typically used for evaluation of document retrieval
effectiveness: Precision, which calculates the fraction of relevant documents retrieved to all
the documents retrieved for the query; and Recall, which calculates the fraction of relevant
documents retrieved to all the relevant documents found for the query. Following the above
assumptions regarding the retrieval task and the expected user behaviour, the performance
of an IR system is measured in two distinct cases: at a rank cutoff, where either precision
or recall is measured at rank position after certain number of documents are retrieved; and
overall, where precision and recall are combined to produce a single value for the overall
performance of the IR system.
Let R be a ranked list of documents returned by an IR system in response to a query, and
let Nrel be the total number of documents judged to be relevant for that query. Further,
let relr indicate the relevance of a document assigned to a rank r, such that relr = 0 if the
document is not relevant, and relr = 1 if the document is relevant. Examples of rank cutoff
and overall performance measures used in IR experiments include the following:
• P@r, which measures the precision at a rank cutoff r, and calculates the fraction of
retrieved documents that are relevant for a query:
P@r =
r∑
i=1
reli
r
(2.4)
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• R@r, which measures the recall at a rank cutoff r, and calculates the fraction of relevant
documents that are retrieved for a query:
R@r =
r∑
i=1
reli
Nrel
(2.5)
• R-Precision (RP), which measures the precision after the number of documents re-
trieved for a query equals the total number of relevant documents for that query:
RP = P@Nrel (2.6)
If the total number of relevant documents is higher than the number of documents
retrieved, then the non-retrieved documents are assumed to be non-relevant.
• Average Precision (AP), which is the average of the precisions calculated at each natural
recall level (after each relevant document is retrieved for a query):
AP =
|R|∑
i=1
reli · P@i
Nrel
=
|R|∑
i=1
reli · P@i
|R|∑
i=1
reli
·
|R|∑
i=1
reli
Nrel
=
|R|∑
i=1
reli · P@i
|R|∑
i=1
reli
·R@|R| (2.7)
A consequence of the above definition is that recall bounds AP . That is, an IR system
whose recall at the bottom of the ranking (R@|R|) is x, can at best attain an AP of x.
Any of the above measures can be used to report the retrieval performance across a set of
queries, by calculating mean of the values obtained by a measure for each individual query.
For example, MAP and R-prec are overall performance measures that respectively represent
mean average precision (calculated at natural recall levels) and mean R-precision. An al-
ternative overall performance measure is iMAP, which represents interpolated mean average
precision calculated at standard 11 recall levels. The overall performance and the rank cutoff
measures for document retrieval have been implemented in the trec eval evaluation met-
ric [Voorhees and Harman, 2005]. The underlying evaluation methodology followed by the
measures in the trec eval metric is that relevant and non-relevant documents are counted to
produce the evaluation scores. Other measures that have been recently proposed to evaluate
the effectiveness of document retrieval include bpref [Buckley and Voorhees, 2004], which is
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shown to be more robust than the traditional measures when incomplete and imperfect rele-
vance assessments are used for evaluation; and rank-biased precision [Moffat and Zobel, 2006],
which is based only on precision (thus ignoring recall), incorporates a simple model of user
behaviour, and unlike traditional measures allows accurate quantification of experimental
errors when using both complete and incomplete relevance assessments for evaluation.
Over the past four years INEX has been used as an arena to investigate the behaviour of
a variety of evaluation metrics for XML retrieval. Unlike in traditional IR, in XML retrieval
two relevance dimensions — each with multiple relevance grades — are used to measure the
relevance of a retrieved element to a query. To represent the extent to which the element is
relevant, current INEX metrics use quantisation functions to normalise the values obtained
from the two INEX relevance dimensions.
Quantisation functions
Table 2.4 shows six quantisation functions used in INEX since 2002. The strict quantisation
function is used to measure the XML retrieval performance when highly relevant elements
are the only units of retrieval, while the gen (generalised) quantisation is used to measure
performance when retrieving elements with multiple degrees of relevance. The table also lists
E3 S321, S3 E321, and Specificity-Oriented Generalised (SOG) quantisations [de Vries et al.,
2004a]. In INEX 2005, the genLifted quantisation have also been used in addition to gen,
which allows for different treatment of the too small elements during evaluation. As discussed
previously, the too small elements represent elements whose exhaustiveness was judged to be
“?” by the INEX 2005 assessors. These elements were assigned a normalised relevance score
of 0 by the gen quantisation function at INEX 2005, reflecting the fact that they should
not bring any retrieval value during evaluation. The genLifted quantisation was introduced
to lift the E values given to the too small elements. Kazai and Lalmas [2006a] performed a
correlation analysis of the results obtained with the two quantisation functions, and found
that the INEX 2005 assessors indeed had their own (different) interpretations of what too
small means. This finding has therefore justified the inclusion of the genLifted quantisation
function in INEX 2005.
All but the genLifted quantisation function can also be applied in the evaluation exper-
iments using the INEX 2002 test collection. However, a mapping between the values of two
corresponding relevance dimensions is needed since somewhat different relevance definition
was used at INEX 2002. The four values for topical relevance were directly mapped to the
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Quantisation Formulation
INEX 2002, 2003 and 2004
strict fstrict(e) =

1 if (e,s) = (3,3)0 otherwise.
E3 S321 fE3 S321(e) =

1 if e = 3, s ∈ {1, 2, 3}0 otherwise.
S3 E321 fS3 E321(e) =

1 if e ∈ {1, 2, 3}, s = 30 otherwise.
SOG fSOG(e) =


1 if (e,s) = (3,3)
0.9 if (e,s) = (2,3)
0.75 if (e,s) ∈ {(1, 3), (3, 2)}
0.5 if (e,s) = (2,2)
0.25 if (e,s) ∈ {(1, 2), (3, 1)}
0.1 if (e,s) ∈ {(2, 1), (1, 1)}
0 if (e,s) = (0,0)
gen fgen(e) =


1 if (e,s) = (3,3)
0.75 if (e,s) ∈ {(2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 1)}
0.5 if (e,s) ∈ {(1, 3), (2, 2), (2, 1)}
0.25 if (e,s) ∈ {(1, 2), (1, 1)}
0 if (e,s) = (0,0)
INEX 2005
strict fstrict(e) =

1 if (e,s) = (2,1)0 otherwise.
gen fgen(e) =

e · s if e ∈ {1, 2}, s > 00 otherwise.
genLifted fgenLifted(e) =


(e+ 1) · s if e ∈ {1, 2}, s > 0
s if e = ?, s > 0
0 otherwise.
Table 2.4: Quantisation functions used in INEX since 2002. Values e and s represent values
for Exhaustivity and Specificity that can be assigned to an element (e) to reflect its normalised
relevance score.
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four Exhaustivity values (Rr —> Ee), while the following mappings were used between the
three nominal component coverage values and three Specificity values: Cn —> S0, which
maps elements with no coverage to non-specific elements; Cl —> S1, which maps too large
elements to marginally specific elements; and Ce —> S3, which maps elements with exact
coverage to highly specific elements. The Cs (too small) value for component coverage was
not mapped to any of the four Specificity values (an element was deemed to be too small if
it did not act as a meaningful unit of information).
The inex eval metric
For three years since 2002, the inex eval metric [Go¨vert and Kazai, 2003] has been used
as the official INEX metric to evaluate the effectiveness of XML retrieval approaches. This
metric supports weak ordering of elements in the answer list [Cooper, 1968; Raghavan et al.,
1989], where one or more elements are assigned identical retrieval status values (RSVs) by an
XML retrieval system. The traditional sequential ordering of elements in the answer list is
considered as a special case of weak ordering. The main difference between the two orderings
is the rank assigned to a retrieved element; indeed, unlike in the case of sequential ordering,
where each retrieved element is assigned to a unique rank, in weak ordering one or more
elements — that have the same RSVs — can be assigned to an identical rank.
For a retrieved element, the inex evalmetric computes so-called Precall [Raghavan et al.,
1989], which estimates the probability that the element is relevant to an INEX topic:
P (rel|ret)(x) =
x ·Ne
x ·Ne + eslx·Ne
(2.8)
In the above equation, x is a fractional value representing an arbitrary recall point (where
0 ≤ x ≤ 1), Ne is the sum of the normalised relevance scores for all the relevant elements
found for an INEX topic, and eslx·Ne is the expected search length [Cooper, 1968], which
estimates the expected number of retrieved non-relevant elements until reaching the recall
point x. The following methodology is used to calculate the expected search length eslx·Ne .
Let a retrieved element be denoted as e, and let the set of retrieved elements that have
been assigned to an identical rank i be denoted asR(i). The rank at which the recall level x is
achieved is denoted as r. This rank represents the lowest rank for which, when sequentially
inspecting the list of elements — starting from the highly ranked element at the top and
moving down to the bottom — the following holds true:
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
 r∑
i=1
∑
e∈R(i)
fquant(e)

 ≥ x ·Ne
where fquant(e) represents the normalised relevance score for the element e, obtained with a
quantisation function. The amount of relevant information that is left to be obtained from
rank r, denoted as left(r), is then calculated as follows:
left(r) = x ·Ne −

r−1∑
i=1
∑
e∈R(i)
fquant(e)


The number of non-relevant elements that have been assigned an identical rank i is
denoted as non rel(i). These are the elements e ∈ R(i) for which fquant(e) = 0. The
expected search length can then be calculated as follows:
eslx·Ne =
(
r−1∑
i=1
non rel(i)
)
+
left(r) · non rel(r)
r
To report different performance values for an INEX topic, the inex eval evaluation
metric calculates Precall values P (rel|ret)(x) for arbitrary recall levels (typically 100).
A linear result presentation mode is supported by the inex eval metric, where per-
formance is measured while individually inspecting each retrieved element in the list. The
group result presentation mode, where performance is measured when elements in the list are
grouped by their containing documents, is not supported. There are also two known weak-
nesses when applying inex eval to measure the XML retrieval performance: first, the size of
the retrieved elements is ignored during evaluation; and second, the level of overlap — both
among the retrieved elements and among the relevant elements found in the recall-base — is
also ignored, which may result in misleading evaluation results [Kazai et al., 2004a]. In this
context, a recall-base reflects a collection of relevant elements that serves as a ground-truth
for evaluation.
The inex eval ng metric
To address the above weaknesses, the inex eval ng metric was proposed as an alternative
evaluation metric at INEX 2003 [Go¨vert et al., 2003b; 2006]. Here, the two relevance di-
mensions, Exhaustivity and Specificity, are interpreted within an ideal concept space [Wong
and Yao, 1995], and each of the two dimensions is separately considered while calculating
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recall and precision. The inex eval ng metric does not support weak ordering of elements
in the answer list. There are two variants of this metric, which differ depending on whether
overlap among retrieved elements is allowed or not: inex eval ng(s), which allows overlap
among retrieved elements; and inex eval ng(o), which penalises overlap among retrieved
elements. Unlike the inex eval metric, both ng variants directly incorporate element sizes
in their relevance definitions.
With inex eval ng(s), recall and precision are calculated as follows:
Recalls =
r∑
i=1
fEquant(ei)
N∑
i=1
fEquant(ei)
(2.9)
Precisions =
r∑
i=1
fSquant(ei) · |ei|
r∑
i=1
|ei|
(2.10)
In the above equations, N is the total number of relevant elements found for an INEX
topic, r represents the rank cutoff value at which performance is measured, ei and |ei| re-
spectively represent the element retrieved at rank i (1 ≤ i ≤ r) and its size, while fEquant(ei)
and fSquant(ei) represent normalised element relevance scores obtained with a quantisation
function when Exhaustivity and Specificity are separately considered. For example, with
the generalised quantisation function, normalised element relevance scores for Exhaustiv-
ity and Specificity are obtained as follows [Go¨vert et al., 2003b]: fEquant(ei) = E/3 and
fSquant(ei) = S/3.
With inex eval ng(o), recall and precision are calculated as follows:
Recallo =
r∑
i=1
fEquant(ei) ·
|ei−
i−1S
j=1
ej |
|ei|
Rel
(2.11)
Precisiono =
r∑
i=1
fSquant(ei) · |ei −
i−1⋃
j=1
ej |
r∑
i=1
|ei −
i−1⋃
j=1
ej |
(2.12)
where ej represents an element that is a descendant of ei, which has been previously retrieved
at rank j (1 ≤ j < i). The Rel entity has been recently introduced in the INEX 2003
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metric, such that the level of overlap among the relevant elements in the recall-base is also
considered [Go¨vert et al., 2006]. It is defined as the maximum number of “retrievable relevant
concepts” found in those non-overlapping relevant elements that for an INEX topic produce
the optimal ranking. Basically, with the Rel entity the number of relevant leaf elements in
the recall-base is considered in the denominator of Equation 2.11.
The inex eval ng metric also supports only the linear result presentation mode, with-
out supporting the group result presentation mode (where elements are grouped by their
containing documents). Despite of its advantages over inex eval, the INEX 2003 metric
also introduces two shortcomings: first, it assumes that the relevant information is uniformly
distributed across the element content; and second, it treats the two relevance dimensions in
isolation by producing separate evaluation scores. The last aspect is of particular concern
in evaluation scenarios where combinations of values from the two relevance dimensions are
needed to reliably determine the preferable units of retrieval. However, Ogilvie and Lalmas
[2006] have recently compared the XML retrieval performance of the officially submitted
INEX 2005 runs under different evaluation scenarios. They carried out extensive statistical
tests that have demonstrated that ignoring values from the Exhaustivity dimension did not
have a significant impact on the measured performance. This finding suggests that producing
separate evaluation scores for each relevance dimension is not a serious shortcoming for the
XML retrieval evaluation.
The XCG metrics
The eXtended Cumulated Gain (XCG) metrics [Kazai and Lalmas, 2005] are used as the
official INEX metrics since 2005. The XCG metrics are extensions of the cumulated gain (CG)
metrics, initially used for document retrieval [Ja¨rvelin and Keka¨la¨inen, 2002].
The CG metrics use a multi-graded relevance scale to determine the relevance of retrieved
documents [Keka¨la¨inen and Ja¨rvelin, 2002]. The relevance grades obtained for each retrieved
document are accumulated as the ranked list G is processed, where the document identifiers
are replaced with ordinal values that correspond to their assigned relevance grades. The
cumulated gain at rank r, denoted as CG[r], is simply calculated as the sum of the document
relevance grades up to and including that rank:
CG[r] =
r∑
i=1
G[i] (2.13)
For each query, an ideal gain vector I is constructed by sorting the documents in the recall-
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base in decreasing order of their relevance grades. To measure the retrieval performance of
an IR system, the actual CG vector is compared to the ideal I vector by plotting the results
obtained by both CG functions against each rank position. Two monotonically increasing
curves are observed as a result, which should level after no more relevant documents are
found. Ja¨rvelin and Keka¨la¨inen [2002] also introduce a normalised CG measure (denoted as
nCG) that produces normalised performance scores in the interval [0, 1]. They do this by
dividing the cumulated gains of the actual CG vector, obtained at each rank, with those of
the ideal I vector. With the nCG measure, the ideal retrieval performance at a rank cutoff is
achieved when the obtained normalised value is 1, whereas the area between the normalised
actual and ideal curves shows the quality of the retrieval approach (the less wide the area is,
the better the retrieval performance).
The XCG metrics extend both the CG and the nCG metrics. Here, given a ranked list of
elements for an INEX topic, the cumulated gain at rank r, denoted as xCG[r], is computed
as the sum of the normalised element relevance scores up to and including that rank:
xCG[r] =
r∑
i=1
rv(ei) (2.14)
In the above equation, ei denotes an element retrieved at rank i, while rv(ei) is a relevance
value function used to compute the normalised element relevance score. The relevance value
function takes into account the level of overlap among the retrieved elements in the answer
list, and it is explained in detail later in this section. For an INEX topic, the ideal gain
vector xCI is constructed by sorting the relevant elements in the recall-base in decreasing
order of their normalised relevance scores.
Two official XCG metrics used to measure the retrieval performance at INEX 2005 are the
following [Kazai and Lalmas, 2006a]:
1. The nxCG metric with the nxCG[r] measure. For a rank r, nxCG[r] measures the
relative retrieval gain a user has accumulated up to that rank, compared to the gain
they could have accumulated if the system had produced the optimal ranking:
nxCG[r] =
xCG[r]
xCI[r]
(2.15)
2. The ep/gr metric with the MAep measure. The effort-precision ep, calculated at a
cumulated gain level achieved at rank r (xCG[r]), is defined as the amount of relative
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effort (measured as the number of visited ranks) a user is required to spend compared
to the effort they could have spent while inspecting an optimal ranking:
ep(xCG[r]) =
rideal
r
(2.16)
Here, rideal is the rank at which the cumulated gain xCG[r] is reached by the ideal
run, while r is the rank at which the same cumulated gain is reached by the system
run. An ep score of 1 reflects an ideal performance, in which case the user spends the
minimum necessary effort to reach that particular cumulated gain. MAep represents
the mean average effort-precision, calculated by averaging the effort-precision scores
obtained whenever a relevant element is found in the ranked list.
The gain-recall gr, achieved at the rank r, is calculated as:
gr[r] =
xCG[r]
xCI[N ]
(2.17)
where N is the total number of relevant elements found for an INEX topic.
In addition to the above two measures, Q and R measures were also used at INEX 2005.
These measures mainly address an issue found for nxCG[r] of not averaging well across topics
that contain a varying number of relevant elements [Sakai, 2004].
To consider the level of overlap among the relevant elements in the recall-base, the XCG
metrics make use of an ideal recall-base. The ideal recall-base is defined as a set of ideal and
non-overlapping relevant elements, selected from the full recall-base by following assumptions
about the underlying retrieval task and the expected user behaviour [Kazai et al., 2004a;
Kazai and Lalmas, 2005]. A quantisation function is chosen to represent the user model, while
a custom methodology of constructing the ideal recall-base is employed such that overlapping
relevant elements are removed from the recall-base. We explain this methodology by using the
example in Figure 2.2, which shows a document tree representation of the first XML document
shown in Figure 1.1. For each element shown in the figure, values in parenthesis represent
values for Exhaustivity and Specificity assigned to that element, whereas the fractional values
show the normalised element relevance scores obtained with the generalised quantisation
function. Given any two elements on a relevant path, the element with the higher normalised
relevance score is first selected. A relevant path is a path in the document tree that starts
from the document element and ends with a relevant element that either does not contain
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(2,3)
0.75
(1,3)
0.50
(2,3)
0.75
(2,3)
0.75
(2,3)
0.75
(1,3)
0.50
article[1]
(3,3)
1.00
abs[1] sec[1]
p[1] p[2] p[1]
sec[2]
Figure 2.2: Identifying ideal elements from a recall-base obtained for the first XML document
shown in Figure 1.1. For each element, values in parenthesis represent values for Exhaustiv-
ity and Specificity assigned to that element, while the fractional values show the normalised
element relevance scores obtained with the generalised quantisation function. Four relevant
paths are shown in this document, with the article element (shown in the square) being
chosen as an ideal element.
other elements, or contains only irrelevant elements. For example, there are four relevant
paths shown in Figure 2.2. If two elements on a relevant path have the same relevance score,
the one deeper in the tree is chosen. This procedure is applied to each pair of elements that
belong to the relevant path until only one element remains. After processing all the relevant
paths, a final filtering is applied where, of two overlapping ideal elements, the one with the
shortest path is chosen. For example, when using the generalised quantisation function,
the article element will be selected as an ideal element from the document tree shown
in Figure 2.2. However, if the article element had been judged as (3,2), with the above
methodology three elements — abs[1], sec[1], and sec[2] — would have been chosen as
three ideal elements.
To consider the level of overlap among the retrieved elements in the answer list, the XCG
metrics implement the following result-list dependent relevance value (rv) function [Kazai
and Lalmas, 2005]:
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rv(ei) =


fquant(ei) if ei is a not-yet-seen element;
(1− α) · fquant(ei) if ei is a fully seen element; and
α ·
mP
j=1
rv(ej)·|ej |
|ej |
+ (1− α) · fquant(ei) if ei has been previously seen in part.
In the above equation, ei represents a retrieved element, fquant(ei) is the normalised
relevance score of that element, while α is a parameter that influences the extent to which
the level of overlap among the retrieved elements is considered. For example, with α set to 1
(overlap=on), the rv function returns 0 for a previously fully seen element, reflecting the fact
that an overlapping (and thus redundant) element does not bring any retrieval value during
evaluation. Conversely, the level of overlap among the retrieved elements will be ignored
with α set to 0 (overlap=off). In the case where an element has been previously seen in
part in the answer list (when some of its descendant elements have been retrieved earlier in
the ranking), ej represents one of the element’s relevant descendants, |ej | denotes the size of
that relevant descendant, while m shows the number of previously seen relevant descendants.
Since an ideal recall-base is also used by the XCG metrics to determine the ideal (non-
overlapping) elements, there may be cases where the sum of the relevance values obtained
for descendants of an ideal element could exceed the relevance value obtained for the ideal
element. For example, using the recall-base shown in Figure 2.2, a system that retrieves
the three child elements of the article element may achieve a better overall score that
that achieved by a system that only retrieves the ideal article element. To cater for this
anomaly, a dependency normalisation function is applied to the final rv score of a retrieved
element ei, which ensures that — if the element ei is a descendant of an ideal element — the
following holds true:
rvnorm(ei) = min(rv(ei), rv(eideal)−
∑
e∈S
rv(e)) (2.18)
where S is the set of retrieved descendant elements of an ideal element, e ∈ S is a retrieved
descendant element, while eideal is the ideal element that is on the same relevant path as e.
The weak ordering of elements in the answer list is not supported by the XCG metrics.
However, unlike the two previous metrics, both result presentation modes — linear and
grouping — are supported by the ep/gr metric. To support the group result presentation
mode, two evaluation scores are calculated by ep/gr: an article-level score and an element
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level score. To calculate the article-level score, the recall-base is filtered such that only
those articles that contain at least one relevant element (according to a chosen quantisation
function) remain in the recall-base. The ideal article gain vector is obtained by sorting
the set of filtered articles by decreasing normalised relevance scores. For an INEX topic, a
list of articles is derived from a system run, and this list is then compared to the article
list of the ideal gain vector. To calculate the element-level score, each document cluster
containing grouped elements is examined individually during evaluation. The recall-base of
the document cluster is first created by considering a quantisation function and an overlap
setting. The list of elements returned for a document is then directly compared against the
recall-base of the document cluster, and performance scores for each cluster are calculated.
These scores are averaged over all clusters and then over all queries. The above evaluation
methodology was used in the ep/gr metric to calculate the article-level and element-level
scores for runs submitted in the FetchBrowse retrieval strategy of the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc
track [Kazai and Lalmas, 2006a].
Other INEX metrics
Other metrics proposed within INEX include Expected Precision-Recall with User Modelling
(EPRUM), and Tolerance to Irrelevance (T2I). The EPRUM metric, which was also used as
an alternative evaluation metric at INEX 2005 [Piwowarski, 2006], extends the traditional
definitions of precision and recall and additionally models a variety of user behaviours. EPRUM
is unique among all the INEX metrics in that it stochastically defines the user browsing
behaviour, where a probability is assigned to an event that a user has seen any sibling,
descendant, or ancestor element of a retrieved element. The main idea behind the T2I metric
is that an XML retrieval system should be rewarded if it retrieves the best entry point
that is “closest” to the relevant information found in the document [de Vries et al., 2004b].
More specifically, retrieval systems are rewarded if they retrieve as much relevant elements
as possible, while at the same time the amount of user effort wasted on reading irrelevant
information from these elements is minimised. EPRUM has a number of parameters whose
exact estimations are yet to be determined, while T2I has not yet been implemented, and so
we do not use these two metrics in our evaluation experiments presented in this thesis.
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Criticism of INEX metrics
Kazai and Lalmas [2005] outline a set of requirements that a suitable metric for evaluating
XML retrieval effectiveness should take into account. They present an analysis that reveals
the extent to which these requirements are met by the current INEX metrics. They conclude
that there is no single metric that meets all the requirements, but that the (official INEX)
XCG metrics seem to behave in a most intuitive way. However, as discussed previously, the
quantisation functions used by all the INEX metrics rely heavily on different combinations
of relevance grades from the two INEX relevance dimensions. A criticism of the current
INEX metrics is that a reliance on these choices could result in unreliable evaluation, mainly
because of two factors: first, the assessor agreement on element level is shown to be very low,
which questions the validity of the reported evaluation results [Trotman, 2005]; and second,
it is not easy to reliably predict the evaluation behaviour when changing between different
quantisation functions [Ogilvie and Lalmas, 2006]. Another criticism is the lack of simplicity
in the evaluation methodologies employed by the current INEX metrics, and their slight
departure from the well-established information retrieval norms [Hiemstra and Mihajlovic,
2005].
2.3.3 Significance, fidelity, and reliability
To provide evidence that the observed difference in performance between two retrieval sys-
tems is not due to chance, statistical significance tests are usually used during evaluation.
These tests demonstrate, with a certain level of confidence, that if one system performs better
than another using a selected number of topics, the same relative system ordering will again
be observed when the performance is measured on different (and previously unseen) topics.
The sign test, the Wilcoxon signed rank test, and the t-test are significance tests often used
in IR experiments [Hull, 1993].
When comparing whether or not the observed difference in performance between two
IR systems is statistically significant, the significance tests take a pair of equal-sized sets
containing the performance results for each query, and assign a confidence value (denoted
as p-value) to the null hypothesis (that the values in the two sets are drawn from the same
population). If the p value is less than 0.05 (5%), the null hypothesis is rejected, which
indicates that the observed difference in performance is not due to chance. In other words,
the system that produces higher average performance result is said to perform significantly
better than the other system. Significance tests follow certain assumptions regarding the
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data on which they are used. For example, both the Wilcoxon signed-rank test and the t-test
assume that the values being tested, which in the IR case represent the performance results for
each query, respectively follow symmetrical and normal distributions. However, the per-query
performance results rarely follow either of these two distributions, and so care must be taken
when using these tests if errors in the statistical analysis are to be avoided [van Rijsbergen,
1979]. Regardless of this caution, these two tests and the signed test have been commonly
used in IR experiments. Sanderson and Zobel [2005] have recently compared the three tests,
and found that t-test produced lower error rates than sign and Wilcoxon. Accordingly, we
use t-test to evaluate the significance of reported results in this thesis. Another alternative
is the bootstrap method [Savoy, 1997], which has only recently been used in XML retrieval
experiments [Ogilvie and Lalmas, 2006].
The evaluation metrics employ a wide variety of methodologies to measure the retrieval
performance. It is therefore essential to carry out tests to determine whether they measure
what are they intended to measure, and whether the reported evaluation results can be
trusted. Accordingly, two important tests are used to qualify the evaluation of evaluation
metrics: fidelity and reliability [Voorhees, 2004]. The fidelity tests show whether an evaluation
metric measures what it is intended to measure, while the reliability tests show the extent
to which the evaluation results can be trusted.
Simulated runs constructed in a controlled way are typically used to determine the fidelity
of an evaluation metric [Kazai et al., 2005; Go¨vert et al., 2006; Piwowarski and Dupret, 2006].
In XML retrieval, these runs contain various granularity of elements in their answer lists (such
as ideal elements, full document elements, or leaf elements). A metric successfully passes the
fidelity test if the obtained evaluation results demonstrate that the best retrieval performance
is indeed achieved when using the right (and desired) answer granularity, while preserving a
reasonable relative ordering of the other simulated runs. We follow the above methodology
when presenting results of fidelity tests in this thesis.
To compare whether two metrics measure the same (or similar) retrieval behaviour, a
method that investigates how different are the system orderings generated by measures from
one metric compared to the system orderings generated by measures from another is often
used [Go¨vert et al., 2006; Kazai and Lalmas, 2006a]. Correlation coefficients, such as Spear-
man’s rho, Kendall’s tau, and Pearson’s product moment coefficient, are used to measure
the extent to which the system rank orderings obtained from a pair of measures correlate.
We use the Spearman correlation coefficient in selected experiments presented in this thesis,
primarily because with the non-parametric correlation using the Spearman coefficient, the
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data found in the pairs is not assumed to come from a normal distribution.
The reliability of an evaluation metric is often determined by a method that investigates
whether measures used in one metric are as stable as measures used in another metric at
distinguishing between different retrieval approaches. In their recent work, Moffat and Zo-
bel [2006] pursue reliability tests that identify and compare significance and error rates for
different IR evaluation measures. The methodology is as follows: first, the complete set of
topics is divided into four different subsets, which are subsequently used to pairwise compare
the submitted runs. For a pair of runs on the first subset of topics, a t-test is used to decide
whether the observed performance difference is statistically significant at the 0.05 confidence
level. If it is, and if the same two runs have the opposite numeric ordering on any of the other
three topic subsets, an error is recorded. The above methodology is a simplification of the
methodology initially proposed by Sanderson and Zobel [2005] who observed that, when only
two topic subsets are used, the selection of topics that belong to the first subset influences
the selection of topics that are to be used in the second. They have therefore evaluated two
selection strategies, referred to as with and without replacement strategies, which allow lower
and upper bounds to be respectively determined for the observed error rates. The methodol-
ogy followed by Moffat and Zobel uses four instead of two topic subsets, by which the factor
of dependence when choosing among the topics that belong to a given subset is expected to
be greatly reduced. We also follow the methodology proposed by Moffat and Zobel [2006] in
the experiments performing reliability tests in this thesis.
2.4 Methodology of XML element retrieval
INEX has, since its very beginning, been challenged with some methodological issues that
seem to be directly related to the very nature of element (as opposed to document) retrieval.
Indeed, the following questions have been raised, for which reasonable answers are yet to
be provided [Trotman, 2005]: Does a suitable XML document collection exist for element
retrieval? Can a sound user model be identified for XML retrieval? Will users benefit from
using structural hints, as opposed to only using plain terms, in their queries?
The fundamental issue underlying these questions relates to the user expectations from
XML retrieval. Indeed, there is a growing interest among the XML retrieval research com-
munity in studying the user behaviour in the context of XML retrieval. Admittedly, a great
deal of work has been done in the field so far; however, the above questions are yet to be
completely addressed.
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User expectations
Among the earliest works that studies the user behaviour in XML retrieval is the work done
by Finesilver and Reid [2003], where a small-scale experimental study using the Shakespeare
XML document collection6 was designed to investigate the information-seeking behaviour
of users in the context of structured documents. They investigated two variants of the
same XML retrieval interface: one that highlighted relevant elements only; and another that
highlighted best entry points (BEPs) only. Results from the analysis of their comparative
study have revealed that users strongly preferred the BEP interface, and that BEPs could
be beneficial for XML retrieval so long as they are appropriately used.
An interactive track was established for the first time in INEX 2004 to investigate the
behaviour of users when elements of XML documents (rather than whole documents) are
presented as answers [Tombros et al., 2005a]. In particular, the option of presenting ele-
ment answers in a linear fashion was one of the research activity carried out as part of the
INEX 2004 interactive track. A web-based XML retrieval system based on HyREX [Go¨vert
et al., 2003a] was used to search on the IEEE XML document collection. A (tentative)
conclusion drawn from the interactive user experiments was that users did not appreciate
overlapping elements to be returned as answers [Kim and Son, 2005; Tombros et al., 2005a].
A second interactive track followed at INEX 2005, comprising three tasks and two different
XML document collections [Larsen et al., 2006a]. The three tasks explored in the INEX 2005
Interactive track were as follows: Task A, where an application-based XML retrieval system
based on Daffodil [Kriewel et al., 2004] was used to search on the IEEE XML document
collection; Task B, where groups with a working interactive XML retrieval system could
test their system against the Daffodil-based system [Kamps and Sigurbjo¨rnsson, 2006]; and
Task C, where an alternative XML retrieval system based on Bricks [van Zwol et al., 2005] was
used to search on the Lonely Planet XML document collection. The result list presentation
used by all the tasks was chosen to be in a FetchBrowse fashion, where in response to a
content-only query, the interactive XML retrieval system returned a list of ranked elements,
grouped by their containing documents. With the Daffodil-based interface, by clicking on a
document in the answer list, users were only able to see the document’s metadata (including
title, author information, and abstract), but not the entire document content. By clicking on
an element in the answer list, a new window was opened showing the element content along
with the table of contents where that element belongs in the document. Results from the
6Available for download at: http://www.oasis-open.org/cover/bosakShakespeare200.html
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analysis of the user behaviour have suggested that users found the document’s metadata to be
very useful during retrieval, and that most of the relevant information was identified to reside
in specific elements within documents [Larsen et al., 2006b]. The last finding particularly
supports the belief shared among the INEX community regarding the usefulness of element
retrieval, and somewhat justifies the ongoing effort invested by INEX and other activities
related to XML retrieval. A comparative study of the usability of the “old” web-based
interface and the “new” application-based interface that were respectively used at the INEX
2004 and 2005 Interactive tracks has additionally revealed that the table of contents was
appreciated by users, and that features such as query term highlighting, iconic visualisation,
and related query terms are found to be particularly useful [Malik et al., 2006b].
Several user studies, carried out within and outside INEX, have also confirmed the use-
fulness of grouping the retrieved elements by their contained documents [Kamps and Sig-
urbjo¨rnsson, 2006; Kim and Son, 2006; Betsi et al., 2006]. The need for element grouping is
mainly motivated by the fact that users not only want to locate more focussed information
within a document, but they also want to “see what the document is” [Betsi et al., 2006].
This finding justifies the inclusion of the FetchBrowse retrieval strategy in INEX 2005, along
with the latest INEX 2006 sub-tasks derived from this strategy. However, it also strongly
motivates the need for XML retrieval approaches that are able to first present the documents
in descending order of their estimated relevance scores (the fetch phase), and then to group
and present the likely relevant elements within those documents (the browse phase). Later
in this thesis we present one such approach to XML retrieval.
Structural hints
There is an ongoing debate within INEX whether structural hints in queries help increase
the XML retrieval performance. From a system-oriented point of view, structural hints seem
to have a positive effect on the XML retrieval performance, regardless of their interpreta-
tion [van Zwol, 2006; Sauvagnat et al., 2006a]. More specifically, an increase in early precision
is observed when the target element is strictly interpreted, while there is a mean average pre-
cision improvement when strictly interpreting the support elements [Sigurbjo¨rnsson et al.,
2005; Sigurbjo¨rnsson and Kamps, 2006]. However, Trotman and Lalmas [2006b] have re-
cently analysed the retrieval performances of runs submitted separately for the Thorough
and the Focussed retrieval strategies. They have respectively compared the best performing
runs that do not use structural hints in their queries to the best performing runs that use
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structural hints. No significant differences in mean average precision were observed for both
retrieval strategies.7 Trotman and Lalmas [2006b] go on further and analyse the relevance as-
sessments for the CAS topics. They conclude that the above behaviour has most likely been
influenced by the fact that “users are very bad at giving structural hints”. However, they
do comment that the most useful structural elements are very likely to be more dependent
on the XML document collection than on the query. This is in line with a recent argument
raised by Lehtonen [2006], who takes a user-oriented point of view while analysing the useful-
ness of structural hints. He argues that the usefulness of structural hints largely depends on
the document type definition (DTD) used to describe the XML document structure. More
specifically, he believes that the structural constraints are useful (and even necessary) in the
cases where the element structure also describes the element content. A notable work on
analysing the usefulness of structural hints in XML retrieval has recently been carried out
by Kamps et al. [2006]. They also follow the user-oriented point of view and create theo-
retical user models for which suitable query languages can be defined. Results from their
experiments that use their proposed user models have revealed two important aspects: first,
that the structural constraints in queries are mainly used as search hints, and are therefore
not interpreted as strict requirements by users; and second, adding structural hints has a
positive effect on early precision but a negative effect on overall recall (which highlights the
well-known inverse relationship between precision and recall). In this thesis we follow the
system-oriented point of view and also investigate the usefulness of structural hints in XML
retrieval.
Research directions
The methodological issues surrounding the field of XML element retrieval has recently been
investigated in a separate and open forum [Trotman and Lalmas, 2005]. The existence of
such forum is justified by the fact that advances have been made that attempt to address
many methodological aspects of XML retrieval, which particularly concern the way relevance,
evaluation, and user behaviour are understood in XML retrieval. The forum also makes it
possible for new ideas to emerge that may define future research directions in INEX and
the field of XML retrieval. For example, Kamps and Larsen [2006] have recently set to
understand the differences between search requests in XML retrieval. To this end, they have
7It should be noted that performance measures at rank cutoffs that could be used to investigate possible
improvements in early precision were not used in this analysis.
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analysed responses gathered from the questionnaires used during the topic creation process
at INEX 2006. They found a great variety of responses, which in turn suggests that there is a
great variety of user expectations from XML retrieval. Their results have also indicated that,
given that most of the proposed topics reflected real-life tasks and that queries used were very
similar to the short Web queries, INEX topic authors behave more like real-life users than
(for example) TREC topic authors might behave. Although to some extent this behaviour
may have certainly been influenced by the deployment of the Wikipedia document collection
in the topic creation process, it was nevertheless expected that the findings obtained from
their study could have a positive impact on addressing some of the methodological issues in
XML retrieval.
Trotman and Geva [2006] have also recently set to discover whether and to what ex-
tent element retrieval should be supported by the XML retrieval research community. They
present an in-depth analysis of the evidence gathered from related studies in the field which
reveals that, contrary to the popular belief, passage retrieval is supported better than element
retrieval. They partly support this claim with a recent finding by Piwowarski et al. [2006],
which revealed that the assessor agreement was much higher when mutually identifying rel-
evant passages than when mutually identifying relevant elements. Trotman and Geva [2006]
go on even further to examine future user tasks for passage retrieval, and provide recom-
mendations on how the existing INEX element retrieval tasks could be converted to passage
retrieval tasks. With this transition process, the problem of automatically identifying the
so-called too small elements will no longer become an issue during evaluation [Kazai and
Lalmas, 2006a; Ogilvie and Lalmas, 2006]. Moreover, under passage retrieval the need of
constructing the “ideal recall-base” to cater for the overlap problem in XML retrieval evalu-
ation [Kazai et al., 2004a] is also expected to disappear. This is because the total amount of
relevant information in the recall-base will correspond to the information contained by the
non-overlapping relevant passages, instead of corresponding to the information contained by
the overlapping relevant elements. However, these findings imply that the current evaluation
metrics for XML retrieval need to also be adapted to support passage retrieval. Later in this
thesis we propose and evaluate one such metric for XML retrieval.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented an overview of the current state-of-the-art in XML information
retrieval. Information needs are first conceived by users, and can be expressed using different
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XML query languages. Existing approaches to XML retrieval, such as the full-text infor-
mation retrieval approach and the native XML database approach, can utilise these query
languages to score elements, identify the appropriate element granularity, and control over-
lap in XML retrieval. Three INEX relevance definitions have been used since 2002. These
relevance definitions were respectively implemented by the current INEX evaluation metrics
to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness. The underlying evaluation methodologies in the
INEX metrics were analysed, which are based on common assumptions about the retrieval
task and the expected user behaviour. Metric tests are used to check fidelity, reliability, and
significance of the reported evaluation results. Findings from various research contributions
were also analysed, where many of the methodological issues surrounding the field of XML
element retrieval were appropriately discussed.
In the next chapter, we present and evaluate the performance of a hybrid approach to
XML retrieval that combines text information retrieval features with XML-specific retrieval
features found in a native XML database.
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Chapter 3
Hybrid XML Retrieval
There are various approaches to XML retrieval; most approaches either extend full-text
information retrieval (IR) systems to handle XML retrieval, or use database technologies
that incorporate existing XML standards (such as XPath, XSL or XQuery) to handle both
XML presentation and retrieval. In this chapter, we present a hybrid approach to XML
retrieval that combines full-text IR features with XML-specific features found in a native
XML database.
There are at least two aspects, a technological aspect and a retrieval modelling aspect,
that need to be considered with the hybrid XML retrieval approach. In Section 3.1 we
present the technological aspects of the hybrid approach. We describe Zettair1 — a compact
and fast full-text search engine designed and written by the Search Engine Group at RMIT
University — as our choice for a full-text IR system, followed by the description of eXist2 —
an open-source native XML database designed and developed by Meier [2003] — as our
choice for a native XML database. We then describe our hybrid approach to XML retrieval
that utilises the best retrieval features from these two systems. In Section 3.2 we present
the retrieval modelling aspects of the hybrid approach. We explore a range of methods that
dynamically identify the appropriate level of answer granularity and rank the final answers.
We also describe the process of tuning the retrieval parameters of the hybrid approach for
optimal performance. In Section 3.3 we present results of our extensive experiments on the
Content Only (CO) and Content And Structure (CAS) topics of the INEX 2003 and 2004
test collections, and compare the retrieval effectiveness of the proposed hybrid approach to
those achieved by the other two approaches.
1http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
2http://exist-db.org/
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<inex_topic topic_id="99" query_type="CO" ct_no="29">
<title> perl features </title>
<description>
Looking for perl features that distinguishes it from other languages.
</description>
<narrative>
To be relevant a document/component must contain information about perl
features. Comparison of perl with other programming languages will be
marked relevant. Not interested in minute details of languages like syntax etc.
</narrative>
<keywords>
perl, programming languages
</keywords>
</inex_topic>
Figure 3.1: INEX 2003 CO Topic 99.
3.1 Technological aspects
In this section we present the technological aspects of the hybrid XML retrieval approach.
We first describe the two retrieval approaches (the full-text IR and the native XML database)
and show how they can be directly applied to XML retrieval. We then describe our hybrid
approach to XML retrieval that combines retrieval features from these two approaches.
3.1.1 A full-text information retrieval approach
With the full-text IR approach using Zettair, the XML document collection is first indexed
using an efficient inverted index structure [Witten et al., 1999]. A topic translation module
automatically translates terms appearing in the title part of each INEX topic into a Zettair
query. Figure 3.1 shows the INEX 2003 CO topic 99, which is used as a topic (query)
example throughout this chapter. The resulting answer list for a topic comprises at most
1 500 article elements, ranked in descending order of their estimated likelihood of relevance
to the underlying information need. The full-text IR approach is illustrated with the dashed
line in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Three approaches to XML retrieval: a full-text information retrieval approach
(dashed line), a native XML database approach (dotted line), and a hybrid XML retrieval
approach (solid line).
To retrieve and rank documents estimated as relevant to an INEX topic, a measure of
similarity of a document to a query is used by Zettair. This measure assigns a numeric score to
each document, indicating how closely it matches the query. Zettair supports three similarity
measures that respectively implement the three major IR models: the vector-space model, the
probabilistic model, and the language model [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Croft and
Lafferty, 2003]. More specifically, the pivoted document length normalisation [Singhal et al.,
1996] in Zettair calculates the query-document similarity under the vector-space model (we
refer to this as PCosine). The PCosine similarity measure is calculated using Equation 2.1 in
Section 2.1. The Okapi BM25 similarity measure, developed by Sparck Jones, Walker, and
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Robertson [2000], is used in Zettair to calculate the query-document similarity under the
probabilistic model (we refer to this as Okapi). The Okapi similarity measure is calculated
using Equation 2.2 in Section 2.1. To calculate the query-document similarity under the
language model, Zettair uses a query likelihood approach with Dirichlet smoothing [Zhai
and Lafferty, 2004] (we refer to this as Dirichlet). The Dirichlet similarity measure is
calculated using Equation 2.3 in Section 2.1.
An issue with Zettair when directly applied to XML retrieval is that, in its current
implementation, only whole documents (article elements) are indexed and retrieved, and
elements within a document can be neither indexed nor retrieved.
3.1.2 A native XML database approach
With this approach, the XML document collection is first indexed by eXist — a native XML
database. A topic translation module is used to automatically translate both the content
and the structural conditions appearing in the title part of each INEX topic into an eXist
query. Depending on the topic type, we treat the structural query conditions as either strict
or vague, and we use the eXist OR query operator (denoted as |=) to ensure that each answer
element contains at least one of the terms (or phrases) appearing in the title part of the
topic. The resulting answer list of matching elements for a topic contains at most 1 500
matching (leaf) elements, grouped by their containing document and presented in document
order. As an example, Table 3.1 shows the eXist OR answer list of matching elements found
for document ic/1999/w4095 using INEX CO topic 99. The native XML database approach
is illustrated with the dotted line in Figure 3.2, where the resulting answer list is denoted as
eXist answers (matching elements).
Despite its advanced features relating to storage and manipulation of XML documents —
such as efficient index-based XQuery processing, automatic indexing, and XUpdate sup-
port [Meier, 2003] — we observe two issues when eXist is directly applied to XML retrieval.
1. The matching elements in the final answer list are grouped by document (article)
and presented in document order. These documents are sorted by increasing document
identifiers, reflecting the order in which they are stored in the database. For many
INEX topics, the final answer list typically contains very many irrelevant elements as
well as some relevant elements, which are grouped by documents that could appear
anywhere in the answer list. Accordingly, identifying documents that contain likely
relevant elements early in the retrieval process is not supported.
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Document Matching element
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[1]/ip1[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[1]/p[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[2]/p[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[3]/ip1[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/ip1[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[2]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[3]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/sec[1]/ip1[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/sec[2]/p[1]
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/sec[2]/p[2]
Table 3.1: eXist list of matching elements obtained for the title query of the INEX 2003
CO topic 99 and document ic/1999/w4095.
2. The matching elements that belong to a particular document in eXist’s answer list rep-
resent leaf elements that satisfy both the content and the structural query conditions.
However, ranking of matching elements is not supported, and there is no supporting
information about the likelihood of relevance for all the ancestor elements that contain
(one or more of) the matching elements in the list.
3.1.3 A hybrid approach to XML retrieval
To utilise the best retrieval features from Zettair and eXist, we develop a hybrid XML retrieval
approach that combines text IR features with XML-specific retrieval features.
First, we use a topic translation module to automatically translate the INEX topic into
two queries to be used by Zettair and eXist, respectively. Second, we use Zettair to retrieve up
to 500 documents estimated as relevant to the underlying information need.3 The documents
are ranked by decreasing likelihood of relevance. Last, we process this ranked document list
by taking one document at a time, starting from the highest ranked document. For each
3We retrieve (up to) 500 rather than 1 500 documents because roughly that number of documents is used
by INEX to generate the pool of retrieved documents for relevance assessments [Piwowarski and Lalmas,
2004].
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document, we use the OR query with eXist to produce its matching elements. The resulting
answer list for an INEX topic consists of (at most) 1 500 matching elements, taken from
answer lists that belong to documents that appear highest in the ranked list of documents
returned by Zettair. The hybrid XML retrieval approach is illustrated with the solid line
in Figure 3.2. In the same figure, the resulting answer list is denoted as Hybrid answers
(matching elements).
The hybrid XML retrieval approach addresses the first retrieval issue observed with the
native XML database approach. However, since our hybrid XML retrieval system uses eX-
ist to produce its final answer list, the second issue still remains open: is there a way of
determining which answer elements represent the most appropriate units of retrieval? In the
next section, we explore this issue as part of the retrieval modelling aspects of our hybrid
approach.
3.2 Retrieval modelling aspects
In this section we present the retrieval modelling aspects of the hybrid XML retrieval app-
roach. We explore a range of methods that dynamically identify the appropriate level of
answer granularity and rank the final answers. We also use the INEX 2002 test collection to
tune the retrieval parameters of the hybrid approach for optimal performance.
3.2.1 Identifying the appropriate answer granularity
To effectively utilise the information contained in the list of matching elements returned by
eXist, we use a retrieval module capable of identifying the appropriate granularity of elements
to return as answers. Our retrieval module is a post-processing module, which means it can
equally be applied to both the native XML database and the hybrid XML retrieval approach.
In Figure 3.2, our retrieval module is denoted as CRE module, while the two answer lists are
denoted as Hybrid answers (Ranked CRE elements) and eXist answers (Ranked CRE
elements), respectively.
Two distinct cases can be distinguished for a list of matching elements returned by eXist:
a first case where the list contains exactly one matching element per document, and a second
case where it contains two or more matching elements per document. Within the list of
matching elements returned by eXist, we define a Coherent Retrieval Element (CRE) as an
element that either represents the matching element (for the first case), or represents the
lowest common ancestor (LCA) of at least two matching elements (for the second case).
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To identify the CREs for the second case, we use the following methodology. We sequen-
tially process the list of matching elements by considering every pair of elements, starting
from the first element down to the element preceding the last element in the list. For each
pair of matching elements, their LCA is chosen to represent an answer element (a CRE). We
refer to these answer elements as oCRE elements.
The rationale behind choosing oCRE elements as answers stems from the expectation that
these elements are likely to provide better context for the contained textual information
than that provided by each of their contained (matching) elements. However, different topics
typically express diverse information needs, resulting in relevant answers that often represent
very specific elements [Hatano et al., 2004]. Therefore, an issue in only presenting the oCRE
elements as answers is that in most cases the matching (and thus very specific) elements are
not included in the final answer list. To address this issue, our retrieval module supports a
second, alternative method for identifying the CREs. The difference from the oCRE algorithm
is that, after sequentially processing all the pairs of matching elements, those matching
elements whose immediate parents have not been identified as CREs are additionally included
in the final list of answers. The rationale behind this choice is that we expect the newly
included matching elements to allow for more focussed retrieval. We refer to these answer
elements as nCRE elements.
When the eXist answer list contains only one matching element, both the oCRE and nCRE
algorithms produce the same result: the matching element. In this case there is no supporting
evidence for the ancestors of the matching element to be identified as CREs.
Figure 3.3 shows a tree representation of the eXist list of matching elements that are
also listed in Table 3.1. The matching elements appear within the triangle boxes, the oCRE
elements appear within the solid square boxes, while the nCRE elements appear within dashed
square boxes. The figure also shows elements that are neither matching elements nor CREs.
Choosing among the two answer granularity algorithms is the first parameter in our CRE
retrieval module. Indeed, using oCRE as a parameter value results in presenting only the LCA
elements as answers, whereas the nCRE value allows more specific elements to be presented
in addition to the LCA elements. We now describe a second retrieval parameter that enables
a ranked list of CREs to be presented by our module.
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Matching elements
nCRE elements
app[1]
oCRE elements
sec[2]
p[3]ip1[1] p[1]
sec[4]
p[2]
bdy[1]
ss1[1] ss1[2] ss1[3] sec[1] sec[2]
p[2]p[1]p[1] ip1[1]ip1[1] p[1] ip1[1]
bm[1]
article[1]
Figure 3.3: Identifying matching, oCRE, and nCRE retrieval elements for document
ic/1999/w4095 using the INEX 2003 CO topic 99.
3.2.2 Ranking the final answers
Once the appropriate level of answer granularity is identified by our CRE module, we use a
combination of the following XML-specific heuristics to rank and present the CREs according
to their estimated likelihood of relevance:
1. The number of matching elements contained by a CRE — more contained matches (M)
or fewer contained matches (m);
2. The XPath length of the CRE absolute path, taken from the document root — longer
path (P) or shorter path (p); and
3. The ordering of the XPath sequence in the CRE absolute path — nearer to beginning
(B) or nearer to end (E).
There are eight distinct combinations of ranking heuristics that can be explored in order
to determine the final rank of a CRE, provided the ordering of the heuristics is preserved as
above. However, we also expect that a reordering of the above heuristics could determine
different CRE ranks. We therefore analyse all possible CRE heuristic combinations (16 in
total, since we use the third heuristic to break the ties by always applying it at the end).
For example, to produce less specific answer elements early in the ranking, the MpE ranking
heuristic combination could be used in our CRE module. It is interpreted as follows. First,
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Document Answer element M-contained p-length E-sequence
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1] 11 1 1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1] 8 2 1-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4] 4 3 1-1-4
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] 4 3 1-1-2
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1] 3 3 1-1-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[1] 2 4 1-1-2-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/sec[2] 2 4 1-1-1-2
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[3]/ip1[1] 1 5 1-1-2-3-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[2]/p[1] 1 5 1-1-2-2-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/sec[1]/ip1[1] 1 5 1-1-1-1-1
Table 3.2: Ranked list of CREs for INEX 2003 CO topic 99, obtained with MpE ranking
heuristic. The oCRE algorithm is used in the CRE module to identify the final answers. Rows
in italics represent elements that would have been added if the nCRE algorithm had been used.
the CREs are sorted in a descending order according to the number of matching elements
contained by a CRE (the more matching elements the CRE contains, the higher its rank).
Next, if two CREs contain the same number of matching elements, the one with the shorter
XPath length is ranked higher. Last, if it also happens that these two CREs have the same
length, the XPath ordering sequence determines their final ranks. For example, suppose that
two elements, /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] and /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4], contain the
same number of matching elements. Given that the XPath length (the tree depth level) of
these two elements is the same (three), the ties are broken with the last heuristic. In this
case, the value E ensures that sec[4] is ranked higher than sec[2] (since its XPath ordering
sequence, 1-1-4, shows that it is nearer to end); however, if the value B had been used instead,
the ordering of the two elements would have been reversed.
After applying the MpE ranking heuristic on the CRE answers shown in Figure 3.3, we
produce the ranked list of CREs as presented in Table 3.2. The table shows that with MpE,
less specific CREs are preferred over more specific ones. To produce more specific CREs early
in the ranking, other ranking heuristic combinations could be used in our retrieval module.
For example, Table 3.3 shows the same list of CRE answers as shown in Table 3.2, except that
in this case the CREs are ranked with the PME ranking heuristic. The PME ranking heuristic
is interpreted as follows. First, the CREs are sorted in a descending order according to the
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Document Answer element P-length M-contained E-sequence
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[3]/ip1[1] 5 1 1-1-2-3-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[2]/p[1] 5 1 1-1-2-2-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/sec[1]/ip1[1] 5 1 1-1-1-1-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[1] 4 2 1-1-2-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/sec[2] 4 2 1-1-1-2
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4] 3 4 1-1-4
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] 3 4 1-1-2
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1] 3 3 1-1-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1]/bdy[1] 2 8 1-1
ic/1999/w4095 /article[1] 1 11 1
Table 3.3: Ranked list of CREs for INEX 2003 CO topic 99, obtained with the PME ranking
heuristic. The oCRE algorithm is used in the CRE module to identify the final answers. Rows
in italics represent elements that would have been added if the nCRE algorithm had been used.
XPath length of the CRE (the longer the length, the higher the rank). Next, if two CREs
have the same length, the one that contains more matching elements is ranked higher. Last,
if it also happens that the two CREs contain the same number of matching elements, the
XPath ordering sequence determines their final ranks.
Choosing among different combinations of ranking heuristics is the second parameter in
our CRE retrieval module. Indeed, the value for this retrieval parameter can be optimised
such that the best performance is achieved under a particular XML retrieval task. Next,
we use the INEX 2002 test collection to find the optimal retrieval parameters for our CRE
module.
3.2.3 Tuning the retrieval parameters
In this subsection, we present experiments on the INEX 2002 test collection with the aim
of finding the optimal retrieval parameters for the hybrid XML retrieval approach. For
document retrieval, we separately analyse the parameter values used by the three similarity
measures in Zettair. For element retrieval, we analyse the two choices for determining the
appropriate level of answer granularity, and the range of CRE heuristic combinations for
ranking the final element answers.
There are 30 INEX 2002 CO topics, with topic numbers between 31 and 60. No relevance
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Okapi (k1=1.95, b=0.35, k3=inf.)
Dirichlet (mu=14200)
Figure 3.4: Tuning retrieval parameters in three Zettair similarity measures using CO topics
of the INEX 2002 test collection. The MAP values are calculated using strict quantisation in
inex eval.
assessments are provided for six topics: 35, 54, 55, 56, 57, and 59, and so a total of 24
INEX 2002 CO topics are used in these experiments. We report values obtained with the
standard Mean Average Precision (MAP) measure in the inex_eval evaluation metric [Go¨vert
and Kazai, 2003], using the strict quantisation function and at most 100 element answers
for an INEX 2002 topic. The inex_eval evaluation metric is described in detail in Chap-
ter 2 (Subsection 2.3.2). We also use a t-test to check whether the observed difference in
performance between a pair of runs is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Similarity measures
To identify the optimal slope parameter for the pivoted document length normalisation in
Zettair, we trained this similarity measure on the CO topics of the INEX 2002 test collection.
The graph in Figure 3.4 shows the results of the training process. We observe that a value
of 0.20 for the slope parameter yields the highest MAP value (0.0608).
Zettair uses the following (default) values for the three Okapi parameters: 1.2 for k1, 0.75
for b, and a very large number (10 000 000) for k3, since these values are shown to work well
on different test collections [Robertson and Walker, 1999; Robertson et al., 2000]. However,
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Mp MP mp mP Pm PM pm pM
oCRE answers
B 0.0392 0.0391 0.0136 0.0135 0.0140 0.0149 0.0314 0.0373
E 0.0393 0.0392 0.0136 0.0135 0.0141 0.0150 0.0314 0.0374
nCRE answers
B 0.0341 0.0337 0.0071 0.0067 0.0068 0.0068 0.0264 0.0321
E 0.0342 0.0338 0.0080 0.0070 0.0070 0.0068 0.0265 0.0322
Table 3.4: Performance results for INEX 2002 runs using 16 CRE ranking heuristics and
two types of answer elements (oCRE and nCRE), obtained with MAP using strict quantisation
in inex eval. Best results under each answer type are shown in bold.
these values were far from optimal on the CO topics of the INEX 2002 test collection. Indeed,
with k3 set to 10 000 000, we have experimented with 20 values for k1 (in the range between
1.0 and 2.0), and for a fixed k1 value, we measured Zettair’s performance when 20 values for
parameter b (in the range between 0.0 and 1.0) were also considered. We found that 1.95
for k1 and 0.35 for b were the optimal Okapi parameter values for the INEX 2002 CO test
collection. Figure 3.4 shows the best MAP value (0.0467) obtained when using the optimal
values in the Okapi similarity measure with Zettair.
Zettair uses the default value of 2 000 for µ, which is shown to be the optimal value for the
Dirichlet smoothing parameter for most test collections [Zhai and Lafferty, 2004]. As with
Okapi, this value was far from optimal on the CO topics of the INEX 2002 test collection.
We trained the Dirichlet smoothing parameter by considering 100 values for µ (in the range
between 200 and 20 000), and found that the µ value of 14 200 was the optimal value for the
Dirichlet parameter for the INEX 2002 CO test collection. Figure 3.4 also shows the MAP
value (0.0606) obtained with the optimal Dirichlet parameter in Zettair.
The evaluation results presented in Figure 3.4 show that the pivoted document length
normalisation overall seems to work best for document retrieval on the CO topics of the
INEX 2002 test collection. Accordingly, we use the PCosine measure (with a slope parameter
value of 0.20) as a default similarity measure for all the subsequent evaluation experiments
involving Zettair.
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Ranking Heuristic
Quantisation MpE mpE PME pME
oCRE nCRE oCRE nCRE oCRE nCRE oCRE nCRE
strict 0.0393 0.0342 0.0136 0.0080 0.0150 0.0068 0.0374 0.0322
E3 S321 0.0492 0.0373 0.0250 0.0125 0.0260 0.0121 0.0479 0.0358
S3 E321 0.0285 0.0248 0.0145 0.0096 0.0151 0.0091 0.0278 0.0240
SOG 0.0235 0.0188 0.0156 0.0102 0.0160 0.0097 0.0230 0.0182
gen 0.0292 0.0215 0.0223 0.0135 0.0224 0.0135 0.0290 0.0212
Table 3.5: Performance results for INEX 2002 runs using different combinations of ranking
heuristics and answer elements, obtained with MAP using five quantisations in inex eval.
Best results for each quantisation function are shown in bold.
Answer granularity and ranking heuristics
We now use the CO topics and the INEX 2002 test collection to find the optimal values for
the two element retrieval parameters used by our CRE module. The first parameter uses one
of the two algorithms to choose the appropriate level of answer granularity, while the second
uses one of the 16 different combinations of ranking heuristics.
Table 3.4 shows the impact of different ranking heuristic combinations on the overall
retrieval effectiveness of the hybrid approach on the INEX 2002 CO test collection. The trend
in these results is clear: first, for a fixed ranking heuristic combination, the oCRE algorithm
works better than nCRE in identifying relevant answers; and second, the best effectiveness on
the INEX 2002 CO test collection is achieved with the MpE ranking heuristic combination.
To provide a better insight into the XML retrieval behaviour when different combinations
of an answer granularity algorithm and a ranking heuristic are used in our retrieval module,
we further evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of our hybrid XML retrieval approach when
other quantisation functions — such as exhaustivity-oriented E3 S321, specificity-oriented
S3 E321, SOG, and gen [de Vries et al., 2004a] — are used in addition to the strict quanti-
sation with the inex eval metric. These quantisations are explained in detail in Chapter 2
(Subsection 2.3.2). Table 3.5 shows the performance results when using five quantisation
functions. We again observe that, for a fixed ranking heuristic, better performance scores
are achieved when using the oCRE rather than when using the nCRE algorithm for present-
ing the final answers. This finding suggests that the lowest common ancestor elements are
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Figure 3.5: Performance results for INEX 2002 runs using MpE ranking heuristic and eight
distinct cases of retrieved elements per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation
in inex eval. The oCRE algorithm is used in the CRE module to identify the final answers.
preferred choice for element answer granularity under the INEX 2002 CO test collection. It
is somewhat surprising, however, that the MpE ranking heuristic works best under each of
the five quantisation functions. Since with MpE less specific answers are ranked higher than
more specific answers, this indicates that — under the INEX 2002 CO test collection — find-
ing large-sized XML elements as relevant information units is an effective retrieval strategy.
This is in line with results from previous experiments performed on the INEX 2002 test
collection [Kamps et al., 2003]. Accordingly, unless explicitly stated, we use oCRE and MpE
as default values for the two retrieval parameters in our CRE module for all the subsequent
evaluation experiments involving our hybrid XML retrieval approach.
The MAP values shown in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 are calculated when all the element answers
per document are considered. With strict quantisation in inex eval, the best MAP value
obtained with our hybrid approach is 0.0393, which is lower that the MAP value obtained
with Zettair (0.0608). The observed difference in performance between Zettair and our best
hybrid run is however not statistically significant. To improve the performance of our hybrid
approach, we have experimented with a third retrieval parameter in our CRE module (n),
which controls the number of retrieved elements per document (we used the following n values:
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1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100). Figure 3.5 shows that n = 2 is the optimal parameter value for
our hybrid approach when using the oCRE answers and the MpE ranking heuristic. With strict
quantisation in inex eval, the MAP value obtained with our hybrid XML retrieval approach on
the INEX 2002 CO test collection is 0.0685, which is a 13% relative performance improvement
over the MAP value of Zettair. This improvement is also not statistically significant. However,
we have observed a significant improvement when comparing the performance of the hybrid
run that presents two elements per document with the performance of the hybrid run where
all elements per document are presented. Accordingly, in our subsequent experiments on
the INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections, we test different values for the parameter n in
conjunction with the optimal values for the other two parameters used by our CRE module.
3.3 Experiments on INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the three approaches to XML retrieval on the
INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections. Under both test collections, we separately evaluate the
effectiveness of the XML retrieval approaches against the two types of retrieval topics: the
Content-Only (CO) topics, and the Content-And-Structure (CAS) topics. We start with a
description of the evaluation methodology used in our experiments.
3.3.1 Evaluation methodology
In this subsection we describe our retrieval runs, the different tasks under which performance
is measured, and the evaluation metric used to measure the XML retrieval performance.
Runs
Table 3.6 lists our INEX 2003 and 2004 CO and CAS retrieval runs. The runs differ according
to the retrieval approach, the type of answer elements, and the ranking heuristic combination
used. Some CO runs allow overlap among the answer elements, whereas others do not. To
filter overlap, we use a list filtering approach where elements are removed if they either contain
or are contained by any other element residing higher in the ranked list. Overlap among the
answer elements is allowed for all CAS runs (except Zettair, which only contains non-
overlapping article elements). The CAS runs also differ depending on their interpretation
of the target and support elements in the CAS topics. Different CAS interpretations were
used at INEX 2003 and 2004: a SCAS interpretation, which was used at INEX 2003 and allows
for a strict interpretation of the target element [Fuhr et al., 2004]; and a VCAS interpretation,
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Topic Retrieval Answer Ranking Overlap
Run ID Type Interpretation Approach Elements Heuristic Allowed
INEX 2003 and 2004 CO runs
Zettair CO CO full-text IR article — No
eXist CO CO native XML matching — No
e-oCRE-MpE CO CO native XML oCRE MpE Yes
Hybrid CO CO hybrid matching — No
H-oCRE-MpE CO CO hybrid oCRE MpE Yes
H-oCRE-MpE-NO CO CO hybrid oCRE MpE No
H-oCRE-PME CO CO hybrid oCRE PME Yes
H-oCRE-PME-NO CO CO hybrid oCRE PME No
INEX 2003 and 2004 CAS runs
Zettair CAS VV full-text IR article — No
eXist-SS CAS SS native XML matching — Yes
e-SS-oCRE-MpE CAS SS native XML oCRE MpE Yes
Hybrid-SS CAS SS hybrid matching — Yes
H-SS-oCRE-MpE CAS SS hybrid oCRE MpE Yes
H-VV-oCRE-MpE CAS VV hybrid oCRE MpE Yes
H-VV-oCRE-PME CAS VV hybrid oCRE PME Yes
H-VS-oCRE-MpE CAS VS hybrid oCRE MpE Yes
H-VS-oCRE-PME CAS VS hybrid oCRE PME Yes
Table 3.6: List of INEX 2003 and 2004 CO and CAS runs.
which was used at INEX 2004 and allows for a vague target element interpretation [Malik
et al., 2005]. However, none of these interpretations consider how the support elements of
the CAS topic should be interpreted. To represent the INEX 2003 and 2004 interpretations
of the target element, and to additionally allow for different interpretations of the support
elements, our runs use the following notations: SS, which represents a strict interpretation
of both the target (the first letter) and the support (the second letter) elements; VS, where
the target element is taken to be vague, but the support elements are strictly interpreted;
and VV, where both the target and the support elements are taken to be vague. We did not
investigate the SV interpretation with our INEX 2003 and 2004 runs.
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<file file="ic/2000/w4036">
<path path="/article[1]" E="3" S="3"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]" E="3" S="3"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]" E="3" S="3"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ip1[1]" E="3" S="3"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[1]" E="3" S="3"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/ss1[2]" E="3" S="3"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]" E="3" S="3"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]/ss1[1]" E="3" S="3"/>
</file>
Figure 3.6: A sample of relevance assessments for INEX 2003 CO topic 99 and document
ic/2000/w4036.
Retrieval tasks
A CO topic does not restrict the granularity of answer elements. As a result, full documents
may represent preferable answers for some topics, while for other topics more specific elements
within documents may be preferable over full documents. Since different topics may have
different types of elements that constitute their best answers, different XML retrieval tasks
could be identified as a result. For example, a system optimised for effective retrieval of more
general answers may not be very effective when using topics where more specific elements
are preferred as answers [Hatano et al., 2004].
To identify these XML retrieval tasks, in the following we analyse the relevance assess-
ments of the INEX 2003 CO topics. Our goal is mainly to understand what assessors (that
is, the topic authors who later assess the relevance of returned answer elements) consider to
be the most useful answers.
Figure 3.6 shows an extract from the relevance assessments for the INEX 2003 CO
topic 99. Values for the two INEX 2003 relevance dimensions, Exhaustivity (E) and Specificity
(S), are assigned to an article and elements within article for assessing their relevance to
the INEX 2003 CO topic.
In this analysis we focus on highly relevant elements. For an INEX 2003 CO topic, these
are elements that have been assessed as both highly exhaustive and highly specific (E3S3)
elements. In Figure 3.6 there are eight such elements, including the document element. These
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sec[2] sec[3]
article[1]
bdy[1]
ip1[1] ss1[1] ss1[2] ss1[1]
SPECIFIC elements
GENERAL elements
Figure 3.7: Identifying General and Specific highly relevant elements from relevance assess-
ments for INEX 2003 CO topic 99 and document ic/1999/w4095.
answer elements have been judged by the assessor as the most useful retrieval elements, even
though there is a substantial amount of overlap among them. We identify two distinct types of
highly relevant elements: General and Specific. Unlike the definitions for the two INEX 2003
relevance dimensions, the definitions for these two types of highly relevant elements result
from our analysis as follows.
General:
For a particular document in the collection, aGeneral element is the least-specific highly
relevant element containing other highly relevant elements. Based on this definition,
article[1] is the only General element in the example of Figure 3.6. However, a
document may contain several General elements if the document element is not highly
relevant. Figure 3.7 shows a tree representation of some of the elements identified as
highly relevant for INEX 2003 CO topic 99 (which are also shown in Figure 3.6). The
General element is the highly relevant element shown in the ellipse.
Specific:
For a particular document in the collection, a Specific element is the most-specific
highly relevant element contained by other highly relevant elements. In Figure 3.7, the
Specific elements for INEX 2003 CO topic 99 are the highly relevant elements shown
in diamonds.
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Figure 3.8: Distribution of highly relevant elements across INEX 2003 (a) and 2004 (b) CO
topics, using three cases of relevance assessments (Original, General, and Specific).
When there is only one highly relevant element in a document, that element is both a
General and a Specific element.
There are 36 INEX 2003 CO topics, with topic numbers between 91 and 126. We use
the latest version (2.5) of the INEX 2003 relevance assessments in our analysis. To date,
no relevance assessments have been provided for topics 105, 106, 114 and 120. Moreover,
the CO topics 92, 100, 102, 118 and 121 do not contain highly relevant elements in their
relevance assessments. Consequently, a total of 27 CO topics are used in our analysis.
Figure 3.8(a) shows the distribution of the most frequent highly relevant elements (in-
cluding full documents) across the INEX 2003 CO topics. The figure shows three distinct
cases (sets) of relevance assessments: the first set when all the highly relevant elements are
considered (Original), the second set when only General elements are considered (General),
and the third set when only Specific elements are considered (Specific). In Figure 3.8(a), the
x-axis shows the names of the eight most frequent highly relevant elements in the case of
Original relevance assessments. The names of the elements correspond as follows: article to
a document element, bdy to document body, sec and ss1 to section and subsection elements,
and p and ip1 to paragraph elements. The y-axis shows the number of times each element
occurs across the 27 INEX 2003 CO topics. As shown in Figure 3.8(b), similar General and
Specific sets of relevance assessments were also identified for INEX 2004 CO topics.
The statistics shown for both INEX 2003 and 2004 CO topics in Figure 3.8 provide
an interesting insight into what might happen when the performance of an XML retrieval
system is evaluated against three distinct sets of relevance assessments. For instance, under
the set of General relevance assessments one would expect that a full-text search engine
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Figure 3.9: Categories of INEX 2003 (a) and INEX 2004 (b) CO topics using the case of
General relevance assessments.
alone could be used for effective XML retrieval, given that the document element is the most
frequent among the highly relevant elements. Another benefit of identifying General and
Specific sets of relevance assessments is that, unlike the case of the set of Original relevance
assessments (the full recall-base), these sets respectively reflect two non-overlapping recall-
bases. Indeed, our more detailed analysis of the distribution of highly relevant elements in
the relevance assessments of INEX 2003 CO topics has revealed that there are on average
approximately 34 highly relevant paths for a CO topic, and that on average approximately
two highly relevant (overlapping) elements are contained by a relevant path. A highly relevant
path is a path in the document tree that starts from the document element and ends with a
highly relevant element that either does not contain other elements, or contains elements that
were not judged as highly relevant (including irrelevant elements). For example, four highly
relevant paths are shown in Figure 3.7. For the INEX 2004 CO topics, the average numbers
are approximately 65 highly relevant paths for a CO topic, with approximately three highly
relevant elements contained by a highly relevant path. These statistics reveal that, even
when using the strict quantisation in inex eval, the level of overlap among highly relevant
elements in the full recall-base may indeed lead to misleading evaluation results [Kazai et al.,
2005]. The two distinct sets of relevance assessments (General and Specific), each containing
non-overlapping highly relevant elements, could therefore be used to allow for a reliable
evaluation of XML retrieval effectiveness with the strict quantisation function.
In the following analysis we consider the case of General relevance assessments. Our aim is
to distinguish those INEX 2003 CO topics that are mostly about least-specific highly relevant
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elements (such as article) from those that are mostly about more specific highly relevant
elements (such as sec and p). Consider Figure 3.9(a): a point on this graph represents an
INEX 2003 CO topic. The x-axis shows the total number of General article elements for a
CO topic, whereas the y-axis shows the total number of General elements other than article.
For example, the INEX 2003 CO topic 94 depicted at coordinates (20,5) contains 20 General
article elements and 5 General elements other than article. We use this graph to identify
two different categories of INEX 2003 CO topics.
The first category of topics, shown as full circles on the graph and located below the
dashed line, favour full documents as highly relevant answers. There are 11 such topics
(numbers 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 107, 108, 110, 111, 115 and 122). We refer to topics in this
category as Broad topics.
The second category of topics, shown as full triangles on the graph, favour elements other
than full documents as highly relevant answers. There are 16 such topics. We refer to topics
in this category as Narrow topics.
The INEX 2003 CO topic 91 marked as x is neutral, since the numbers for both types of
General highly relevant elements are the same.
As shown in Figure 3.9(b), similar topic categorisation was also observed when analysing
the relevance assessments of the INEX 2004 CO topics. More specifically, in the case of
General relevance assessments there are 9 CO topics that belong to the INEX 2004 Broad
topic category, and 16 CO topics that belong to the INEX 2004 Narrow topic category.
Accordingly, with our experiments on the INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections, we investigate
the performance of our XML retrieval runs when these different XML retrieval tasks (the
three cases of relevance assessments with the two categories of retrieval topics) are also taken
into consideration. Note that the above topic categorisation can be applied only in cases
when there are relevance assessments available; we leave it for future work to test whether
the separation between Broad and Narrow topics can also be made a priori without using
the available information in the relevance assessments.
In a related work, Hatano et al. [2004] have undertaken an analysis of INEX 2003 CO
relevance assessments, where they also focussed only on highly relevant elements. Results
from their analysis have also identified two different categories of CO topics: ACO, or topics
for “searching aggregated XML fragments”; and SCO, or topics for “searching specific XML
fragments”. The ACO and SCO topic categories therefore correspond to our Broad and
Narrow topic categories, where approximately 64% of the total number of topics that appear
in our Broad category also appear in their ACO category, and approximately 67% of the total
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number of topics that appear in our Narrow category also appear in their SCO category. They
have also identified the “nested relationships” among the elements in the recall-base, an issue
which we have also identified through our analysis of the highly relevant paths in the recall-
base. They argue that, depending on its retrieval purpose, an XML retrieval system should
be evaluated against those topics that fulfil that purpose. This so-called purpose is what we
distinguish here as a retrieval task.
Metrics
In measuring the performance of our retrieval runs, our primary goal is to investigate which
XML retrieval approach works best at identifying highly relevant elements — those that have
been judged by assessors as being both highly exhaustive and highly specific to a given INEX
topic. The strict quantisation function is used at INEX to measure the extent to which an
XML retrieval system is capable of retrieving such highly relevant elements. Accordingly,
to evaluate the retrieval performance of each run under both INEX 2003 and 2004 test
collections, we report performance scores obtained with MAP using the strict quantisation
function in the inex eval evaluation metric. We use inex eval as it was used as official
INEX evaluation metric in 2003 and 2004. When comparing the retrieval performance of our
runs to the performance of the best CO runs submitted by INEX 2003 and 2004 participants,
we also report MAP values obtained with generalised quantisation function in inex eval. We
use a t-test to check whether the observed difference in performance between a pair of runs
is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
3.3.2 INEX 2003 experiments
In this subsection, we present performance results of our submitted runs on the INEX 2003
test collection. The performance is measured separately on the CO and the CAS retrieval
topics.
INEX 2003 CO topics
Table 3.7 shows performance results for five INEX 2003 CO runs, where best results for
each run are shown in bold. For each run except Zettair, we also investigate the optimal
number of retrieved elements per document. Although retrieving more elements increases the
effectiveness of the eXist and the Hybrid run, the case when all (at most 1 500) elements
are retrieved performs best. This is also the case for the e-oCRE-MpE run. However, when the
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Retrieved elements
per document (n) eXist e-oCRE-MpE Hybrid H-oCRE-MpE Zettair
1 0.0013 0.0055 0.0063 0.0512 0.0520
2 0.0017 0.0063 0.0064 0.0926
3 0.0018 0.0070 0.0072 0.1078
4 0.0018 0.0079 0.0090 0.1122
5 0.0018 0.0081 0.0123 0.1153
6 0.0018 0.0084 0.0130 0.1206
7 0.0018 0.0087 0.0146 0.1221
8 0.0018 0.0086 0.0158 0.1215
9 0.0018 0.0087 0.0175 0.1231
10 0.0019 0.0088 0.0190 0.1256
11 0.0020 0.0087 0.0208 0.1248
12 0.0021 0.0087 0.0227 0.1238
13 0.0021 0.0087 0.0233 0.1229
14 0.0022 0.0088 0.0243 0.1223
15 0.0023 0.0088 0.0258 0.1214
16 0.0023 0.0089 0.0264 0.1220
17 0.0025 0.0090 0.0272 0.1225
18 0.0025 0.0090 0.0276 0.1236
19 0.0026 0.0090 0.0280 0.1234
20 0.0026 0.0090 0.0285 0.1231
all 0.0028 0.0091 0.0322 0.1209
Table 3.7: Performance results for five INEX 2003 CO runs and 20 distinct cases of retrieved
elements per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval. Best results
for each run are shown in bold.
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hybrid approach uses the CRE module (the H-oCRE-MpE run), we observe that the optimal
number of retrieved CREs per document is ten.
Table 3.7 also shows that the H-oCRE-MpE run is by far the most effective, and it sig-
nificantly outperforms the best runs of other approaches. We also observe that the eXist
run is the least effective system, while the Hybrid run, which also uses eXist as a central
retrieval module, performs significantly better than eXist, and is approximately 11 times
more effective. This shows that a native XML database can effectively utilise information
about documents estimated as likely to be relevant to a CO topic. The results also show
that when our CRE module is applied to eXist (the e-oCRE-MpE run), the retrieval effec-
tiveness is more than three times greater than that of the plain eXist run. Compared to
e-oCRE-MpE, the H-oCRE-MpE run improves the retrieval effectiveness of eXist by approx-
imately 14 times. These are all significant improvements over the retrieval effectiveness of a
native XML database.
The above results clearly identify the importance of utilising full-text IR techniques in the
XML retrieval task. For example, if we compare the best result of the Hybrid run with that
of Zettair, we notice that Zettair still performs better (but the difference in performance is
not significant). This is somewhat surprising, and suggests that Zettair is indeed capable of
retrieving highly relevant documents, while the Hybrid run retrieves other elements (in the
case of its best run, up to 1 500), which are more specific but not necessarily highly relevant.
However, when the CRE module is used in our hybrid approach (the H-oCRE-MpE run), we
observe an effectiveness improvement of approximately 2.5 times than that of Zettair, and
approximately four times than that of the Hybrid run. Both these performance improvements
are statistically significant. These findings therefore confirm that, without the CRE module,
the native XML database in our hybrid XML retrieval approach is not capable of identifying
the preferable units of retrieval for the INEX 2003 CO topics.
The graph in Figure 3.10 shows interpolated precision values calculated at 11pt recall
levels for the best runs of the three XML retrieval approaches. As observed previously in
Table 3.7, the H-oCRE-MpE run performs best, followed by Zettair, and the e-oCRE-MpE run
is worst.
Retrieval tasks
In the following analysis, we evaluate the effectiveness of each XML retrieval approach for
three different cases of relevance assessments: Original, General and Specific. For each
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Figure 3.10: Evaluation of the overall performance of three INEX 2003 CO runs, using strict
quantisation in inex eval.
case of relevance assessments, the performance of each approach is compared using all the
INEX 2003 CO topics (All), or using either of the two categories of CO topics: Broad and
Narrow. For each run except Zettair, we additionally investigate three different cases of
retrieved elements per document (n): 1, 10 and all. We choose these values because overall
n = 10 seems to work well for the hybrid approach, while the other two represent the lowest
and the highest possible values for n. We did not test for significance of reported performance
results obtained under the two topic categories, mainly due to the low number of topics used
in each category. A possible way of addressing this would be to merge the INEX 2003 and
2004 topics and their corresponding relevance assessments. Although the increased topic
set size would allow us to test for significance of reported performance results, this would
however require a mapping to unify the (somewhat different) assessment scales used in 2003
and 2004.
Table 3.8 shows evaluation results for each run in the case of Original relevance as-
sessments. As demonstrated earlier, overall the H-oCRE-MpE run performs best. However,
the optimal number of retrieved elements changes from 10 (when performance is measured
against All and Broad topics) to all (when performance is measured against the Narrow
topics). Not surprisingly, the plain Hybrid run performs better than Zettair when evalu-
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Original CO assessments
CO run n All topics Broad topics Narrow topics
Zettair 1 0.0520 0.0884 0.0270
1 0.0013 0.0012 0.0014
eXist 10 0.0019 0.0013 0.0024
all 0.0028 0.0013 0.0038
1 0.0055 0.0110 0.0018
e-oCRE-MpE 10 0.0088 0.0171 0.0030
all 0.0091 0.0170 0.0036
1 0.0063 0.0061 0.0017
Hybrid 10 0.0190 0.0252 0.0147
all 0.0322 0.0339 0.0311
1 0.0512 0.0830 0.0294
H-oCRE-MpE 10 0.1256 0.1492 0.1094
all 0.1209 0.1348 0.1114
Table 3.8: Performance results for five INEX 2003 CO runs and three distinct cases of
retrieved elements per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval.
The results are calculated under three CO topic categories and the case of Original relevance
assessments. Best results under each category are shown in bold.
ated against the Narrow topics. For the Broad topics, the two runs implementing the CRE
module preserve their optimal number of retrieved elements at 10, while the other runs still
need to retrieve the maximum number of elements to achieve their best performances.
Table 3.9 shows the evaluation results for each run in the case of General relevance
assessments. There are two important observations in the cases of All and Broad topics: first,
the Zettair run performs best, substantially outperforming the other runs (particularly for
the Broad topic category); and second, the optimal number of retrieved elements for runs
implementing the CRE module is one. However, the situation changes for the Narrow topics,
where the H-oCRE-MpE run (with 10 retrieved elements per document) performs slightly better
than Zettair. This result confirms our previous conjecture about an expected varying
performance of XML retrieval approaches when evaluated against different categories of CO
topics. Indeed, even the retrieval parameter n, implemented in our CRE module, needs to
use a different optimal value when the performance is evaluated against the Narrow topics.
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General CO assessments
CO run n All topics Broad topics Narrow topics
Zettair 1 0.1694 0.3178 0.0674
1 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003
eXist 10 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003
all 0.0003 0.0003 0.0003
1 0.0085 0.0186 0.0015
e-oCRE-MpE 10 0.0046 0.0091 0.0015
all 0.0045 0.0091 0.0014
1 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004
Hybrid 10 0.0007 0.0003 0.0010
all 0.0027 0.0003 0.0043
1 0.1438 0.2614 0.0629
H-oCRE-MpE 10 0.0786 0.0940 0.0680
all 0.0746 0.0852 0.0673
Table 3.9: Performance results for five INEX 2003 CO runs and three distinct cases of
retrieved elements per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval.
The results are calculated under three CO topic categories and the case of General relevance
assessments. Best results under each category are shown in bold.
In the case of All topics, significant differences in performance are observed when com-
paring Zettair to each but the best among the three H-oCRE-MpE runs (the case n = 1).
The best H-oCRE-MpE run also performs significantly better than the other two H-oCRE-MpE
runs.
In the case of Specific relevance assessments, there is no clear distinction of the two
categories of CO topics. Indeed, Table 3.10 shows that in this case the plain Hybrid run
performs best (although the absolute MAP performance scores are very low), irrespective of
the knowledge of the existing categories of CO topics. We also observe that, for both Broad
and Narrow topics, the runs perform best when retrieving the maximum number of elements.
The results for Narrow topics shown in Tables 3.8 and 3.10 suggest that the performance
of our hybrid approach could be further improved if the nCRE (instead of the oCRE) answer
elements are used in our CREmodule. Such change may indeed include more specific elements
in the final answer list, which are otherwise not included when using oCRE elements. However,
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Specific CO assessments
CO run n All topics Broad topics Narrow topics
Zettair 1 0.0021 0.0023 0.0020
1 0.0012 0.0006 0.0015
eXist 10 0.0020 0.0007 0.0029
all 0.0035 0.0008 0.0054
1 0.0013 0.0017 0.0011
e-oCRE-MpE 10 0.0034 0.0063 0.0013
all 0.0033 0.0063 0.0013
1 0.0063 0.0122 0.0023
Hybrid 10 0.0347 0.0524 0.0225
all 0.0566 0.0689 0.0481
1 0.0038 0.0020 0.0050
H-oCRE-MpE 10 0.0262 0.0311 0.0228
all 0.0243 0.0248 0.0240
Table 3.10: Performance results for five INEX 2003 CO runs and three distinct cases of
retrieved elements per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval.
The results are calculated under three CO topic categories and the case of Specific relevance
assessments. Best results under each category are shown in bold.
due to the relatively small Narrow topic set size we do not expect this change to result in a
statistically significant performance improvement.
INEX 2003 evaluation metrics
To provide a more detailed insight into the behaviour of the three XML retrieval approaches,
we also measure the performance using the two INEX 2003 metrics: inex_eval_ng(s) and
inex_eval_ng(o) [Go¨vert et al., 2003b]. These metrics consider the sizes of the retrieved
elements in the evaluation; the latter additionally takes into account the level of overlap
among the elements in the resulting answer list. The two inex_eval_ng evaluation metrics
are described in detail in Chapter 2 (Subsection 2.3.2).
Table 3.11 shows the performance scores for our five INEX 2003 CO runs. For each run,
we also measure the retrieval performance in three cases of retrieved elements per document:
1, 10 or all. As shown in Table 3.11, regardless of the run and which of the two evaluation
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CO run n inex eval ng(s) inex eval ng(o)
Zettair 1 0.0933 0.1252
1 0.0089 0.0090
eXist 10 0.0132 0.0138
all 0.0150 0.0161
1 0.0251 0.0286
e-oCRE-MpE 10 0.0337 0.0286
all 0.0342 0.0286
1 0.0168 0.0182
Hybrid 10 0.0978 0.1087
all 0.1057 0.1141
1 0.1044 0.1344
H-oCRE-MpE 10 0.2086 0.1423
all 0.2156 0.1473
H-oCRE-PME all 0.2201 0.1640
Table 3.11: Performance results for six INEX 2003 CO runs and three distinct cases
of retrieved elements per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in two
inex eval ng metrics. Best results under each metric are shown in bold.
metrics is used, we observe that the optimal number of retrieved elements per document is
the maximum number (all).
The two INEX 2003 metrics follow a fundamentally different interpretation of the concept
of relevance than that followed by the inex_eval metric; indeed, here the relevance concept
is referred to as an “ideal concept space” [Go¨vert et al., 2003b]. It is therefore to be expected
that, under these metrics, the optimal value for the ranking heuristic combination used by our
CRE module would also differ from the value used under the inex eval metric. Indeed, in
this case we have also experimented with using the PME ranking heuristic combination in our
CRE module. As shown in the last row in Table 3.11, under both metrics our hybrid XML
retrieval approach performs the best when using the PME ranking heuristic. In particular,
with inex eval ng(o) we observe an 11% relative performance improvement when using
PME over MpE in the CRE module. This is perhaps not surprising, since with PME, more
specific CREs are retrieved early in the ranking, which reduces the penalising effect of the
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inex_eval_ng(o) metric when retrieving overlapping element answers. The differences in
performance obtained with the hybrid PME run and those obtained with the three hybrid
MpE runs and Zettair are not statistically significant. However, with the inex_eval_ng(s)
metric we have observed significant differences in performance between the PME run and all
but the best hybrid MpE run (that retrieves all elements per document). This finding shows
that the value for the optimal retrieval parameter (in this case the PME ranking heuristic)
could also be dependent on the evaluation metric used.
Comparison to the official INEX 2003 CO runs
There were 56 CO runs submitted at INEX 2003. With the strict quantisation function in
inex eval, the range of MAP performance scores for the top ten INEX 2003 CO runs was
between 0.1214 and 0.0688 [Fuhr et al., 2004]. From Table 3.7 we observe that the best MAP
score of our H-oCRE-MpE run is 0.1256, which is higher than the score of the best performing
CO run at INEX 2003. With strict quantisation in inex eval ng(o), the range of MAP per-
formance scores for the top ten INEX 2003 CO runs was between 0.1626 and 0.1328, whereas
this range was between 0.1915 and 0.1281 for inex eval ng(s). As shown in Table 3.11, the
two MAP scores of our H-oCRE-PME run obtained under these two metrics are higher than the
corresponding scores of the best performing CO runs at INEX 2003.
With the generalised quantisation function in inex eval, the range of top ten MAP per-
formance scores was between 0.1032 and 0.0676 [Fuhr et al., 2004]. The MAP score of our
H-oCRE-MpE run is 0.0732, which would have ranked this run as the eight best CO run at
INEX 2003. With the generalised quantisation function in inex eval ng(o), the range of
the top ten MAP performance scores was between 0.1500 and 0.1011, whereas this range was
between 0.1809 and 0.1231 for inex eval ng(s). The MAP score of our H-oCRE-PME run
obtained with inex eval ng(o) is 0.1255, while the score obtained with inex eval ng(s)
is 0.1683, which would have ranked these runs as the fifth and the third best CO runs at
INEX 2003, respectively.
INEX 2003 CAS topics
Table 3.12 shows performance results of our runs on the SCAS topics of INEX 2003 test
collection. For all runs except Zettair, only those answer elements that strictly interpret the
structural constraints in a SCAS topic (including both the target and the support elements)
are considered as answers.
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Retrieved elements
per document (n) eXist-SS e-SS-oCRE-MpE Hybrid-SS H-SS-oCRE-MpE Zettair
all 0.0717 0.0849 0.2258 0.2663 0.1228
Table 3.12: Performance results for five INEX 2003 CAS runs when all elements are retrieved
per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval. The best result is
shown in bold.
As shown in Table 3.12, when highly relevant elements are target of retrieval the hy-
brid run that uses our CRE module (H-SS-oCRE-MpE) is the most effective CAS run, while
the plain eXist-SS run is the least effective. The two previously observed retrieval issues
in the native XML database approach (discussed in Subsection 3.1.2) are very likely to in-
fluence the latter behaviour. We also observe a (non-significant) 18% relative performance
improvement of eXist when our CRE module is applied (the e-SS-oCRE-MpE run). The plain
Hybrid-SS run (without the CRE module) is approximately three times more effective than
the plain eXist-SS run. Here, the difference in performance is significant, which shows that
this behaviour is strongly influenced by the full-text IR approach. Significant performance
improvement is also observed when comparing the two runs that implement the CRE module
(H-SS-oCRE-MpE with e-SS-oCRE-MpE).
Although Zettair can not be applied to the INEX 2003 SCAS retrieval topics that re-
trieve target elements other than article, we observe that overall it still performs better
than eXist, regardless of whether eXist uses the CRE module or not. The differences in
performance between Zettair and the two eXist runs are not statistically significant. Nev-
ertheless, this comparison suggests that, for the SCAS topics where article elements are
target of retrieval, Zettair is indeed capable of identifying highly relevant documents, while
the first retrieval issue observed with eXist is again confirmed to have a negative impact on
its retrieval effectiveness. We also observe that both the Hybrid-SS and the H-SS-oCRE-MpE
runs further improve Zettair’s retrieval effectiveness on the INEX 2003 SCAS topics, although
only the H-SS-oCRE-MpE run performs significantly better.
The graph in Figure 3.11 shows the evaluation results for the three best XML re-
trieval approaches on the INEX 2003 SCAS retrieval topics. As previously observed, the
H-SS-oCRE-MpE run performs best, followed by Zettair, and the e-SS-oCRE-MpE run is
worst.
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Figure 3.11: Evaluation of the overall performance of three INEX 2003 CAS runs, using
strict quantisation in inex eval.
Retrieval tasks
There are 30 INEX 2003 SCAS topics in total, with topic numbers in the range between
61 and 90. On the basis of the target element in the SCAS topic titles, we distinguish two
categories of topics.
• The SCAS topics in the first category seek to retrieve full documents, rather than more
specific elements within documents, as final answers. There are 12 such topics, their
numbers being 61, 62, 63, 65, 70, 73, 75, 79, 81, 82, 87, and 88. We refer to these topics
as Broad SCAS topics.
• The SCAS topics in the second category seek to retrieve more specific elements within
documents, rather than full documents, as final answers. There are 18 topics that
belong to this category. We refer to these topics as Narrow SCAS topics.
Table 3.13 shows results when each XML retrieval approach is evaluated under the three
SCAS topic categories. For the Broad category Zettair performs best, outperforming the
other two runs. This is somewhat surprising, and shows that in most cases highly rele-
vant documents do not necessarily represent documents satisfying the strict structural query
conditions. For the Narrow topic category (where the Zettair run does not apply), the
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Original SCAS assessments
CAS run n All topics Broad topics Narrow topics
Zettair all 0.1228 0.3144 N/A
e-SS-oCRE-MpE all 0.0849 0.0736 0.0771
H-SS-oCRE-MpE all 0.2663 0.2636 0.2083
Table 3.13: Performance results for three INEX 2003 CAS runs when all elements are re-
trieved per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval. The results
are calculated under three SCAS topic categories. Best results under each category are shown
in bold.
H-SS-oCRE-MpE run is roughly three times more effective than e-SS-oCRE-MpE. As demon-
strated previously, when both SCAS topic categories are considered (the All topic category),
the performance of the H-SS-oCRE-MpE run is significantly better than the performance of
the other two runs.
Comparison to the official INEX 2003 CAS runs
There were 38 CAS runs submitted at INEX 2003. With the strict quantisation function in
inex eval, the range of MAP performance scores for the top ten INEX 2003 CAS runs was
between 0.3182 and 0.2352 [Fuhr et al., 2004]. From Table 3.12 we observe that the best MAP
score of our H-SS-oCRE-MpE run is 0.2663, which would have ranked this run as the third
best CAS run at INEX 2003.
With the generalised quantisation function in inex eval, the range of the top ten MAP
performance scores was between 0.2989 and 0.1893 [Fuhr et al., 2004]. The MAP score of our
H-oCRE-MpE run is 0.1840, which would have ranked this run just below the tenth best CAS
run at INEX 2003.
3.3.3 INEX 2004 experiments
In this subsection, we present results when the performance of our XML retrieval runs is
evaluated on the INEX 2004 test collection. The retrieval performance is measured separately
on the CO and the CAS retrieval topics.
There are 40 INEX 2004 CO topics (numbers 162–201). We use version 3.0 of the
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CO run %Ovp n MAP
Zettair 0.0 all 0.0491
H-oCRE-MpE 82.2 all 0.1235
H-oCRE-MpE-NO 0.0 all 0.0513
H-oCRE-PME 82.1 all 0.0813
H-oCRE-PME-NO 0.0 all 0.0474
Table 3.14: Performance results for INEX 2004 CO runs when all elements are retrieved
per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval. For each run, an
overlap indicator shows the percentage of overlapping elements in its answer list. The best
result is shown in bold.
INEX 2004 relevance assessments, where 34 of the 40 CO topics have their relevance as-
sessments available. Of these, 9 topics do not contain highly relevant (E3S3) elements, and
so a total of 25 CO topics are used in our experiments. The overlap values reported for each
run are calculated using the set-based overlap measure [de Vries et al., 2004a]. For a run,
the set-based overlap calculates the average number of elements that either contain or are
contained by other elements retrieved by the run.
The runs we consider for the INEX 2004 CO topics are listed in Table 3.6. Our goals with
these runs are threefold. First, we aim to explore which of the two ranking heuristic com-
binations (MpE or PME) yields the best retrieval performance when our hybrid XML retrieval
approach is applied in different retrieval tasks. Second, we aim to investigate the impact of
not retrieving overlapping answer elements on the observed performance. Thus, the two cases
of non-overlap runs, H-oCRE-MpE-NO and H-oCRE-PME-NO, implement different non-overlap
strategies: the former allows less specific elements to remain in the list and removes all the
other (contained) elements, whereas the latter retains more specific elements, and removes all
the other (encompassing) elements. Finally, by comparing the hybrid runs with the baseline
run (Zettair), we aim to better understand the issues surrounding XML element retrieval.
Table 3.14 shows evaluation results for the CO retrieval runs in the case of Original
relevance assessments. Several observations can be drawn from these results.
First, for overlap runs using the hybrid approach, the MpE ranking heuristic yields better
performance than the PME heuristic. The difference in performance is however not statisti-
cally significant. Second, the two overlap hybrid runs perform significantly better than the
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Figure 3.12: Evaluation of the overall performance of three INEX 2004 CO runs, using strict
quantisation in inex eval.
two corresponding non-overlap hybrid runs. This is very likely to be a result of the “over-
populated” CO recall base, and reflects the inability of the strict quantisation function to
cope with the overlap problem [Kazai et al., 2004a; 2005]. However, later in this section we
revisit the comparison between the two types of hybrid runs by using a non-overlapping recall
base (the case of General relevance assessments) during evaluation. Last, the two overlap-
ping hybrid runs on average perform better than the baseline run (Zettair), although the
difference in performance is only significant for the H-oCRE-MpE run. However, we observe
that the baseline run is very competitive with the non-overlap hybrid runs, and overall it
even performs better than the non-overlap H-oCRE-PME-NO run (although there is no signifi-
cant performance difference). Since the answer list of the H-oCRE-PME-NO run contains more
specific (and non-overlapping) elements, the last result suggests that retrieving more specific
answer elements is not an effective retrieval strategy in the case of INEX 2004 CO Original
relevance assessments.
The graph in Figure 3.12 shows interpolated precision values calculated at 11pt recall
levels for the two overlapping hybrid runs and the baseline run. For low recall (0.1 and less),
Zettair outperforms the H-oCRE-PME run, although its performance gradually decreases
and reaches zero for 0.5 (and higher) recall. Overall, H-oCRE-MpE performs best and is
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General CO assessments
CO run %Ovp n All topics Broad topics Narrow topics
Zettair 0.0 all 0.1542 0.3643 0.0362
H-oCRE-MpE 82.2 all 0.1264 0.2403 0.0624
H-oCRE-MpE-NO 0.0 all 0.1523 0.3591 0.0363
Table 3.15: Performance results for three INEX 2004 CO runs when all elements are retrieved
per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval. The results are
calculated under three CO topic categories and the case of General relevance assessments.
For each run, the overlap indicator (%Ovp) shows the percentage of overlapping elements in
its answer list. Best results under each category are shown in bold.
substantially (but not significantly) better than H-oCRE-PME.
Retrieval tasks
In the following analysis, we use the General relevance assessments to compare the perfor-
mance of the two (overlapping and non-overlapping) H-oCRE-MpE runs with Zettair (the
baseline run).
The General relevance assessments reflect a non-overlapping recall base, since a judged
relevant document in this case contains only General (non-overlapping and highly relevant)
elements. Moreover, our previous analysis in this case has also distinguished different cat-
egories of CO topics. Thus, the performances of the above runs are also compared across
three topic categories: the All topics category, with all the 25 INEX 2004 CO topics, and
the Broad and the Narrow categories, with 9 and 16 CO topics, respectively.
Table 3.15 shows the evaluation results for each run. Two observations are clear in the
cases of All and Broad topic categories: first, Zettair overall performs best among the
three runs, although the non-overlapping hybrid run (H-oCRE-MpE-NO) performs similarly as
Zettair; and second, unlike for the case of overpopulated recall base (the case of Original
relevance assessments), the non-overlapping hybrid run outperforms the overlapping hybrid
run. With All topics, the differences in performance among the three run pairs are not
statistically significant. These results suggest that, when a non-overlapping recall base is
used for evaluation, the strict quantisation function can be used with inex eval to reliably
evaluate different XML retrieval approaches. Thus, runs that return overlapping answer
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elements (or redundant information) perform worse than runs that return non-overlapping
answer elements. More specifically, in this case the choice of using a full-text search engine
results in an effective XML retrieval. In the case of Narrow topic category, the overlapping
hybrid run performs best, whereas the performance of the other two runs is approximately
the same.
Comparison to the official INEX 2004 CO runs
There were 70 CO runs submitted at INEX 2004. With the strict quantisation function in
inex eval, the range of MAP performance scores for the top ten INEX 2004 CO runs was
between 0.1524 and 0.1013 [Malik et al., 2005]. From Table 3.14 we observe that the best
MAP score of our H-oCRE-MpE run is 0.1235, which would have ranked this run as the sixth
best CO run at INEX 2004.
With the generalised quantisation function in inex eval, the range of the top ten MAP
performance scores was between 0.1308 and 0.0895 [Malik et al., 2005]. The MAP score of our
H-oCRE-MpE run is 0.0603, which would have ranked this run among the 20 best CO runs at
INEX 2004.
INEX 2004 CAS topics
There are 35 INEX 2004 VCAS topics (numbers 127-161). We use version 3.0 of the
INEX 2004 relevance assessments, where 26 (out of 35) VCAS topics have their relevance
assessments available. Of these, 4 topics do not contain highly relevant (E3S3) elements, and
so we limit our analysis to a total of 22 VCAS topics.
The runs we consider for the INEX 2004 VCAS topics are listed in table 3.6. We aim to
achieve several goals with our INEX 2004 CAS runs. First, we aim to investigate which query
interpretation (VV, VS or SS) results in most effective XML retrieval. Second, for the hybrid
runs using the CRE module and a particular query interpretation, we aim to identify the
best among the two ranking heuristics (MpE or PME). Finally, by comparing the hybrid runs
with the baseline run (Zettair), we wish to empirically determine whether a plain full-text
search engine is useful for the INEX 2004 VCAS topics.
Table 3.16 shows evaluation results for our six INEX 2004 CAS retrieval runs in the case
of Original relevance assessments. Several observations can be drawn from these results.
First, the Hybrid-SS run (where both the target and support elements of a VCAS topic
are strictly interpreted) performs worse than the other hybrid runs. Of the other four hybrid
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CAS run %Ovp n MAP
Zettair 0.0 all 0.0523
H-VV-oCRE-MpE 78.3 all 0.1013
H-VV-oCRE-PME 78.2 all 0.0342
H-VS-oCRE-MpE 67.8 all 0.1030
H-VS-oCRE-PME 67.8 all 0.0454
Hybrid-SS 5.4 all 0.0316
Table 3.16: Performance results for six INEX 2004 CAS runs when all elements are retrieved
per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval. For each run, an
overlap indicator shows the percentage of overlapping elements in its answer list. The best
result is shown in bold.
runs, the two H-VS-oCRE runs (the choice of strict interpretation of the support elements
and a vague target element) perform better than their corresponding H-VV-oCRE runs (the
choice where both the target and support elements are vaguely interpreted). None of the
performance differences observed among these run pairs is statistically significant. The last
results therefore only suggest that the choice to strictly interpret support elements in the
INEX 2004 VCAS topics is likely to result in more effective retrieval than the choice of using
plain text queries.
Second, as with INEX 2004 CO topics, the two hybrid runs using the MpE ranking heuristic
perform better than their corresponding runs using the PME ranking heuristic. The differences
in performance between these run pairs are not statistically significant. This suggests that,
for the INEX 2004 VCAS topics, retrieving less specific over more specific element answers
is likely to result in better retrieval.
Last, the two hybrid runs that use the MpE ranking heuristic perform significantly better
than Zettair. However, Zettair performs better than Hybrid-SS and the two hybrid runs
that use the PME ranking heuristic, although the differences in performance are not significant.
These results suggest that vaguely interpreting the target element in the INEX 2004 VCAS
topics is likely to result in better overall performance that when using a strict target element
interpretation.
The graph in Figure 3.13 shows interpolated precision values calculated at 11 standard
recall levels for the three hybrid runs (VV, VS and SS) and the baseline run (Zettair).
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Figure 3.13: Evaluation of the overall performance of four INEX 2004 CAS runs, using strict
quantisation in inex eval.
The hybrid VS run performs best, particularly at low recall levels (0.2 and less), however
its performance is almost identical to that of the hybrid VV run for 0.3 (and higher) recall
levels. Figure 3.13 also shows that, when highly relevant elements are the target of retrieval,
Zettair clearly outperforms the Hybrid-SS run (however the difference in performance is
not statistically significant).
Retrieval tasks
Since the INEX 2004 VCAS topics allowed for a vague target element interpretation [Malik
et al., 2005], relevant elements with names other than the name of the target element were
also included in the INEX 2004 VCAS relevance judgements. Similarly as with our analysis
of the relevance assessments for the INEX 2004 CO topics (shown in Subsection 3.3.1), for
the INEX 2004 VCAS topics we were also able to distinguish three distinct cases of relevance
assessments (Original, General and Specific) and two categories of retrieval topics (Broad and
Narrow). The distribution of highly relevant elements across INEX 2004 VCAS topics using
three cases of relevance assessments is shown in Figure 3.14(a), while Figure 3.14(b) shows
the two categories of INEX 2004 VCAS topics in the case of General relevance assessments.
In the following analysis, we use the case of General relevance assessments to compare
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of highly relevant elements across INEX 2004 VCAS topics using
three cases of relevance assessments (a), and two categories of INEX 2004 VCAS topics
identified in the case of General relevance assessments (b).
the performance of the three hybrid CAS runs (query interpretations VV, VS and SS) with
Zettair. Three VCAS topic categories are used in this analysis: the All category, with all
the 22 VCAS topics, and the Broad and Narrow categories, with 6 and 16 VCAS topics,
respectively.
Table 3.17 shows the evaluation results for each run. The trend in these results is clear: for
each VCAS topic category, Zettair performs best among the other three hybrid runs. This
is an interesting finding, since the unit of retrieval in Zettair is a whole document, and queries
used are plain content-only queries. For All topics, significant performance difference is only
observed when comparing Zettair and the H-VV-oCRE-MpE run. These results suggest that,
when General and non-overlapping elements are preferred units of retrieval for the INEX 2004
VCAS topics, a full-text IR approach may be used to obtain an equal or better performance
that that obtained by an XML-specific retrieval approach.
Comparison to the official INEX 2004 CAS runs
There were 51 CAS runs submitted at INEX 2004. With the strict quantisation function in
inex eval, the range of MAP performance scores for the top ten INEX 2004 CAS runs was
between 0.1375 and 0.0710 [Malik et al., 2005]. From Table 3.16 we observe that the best
MAP score of our H-VS-oCRE-MpE run is 0.1030, which would have ranked this run as the sixth
best CAS run at INEX 2004.
With the generalised quantisation function in inex eval, the range of the top ten MAP
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General VCAS assessments
CO run %Ovp n All topics Broad topics Narrow topics
Zettair 0.0 all 0.1923 0.6253 0.0294
H-VV-oCRE-MpE 78.3 all 0.1283 0.4173 0.0201
H-VS-oCRE-MpE 67.8 all 0.1284 0.4124 0.0212
Hybrid-SS 5.4 all 0.0612 0.1623 0.0234
Table 3.17: Performance results for four INEX 2004 CAS runs when all elements are re-
trieved per document, obtained with MAP using strict quantisation in inex eval. The results
are calculated under three VCAS topic categories and the case of General relevance assess-
ments. For each run, the overlap indicator (%Ovp) shows the percentage of overlapping
elements in its answer list. Best results under each category are shown in bold.
performance scores was between 0.1167 and 0.0485 [Malik et al., 2005]. The MAP score of our
H-VS-oCRE-MpE run is 0.0545, which would have ranked this run as the eight best CAS run.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have evaluated the performance of three approaches to XML retrieval:
the full-text information retrieval approach using Zettair, the native XML database approach
using eXist, and the hybrid XML retrieval approach that combines retrieval features from the
previous two approaches. With the hybrid approach, we have designed a range of methods
that dynamically identify the appropriate level of answer granularity and rank the final
answers. The results of our experiments on the INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections — using
both the CO and the CAS retrieval topics — have demonstrated that the hybrid approach
successfully addresses the issues previously identified with the other two approaches, and
yields robust and effective content-oriented XML retrieval.
We have used the strict quantisation function with the inex eval evaluation metric to
measure the performance of the three XML retrieval approaches. Indeed, by using the strict
quantisation we were able to measure the extent to which an XML retrieval approach is
capable of retrieving highly relevant elements. Therefore, we have followed the assumption
that retrieving highly relevant elements is what assessors (and users) will find most useful.
In the next chapter we validate the above assumption by investigating what the experience
of assessors and users suggest about how relevance should be defined in XML retrieval.
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Chapter 4
Relevance in XML Retrieval
A realistic relevance definition is necessary for meaningful comparison of alternative XML
retrieval approaches. In this chapter, we revisit the definition of relevance in XML retrieval
by performing an extensive analysis of the INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance dimensions. We
propose a new topical-hierarchical relevance definition for XML retrieval, comprising two
relevance dimensions and a five-point nominal relevance scale, and demonstrate its usefulness
in XML retrieval experiments.
Each year since 2002, a new set of retrieval topics has been proposed and assessed by the
group of INEX participants. Analysing the behaviour of assessors when judging the relevance
of returned elements may provide insight into possible trends within relevance assessments.
Such studies have been done for both INEX 2002 [Kazai et al., 2004b] and INEX 2003
[Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004] test collections. The INEX interactive track, established
in 2004, investigates the behaviour of users when elements (rather than documents) are
presented as answers [Tombros et al., 2005a]. INEX 2004 used two relevance dimensions,
Exhaustivity and Specificity, to measure the extent to which an element respectively covers
and is focussed on an information need [Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004]. To assign a relevance
score to an element, the grades from the two dimensions were combined in a 10-point relevance
scale. Both the assessors and the users used this scale while judging the relevance of returned
elements. At INEX 2005, the interactive track comprised three tasks and two different XML
document collections [Larsen et al., 2006a]. The relevance definitions for Exhaustivity and
Specificity were also changed, in order to respectively reflect the new highlighting assessment
approach adopted in INEX 2005.
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In Section 4.1 we provide a detailed empirical analysis of the two INEX 2004 relevance
dimensions to determine the common assessor and user understanding of the INEX 2004
relevance. In Section 4.2 we analyse the overall assessor behaviour in INEX 2005, and ad-
ditionally investigate the level of assessor agreement on the five double-judged INEX 2005
topics to determine the common assessor understanding of the INEX 2005 relevance. Re-
sults from our analysis of the INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions suggest that the
experience of assessors and users — while judging relevance of returned elements for retrieval
topics — could be utilised to determine how relevance should be defined in the context of
XML retrieval. In Section 4.3 we propose a new definition of relevance for XML retrieval,
and investigate in Section 4.4 whether a relevance scale based on this definition is valuable
for users and assessors.
4.1 Analysis of INEX 2004 relevance
In this section we investigate the extent to which the INEX 2004 assessors and the users par-
ticipating in the INEX 2004 Interactive track have a common understanding of the INEX 2004
relevance definition. We analyse the trends in the relevance assessments obtained for all the
INEX 2004 Content Only (CO) topics, and compare them to the trends in the user relevance
judgements obtained for topics used in the INEX 2004 Interactive track.
4.1.1 INEX 2004 relevance dimensions
The INEX 2004 relevance definition is explained in detail in Chapter 2 (Subsection 2.2.2).
Here, EeSs denotes the relevance of an element to an INEX 2004 topic, where E represents
Exhaustivity, S represents Specificity, and e and s represent numerical values between zero
and three. For example, the relevance value E0S0 denotes a non-relevant element, whereas
the value E3S3 denotes a highly relevant element.
4.1.2 Methodology
We now provide an overview of the methodology used in our study. We describe the type
and the number of participants involved; the choice of the categories of topics used; the way
the data — reflecting the observed behaviour of users and assessors — was collected; and the
way the correlation between relevance grades is measured. We use the relevance assessments
obtained from the interactive online assessment system [Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004] to
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analyse the assessor behaviour, and we use the data collected from the INEX 2004 Interactive
track [Tombros et al., 2005a] to analyse the user behaviour.
The INEX 2004 10-point relevance scale was also used by users in the INEX 2004 In-
teractive track to judge the relevance of returned elements. However, the first relevance
dimension, Exhaustivity, was named Usefulness, since it was deemed by the organisers that
it would make it easier for users to comprehend its relevance aspects [Tombros et al., 2005a].
To make sure that users perceive this relevance dimension in the same (or similar) way as
assessors, the definition of Usefulness, along with the descriptions of its relevance grades, was
written to be exactly the same as for Exhaustivity.
Participants
Two types of participants are used in this study: assessors and users. Generally both can
be regarded as users; however, it is often necessary to distinguish between them, since their
role in XML retrieval evaluation is quite different.
Assessors Every year since 2002 when INEX started, each individual from a participating
group is asked to submit at least one retrieval topic (query). If a topic is accepted, the same
individual is (usually) required to judge the relevance of retrieved elements. The assessor
can, therefore, be seen as an individual that provides the ground-truth for a particular
retrieval topic. There is usually one assessor per topic, although for the purpose of checking
whether the relevance assessments were done in a consistent manner, two or more assessors
may be assigned to a given topic [Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004]. We analyse the relevance
assessments provided by one assessor per topic.
Users A total of 88 users were employed for the purposes of the INEX 2004 Interactive track,
with an average age of 29 years [Tombros et al., 2005a]. Although most of the users had a
substantial level of experience in web or other related searches, it was expected that very few
(if any) were experienced in interacting with XML elements. For this purpose, users were
given the same (although slightly reformulated) retrieval topics as the ones proposed and
judged by the INEX 2004 assessors. By analysing and comparing the data obtained from
the user interaction with the data obtained from the assessor judgements for an INEX 2004
topic, it is possible to determine the extent to which the concept of relevance is commonly
understood by the assessor and the users.
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Topic B1 (INEX 2004 CO topic 192):
You are writing a large article discussing virtual reality (VR) applications and you
need to discuss their negative side effects. What you want to know is the symptoms
associated with cybersickness, the amount of users who get them, and the VR
situations where they occur. You are not interested in the use of VR in therapeutic
treatments unless they discuss VR side effects.
Figure 4.1: Background topic B1 used in INEX 2004 Interactive track.
Retrieval topics
To help users better understand the objectives of the retrieval task, the INEX 2004 CO topics
were reformulated as simulated work task situations [Tombros et al., 2005a]. A simulated
work task situation requires users to interact with the retrieval system and allows them to
formulate as many queries as needed, which results in different individual interpretations of
the information need [Borlund, 2003b]. Thus, the reformulated topics not only describe what
the information need represents, but also why users need to satisfy this need, and what is
the context of the information need.
Tombros et al. [2005b] demonstrate that, while judging relevance of retrieved pages on
the Web, the context determined by topic category has an effect on the observed behaviour.
A similar topic-dependent effect is likely to be observed when users judge the relevance of
XML elements (rather than of whole documents, such as Web pages). The retrieval topics
used in the INEX 2004 Interactive track were therefore divided into two topic categories:
a Background category and a Comparison category. Topics that belong to the Background
category seek as much general information about the area of interest as possible. Two
retrieval topics were used in this category, B1 and B2, which are based on the INEX 2004
CO topics 192 and 180, respectively [Tombros et al., 2005a]. Figure 4.1 shows topic B1,
which is the Background topic used in this study. Topics that belong to the Comparison
category seek similarities or differences between at least two items discussed in the topic.
Two retrieval topics were used in this category, C1 and C2, which are respectively based on
the INEX 2004 CO topics 188 and 198 [Tombros et al., 2005a]. Figure 4.2 shows topic C2,
which is the Comparison topic used in this study.
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Topic C2 (INEX 2004 CO topic 198):
You are working on a project to develop a next generation version of a software
system. You are trying to decide on the benefits and problems of implementation
in a number of programming languages, but particularly Java and Python. You would
like a good comparison of these for application development. You would like to see
comparisons of Python and Java for developing large applications. You want to see
articles, or parts of articles, that discuss the positive and negative aspects of
the languages. Things that discuss either language with respect to application
development may be also partially useful to you. Ideally, you would be looking for
items that are discussing both efficiency of development and efficiency of execution
time for applications.
Figure 4.2: Comparison topic C2 used in INEX 2004 Interactive track.
Collecting the data
Different methods were used to collect the data from assessors and users, and different time
restrictions were put in place in both cases.
In the case of assessors, an interactive online assessment system was used to collect the
judgements for a particular topic [Piwowarski and Lalmas, 2004]. This is a well-established
method used in INEX, where the assessment system implements some rules to ensure that
the collected relevance assessments are as complete and as consistent as possible. It takes on
average one week for the assessor to judge all the retrieved elements for a particular topic.
The relevance assessments are then stored in an XML assessment file where, for each XML
document, the judged relevant elements are kept in document order. We use these assessment
files to analyse the relevance judgements made by assessors.
For users, a system based on HyREX [Go¨vert et al., 2003a] was used to collect the user
judgements and to log their activities [Tombros et al., 2005a]. Users were able to choose
between two retrieval topics for each topic category, for which they were required to find as
much information as possible for completing the search task. A time limit of 30 minutes was
given to each user. The data obtained from the user interaction was stored in corresponding
log files. From the log files, for each user we created an XML assessment file that follows the
same format as the assessor’s assessment file. We use these assessment files to analyse the
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judgements made by users, and to compare them with the judgements made by the assessors.
Measuring correlation between relevance grades
When analysing the overall assessor and user behaviour, we also measure the correlation
between the grades of the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions. By analysing the correlation
values, we aim at finding whether there is a common aspect that may have influenced the
assessor’s (or user’s) choice of combining the grades from the two INEX 2004 relevance
dimensions.
Analysing the level of assessor and user agreement
The analysis of the level of agreement concerns the amount of information that was mutually
agreed to be either relevant or non-relevant by the assessor and the users for topics B1 and C2.
We use topics B1 and C2 for two reasons: first, both of these topics have user judgements and
corresponding relevance assessments available; and second, data from approximately 50 users
was collected for each of these topics. By contrast, no relevance assessments are available
for topic B2, while data from fewer users was collected for topics C1 (16 users) and B2 (20
users).
There is a restriction on the granularity of elements stored in the user judgements.
HyREX uses the concept of “index objects” [Go¨vert et al., 2003a] to limit the level of element
granularity presented to a user, and so users could make judgements for only four of the 192
defined elements. These elements are named article, sec, ss1, and ss2, which correspond
to a document element, a section, and two subsection elements. While this could be seen
as a limitation of the HyREX system, the obtained element granularity is sufficient for the
purpose of our analysis. For consistency when measuring the level of agreement between the
assessor and the users for topics B1 and C2, we also consider only these four element names
in the relevance assessments containing the assessor judgements.
4.1.3 Assessor behaviour analysis for INEX 2004 CO topics
In this subsection, we analyse the overall assessor behaviour when judging the relevance of
returned elements for the INEX 2004 CO retrieval topics. We also report correlation values
observed between the grades of the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of relevant elements across nine relevance points for INEX 2004 CO
topics, as judged by 34 assessors. For each point of the relevance scale (from E1S1 to E3S3),
the figure shows the total number of relevant elements, and the number of relevant elements
that belong to each of the four element names.
Overall assessor behaviour
Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of relevant elements across nine relevance points for INEX
2004 CO topics, as judged by 34 assessors.1 As shown in the figure, in this analysis we use
statistics for relevant elements that belong to only four element names: article, sec, ss1,
and ss2. The x-axis shows the nine relevance points that contain a combination of grades of
the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions, and which can be assigned to a relevant element
(the case E0S0 is not shown). For a relevance point (from E1S1 to E3S3), the y-axis shows the
total number of occurrences of relevant elements that have been assigned to that particular
relevance point (the number of occurrences is calculated across the 34 INEX 2004 CO topics).
For a relevance point, Figure 4.3 also shows the distribution of relevant elements that belong
to each of the four element names.
The total number of relevant elements that belong to any of the four element names
across the 34 INEX 2004 CO topics is 5 423. The three most frequently used relevance points
1There are 40 INEX 2004 CO topics in total, however six of them do not have relevance assessments
available.
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Element names
sec ss1 article ss2
Type Total total % total % total % total %
Relevant (E>0, S>0) 5 423 2 463 45 1 451 27 1 256 23 253 5
Table 4.1: Distribution of relevant elements with four element names (sec, ss1, article,
and ss2) across INEX 2004 CO topics, as judged by 34 assessors.
by INEX 2004 assessors are E1S1, with 1 815 (30%) judged elements; E2S1, with 614 (10%)
judged elements; and E3S3, with 591 (10%) judged elements. Table 4.1 shows the distribution
of relevant elements that belong to the four element names, as judged by the 34 assessors.
The sec elements occur most frequently, followed by ss1 and article elements, with the
ss2 elements being the least frequently distributed elements.
Correlation between relevance grades
In the following we investigate the correlation between the grades of the two relevance di-
mensions when considering relevance assessments for all the 34 INEX 2004 CO topics. All
the relevant elements, including elements with names other than the four names reported
previously, are considered in this correlation analysis.
Table 4.2 shows the observed correlation between the grades of the two INEX 2004 rel-
evance dimensions, as judged by the assessors. For a grade of the Exhaustivity relevance
dimension (column), the value of Sp|Ex shows the fraction of the cases where an element
was judged as Sp (specific), given that it had been judged as Ex (exhaustive). For example,
the Sp|Ex value of column E3 and row S3 is 0.48, indicating that in 48% of the cases a
highly exhaustive element had also been judged to be highly specific. Similarly, for each
grade of the Specificity relevance dimension (row), the value of Ex|Sp shows the fraction of
the cases where an element was judged as Ex (exhaustive), given that it had been judged as
Sp (specific). In this case the Ex|Sp value of row S3 and column E3 is 0.28, indicating that
in 28% of the cases a highly specific element had also been judged to be highly exhaustive.
For Exhaustivity, it appears more likely that a highly exhaustive (E3) element would be
judged as highly specific (48%) than as fairly specific (39%) or as marginally specific (13%)
element. Similar correlations are observed for the remaining two grades of the Exhaustivity
dimension: for the fairly exhaustive (E2) grade, the predominant grade is fairly specific (46%);
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Exhaustivity
Specificity E3 E2 E1
Sp|Ex Ex|Sp Sp|Ex Ex|Sp Sp|Ex Ex|Sp
S3 0.48 0.28 0.35 0.30 0.32 0.42
S2 0.39 0.26 0.46 0.45 0.20 0.29
S1 0.13 0.09 0.19 0.18 0.48 0.73
Table 4.2: Correlation between grades of the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions, as judged
by 34 assessors of the INEX 2004 CO topics. For a relevance dimension, the highest observed
correlation is shown either in bold (Exhaustivity) or bold-italics (Specificity).
and for the marginally exhaustive (E1) grade, the predominant grade is marginally specific
(48%). Although there are no strong correlations, the above values show that each grade
from the Exhaustivity dimension is predominantly correlated with its corresponding grade of
the Specificity dimension.
For Specificity, there is a high likelihood that a marginally specific (S1) element would
also be assessed as marginally exhaustive (73%). For the fairly specific (S2) grade, the
corresponding predominant relevance grade is fairly exhaustive (45%). A highly specific
(S3) element would most likely be judged as marginally exhaustive (42%) rather than as
fairly exhaustive (30%) and least likely as highly exhaustive (28%) element. This is perhaps
not surprising, since highly specific elements usually represent smaller elements that contain
no or little irrelevant information, which suggests that they discuss only a few aspects of
the information need — making them marginally exhaustive. Apart from the highly specific
grade, the two other grades from the Specificity dimension —much like the three Exhaustivity
grades — are predominantly correlated with their corresponding grades of the Exhaustivity
dimension.
4.1.4 User behaviour analysis for INEX 2004 Interactive topics
In this subsection, we analyse the overall user behaviour when judging the relevance of
returned elements for the four topics used in the INEX 2004 Interactive track. We also
present correlation values observed between the grades of the two INEX 2004 relevance
dimensions.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of relevant elements across nine relevance points for topics used in
INEX 2004 Interactive track, as judged by 88 users. For each point of the relevance scale
(from E1S1 to E3S3), the figure shows the total number of relevant elements, and the number
of relevant elements that belong to the four element names.
Overall user behaviour
Figure 4.4 shows the distribution of relevant elements across nine relevance points for topics
used in INEX 2004 Interactive track, as judged by 88 users.
The total number of occurrences of relevant elements across the four topics is 1 113. More
than half of these are elements that have been judged as either E1S1 (23%), E3S3 (20%),
or E2S2 (12%). Table 4.3 shows the distribution of relevant elements that belong to the
four element names, as judged by the 88 users. The sec elements occur most frequently,
followed by article and ss1 elements, with the ss2 elements being the least frequently
distributed elements. When compared to the distribution of relevant elements obtained by
the 34 assessors of the INEX 2004 CO topics, we observe that in this case article (rather
than ss1) elements are the second most frequently judged relevant elements.
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Element names
sec article ss1 ss2
Type Total total % total % total % total %
Relevant (E>0, S>0) 1 113 577 52 284 25 220 20 32 3
Table 4.3: Distribution of relevant elements with four element names (sec, ss1, article,
and ss2) across INEX 2004 Interactive topics, as judged by 88 users.
Exhaustivity
Specificity E3 E2 E1
Sp|Ex Ex|Sp Sp|Ex Ex|Sp Sp|Ex Ex|Sp
S3 0.62 0.56 0.33 0.29 0.14 0.15
S2 0.30 0.30 0.41 0.39 0.26 0.31
S1 0.08 0.07 0.26 0.25 0.60 0.68
Table 4.4: Correlation between grades of the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions, as judged
by 88 users of INEX 2004 Interactive topics. For a relevance dimension, the highest observed
correlation is shown either in bold (Exhaustivity) or bold-italics (Specificity).
Correlation between relevance grades
Table 4.4 shows the correlation between grades of the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions,
as judged by 88 users of the INEX 2004 Interactive track. For both Exhaustivity and Speci-
ficity, two correlation trends concerning highly and marginally relevant grades are visible.
In majority of the cases (62%), a highly exhaustive (E3) element is also judged to be highly
specific, and in 56% of the cases a highly specific (S3) element is also judged to be highly
exhaustive. Similarly, in 60% of the cases a marginally exhaustive (E1) element is also judged
to be marginally specific, and in 68% of the cases a marginally specific (S1) element is also
judged to be marginally exhaustive. The fairly exhaustive (E2) grade is predominantly corre-
lated to the fairly specific grade (41%), while fairly specific (S2) grade is also predominantly
correlated to the fairly exhaustive grade (39%).
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4.1.5 Analysis of the level of agreement
We now analyse the level of agreement between the assessor and the users separately for
topics B1 and C2. Only elements that belong to four element names (article, sec, ss1,
and ss2) are considered in this analysis.
Background topic B1
Table 4.5 shows the overall level of agreement between the assessor and the users for topic B1,
as well as the agreement calculated for each point of the relevance scale. The two columns
on the left refer to the assessor’s judgements, where for each relevance point (the Judgement
column), the total number of judged elements that belong to this point is shown (the Total
column). The values in the User Judgements columns show how users actually judged any of
these elements. The Total column on the right shows the total number of user judgements for
each point of the relevance scale, where numbers in parentheses represent numbers of unique
elements judged by users. The Agreement column shows the level of agreement between the
assessor and the users for each relevance point.
For example, the first row in the table indicates that there are two elements judged as
E3S3 by the assessor, and that of 48 total user judgements, there are 25 cases where users
judged any of these two elements as E3S3, ten cases as E3S2, five cases as E2S3, and so on.
The level of agreement between the assessor and the users for the E3S3 point of the relevance
scale is 52% (since in 25 out of 48 cases users judged these elements as E3S3). For this
relevance point we consider only the user judgements made on two unique elements (shown
in the parentheses), which correspond to the same elements judged as E3S3 by the assessor.
As shown in the table, the overall level of agreement between the assessor and the users
for topic B1 is 35%. The overall agreement on relevant elements (calculated across the nine
relevance points) is 21%, whereas there is a 57% agreement on non-relevant elements.
Several observations can be drawn from the statistics shown in Table 4.5.
First, users judged 19 (unique) of the 32 relevant elements as identified by the assessor
for topic B1. In 7% of the cases, however, users judged some of these elements to be not
relevant. Conversely, 59 (unique) of the 1 158 non-relevant elements, as identified by the
assessor, were also judged by users, and in 43% of the cases users judged some of these
elements to be relevant.
Second, the highest level of agreement between the assessor and the users is on highly
relevant (E3S3) and on non-relevant (E0S0) elements, with agreement values of 52% and 57%,
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respectively. However, users seem to agree less with the assessor on the other points of the
INEX 2004 relevance scale. For example, although the highest number of user judgements is
on the E2S3 relevance point (around 50%), users actually judged these elements to be E2S3
in only 14% of the cases. In fact, in the majority of the cases (47%), the users judged these
elements to be highly relevant (E3S3). There is even a higher agreement (63%) between the
assessor and the users on this relevance point if we allow for the Exhaustivity value to be
one off; that is, this percentage reflects the proportion of users who chose to judge an E2S3
element (as identified by the assessor) as either E1S3, E2S3, or E3S3. Similar observations
can be made for the E1S1 relevance point, where in 36% of the cases users judged these
elements to be non-relevant (E0S0). Note that even though the number of user-judged E3S3
and E1S1 elements is roughly the same, the level of agreement for the E3S3 relevance point
is more than two times greater than the level of agreement for the E1S1 relevance point.
Last, a more detailed analysis of the above statistics reveals a similar agreement on
each separate relevance dimension. More specifically, the overall agreement for Exhaustivity
is 45%, whereas the overall agreement for Specificity is 44%. The agreement on highly
exhaustive (E3) elements is 71%, while the agreement on highly specific (S3) elements is
63%, indicating that for topic B1 highly exhaustive elements were perceived slightly better
than highly specific elements. Two possible reasons for this could be as follows: first, the
number of mutually agreed highly exhaustive elements is lower than that of highly specific
elements; and second, highly exhaustive elements usually reside at higher structural levels
than highly specific elements, which makes the judgement process much easier.
Comparison topic C2
Table 4.6 shows the overall level of agreement between the assessor and the users for topic
C2, as well as the agreement for each point of the relevance scale. As shown in the table,
the overall level of agreement for topic C2 is 31%. Similarly as for topic B1, the overall
agreement on relevant elements (calculated across the nine relevance points) is 20%, whereas
there is a 58% agreement on non-relevant elements.
Several observations can also be drawn from the statistics shown in Table 4.6. First, users
judged 53 (unique) of the 153 relevant elements as identified by the assessor for topic C2.
In 12% of the cases, however, users judged these elements to be not relevant. Conversely, 52
(unique) of the 1094 non-relevant elements, as identified by the assessor, were also judged
by users, and in 42% of the cases users judged these elements to be relevant.
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Second, as for topic B1 the highest level of agreement between the assessor and the users
is on the end points of the relevance scale: E3S3 (43%) and E0S0 (58%), although the number
of user judgements for the E3S3 relevance point is much lower than the number of judgements
for the E0S0 point. The E1S1 relevance point has the highest number of user judgements
(207 out of 507), and in 22% of the cases users also judged these elements to be E1S1. There
are also 76 user judgements for the E2S2 relevance point, however in 26% of the cases users
actually judged the E2S2 elements to be highly relevant (E3S3) elements.
Last, a more detailed analysis shows that the level of agreement between the assessor and
the users differs on each separate relevance dimension. More precisely, the overall agreement
for Exhaustivity is 53%, while the overall agreement for Specificity is 45%. The agreement
on highly exhaustive (E3) elements is 79%, whereas the agreement on highly specific (S3)
elements is 55%. This shows that, as for topic B1, for topic C2 highly exhaustive elements
were perceived better than highly specific elements.
4.1.6 Concluding remarks on INEX 2004 relevance
In this section, we have studied the overall behaviour of assessors and users when respectively
judging the relevance of returned elements for INEX 2004 CO retrieval topics and topics used
in the INEX 2004 Interactive track. We have also analysed the level of agreement between
the assessor and the users for topics B1 and C2, mainly to investigate which of the 10 points
of the INEX 2004 relevance scale were perceived best.
According to users, most of the relevant elements reside in the E1S1, E2S2, and the E3S3
relevance points. While analysing the correlation between the grades of the two INEX 2004
relevance dimensions, we found that the predominant correlations are between the corre-
sponding grades of each of the two dimensions. Similar findings were observed when analysing
the overall assessor behaviour on the 34 INEX 2004 CO topics. This suggests that the com-
mon aspect influencing the choice of combining grades from the two INEX 2004 relevance
dimensions is the fact that the users and assessors can not make a clear distinction be-
tween the two dimensions (since they are both based on topical relevance); in fact, users
and assessors behave as if each of the grades from either dimension belongs to only one rel-
evance dimension. However, the definitions of the two dimensions explicitly state that the
two relevance dimensions are different. More specifically, the Exhaustivity definition states
that higher aspect coverage does not imply that there is less non-relevant information in an
element, which means there is no one-to-one correspondence between the two INEX 2004
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relevance dimensions. Nevertheless, users’ perception — which was empirically identified
in this study — suggests that the cognitive load of simultaneously choosing the grades for
Exhaustivity and Specificity is too difficult.
When analysing the level of assessor and user agreement on judged elements for topics
B1 and C2, we found that the highest level of agreement was respectively on highly relevant
(E3S3) and on non-relevant (E0S0) elements, which shows that the assessor and the users
have clearly perceived the end points of the relevance scale. However, the other points of the
INEX 2004 10-point relevance scale were not perceived as well. When the two INEX 2004
relevance dimensions were analysed separately, we observed that — in both topic cases —
there is more overall agreement for Exhaustivity than for Specificity. The most likely reason
for this is that the assessors and users may not have understood an important property of
the Specificity dimension: an element should be judged as highly specific (S3) if it does not
contain non-relevant information.
There are at least two methodological issues that have not been explicitly discussed so
far, but which could nevertheless influence the validity of the reported results concerning the
level of assessor and user agreement. First, for an INEX 2004 topic assessors were required to
judge all the retrieved elements such that the obtained relevance assessments are as complete
(and as consistent) as possible. On the other hand, users that participated in the INEX 2004
Interactive track were given freedom to either provide relevance judgements or not, which
makes the assessor evaluation task different to that of users. Second, assessors and users
had different system interfaces to do the judgements. In the case of users, the distribution
of relevant elements (stored in the user judgements) would be greatly dependent on what
HyREX had retrieved, whereas in the assessor’s case all the elements found for an INEX 2004
topic — grouped by their containing documents — were required to be judged. Indeed, users
typically examined the first couple of pages within the returned ranked list [Tombros et al.,
2005a], which means that many relevant elements — that were otherwise included in the
assessor judgements — were likely to be missed from user judgements.
Although these issues could have inadvertently influenced the observed behaviour (and
thus question the validity of the reported results), our main goal with this study was to
investigate to what extent the concept of relevance had been understood by both the assessor
and the users. If an assessor (or a user) had chosen to assign a relevance point (ranging from
E0S0 to E3S3) to a returned element, the actual task at hand, or the actual system interface
used for that matter, are of limited value for our study purposes. Rather, our aim was
to investigate how the concept of relevance was perceived by the person who carried out
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the judgement task, and whether the person’s cognitive load of simultaneously choosing the
relevance grades was too high or not.
In addition to the analysis of the INEX 2004 relevance definition, we have also investigated
the following research question:
• Is retrieving overlapping elements what users really want?
When analysing the user judgements for both topics B1 and C2, we found that there are
strong indications that users did not like overlapping elements to appear in the list of answer
elements. Results from this analysis are discussed in more detail in Appendix B, where we
also define four ways of measuring overlap in XML retrieval.
4.2 Analysis of INEX 2005 relevance
In this section we analyse the relevance assessments obtained for the INEX 2005 Content
Only and Structure (CO+S) and Vague Content And Structure (VVCAS) topics, mainly
to determine the overall assessor behaviour at INEX 2005. To empirically investigate the
common assessor understanding of the two INEX 2005 relevance dimensions, we also analyse
the level of assessor agreement on the five topics double-judged at INEX 2005.
4.2.1 INEX 2005 relevance dimensions
The INEX 2005 relevance definition is explained in detail in Chapter 2 (Subsection 2.2.2).
Here, Specificity was automatically computed as the ratio of highlighted to fully contained
text, while assessors were asked to explicitly judge the Exhaustivity of highlighted elements
by using a three-graded relevance scale. The three Exhaustivity values were ? (too small),
1 (partially exhaustive), and 2 (highly exhaustive).
4.2.2 Assessor behaviour analysis for INEX 2005 topics
We now investigate the overall assessor behaviour by analysing the distribution of the E?,
E1, and E2 elements across the INEX 2005 CO+S and VVCAS retrieval topics.
Overall assessor behaviour
There are 29 CO+S and 34 VVCAS INEX 2005 topics that have corresponding relevance
assessments available.2 We use relevance assessments for both parent and child VVCAS
2We use version 7.0 of the INEX 2005 CO+S and VVCAS relevance assessments.
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topics in this analysis.
By analysing the INEX 2005 relevance assessments, we aim to discover whether the
average number, size, and proportion of contained relevant information in judged elements
differ depending on the Exhaustivity value given to these elements. For example, we expect
to find many relevant elements with an exhaustiveness value of “?”, making them too small.
The proportion of relevant information found in these elements (their Specificity value) is
expected to be very high, reflecting the fact that most of the contained information is relevant.
Conversely, it is reasonable to expect that the distribution of other relevant elements (such
as E1 or E2) is likely to differ from the distribution of the too small elements, both in terms
of their average number, size, and proportion of contained relevant information.
Table 4.7 shows our analysis of the INEX 2005 CO+S and VVCAS relevance assessments.
As expected, for both types of topics the assessment trends are clear: The too small (E?)
elements are the most common, the smallest in size, and contain the highest proportion of
relevant information. By contrast, the highly exhaustive (E2) elements are the least common,
the largest in size, and contain the smallest proportion of relevant information. The partially
exhaustive (E1) elements lie in between.
These statistics show that the assignment of the three Exhaustivity grades by the assessor
seems to properly reflect their initial relevance definitions [Lalmas and Piwowarski, 2005].
However, a closer look at the too small element distribution reveals some inconsistencies in
connection to the E? relevance grade. For example, Table 4.7 shows that the maximum aver-
age size of the too small elements is 1 497 characters, which is found for CO+S topic 207. On
the other hand, the minimum average value for the proportion of contained relevant infor-
mation is 59%, found for CO+S topic 222. A closer inspection of the relevance assessments
for these two topics reveals many cases where a document body is judged to be too small,
while the whole document is judged to be either E1 or E2, despite the fact that the sizes
of the document and its body are nearly the same. Given that the average size of an XML
document in the INEX 2005 IEEE document collection is 44 030 characters, we should ask
the question: How can a 40KB document body be so incomplete that it is judged to be too
small?
Another explanation of the observed inconsistencies in connection to the E? relevance
grade could be that assessors may have judged a document body to be too small in order to
finish the assessment task with less effort, or that assessors may have (mis)understood the
CO+S task as the one where structural hints should only be interpreted as strict requirements.
These and similar examples suggest that assessors have their own interpretations of what too
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CO+S VVCAS
Value Total av size av prel Total av size av prel
(elements) (chars) (elements) (chars)
E? (too-small)
Mean 1706 190 0.97 5710 101 0.99
Minimum 2 4 0.59 2 7 0.91
Maximum 14 543 1 497 1.00 44 628 497 1.00
Median 392 72 1.00 2 422 74 1.00
StDev 3 281 359 0.08 9 118 104 0.02
E1
Mean 389 7 508 0.60 439 9 359 0.64
Minimum 14 497 0.20 8 1 738 0.21
Maximum 1 519 13 477 1.00 1 876 20 236 1.00
Median 251 7 177 0.59 365 7 835 0.71
StDev 378 3 379 0.19 415 5 156 0.20
E2
Mean 143 18 039 0.55 174 21 575 0.58
Minimum 2 2 686 0.16 14 3 746 0.19
Maximum 1 203 45 909 1.00 839 55 028 0.94
Median 46 17 297 0.50 53 16 832 0.54
StDev 237 10 961 0.20 222 12 550 0.19
Table 4.7: Statistical analysis of distribution of E? (too-small), E1, and E2 relevant elements
across the 29 CO+S and 34 VVCAS INEX 2005 topics. For a relevance grade, the Total
values show the actual number of relevant elements that belong to that grade, while av size
and av prel represent averages for the size of the relevant elements (in characters) and the
proportion of relevant information contained by the relevant elements, respectively. Mean
average values (calculated across all the CO+S or VVCAS topics) are shown in bold.
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small means; arguably, these interpretations could have an adverse effect on the retrieval
evaluation, especially in cases where Exhaustivity is given a high weight by an evaluation
metric.
We now undertake an analysis of the level of agreement between the two assessors of the
five double-judged topics at INEX 2005, to find whether there is further reason for ignoring
Exhaustivity during evaluation.
4.2.3 Analysis of the level of agreement
Four of the five topics double-judged at INEX 2005 are CO+S topics (numbers 209, 217, 234,
and 237), while one is a VVCAS topic (number 261). As shown in Table 4.8, we calculated
two separate assessor agreements: one at document level, and another at element level. The
∪ values represent the number of unique relevant items (documents or elements) judged by
the two assessors, while ∩ values are the number of mutually agreed relevant items. The
level of assessor agreement is shown by the ∩/∪ values.
The assessor agreements shown in Table 4.8 are calculated for seven different cases: once
for all relevant (non-zero) items, and for six other cases when relevant items belong to each of
the six relevance grades of the two INEX relevance dimensions. Since Specificity at INEX 2005
was measured on a continuous [0-1] scale, we decided to divide this scale to three equal
relevance sub-scales, and to assign the marginally specific (S1) items to the (0-0.33] scale,
the fairly specific (S2) items to (0.33-0.67] scale, and the highly specific (S3) items to the
(0.67-1.00] scale. We have also experimented with using different (three- and four-graded)
variations of relevance sub-scales for Specificity, and found that the choice of the sub-scale
does not influence the validity of the reported results.
At document level, the assessor agreement for non-zero documents (those documents
considered relevant by both assessors, irrespective of their relevance grades) varies from 19%
on topic 237, to 76% on topic 234. The mean document-level agreement between the two
assessors is 39%, which is greater than the value of 27% reported by Trotman [2005] on
the INEX 2004 topics, but lower than the three values — 49%, 43%, and 42% — reported
by Voorhees [2000] on the TREC-4 topics. When considering document-level agreements on
individual relevance grades, we observe that the highest level of agreement between the two
assessors (31%) is on highly exhaustive (E2) documents.
At element level, the assessor agreement when all the non-zero elements are considered
varies from 12% on topic 209, to 49% on topic 234. The mean element-level agreement
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between the two assessors is 24%, which is (again) greater than the value of 16% reported
by Trotman [2005] on the INEX 2004 topics. Unlike for the document-level agreements, the
agreement between the two assessors on individual relevance grades seems to be higher for
Specificity rather than for Exhaustivity, with the highest level of agreement (22%) on highly
specific (S3) elements. We realise, however, that these values should be treated with care,
since results from only five topics — the only ones known to be double-judged at INEX
2005 — are used in our analysis.
Although this analysis provides a useful insight into how the concept of relevance is
commonly understood by the INEX 2005 assessors, it still does not provide enough evidence
to answer the following question: is it easier for the assessor to be consistent while highlighting
relevant content, or while choosing an Exhaustivity value using a three-graded relevance scale?
We believe that the first activity is a series of independent relevant-or-not decisions, whereas
the second activity additionally involves comparison with other dependent decisions, given
that the exhaustivity value for a parent element is always equal to or greater than the value
of any of its children.
Agreement on the highlighted relevant content
In Table 4.9 we present a fine-grained analysis of the element-level assessor agreement, by
only considering those elements that were mutually agreed to be relevant by both assessors.
The methodology is as follows. First, we take all the judgements obtained from the first
assessor of the five INEX 2005 topics, and then for each topic we select only those relevant
(non-zero) elements that are also confirmed to be relevant by the second assessor. We refer to
these elements as mutually agreed (MA) elements. Next, for both Exhaustivity and Specificity,
we count how many of the MA elements belong to a particular relevance grade. For example,
Table 4.9 shows that the distribution of the 2 824 MA elements, judged by the first assessor
for topic 234, is as follows. For Exhaustivity, 878 are too small, 810 are E1, and 1 136 are E2
elements. For Specificity, 782 are S1 elements, 145 are S2, and 1 897 are S3 elements. Last,
for an INEX 2005 topic and a relevance grade, we calculate the proportion of MA elements
that are also confirmed to belong to the same relevance grade by the second assessor. These
numbers are then averaged across the five INEX topics. For example, for topic 234 the E1
relevance grade has the highest level (81%) of MA element agreement for Exhaustivity (but
almost zero agreement for E?), while two relevance grades for Specificity, S1 and S3, have
almost perfect MA element agreement.
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From the average numbers, we identify two cases where reasonable conclusions can be
drawn: the case of the E? relevance grade, with the average number of 1 194 MA elements, and
the case of S3 relevance grade, with the average number of 1 490 MA elements. We observe
that (on average) only 58% of the MA elements judged to be E? by the first assessor were
also judged to be E? by the second assessor. This confirms our previous conjecture that
the assessors do not agree on the exact interpretation of E? (too small). Conversely, on
average 94% of the MA elements judged to be S3 by the first assessor were also confirmed
to be S3 by the second assessor, indicating that assessors clearly agree on the highlighted
relevant content. The agreements for E1 (61%), E2 (54%), and for the other two Specificity
relevance grades (65% and 51%, respectively) are more or less similar, however no reasonable
conclusions can be drawn due to the relatively small average number of MA elements.
4.2.4 Concluding remarks on INEX 2005 relevance
In this section, we have studied the behaviour of assessors when judging the relevance of
returned elements for the INEX 2005 retrieval topics. We have also analysed the level of
assessor agreement on the five topics that were double-judged at INEX 2005. Results ob-
tained from the analysis of the overall assessor behaviour revealed some inconsistencies in
connection with the too small relevance grade, which suggested that assessors had their own
interpretations of what too small means. Results obtained from the analysis of the level of
assessor agreement have demonstrated that there is good reason for ignoring Exhaustivity
during evaluation, since it appears to be easier for the assessor to be consistent when high-
lighting relevant content than when choosing one of the three exhaustivity values. More
specifically, on average only 58% of the elements judged to be too small by the first assessor
were also confirmed to be too small by the second assessor, while a very high percentage
(94%) of the elements judged to be highly specific by the first assessor were also confirmed
to be highly specific by the second assessor. This suggests that INEX 2005 assessors agree
more on the highlighted relevant content then on the exact interpretation of too small.
The level of assessor agreement presented in this section was calculated on few INEX 2005
topics, and an analysis of more topics is needed to confirm the significance of our findings.
Recently, Piwowarski et al. [2006] have also performed an extensive analysis of assessor judge-
ments found in the INEX 2005 relevance assessments. Results from their analysis revealed
that either the three Exhaustivity values could be reduced to two values, or the Exhaustiv-
ity dimension could be completely dropped during assessment. This, they believe, would
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result in a reduced cognitive load on the assessor, and should further increase the level of
assessor agreement at INEX. Results from a related study have also suggested that the mea-
sured outcome should not be significantly affected if Exhaustivity values are ignored during
evaluation [Ogilvie and Lalmas, 2006].
These findings indicate that a much simpler relevance scale, and therefore, a much simpler
relevance definition, would be a preferable choice for INEX and the field of XML retrieval.
Indeed, in their recent analysis of the user relevance judgements obtained from the INEX 2004
Interactive track, Pharo and Nordlie [2005] also observed the following:
A combined measure of relevance with so many alternatives as the one used in this
experiment proves difficult for the searchers to relate to. In further experiments
it might be fruitful to use another scale and resort to two separate assessments.
4.3 A topical-hierarchical relevance definition
In this section, we propose a new relevance definition for XML retrieval. We describe the
two dimensions of the new relevance definition, and its five-point nominal relevance scale.
To demonstrate the usefulness of the new relevance scale when applied to XML retrieval, we
also analyse user feedback gathered from the INEX 2005 Interactive track.
4.3.1 Relevance dimensions
Our new relevance definition has two relevance dimensions, which are described as follows.
• The first relevance dimension is based on topical relevance and uses a three-graded
relevance scale, which determines whether an XML element is either highly relevant,
relevant, or not relevant to an information need.
• The second relevance dimension is based only on the intrinsic hierarchical relationships
among the XML elements.
The first relevance dimension is directly inspired by the analysis of the level of agreement
between the assessor and the users on the INEX 2004 CO topics. Indeed, as demonstrated
in Section 4.1, the highest level of agreement was shown to be either on highly relevant or
on non-relevant elements. However, in addition to the above two grades we also allow for a
middle relevance grade, relevant, to be incorporated in our first relevance dimension. This
is supported by the fact that — to explore the effect of incorporating only highly relevant
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documents in the retrieval evaluation — most recent web tracks in TREC have adopted
a similar three-graded scale based on topical relevance [Voorhees, 2001]. Having only one
dimension based on topical relevance makes the new relevance definition to be more intuitive
than the INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions, where both relevance dimensions are
based on topical relevance.
The second relevance dimension is based only on the hierarchical relationships which are
intrinsic to XML documents. O’Keefe [2005] analyses some properties of the INEX 2004 IEEE
document collection, and finds that elements that are highly coupled to their context are more
difficult to judge than elements with low coupling. The coupling between an element and
its context (usually its containing document) is defined as the extent to which the element
depends on the context. High coupling means that the element is very dependent on its
context and it cannot make sense in its own. Low coupling means that the element does not
depend on its context and can represent an XML document on its own. In this scenario, what
matters most is “not how big the fragments are but how tightly they are coupled to their
context” [O’Keefe, 2005]. O’Keefe also argues that the usefulness of the XML retrieval task
would also depend on the size of the retrieved information units; indeed, the appropriate units
of retrieval should be self-contained, with a reasonable size, and at the same time should have
some coupling to their containing documents. Trotman [2005] also examines these properties
in detail.
We follow the above reasoning and allow three grades for our second relevance dimension:
just right, too large, and too small. An XML element is just right if it is reasonably self-
contained, and at the same time has enough coupling to be bound to its containing XML
document. Alternatively, the element can be either too large or too small. An XML element
is too large if it is either too big to be examined as an answer, or its coupling is so low
that it can represent a free-standing XML document. An XML element is too small if it is
not self-contained and its content is highly dependent on the context (high coupling), which
makes it too small to be examined as an answer.
The second dimension of relevance is similar to document coverage used in INEX 2002
to measure how specific (or focussed) an element was to the information need expressed
by an INEX 2002 topic [Kazai et al., 2004b]. List and de Vries [2002] describe a formal
approach to modelling the document coverage. In a similar way to our second dimension,
some aspects of document coverage depend on the context of the element; indeed, for a
too small element Kazai et al. [2004b] state that “the component is too small to act as a
meaningful unit of information when retrieved by itself”. However, the other two relevance
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grades, too large and just right, were not explicitly captured by the document coverage
relevance dimension.
4.3.2 Relevance scale
As described above, our new relevance definition uses two dimensions to calculate the assess-
ment score of an XML element.
The first relevance dimension determines the extent to which an XML element contains
relevant information for the search task. It can take one of the following three values:
highly relevant, relevant, or not relevant. An element is highly relevant if it mainly contains
relevant information and does not contain too much non-relevant information. An element is
relevant if in addition to containing relevant information it also contains much non-relevant
information. An element is not relevant if it does not contain relevant information for the
search task.
The second relevance dimension determines the extent to which an XML element needs
the context of its containing XML document to make full sense as an answer. It can take one
of the following three values: just right, too large, or too small. An element is just right if it
is reasonably self-contained and it has enough coupling to be bound to its containing XML
document. An element is too large if it does not need the context of its containing XML
document to make full sense as an answer. An element is too small if it can only make full
sense within the context of its containing XML document.
Thus, the final assessment score of an XML element can take one of the following five
nominal values:
• Exact Answer (EA), if the XML element is just right and highly relevant ;
• Partial Answer (PA), if the XML element is just right and relevant ;
• Broad Answer (BA), if the XML element is too large and relevant ;
• Narrow Answer (NA), if the XML element is too small and highly relevant ; and
• Not Relevant (NR), if the XML element does not contain relevant information.
To demonstrate that the above scale is not hard for users to understand, we now present
an analysis of user feedback gathered for Task C of INEX 2005 Interactive track.
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Questions
Value Q4.5 Q4.6
Mean 2.51 2.96
Minimum 1 1
Maximum 5 5
Median 2 3
StDev 1.27 1.29
Table 4.10: Statistical analysis of user responses on questions Q4.5 and Q4.6, gathered
from 29 users that participated in Task C of INEX 2005 Interactive track. For both ques-
tions, users were required to choose from five available answers, ranging from 1 (“Not at
all”), through 3 (“Somewhat”), to 5 (“Extremely”). Mean average values obtained for each
question are shown in bold.
4.3.3 User satisfaction
To measure the user satisfaction while using the new five-point relevance scale, users were
asked to provide answers to the following two questions:
• Was it hard to understand and use the five-point relevance scale? (question Q4.5)
• Would it have been better if a simpler relevance scale was used instead? (question Q4.6)
For both questions, users were required to choose from five available answers, ranging
from 1 (“Not at all”), through 3 (“Somewhat”), to 5 (“Extremely”). Table 4.10 shows an
analysis of the responses gathered from 29 users for the two questions. The relatively low
mean average value (2.51) of responses to question Q4.5 shows that most users had little
difficulty in understanding the new five-point relevance scale. At the same time, the mean
average value of responses to question Q4.6 (2.96) shows that users were somewhat divided
on whether it would have been better if a simpler relevance scale was used instead the five-
point scale. This suggests that a binary (or similar) relevance scale, such as the one based
on highlighting, may be a more intuitive choice.
Table 4.11 shows a more detailed analysis of the user responses to questions Q4.5 and
Q4.6, allowing us to explore whether there is any correlation between the responses to the
two questions. We observe that, for question Q4.5, around 83% of the users chose one of the
first three answers (1, 2, or 3), of which the largest number of users (48%) chose answer 2.
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Q4.6 answers
1 2 3 4 5 Total
1 4 0 1 1 0 6
2 1 4 3 3 0 11
Q4.5 answers 3 0 0 2 5 0 7
4 1 0 0 0 0 1
5 0 0 0 2 2 4
Total 6 4 6 11 2 29
Table 4.11: Number of users that chose a combination of responses on questions Q4.5 and
Q4.6, used in Task C of INEX 2005 Interactive track.
Most of the users (67%) who chose answer 1 for question Q4.5 also chose the same answer for
question Q4.6. Similar correlation between user responses is observed between answer 2 for
question Q4.5 and answer 2 for question Q4.6. We observe, however, that 5 of 29 users (17%)
chose answers 4 and 5 for question Q4.5, and that most of them also chose these answers for
question Q4.6. The above statistics therefore suggest that the majority of users participating
in Task C of the INEX 2005 Interactive track did not perceive the new five-point relevance
scale to be very hard to use.
4.4 Experiments with the new relevance definition
In this section, we present experiments that demonstrate the usefulness of the new relevance
definition for XML retrieval. We compare the new relevance scale to both the INEX 2004
and 2005 relevance scales, and evaluate different mappings between their relevance grades.
4.4.1 Comparison to the INEX 2004 relevance definition
Compared to the INEX 2004 relevance definition, the new relevance definition is much more
intuitive. Indeed, instead of having a 10-point relevance scale that uses various combinations
of grades from the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions, the new relevance definition uses a
five-point relevance scale with the following grades: NR, PA, EA, BA, and NA.
More than one mappings may be possible between the INEX 2004 relevance definition
and the new one. For example, two reasonable mapping choices between the two scales
are as follows: the mapping between NR and E0S0, which maps the non-relevant answers to
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the elements judged as both non-exhaustive and non-specific with the INEX 2004 relevance
scale; and the mapping between NA and E1S3, which maps the narrow answers to marginally
exhaustive and highly specific elements. While the first mapping is straightforward, the
second one is (at least) reasonable, since by definition the narrow answers should not contain
any non-relevant information (S3), and by only discussing a few aspects of the underlying
information need (E1) they should also not make full sense as individual answers.
Apart from the above two mappings, choosing optimal mappings between the other grades
of the two relevance scales is not as straightforward. For example, there may be four reason-
able choices to map the exact (EA) answers: either as highly exhaustive and highly specific
(E3S3) elements, or as elements that belong to any of the following three combinations: E3S3
and E3S2; E3S3 and E2S3; or E3S3, E3S2, and E2S3.
Table 4.12 shows 20 different mappings between the INEX 2004 10-point relevance scale
and the new five-point relevance scale. We categorise the mappings into four mapping sce-
narios, corresponding to the four possible ways of mapping the exact answers. We use five
mappings for each scenario, derived from the way the broad answers (BA) are interpreted.
For example, with the M1 mapping the BA elements are taken to represent marginally specific
(S1) elements, with M2 they are mapped to the S2 elements, while with M3, M4, and M5 they
are mapped to the E1, E2, and E3 elements, respectively. As shown in the table, we use each
of the 20 mappings to re-calculate the overall level of agreement between the assessor and
the users for topics B1 and C2.
We observe that the highest overall agreement for topic B1 is achieved with mapping M20.
This mapping is interpreted as follows.
1. NR —> E0S0
2. EA —> E3S3, E3S2, E2S3
3. PA —> E2S2, E2S1, E1S2, E1S1
4. BA —> E3S1
5. NA —> E1S3
The highest overall agreement between the assessor and the users for topic C2 is achieved
with mapping M5. This mapping is very similar to mapping M20, except that here the exact
answers are only mapped to the E3S3 elements, and the partial answers are additionally
mapped to the E3S2 and E2S3 elements.
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Interestingly, the highest level of agreement between the assessor and users for both topics
is achieved when the BA elements are mapped to the highly exhaustive and marginally specific
(E3S1) elements, which intuitively fits perfectly with the BA definition (a broad answer should
contain much non-relevant information in addition to the contained relevant information).
However, the most important difference between the two optimal mappings for the two topics
is the way the EA elements are interpreted, which suggests that the topic category may have
influenced the types of elements that were perceived as most valuable answers by the assessor
and the users. More specifically, elements that belong to the E3S3 relevance point appear to
be most valuable for the Comparison topic C2, whereas for the Background topic B1 elements
that belong to three relevance points (E3S3, E3S2, and E2S3) appear to be the most valuable
element answers.
4.4.2 Comparison to the INEX 2005 relevance definition
A highlighting assessment task was used at the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track to gather relevance
assessments for the retrieval topics [Lalmas and Piwowarski, 2005]. The highlighting assess-
ment task was also used at the INEX 2005 Multimedia (MM) track, with the exception that
assessors were not asked to assign Exhaustivity values to highlighted elements [van Zwol et al.,
2006]. To find reasonable mappings between the values of the relevance scales respectively
used by our new relevance definition and the INEX 2005 relevance definition, we undertake a
comparative analysis of the relevance assessments obtained from the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc and
MM tracks, and the relevance judgements provided by users of the INEX 2005 Interactive
track.
Three tasks were explored in the INEX 2005 Interactive track [Larsen et al., 2006a]:
• Task A, where users searched six selected topics using a common baseline system with
the INEX 2005 IEEE XML document collection (this collection was also used in the
INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track);
• Task B, where groups with a working interactive XML retrieval system could test their
system against the baseline system [Kamps and Sigurbjo¨rnsson, 2006]; and
• Task C, where users searched eight selected topics using alternative system with the
Lonely Planet XML document collection (this collection was also used in the INEX 2005
MM track).
In the following analysis, we focus on results obtained from Tasks A and C.
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Non-zero Assessor judgements
User judgements Total MA E2 E1 E? av prel StDev Agreement
Relevant 486 352 256 96 0 0.57 0.32 0.73
Partial 388 202 142 60 0 0.49 0.27 0.30
Table 4.13: Statistical analysis of overall distribution of user and assessor judgements, cal-
culated across two General (G1 and G2) and two Challenging (C2 and C3) topics used in
Task A of INEX 2005 Interactive track.
Task A judgements
For Task A, six topics grouped in two categories (General and Challenging) were selected
for users, who were required to choose and search on only one topic per category. The six
topics were derived from selected topics used in the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track. We analyse
relevance judgements obtained from a number of users for topics G1 (21 users) and G2 (18
users) of the General topic category, and relevance judgements for topics C2 (17) and C3 (26)
of the Challenging category. We chose these four topics as all of them have corresponding
assessor judgements available,3 which makes it possible to analyse and compare the extent
to which both assessors and users perceived the relevant elements for those topics. A simple
three-point relevance scale was used by users of Task A, with the following values: Relevant
(2), Partial (1), and Not Relevant (0). This relevance scale closely reflects the one used
for the INEX 2005 Exhaustivity dimension. Our aim in the following analysis is to deduce a
relationship between the two points of this scale that were assigned to relevant elements by
users and the actual judgements assigned to the same elements by assessors.
Table 4.13 shows a statistical analysis of the overall distribution of user and assessor
judgements across the four topics. For a relevance grade (Relevant or Partial), the Total
values show the total number of (non-zero) elements judged by users across the four topics.
Of these elements, the MA values show the number of elements that were also mutually agreed
to be non-zero by the assessor. The E2, E1, and E? values show the actual distribution of
assessor judgements on the MA elements. For example, of the total 486 elements judged as
Relevant by users, 352 were also judged as having non-zero relevance by assessors (denoted
3We used the relevance assessments that belong to the INEX 2005 CO+S topics 235 and 241 for topics
G1 and C2, and those that belong to the INEX 2005 VVCAS topics 256 and 257 for topics C3 and G2,
respectively.
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as MA). However, assessors did not always agree that these elements were Relevant (denoted
as E2 in the assessor judgements). In fact, 256 of the 352 MA Relevant elements were judged
by assessors as E2, 96 were judged as E1, while none were judged as E? (too small). The
Agreement values show the actual agreement between users and assessors on a relevance
grade (for example, the overall agreement for the Relevant grade is 256/352 = 73%). As
shown in the table, for a relevance grade we also measure the average proportion of relevant
information contained by the agreed MA elements (av prel) along with the corresponding
standard deviation (StDev).
The numbers shown in Table 4.13 suggest the following: first, the overall level of agree-
ment between assessors and users seems to be higher for Relevant than for Partial relevant
elements (73% compared to 30%); and second, the average proportion of relevant information
found for Relevant elements seems to be larger than for Partial elements (57% compared
to 49%). However, these observations should be treated with care, since results from only
four topics are used in this analysis.
The first observation seems to be in line with our previous finding on the INEX 2004
topics, where highly relevant elements were perceived better than partially relevant elements.
The second observation allows for a mapping to be established between the proportion of
relevant information contained by a relevant element and the two grades, exact (EA) and
partial (PA), that can be assigned to the relevant element using our five-point relevance scale.
However, there are no indications as to how broad (BA) and narrow (NA) elements should be
mapped. Intuitively, from their definitions we expect the NA and the BA elements to contain
the highest and the lowest proportion of relevant information, respectively.
We now explain how these expectations were partly validated by comparing the relevance
judgements provided by users in Task C of the INEX 2005 Interactive track with the relevance
assessments obtained for the INEX 2005 MM topics.
Task C judgements
For Task C, eight topics — some derived from the INEX 2005 MM track topics — were
arbitrarily grouped in two categories. Users were asked to choose and search on two topics
in each category, and to judge relevance using our five-point relevance scale. We analyse
relevance judgements obtained from a number of users for topics LP1 (11) and LP2 (18) of
the first topic category, and relevance judgements for topics LP5 (22) and LP7 (13) of the
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Non-zero Assessor judgements
User judgements Total MA av prel StDev
Exact (EA) 59 17 0.59 0.40
Partial (PA) 93 9 0.22 0.37
Broad (BA) 120 39 0.09 0.23
Narrow (NA) 66 5 0.55 0.50
Table 4.14: Statistical analysis of overall distribution of user and assessor judgements, calcu-
lated across four topics (LP1, LP2, LP5, and LP7) used in Task C of INEX 2005 Interactive
track.
second category. These four topics also have assessor judgements available.4
Table 4.14 shows a statistical analysis of the overall distribution of user and assessor
judgements calculated across the four topics. We observe that the number of user judgements
is highest for the broad (BA) elements, and that these elements also have the highest number
of mutually agreed relevant (MA) elements. As expected, on average the BA elements contain
a very small proportion of relevant information (9%), and, for most of the mutually agreed
BA elements, the proportion of found relevant information falls in the range 0%–32%. For
the EA elements, the average proportion of relevant information is similar to that observed
for Relevant elements in Task A (Table 4.13), whereas for PA and NA elements we observe
a different proportion of relevant information than that reported (and expected) previously.
This can be attributed to the very low number of mutually agreed relevant elements.
Mapping
In light of these statistics, a reasonable mapping between the full continuous relevance scale
of the INEX 2005 Specificity dimension and our five-point nominal relevance scale could be
represented as follows:
1. EA ∈ (0.66, 1.00]
2. PA ∈ [0.33, 0.66]
3. BA ∈ (0.00, 0.33)
4We used the relevance assessments for INEX 2005 MM topics 4 and 21 for topics LP1 and LP2, and for
INEX 2005 MM topics 6 and 25 for topics LP5 and LP7, respectively.
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Exact
Partial
Broad
Narrow bdy[1](0.47)
article[1]
(0.41)
bm[1]
(0.28)
sec[1]
(0.31)
sec[2]
(1.00)
app[1]
(0.43)
p[1]
(0.77) p[2]st[1](1.00) (1.00) (1.00)
p[3]
Figure 4.5: Identifying Exact, Partial, Broad, and Narrow relevant elements from relevance
assessments for INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203 and document co/2000/r7108. For each ele-
ment, the number in parentheses shows the proportion of contained relevant information.
4. NA = 1.00
5. NR = 0.00
In this mapping, there may be cases where both EA and NA elements are mapped as highly
specific (1.00) elements. This property — illustrated in greater detail in Figure 4.5 — is an
important property of the above mapping, which as we discuss next primarily ensures to
correctly identify the NA elements.
Figure 4.5 shows how the proposed mapping can be used to identify the four types of
answer elements from the sample of relevance assessments for document co/2000/r7108 of
the INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203 (the sample is shown in Figure 2.1). The figure shows 10
relevant elements, and for each element the number in parentheses shows the proportion
of contained relevant information. An element is identified as a NA element if it contains
only relevant information (1.00) and at the same time its parent also contains only relevant
information. There are two such elements shown in Figure 4.5 (st[1] and p[2]). However,
although two elements, sec[2] and p[3], also contain only relevant information, both are
nevertheless identified as EA elements. The above example also shows that the document
element (article) needs not always be identified as a BA element; indeed, it is the proportion
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of contained relevant information in the element that determines its element type. Next, we
use the proposed mapping and the INEX 2005 relevance assessments to find the actual
distribution of the four element types across the INEX 2005 CO+S and VVCAS topics.
INEX 2005 CO+S and VVCAS judgements
Table 4.15 shows a statistical analysis of the distribution of EA, PA, BA and NA relevant elements
across the 29 CO+S and 34 VVCAS5 topics at INEX 2005, when using the proposed mapping.
As expected, the assessment trends are clear for both types of topics: the NA elements are the
most common, the smallest in size, and contain only relevant information. The PA elements
are the least common elements, while the BA elements are the largest in size, and contain the
smallest proportion of relevant information. The EA elements are smaller in size than the PA
elements, but contain higher proportion of relevant information.
To investigate the relationship between the four relevance grades and the three values of
the INEX 2005 Exhaustivity dimension, we also analyse the distribution of the three Exhaus-
tivity values across the four types of relevant elements. Table 4.16 shows this distribution,
which is calculated separately for the INEX 2005 CO+S and the VVCAS topics. We observe
that for the INEX 2005 CO+S topics the majority of EA elements were judged as partially
exhaustive (E1), while for the INEX 2005 VVCAS topics most of the EA elements were judged
as too small. This is somewhat surprising, showing that (on average) INEX 2005 assessors
considered the elements that contain most of the highlighted content to either discuss only
some aspects of the underlying information need, or to be too small to be regarded as mean-
ingful answers. The partially exhaustive (E1) elements also represent the majority in both
cases of PA and BA elements, while not surprisingly, most of the NA elements were correctly
judged to be too small.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented an empirical analysis of what the experience of assessors and
users suggests about how relevance should be defined (and measured) in XML retrieval. We
have analysed both the INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions, and have proposed and
evaluated a new topical-hierarchical relevance definition for XML retrieval.
We have demonstrated that the common aspect influencing the choice of combining grades
from the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions is the fact that the users and assessors can not
5We analyse relevance assessments for both parent and child VVCAS topics.
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CO+S VVCAS
Value Total av size av prel Total av size av prel
(elements) (chars) (elements) (chars)
EA
Mean 332 1 145 0.98 572 1 960 0.98
Minimum 17 155 0.95 23 29 0.90
Maximum 1 568 7 250 1.00 3 440 9 329 0.99
Median 269 800 0.98 375 965 0.98
StDev 355 1 318 0.01 693 2 191 0.02
PA
Mean 61 6 369 0.48 70 10 556 0.48
Minimum 1 489 0.43 3 81 0.44
Maximum 271 26 379 0.55 295 40 798 0.59
Median 32 2 969 0.47 48 5 636 0.48
StDev 73 7 374 0.02 64 10 161 0.03
BA
Mean 204 19 367 0.11 186 25 351 0.13
Minimum 13 10 225 0.08 16 8 371 0.03
Maximum 995 39 345 0.17 615 47 955 0.19
Median 105 17 054 0.11 130 23 303 0.12
StDev 238 6 933 0.02 150 10 789 0.04
NA
Mean 1 635 92 1.00 5 493 97 1.00
Minimum 13 9 1.00 1 9 1.00
Maximum 13 994 272 1.00 44 600 283 1.00
Median 234 75 1.00 2 318 85 1.00
StDev 3 252 59 0.00 9 056 70 0.00
Table 4.15: Statistical analysis of the distribution of EA, PA, BA and NA relevant elements
across the 29 CO+S and 34 VVCAS INEX 2005 topics. For a relevance grade, the Total
values show the actual number of relevant elements that belong to that grade, while av size
and av prel represent averages for the size of the relevant elements (in characters) and the
proportion of relevant information contained by the relevant elements, respectively. Mean
average values (calculated across all the CO+S or VVCAS topics) are shown in bold.
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CO+S VVCAS
Value Exhaustivity Exhaustivity
Total E2 E1 E? Total E2 E1 E?
EA
Mean 332 0.16 0.48 0.36 571 0.19 0.35 0.46
PA
Mean 61 0.32 0.63 0.05 70 0.35 0.57 0.08
BA
Mean 204 0.27 0.69 0.04 186 0.28 0.68 0.04
NA
Mean 1 635 0.08 0.11 0.81 5 493 0.02 0.07 0.91
Table 4.16: Statistical analysis of distribution of three Exhaustivity values across the EA, PA,
BA and NA relevant elements found for the 29 CO+S and 34 VVCAS INEX 2005 topics.
For each of the four types of relevant elements, the Total values show the actual number of
relevant elements, while E2, E1 and E? represent values for the proportion of those relevant
elements that were assigned a corresponding Exhaustivity value. The highest distributions are
shown in bold.
make a clear distinction between the two dimensions (since they are both based on topical
relevance). Moreover, we have observed that the highest level of agreement between the
assessor and the users was respectively on highly relevant (E3S3) and on non-relevant (E0S0)
elements, which shows that the end points of the relevance scale were clearly perceived.
However, the other points of the 10-point relevance scale were not perceived as well. When
the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions were analysed separately, we observed that there is
more agreement for Exhaustivity than for Specificity. The most likely reason for this is that
users and assessors seemed to have had greater difficulty in understanding the Specificity
dimension at INEX 2004.
We have shown that the common assessor understanding of the two INEX 2005 relevance
dimensions was quite different than the understanding of the two INEX 2004 relevance dimen-
sions. Indeed, mostly due to the highlighting assessment task used at INEX 2005, Specificity
was better understood than Exhaustivity. More specifically, results from our analysis of the
level of assessor agreement on the five topics double-judged at INEX 2005 suggested that
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there is good reason for ignoring Exhaustivity during evaluation, since it appears to be easier
for the assessor to be consistent when highlighting relevant content than when choosing one
of the three exhaustivity values.
The above findings, obtained from our empirical analysis of the two INEX 2004 and 2005
relevance definitions, revealed that a much simpler relevance scale, and therefore, a much
simpler relevance definition, would have been a preferable choice for INEX and the field of
XML retrieval. We have presented one such relevance definition for XML retrieval, which
uses a five-point nominal relevance scale to obtain an assessment score for an XML element.
There is a recent argument that a complex relevance scale may lead to an increased level
of obtrusiveness in interactive user environments [Larsen et al., 2005]. We demonstrated that
the newly proposed relevance scale was successfully used for the purposes of Task C in the
INEX 2005 Interactive track, where users did not find it to be very hard to understand. We
also compared the new relevance definition with those used at INEX 2004 and 2005. Our
repeated analysis of the level of assessor and user agreement on two INEX 2004 Interactive
topics showed that, of all the possible mappings between the new five-point relevance scale
and the INEX 2004 10-point relevance scale, the optimal mappings do indeed validate the
usefulness of the new relevance scale. Importantly, by comparing the assessor judgements
on selected INEX 2005 topics with the user judgements on corresponding topics used in
the INEX 2005 Interactive track, we have also empirically established a mapping between
our new relevance scale and the INEX 2005 continuous Specificity scale. This mapping is
important, since Specificity will be used as the only relevance dimension in INEX 2006:6
Relevance in INEX is defined according to the notion of specificity, which de-
scribes the extent to which the document component focuses on the topic of
request. This definition was adopted after a number of studies that showed that
in terms of retrieval effectiveness, the same conclusions could be in most cases
generated from using the specificity dimension of relevance compared to using
more complex definitions.
In the next chapter, we present a new evaluation metric for XML retrieval that uses only
Specificity (or the amount of highlighted text) to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness.
6M. Lalmas and B. Piwowarski, “INEX 2006 relevance assessment guide”. Available at: http://inex.is.
informatik.uni-duisburg.de/2006/adhoc-protected/assessments.html (INEX authentication required).
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of XML Retrieval
How to properly evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness is an open issue in INEX and among
the XML retrieval research community. In this chapter, we propose a new evaluation metric
for XML retrieval. We perform an extensive analysis of the performance of simulated runs to
demonstrate the fidelity of the new metric, and through a comparative analysis to two official
INEX 2005 metrics we show that it measures similar retrieval behaviour to that measured by
the two INEX 2005 metrics. Results from our reliability tests also demonstrate that the new
metric is as stable as the two INEX 2005 metrics at predicting relative system behaviour on
previously unobserved topics.
We contend that the purpose of an XML retrieval system is to identify and retrieve
elements that contain as much relevant information as possible, without also containing a
substantial amount of non-relevant information. To measure the extent to which an XML
retrieval system returns relevant information, we propose an evaluation methodology that
considers only the Specificity value of a retrieved element (the amount of highlighted relevant
text in the element), without considering its Exhaustivity value (the extent to which the
element is relevant). This is supported by the fact that, from 2006, the INEX relevance
definition will only use Specificity as a relevance dimension. Moreover, results from our
analysis of the level of assessor agreement across the five topics double-judged at INEX 2005
(shown in Section 4.2) have also suggested that assessors perceive Specificity better than
Exhaustivity.
In Section 5.1 we introduce HiXEval (pronounced hi–ex–eval) — an Evaluation metric for
XML retrieval that extends the traditional definitions of precision and recall to include the
knowledge obtained from the INEX 2005 Highlighting assessment task. We recognise that
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there are no absolute criteria for the choice of a metric for XML retrieval. However, through
our fidelity tests carried out in Section 5.2 we show that HiXEval meets all the requirements
needed for an unbiased XML retrieval evaluation, and in Section 5.3 we further demonstrate
that — given the strong correlation of its rank orderings to the ones obtained by two XCG
metrics, and its high reliability at distinguishing between different retrieval runs — it can be
used to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness.
5.1 HiXEval: Highlighting XML retrieval evaluation
In this section, we describe our proposal for an evaluation metric for XML retrieval that is
based solely on the highlighted text. We first list the underlying evaluation assumptions, and
then present a formal definition of our proposed evaluation metric.
5.1.1 Assumptions
Our proposal for an alternative metric for XML retrieval is motivated by the need to simplify
XML retrieval evaluation, as well as the need to use a metric that is conformant to the
well-established evaluation measures used in traditional information retrieval. The metric
considers the following evaluation assumptions.
1. Relevance of an element is independent on the relevance of any other element. This
assumption allows elements in the ranked list to be inspected independently during
evaluation. An element in the list is assigned a unique rank, and weak ordering of
elements is not supported.
2. The level of overlap among retrieved elements is either considered or ignored during
evaluation. When overlap is considered by the metric, systems that do not return
overlapping elements will not be penalised as in the case when overlap is ignored.
3. Elements do not represent retrieval units of equal size. This assumption allows sizes of
retrieved elements to be taken into account during evaluation.
4. Retrieved elements are presented either in linear fashion or they are grouped by their
containing documents. This allows for two result presentational modes, linear result
presentation and group result presentation, to be separately supported by the metric
during evaluation.
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We now formally define an evaluation metric for XML retrieval that uses only Specificity
to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness.
5.1.2 Formal definition
The HiXEval metric credits systems for retrieving elements that contain as much highlighted
(relevant) textual information as possible, without also containing a substantial amount of
non-relevant information. To measure the extent to which an XML retrieval system returns
relevant information, we take into account only the amount of highlighted text in a retrieved
element. We modify the traditional definitions of precision and recall as follows.
Precision =
amount of relevant information retrieved
total amount of information retrieved
Recall =
amount of relevant information retrieved
total amount of relevant information
So, instead of counting the number of relevant documents retrieved, HiXEval measures
the amount of relevant (highlighted) text retrieved. More formally, let er be an element
assigned to a rank r in a ranked list of elements R returned by an XML retrieval system.1
Three distinct scenarios are possible for this element when inspecting the ranked list R:
1. er is a not-yet-seen element (NS );
2. er has previously been fully seen (FS ); and
3. er is an element-part that has been in part seen previously (PS ).
Let rsize(er) be the amount of highlighted (relevant) text contained by er (if there is no
highlighted text in the element, rsize(er) = 0). To measure the value of retrieving relevant
information from er, we define the relevance value function rval(er) as:
rval(er) =


rsize(er) if er is NS
rsize(er)− α · rsize(er) if er is FS
rsize(er)− α ·
∑
ei∈Rr
rsize(ei) if er is PS
1At INEX 2005, |R| = 1500 elements.
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In the case when er has been in part seen previously (PS ), Rr represents a list of elements
ei, which are descendants of the partially seen element er, and which may have previously
been retrieved at rank i (1 ≤ i < r).
The parameter α is a weighting factor that represents the importance of retrieving non-
overlapping elements in the ranked list. By introducing α in the rval(er) function, dif-
ferent user attitudes towards overlap could be represented. For example, with α set to 1
(overlap=on), the behaviour of users who do not tolerate overlap could be modelled, which
in turn ensures that the system will only be credited for retrieving relevant information that
has not been previously retrieved by other overlapping elements. Conversely, with α set to 0
(overlap=off) the behaviour of tolerant users could be modelled, which ensures that the
system is always credited for retrieving relevant information, regardless of whether the same
information has previously been retrieved.2
Let size(er) be the total number of characters contained by er, and let Trel be the total
amount of (highlighted) relevant information for a given topic. Depending on the overlap
setting (the α value), two Trel values are used by the metric. If α = 1, then Trel is the total
number of highlighted characters across all documents. This means that the total amount
of highlighted relevant information for the topic represents the sum of the sizes of the (non-
overlapping) highlighted passages contained by all the relevant documents. Conversely, if
α = 0, then Trel is the total number of highlighted characters across all elements. In this
case, the total amount of highlighted relevant information for the topic represents the sum
of the sizes of the (overlapping) highlighted passages contained by all the relevant elements.
The difference between the two cases is that in the first case we use non-overlapping passages
to calculate the total amount of highlighted relevant information for the topic, whereas in the
second case we use overlapping passages (contained by all the overlapping relevant elements)
to achieve the same goal.
Measures at rank cutoffs for linear result presentation
We measure the fraction of retrieved relevant information at rank r as:
P@r =
r∑
i=1
rval(ei)
r∑
i=1
size(ei)
(5.1)
2It may be interesting to explore fractional α values in the interval α ∈ (0, 1), but that is beyond the scope
of this proposal.
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The P@r measure ensures that, to achieve a high precision value at rank r, the elements
retrieved up to and including that rank need to contain as little non-relevant information as
possible.
To correctly calculate the denominator in the formula shown in Equation 5.1, we would
need information about the sizes of all XML elements in the collection. However, the relevance
assessments for INEX 2005 topics do not contain information about sizes of non-relevant ele-
ments, and — due to a number of non well-formed parsing errors found for XML documents
in the Wikipedia collection — implementing this would be difficult (furthermore, such im-
plementation could substantially increase the evaluation time). So instead we implement the
P@r approximation shown in Equation 5.2, which always assigns rval(ei) = 0 to non-relevant
elements and therefore does not need information about their sizes:
P@r =
1
r
·
r∑
i=1
rval(ei)
size(ei)
(5.2)
We measure the fraction of relevant information retrieved at rank r as:
R@r =
1
Trel
·
r∑
i=1
rval(ei) (5.3)
The R@r measure ensures that, to achieve a high recall value at rank r, the elements
retrieved up to and including that rank need to contain as much relevant information as
possible.
For a rank r, the two precision and recall values can be combined in a single value using
the F-measure (the harmonic mean) as follows.
F@r =
2 · P@r · R@r
P@r+ R@r
(5.4)
By comparing the F@r values obtained from different systems, it would be possible to see
which system is more capable of retrieving as much relevant information as possible, without
also retrieving a substantial amount of non-relevant — or even redundant — information.
With the measures at rank cutoffs, the performance across a set of topics is reported by
calculating the mean of the values obtained by a measure for each individual topic.
Overall performance measures for linear result presentation
In addition to the measures at rank cutoffs, for a given topic we can also calculate values for
two overall performance measures: average precision (AP) and R-precision (RP).
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The average precision AP is a measure that combines precision and recall to produce
a single value for the overall performance of an XML retrieval system. With HiXEval, we
calculate AP as follows. First, the precision is calculated at each natural recall level (after each
relevant element is retrieved). If a relevant element is not retrieved, the precision is taken
to be zero. The precision values are then averaged such that a single value for the overall
retrieval performance is produced for a topic. Let reli indicate the relevance of an element
assigned to the rank i, such that reli = 0 if the element does not contain any highlighted
information, and reli = 1 if there is a highlighted information contained by the element. We
formally define AP as follows:
AP =
|R|∑
i=1
reli · P@i
|R|∑
i=1
reli
·
|R|∑
i=1
rval(ei)
Trel
=
|R|∑
i=1
reli · P@i
|R|∑
i=1
reli
· R@|R| (5.5)
The HiXEval AP definition is compatible with the AP definition used in traditional infor-
mation retrieval (see Equation 2.7 in Section 2.3); indeed, in both cases recall bounds AP.
That is, an XML retrieval system whose recall at the bottom of the ranking (R@|R|) is x,
can at best attain an AP of x.
The R-precision (RP) measures precision at the lowest rank where the total amount of
retrieved information is at least the size of Trel (the total amount of relevant information
for the topic). We formally define RP as follows:
RP = P@n (5.6)
where 1 ≤ n ≤ |R|, and n is the lowest rank for which
n∑
i=1
size(ei) ≥ Trel. If Trel is greater
than the total amount of information retrieved for a topic, then the non-retrieved information
is assumed to be non-relevant.
To report the overall performance across a set of topics, we also calculate values for MAP
and R-prec, which represent mean average precision (calculated at natural recall levels) and
mean R-precision, respectively.
Measures for group result presentation
To support group result presentation, two evaluation scores are calculated by HiXEval: an
article-level score and an element level score.
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To calculate the article-level score, the recall-base is filtered such that only the relevant
full article elements remain in the recall-base. For an INEX topic, a list of articles is derived
from a system run, and this list is then compared against the list of relevant articles found in
the recall-base. To calculate the element-level score, each article cluster containing grouped
elements is examined individually during evaluation. That is, the list of elements returned
for an article is directly compared against the list of relevant elements found in the recall-base
of the article cluster, and performance scores for each cluster are calculated. These scores
are averaged over all clusters and then over all queries.
Three performance measures are used by HiXEval to support evaluation when resulting
elements are grouped by their containing articles:
• Prec, which for the element-level score measures precision at final rank for each article
cluster, averaged over all clusters and then over all topics. For the article-level score,
Prec measures precision at final article-rank cutoff (1 500).
• Rec, which for the element-level score measures recall at final rank for each article
cluster, averaged over all clusters and then over all topics. Similarly as Prec, for the
article-level score Rec measures recall at final article-rank cutoff (1 500).
• MAP, which for the element-level score represents an average of the precisions calculated
after each relevant element in the article cluster is retrieved, averaged over all clusters
and then over all topics. For the article-level score, MAP simply represents mean of the
average precisions calculated at each natural recall level (after each relevant article is
retrieved).
5.2 Fidelity tests
To test the fidelity of the proposed metric (or to check if HiXEval indeed measures what it
is intended to measure), we use the INEX 2005 CO+S topics to measure the performance of
simulated runs when considering two retrieval tasks: a system-oriented task, where all the
(overlapping) judged relevant elements are considered in the recall-base during evaluation;
and a user-oriented task, where only selected (non-overlapping) judged relevant elements are
considered in the recall-base. For the system-oriented task, we also measure the retrieval per-
formance in two separate evaluation cases: the case of overlap=on (α = 1), where retrieving
overlapping relevant information is penalised by the metric; and the case of overlap=off
(α = 0), where retrieving overlapping relevant information is allowed. We use a t-test to
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check whether the observed difference in performance between a pair of runs is statistically
significant (p < 0.05).
5.2.1 Simulated runs
In Section 4.4 we have presented a statistical analysis of the overall distribution of exact
(EA), partial (PA), broad (BA), and narrow (NA) relevant elements in the INEX 2005 rele-
vance assessments. To investigate which of these four element types yields the best value in
retrieving relevant information, four of our simulated runs are created by only considering
relevant elements that belong to each of these four element types (we denote these runs as
EA, PA, BA, and NA, respectively). The distribution of relevant elements that belong to these
four element types for the INEX 2005 CO+S topics is presented in Table 4.15 (Section 4.4).
In addition to these four runs, for an INEX 2005 CO+S topic we also create the following
three simulated runs:
• Passage, which is a pseudo run that only includes the highlighted (relevant) passages.
To create the Passage run, we constructed (provisional) elements with sizes that strictly
match the sizes of the highlighted passages. These passage elements were then included
in the list of answer elements of the Passage run. The recall-base in this case is created
by the information included in passage tags found in the relevance assessments for the
INEX 2005 CO+S topic (see Figure 2.1).
• FullRB, which includes all the relevant elements found in relevant documents.
• BEP, which includes those relevant elements that are estimated to be the best entry
point elements for a relevant document.
The BEP elements are identified to be the elements from which the relevant document
content could easily be browsed or accessed [Kazai et al., 2002]. However, in this analysis
we use a somewhat different interpretation of the BEP elements. For a relevant document,
we take the BEP elements to represent the best in context elements, which are the elements
that bring the best value in retrieving relevant information. With this interpretation, our
BEP elements are similar to the elements that belong to the PBEP category, as identified in
a recent study by Kazai and Ashoori [2006].
The methodology we use to identify these BEP elements is as follows. First, for a relevant
element in a document we calculate the harmonic mean (the F-value) between its precision
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(the proportion of relevant information to all the information contained by the element) and
its recall (the proportion of relevant information contained by the element to all the relevant
information found in the document). We then rank the relevant elements in descending order
of calculated harmonic mean values. Last, starting from the highest ranked element, we filter
all the list elements that either contain or are contained by that element. We end up with
a list of (one or more) non-overlapping elements that contain all or most of the highlighted
relevant information for that document. It is these elements we consider to represent BEP
elements.3
Table 5.1 shows a statistical analysis of the distribution of relevant passages (Passage),
best entry point elements (BEP), and all the relevant elements (FullRB) across the INEX 2005
CO+S topics. We observe that, for an INEX 2005 CO+S topic, there are on average more
relevant passages than BEP elements, and that a relevant passage is typically smaller in size
than a BEP element. These statistics show that, for some INEX 2005 CO+S topics, one
or more relevant passages are contained by a BEP element, which — provided that those
BEP elements do not contain too much non-relevant information — suggests that identifying
the BEP elements would bring better value in retrieving relevant information than separately
identifying the relevant passages. We validate this hypothesis later in this section. The above
statistics also show that on average 2 233 elements were judged as relevant for an INEX 2005
CO+S topic, with an average size of 3 391 characters, of which 78% is relevant information.
Table 5.2 shows a description of the seven simulated runs we consider for evaluation.
The sample of the relevance assessments for document co/2000/r7108 of the INEX 2005
CO+S topic 203 (shown in Figure 2.1) is used as a recall-base in this example. The total
relevant information highlighted for this document is 5 494 characters. The information items
of each run (elements or passages) are ordered by decreasing values of the harmonic mean
(F) between the precision P (calculated as a rsize to size ratio) and the recall R (calculated
as a ratio of rsize to the total relevant information highlighted in the document). We
observe that two elements, bdy and app, are the only BEP elements found for the document;
however, depending on the highlighted relevant information in the document, more specific
elements (such as sec or p) could also represent BEP elements. We also observe that both
3The BEP elements are similar to the Coherent Retrieval Elements (CREs, defined in Subsection 3.2.1)
in that both represent contextual elements; that is, both types of elements tend to be less specific elements.
However, the main difference between them is that for BEP elements we explicitly use the information about
the proportion of the highlighted text contained in an element, while for the CREs we use the information
about the number of descending matching elements that contain at least one query term.
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CO+S
Value Total av size av prel
(elements) (chars)
Passage
Mean 148 2 154 1.00
Minimum 7 229 1.00
Maximum 596 17 062 1.00
Median 74 776 1.00
StDev 161 3 356 0.00
BEP
Mean 125 2 890 0.84
Minimum 12 445 0.46
Maximum 648 16 627 0.99
Median 67 1 382 0.88
StDev 142 3 552 0.14
FullRB
Mean 2 233 3 931 0.78
Minimum 76 388 0.32
Maximum 15 312 13 938 1.00
Median 777 3 523 0.81
StDev 3 429 2 716 0.17
Table 5.1: Statistical analysis of distribution of passages (Passage), best entry point ele-
ments (BEP), and all relevant elements (FullRB) across the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S topics.
Total shows the actual number of relevant elements or passages, while av size and av prel
represent averages for the size of relevant elements or passages (in characters) and the pro-
portion of the contained relevant information, respectively. Mean average values (calculated
across all topics) are shown in bold.
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Rank XPath size rsize P R F
Passage: Highlighted passages
1. start: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/st[1]
end: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[4]/text()[1].378 2 064 2 064 1.00 0.38 0.55
2. start: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/st[1]
end: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[3]/text()[1].694 1 945 1 945 1.00 0.35 0.52
3. start: /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/p[3]/text()[1].0
end: /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/p[4]/text()[1].462 900 900 1.00 0.16 0.28
4. start: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]/text()[1].123
end: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]/text()[2].11 408 408 1.00 0.07 0.13
5. start: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[6]/ip1[1]/text()[1].0
end: /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[6]/ip1[1]/text()[1].176 177 177 1.00 0.03 0.06
BEP: BEP elements
1. /article[1]/bdy[1] 9 797 4 594 0.47 0.84 0.60
2. /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1] 2 085 900 0.43 0.16 0.24
FullRB: All relevant elements
1. /article[1]/bdy[1] 9 797 4 594 0.47 0.84 0.60
2. /article[1] 13 556 5 494 0.41 1.00 0.58
3. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] 2 064 2 064 1.00 0.38 0.55
4. /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1] 2 085 900 0.43 0.16 0.24
5. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[2] 738 738 1.00 0.13 0.23
6. /article[1]/bm[1] 3 267 900 0.28 0.16 0.20
7. /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/p[3] 438 438 1.00 0.08 0.15
8. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1] 531 408 0.77 0.07 0.13
9. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] 1 301 409 0.31 0.07 0.11
10. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/st[1] 30 30 1.00 0.01 0.02
EA: EA relevant elements
1. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] 2 064 2 064 1.00 0.38 0.55
2. /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1]/p[3] 438 438 1.00 0.08 0.15
3. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1] 531 408 0.77 0.07 0.13
PA: PA relevant elements
1. /article[1]/bdy[1] 9 797 4 594 0.47 0.84 0.60
2. /article[1] 13 556 5 494 0.41 1.00 0.58
3. /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1] 2 085 900 0.43 0.16 0.24
BA: BA relevant elements
1. /article[1]/bm[1] 3 267 900 0.28 0.16 0.20
2. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] 1 301 409 0.31 0.07 0.11
NA: NA relevant elements
1. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/p[2] 738 738 1.00 0.13 0.23
2. /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]/st[1] 30 30 1.00 0.01 0.02
Table 5.2: Simulated runs created from a recall-base for INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203 and
document co/2000/r7108 (5 494 highlighted characters). For a relevant element or passage,
values for its rank, XPath, size, relevant size, precision (P), recall (R), and harmonic mean
(F) are shown. Information units in a run are ordered by decreasing F values.
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BEP elements found for document co/2000/r7108 represent partial answers (PA); however,
as we demonstrate later in this section, the BEP elements are more likely to represent exact
(EA) elements than PA, BA, or NA elements.
For a simulated run and an INEX 2005 CO+S topic, at most 1 500 information items
(elements or passages) are considered in the final answer list. The information items in a run
are ordered by decreasing values of the harmonic mean between precision and recall, where
the total relevant information found for the topic is used to calculate the recall component.
With the exception of the BEP run, overlapping answer elements are contained in the answer
lists of the other five element runs.
5.2.2 Expected rankings
There are two goals we want to achieve with our HiXEval fidelity tests.
First, we want to investigate whether measures in HiXEval are able to determine the
usefulness of element retrieval compared to passage retrieval in identifying relevant informa-
tion. For both system-oriented and user-oriented retrieval tasks, we expect that overall the
Passage run will perform better than any of the other six element runs. We denote this as:
Passage ≻ elrun
where the ≻ symbol specifies the ‘performs better’ relationship, and elrun ∈ {BEP, FullRB,
EA, PA, BA, NA}. However, as discussed previously, we also expect that there may be situations
where BEP  Passage (where  specifies ‘performs equal or better’ relationship).
Second, we want to investigate the extent to which measures in HiXEval are able to
distinguish between the retrieval value obtained with the FullRB run (containing all the
overlapping relevant elements) and the retrieval values obtained with the runs containing the
other types of relevant elements. For the system-oriented task, we expect this comparison
to differ depending on whether the level of overlap among retrieved elements is penalised or
not. When overlap is penalised, we expect the following ranking of the six element runs:
BEP (0%) ≻ PA (44.02%)  NA (51.19%)  EA (55.65%)  BA (97.36%)  FullRB (99.87%)
The percentage values shown in parentheses reflect the average number of overlapping
elements contained by a run. These overlap values are calculated using the set-based overlap
measure [de Vries et al., 2004a], which calculates the average number of elements that either
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contain or are contained by other elements retrieved by the run. When overlap is allowed,
we expect that the element runs would be ranked in a reverse order to that shown above,
with the FullRB run performing better than the other element runs.
However, the above expectations are based only on overlap values, and do not properly
reflect the actual ability of the six element runs to identify elements that bring best values
in retrieving relevant information. Indeed, we can reasonably expect that the EA simulated
run contains more useful retrieval elements than those contained by the PA and NA runs, even
though the average numbers of overlapping elements contained by these two runs are lower
than that contained by the EA run. Accordingly, without looking at the actual relevance
assessments we cannot safely predict much more than the following: that the BEP run will
outperform the other element runs when overlap is penalised; and that the FullRB run will
outperform the other element runs when overlap is allowed.
5.2.3 System-oriented task
We now use HiXEval to measure the retrieval performance of the seven simulated runs when
considering a system-oriented evaluation task. In the system-oriented task, the recall-base
comprises all the 64 748 relevant elements found for the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S topics. To
measure the run performance for an INEX 2005 CO+S topic, we need information about
the total number of highlighted characters for that topic. However, depending on whether
retrieving overlapping relevant information is penalised by the metric or not, this number is
calculated either across the relevant documents or across the relevant elements, respectively.
We therefore separately investigate the retrieval performance in two evaluation cases: the
case when overlap is penalised by the metric (overlap=on), and the case when overlap is
allowed (overlap=off). When overlap is penalised, the total number of highlighted passages
for a topic is calculated across all documents; for the INEX 2005 CO+S topics, this number is
4 280 relevant passages. When overlap is allowed, the total number of highlighted passages is
calculated across all elements; there are 64 748 (overlapping) relevant elements for the INEX
2005 CO+S topics, resulting in the same number of (overlapping) relevant passages.
Table 5.3 shows the performance results of simulated runs obtained with different mea-
sures in HiXEval for the two overlap cases. We use three measures at rank cutoffs (P@r, R@r,
and F@r), with three different rank cutoff values: 10, 25, and 50. We choose these values
since they are reported as official rank cutoff values on the INEX 2005 web site. We use MAP
and R-prec to measure the overall performance of a run.
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Overlap penalised
When overlap is penalised by HiXEval, results obtained with MAP and R-prec show that,
overall, perfect retrieval is achieved with the Passage run. The Passage run also achieves
the highest retrieval precision (measured with the three P@r measures) than that achieved by
the other element runs. Results obtained with all these measures are statistically significant.
However, results obtained with the three recall (R@r) and the three harmonic mean (F@r)
measures show that the BEP run performs better than the Passage run. For this comparison,
the three R@r results are statistically significant, while only results obtained with F@10 are
significant. These results show that identifying the top 10 BEP elements for an INEX 2005
CO+S topic brings significantly better value in retrieving relevant information than iden-
tifying the top 10 passages. This is an important finding, which shows that XML element
retrieval can be more useful than passage retrieval in identifying the (non-overlapping) rele-
vant information residing within the top 10 retrieval answers. These results also confirm our
initial expectations for the performance comparison between the Passage run and the other
element runs, and particularly for the comparison between Passage and BEP.
When the performance of the FullRB run is compared to that of the other element runs,
with MAP and the three F@r measures both BEP and EA perform significantly better than
FullRB. These findings show that, when overlap is penalised by HiXEval, better value in
retrieving relevant information is achieved by either identifying the (non-overlapping) best
entry points or the (overlapping) exact answers, and not by retrieving all the (overlapping)
relevant elements. This is again in line with some of our initial expectations for the perfor-
mance comparisons between the six element runs for the case when overlap is penalised by
HiXEval in the system-oriented task.
Of the five element runs (BEP, EA, PA, BA, and NA), overall and with the three F@r measures
the best value in retrieving relevant information is achieved with the BEP run, followed by the
EA run, while the BA run, which only contains broad answer elements, performs the worst.
Results from these performance comparisons are statistically significant. Of the other two
simulated element runs, with the three precision measures the NA run performs significantly
better than the PA run, while with the three recall measures PA performs significantly better
than NA. The difference in the observed behaviour is also significant with F@10, where PA
performs better than NA. Overall, the NA run performs better than PA, however the increase
in performance is statistically significant only with R-prec, but not with MAP. The most
likely reason for this behaviour is that the number of retrieved relevant elements seems to
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have higher impact on the retrieval performance when measured with R-prec than when
measured with MAP. Indeed, the total number of relevant elements retrieved by the NA run
is approximately nine times as higher as the total number of elements retrieved by the PA
run (see the numbers shown in the rel ret column in Table 5.3), and this seems to have
influenced the significant performance increase of the NA run when measured with R-prec.
The most important aspect of this system-oriented evaluation is that it highlights the
importance of identifying the best entry point elements; indeed, as also demonstrated in
Figure 5.1(a), among the six element runs the best value in retrieving relevant information is
achieved with the simulated run containing the BEP answer elements, even though the total
number of elements retrieved by the BEP run is more than twice as lower as the number of
elements retrieved by the EA run, and approximately seven times as lower as the number of
elements retrieved by FullRB.
Overlap allowed
When overlap is allowed by HiXEval, with all but R-prec and the three precision measures
the FullRB run performs significantly better than the other element runs. This shows that
the best value in retrieving relevant information is indeed achieved by retrieving all the (over-
lapping) relevant elements, which is in line with our initial expectations for the performance
comparisons between the six element runs for this case. With the three precision measures,
EA and NA perform significantly better than the FullRB run. With R-prec, these two element
runs also perform better than FullRB, however only the performance difference achieved by
the EA run is statistically significant. These findings show that, when overlap is allowed by
HiXEval, a significant improvement in the (early and overall) retrieval precision is achieved
when retrieving the exact answer elements than when retrieving all the relevant elements.
It is worth noting that, in the case when overlap is allowed by the metric, the FullRB run
can not achieve perfect MAP score of 1.0. The reason for this is that, for an INEX 2005 CO+S
topic, the answer list of the FullRB run contains at most 1 500 relevant elements, resulting in
a total of 26 628 retrieved elements for all topics. The total number of overlapping relevant
elements for the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S topics is 64 748, and due to the limited number of
retrieved elements, for some topics perfect recall can never be reached. This explains the
decrease in MAP of the FullRB run.
Of the five element runs (BEP, EA, PA, BA, and NA), with MAP the best value in retrieving
relevant information is achieved with the EA run, followed by the BEP run, while the BA run
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Figure 5.1: Evaluation of the overall performance of simulated runs for a system-oriented
task, using HiXEval and the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S topics. All the relevant elements are
considered in the recall-base. Two evaluation cases are presented: (a) overlap=on, where
retrieving overlapping relevant information is penalised by the metric; and (b) overlap=off,
where retrieving overlapping relevant information is allowed.
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again performs the worst. The differences in performance between pairs of these three runs
are statistically significant. Of the other two simulated element runs, the NA run overall
performs better than PA; however, as in the case when overlap is penalised by the metric, the
performance increase is statistically significant only with R-prec, but not with MAP. With
the three harmonic mean (F@r) measures, the PA run performs significantly better than NA.
When overlap is allowed by HiXEval, the best value in retrieving relevant information
is achieved with the FullRB run. As also demonstrated in Figure 5.1(b), the FullRB run
performs the best among the six element runs, which highlights the importance of retrieving
all the (overlapping) relevant elements if the best element retrieval value is to be achieved in
this case.
5.2.4 User-oriented task
In the following we use HiXEval to measure the retrieval performance of the seven simulated
runs when considering a user-oriented evaluation task. For the user-oriented task, we follow
two assumptions: first, that users would prefer runs to not retrieve overlapping relevant
information; and second, that users would perceive only the BEP elements as ideal answers.
The second assumption implies that runs will not be rewarded even if they retrieve near-
misses. The first assumption is confirmed to be a reasonably valid assumption by several
user studies [Kim and Son, 2005; Pharo and Nordlie, 2005; Tombros et al., 2005a], and it
is also supported by the results of our experiments presented in Appendix B. The second
assumption is at least reasonable, since a firm empirical user model for XML retrieval is yet
to be established.
To model the first assumption of the above user behaviour, all the overlapping elements
were removed from the answer lists of the five element runs. A list filtering approach was
used to remove overlap, where an element is removed if it either contains or is contained by
any other element residing higher in the list. To model the second assumption of the above
user behaviour, we use a non-overlapping recall-base that comprises the 3 631 BEP relevant
elements found for the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S topics.
Table 5.4 shows the performance results of simulated runs obtained with different mea-
sures in HiXEval for the user-oriented task. We observe that perfect retrieval is achieved
with the Passage run. However, the usefulness of element versus passage retrieval is also
confirmed under this task, where with the three recall measures and F@10, both the BEP run
and the (non-overlapping) FullRB run perform significantly better than the Passage run.
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Figure 5.2: Evaluation of the overall performance of simulated runs for a user-oriented task,
using HiXEval and the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S topics. Only the non-overlapping BEP relevant
elements are considered in the recall-base. The element runs do not contain overlapping
elements, and the total number of highlighted passages is calculated across all documents.
Among the two element runs, the BEP run overall performs better than FullRB, however
the observed performance difference is not statistically significant. The reason for this be-
haviour is that both runs retrieve approximately the same number of relevant elements (see
the rel ret numbers in Table 5.4).
Unlike in the system-oriented task, here the performance comparison between the runs
containing the four element types (EA, PA, BA, and NA) is more realistic. Indeed, as also
demonstrated in Figure 5.2, the exact answer elements bring the highest value in retrieving
relevant information among the elements retrieved by the four element runs. The partial
answers follow next, while the broad and narrow answers bring the lowest retrieval values.
This performance behaviour is also supported by the fact that approximately 70% and 14% of
the BEP elements are retrieved in the answer lists of the EA and the PA run, respectively. The
differences in performance observed when comparing pairs of these four runs are statistically
significant, except the difference between the BA and the NA run. This is most likely because
both runs retrieve a very small number of BEP elements.
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5.2.5 Further analysis of evaluation behaviour
The HiXEval fidelity tests, presented so far in this section, do not reflect scenarios where an
XML retrieval system may return a series of smaller elements that belong to a larger fully
highlighted element, with the goal to boost the performance scores at selected rank cutoffs.
In this subsection we investigate these scenarios by using simple examples that will allow
us to perform a more detailed analysis of this (possibly undesirable) evaluation behaviour,
which in turn enables a more balanced treatment of the advantages and the disadvantages
of the proposed metric.
Let us assume that two systems, System A and System B, respectively retrieve the fol-
lowing ranked lists of elements:
Rank System A System B
1 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]
2 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[2]
3 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3] /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[3]
Let us also consider the following two evaluation scenarios.
Scenario 1: The recall-base contains only one fully highlighted section which consists of
three fully highlighted paragraphs of identical sizes:
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]" size="99" rsize="99"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]" size="33" rsize="33"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[2]" size="33" rsize="33"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[3]" size="33" rsize="33"/>
Scenario 2: The recall-base contains two fully highlighted sections of identical sizes, where
only the first section consists of three fully highlighted paragraphs of identical sizes:
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]" size="99" rsize="99"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[1]" size="33" rsize="33"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[2]" size="33" rsize="33"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]/p[3]" size="33" rsize="33"/>
<element path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]" size="99" rsize="99"/>
Table 5.5 shows performance results for the two systems using the two evaluation scenar-
ios, obtained with three rank cutoff measures in HiXEval. For both evaluation scenarios, we
measure the retrieval performance at final rank cutoff (after three elements are retrieved).
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HiXEval measure
System P@3 R@3 F@3
Scenario 1
A 0.33 1.00 0.50
B 1.00 1.00 1.00
Scenario 2
A 0.67 1.00 0.80
B 1.00 0.50 0.67
Table 5.5: Performance results for simulated runs using two evaluation scenarios, obtained
with three rank cutoff measures in HiXEval. Best results under each HiXEval measure are
shown in bold.
In Scenario 1, we observe that — even though both systems successfully retrieve all the
relevant information (R@3 = 1.00) — with the P@3 and F@3 measures System B performs
better than System A. It could be argued that System A should be the one to be preferred,
given that it retrieves the fully relevant section first and thus it manages to fully satisfy the
user information need early in the retrieval process. However, an equally plausible argument
against this would be that System A also retrieves two non-relevant sections in addition to
the one relevant section, which in turn means that users will be required to spend more
effort in examining two non-relevant results compared to the effort required in examining
two relevant results retrieved by System B.4
In Scenario 2 (where the recall-base is extended with another relevant section), we observe
that with the P@3 measure System B again performs better than System A; however, with the
other two measures (R@3 and F@3) System A clearly outperforms System B. This evaluation
behaviour is what we would expect to be reasonably appropriate for this scenario, since in this
case System A is the only among the two systems that retrieves all the relevant information,
and therefore it should be assigned a higher score than System B.
The two evaluation scenarios highlight the positive effect of including the harmonic mean
between precision and recall on the retrieval evaluation, which (as demonstrated above) is
correctly captured by the F@r measure in HiXEval. However, the results reported by the
P@r measure, especially when applied to different retrieval scenarios, may indeed reflect an
4We follow the assumption that the three sections retrieved by System A are of identical sizes.
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undesirable evaluation behaviour. The source of this problem lies in the choice to normalise
over the number of elements retrieved (the rank cutoff r used in P@r), and not over the
expected user effort required to reach that rank cutoff. We could address this (undesirable)
evaluation behaviour by normalising over the amount of text that has been inspected by
users instead of over the number of elements that have been retrieved (that is, we could
calculate precision and recall at number of characters read). However, this change of the
underlying evaluation methodology could also introduce some subjective choices, such as the
choice of finding exact threshold values (for the number of characters read) at which the
performance will be measured, for which further empirical investigation would be required.
We therefore leave the research activities that relate to possible changes of the underlying
HiXEval evaluation methodology for future work.
5.2.6 Concluding comments on HiXEval fidelity
In this section, we have evaluated the performance of seven simulated runs on the INEX 2005
CO+S topics to determine what is really measured by HiXEval. Two retrieval tasks were
considered: a system-oriented task and a user-oriented task, with two overlap settings for the
system-oriented task. We have also used a t-test to check the significance of reported results
at 0.05 (5%) confidence level.
Results from our experiments under the two tasks have demonstrated that measures in
HiXEval are indeed able to determine the usefulness of element retrieval compared to passage
retrieval in identifying non-overlapping relevant information for an INEX 2005 CO+S topic.
Overall, passage retrieval is more useful; however, we have shown that identifying the top 10
best entry points for the INEX topic brings significantly better value in retrieving relevant
information than identifying the top 10 passages. Note that this finding follows automatically
from our experimental setup; that is, the observed performance behaviour reflects the fact
that the HiXEval measures normalise over the number of elements retrieved, such that the
top 10 passages collectively contain a smaller proportion of relevant information than that
collectively contained by the top 10 BEP elements. On the other hand, it takes more user effort
to investigate 10 BEP elements than 10 (smaller) passages, and so from a user perspective it is
not entirely clear which performance behaviour should be preferred. In our HiXEval fidelity
experiments, we followed the assumption that users would always inspect a fixed number of
elements, irrespective of the user effort spent while individually inspecting each element.
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Identifying and retrieving all the (overlapping) relevant elements for an INEX 2005 CO+S
topic does not result in best retrieval value when overlap is penalised by HiXEval; indeed,
we have demonstrated that in this case better value in retrieving relevant information is
achieved by either identifying the (non-overlapping) best entry points or the (overlapping)
exact answer elements. Most importantly, we have shown that with HiXEval there is no
need to construct the so-called “ideal recall-base” to handle the overlap problem (which is
the case with the XCG metrics). When overlap is allowed by HiXEval, the best overall retrieval
value is indeed achieved by identifying all the relevant elements in the recall-base, although
retrieving exact answer elements results in significantly better precision improvement than
when retrieving all the relevant elements in the recall-base. These are all important findings,
which may substantially influence the way XML retrieval system parameters are tuned for
optimal performance.
Among the measures at rank cutoffs, P@r rewards runs that retrieve elements that do
not contain too much non-relevant information; indeed, irrespective of the overlap setting
used in the system-oriented task, the NA run performed the best among the five simulated
element runs. By contrast, R@r rewards runs that retrieve elements that contain as much
relevant information as possible; with R@r, BEP and BA runs performed the best among the
five element runs when overlap was respectively penalised and allowed in the system-oriented
task. The F@r measure, on the other hand, seems to properly capture the expected retrieval
behaviour, whereby runs are rewarded when retrieving elements that contain as much relevant
information as possible, without also containing too much non-relevant information. Indeed,
with F@r, BEP and EA runs performed the best among the five element runs when overlap was
respectively penalised and allowed in the system-oriented task. For the user oriented task,
the performance of the best BEP run was correctly measured by F@r, as well as by the other
two rank cutoff measures.
Among the overall performance measures, R-prec seems to be more biased towards pre-
cision than MAP, and the more relevant elements are retrieved by a run, the better retrieval
performance seems to be achieved with R-prec. MAP, on the other hand, seems to better re-
flect the overall balance between precision and recall than that reflected when using R-prec.
The above findings therefore suggest that some HiXEval measures are more suitable than
others to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness depending on which scenario of XML retrieval
is used. Unless explicitly specified, in the remainder of the thesis we use F@r in conjunction
with MAP as default measures when applying HiXEval to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness.
We conclude that HiXEval is capable to reliably measure the diverse XML retrieval
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behaviours observed under different tasks, irrespective of whether passages or elements are
units of retrieval.
5.3 HiXEval versus XCG in XML retrieval experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the usefulness of HiXEval versus the XCG metrics in XML
retrieval experiments. We do this in two ways. First, we make direct use of the INEX
evaluation methodology — its aim to order XML retrieval runs to understand which retrieval
techniques work well — to find how the run orderings obtained by the HiXEval measures
compare to the run orderings obtained when using measures from the XCG metrics. Second,
we test the reliability of HiXEval, and investigate whether it is as stable as the XCG metrics
at distinguishing between XML retrieval approaches.
5.3.1 Comparison of run orderings
In this subsection, we present correlation results for all the retrieval strategies explored in
the two INEX 2005 sub-tasks (CO and CAS). Results for retrieval strategies in the +S sub-
task are similar to the results presented for the CO sub-task, and are not shown here. Two
result presentation modes are used by the retrieval strategies: a list result presentation mode,
and a group result presentation mode. We use nxCG and ep/gr as two XCG metrics in our
experiments, where only the ep/gr metric is used in both presentational modes. A detailed
description of the two XCG metrics and their corresponding measures is provided in Chapter 2
(Subsection 2.3.2).
The genLifted quantisation function is used with the two XCG metrics, which means that
the so-called too small elements are included during evaluation [Kazai and Lalmas, 2006a].
We use the three rank cutoff measures (P@r, R@r, and F@r) and MAP as an overall performance
measure in HiXEval for the list result presentation mode. In addition to MAP, Prec and Rec
measures are also used for the group result presentation mode. By using all of these different
HiXEval measures in the correlation analysis, we aim at investigating whether there exist
different orientations of the two XCG metrics when used in different retrieval strategies.
We use the rank (Spearman) correlation coefficient to measure the extent to which the
rank orderings obtained from a pair of measures correlate. Values of the Spearman coeffi-
cient range from +1 (perfect positive correlation), through 0 (no correlation), to -1 (perfect
negative correlation).
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HiXEval measure
XCG measure r P@r R@r F@r MAP
10 0.96 0.31 0.44 —
nxCG[r] 25 0.95 0.33 0.52 —
50 0.96 0.43 0.67 —
MAep — — — — 0.94
Table 5.6: Comparing run orderings obtained with pairs of evaluation measures from two XCG
metrics and HiXEval, using 55 submitted runs in Thorough retrieval strategy of the INEX
2005 CO sub-task. The genLifted quantisation function is used with the four XCG measures.
Highest Spearman correlation values between an evaluation measure from the two XCG metrics
and its corresponding measure from HiXEval are shown in bold.
INEX 2005 CO sub-task
Three retrieval strategies, Thorough, Focussed, and FetchBrowse, were explored in the
INEX 2005 CO sub-task [Lalmas, 2005]. We use different overlap settings for each evalu-
ation measure in nxCG, ep/gr and HiXEval, depending on the retrieval strategy used. In
particular, for the Focussed strategy we use a setting which penalises runs that retrieve
overlapping elements (overlap=on), whereas for the Thorough strategy we use a setting that
allows overlapping retrieved elements (overlap=off). Both overlap settings are used in the
FetchBrowse retrieval strategy. The list result presentation mode is used in both Thorough
and Focussed retrieval strategies, whereas the group result presentation mode is used in the
FetchBrowse retrieval strategy.
Thorough retrieval strategy
Table 5.6 shows Spearman correlation coefficients calculated from the run orderings using
the 55 submitted runs for the Thorough retrieval strategy. We observe that each of the three
nxCG measures is strongly correlated to the corresponding precision measure of HiXEval. In-
terestingly, there is low correlation between the three nxCG measures and their corresponding
recallmeasures in HiXEval, while slightly higher (but still low) correlation values are observed
between the three nxCG measures and their corresponding F@r measures in HiXEval. When
comparing mean average precision, the Spearman correlation value (0.94) shows that there
is a strong correlation between run orderings generated by MAep (ep/gr) and MAP (HiXEval).
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HiXEval measure
XCG measure r P@r R@r F@r MAP
10 0.92 0.17 0.39 —
nxCG[r] 25 0.91 0.24 0.41 —
50 0.93 0.23 0.63 —
MAep — — — — 0.82
Table 5.7: Comparing run orderings obtained with pairs of evaluation measures from two XCG
metrics and HiXEval, using 44 submitted runs in Focussed retrieval strategy of the INEX
2005 CO sub-task. The genLifted quantisation function is used with the four XCG measures.
Highest Spearman correlation values between an evaluation measure from the two XCG metrics
and its corresponding measure from HiXEval are shown in bold.
The observed correlations between the three nxCG measures and MAep and their corre-
sponding precision and MAP measures in HiXEval (all greater than 0.9) show that similar run
orderings are generated by the two metrics for the Thorough retrieval strategy. Importantly,
the results show that for this retrieval strategy the measures in the nxCG metric seem to
be more precision-oriented than recall-oriented measures, and they seem to not be able to
correctly capture the harmonic mean between precision and recall. This is most likely a
consequence of the way the cumulated gain is currently defined in the nxCG metric; that is, if
the gain had been defined to more closely reflect the harmonic mean between precision and
recall, the correlation numbers between the three nxCG measures and their corresponding F@r
measures would have certainly been much greater.
Focussed retrieval strategy
Table 5.7 shows Spearman correlation coefficients calculated from the run orderings using
the 44 submitted runs for the Focussed retrieval strategy. The calculated Spearman correla-
tion values between the three nxCG measures and their corresponding precision measures in
HiXEval are again greater than 0.9, with a similar trend to that observed for the Thorough
strategy. However, for this strategy lower correlation value (0.82) is observed when com-
paring the two mean average precision measures (MAep and MAP) than that observed for the
Thorough strategy. This suggests that, for the Focussed retrieval strategy, the methodology
used in creating the ideal recall-base in the ep/gr metric seems to have an adverse effect
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on the overall recall, which dramatically influences the run ordering obtained with the MAep
measure compared to the ordering obtained with MAP in HiXEval.
The most likely reason for the adverse effect on the overall recall observed for the MAep
measure is the fact that the ideal recall-base contains fewer number of relevant elements
than that contained by the full recall-base, which represent ideal elements that runs should
retrieve in order to obtain higher scores. However, due to the dependency normalisation
function used in the MAep measure (see Equation 2.18), runs that retrieve relevant but non-
ideal elements will not score as well as runs that retrieve ideal elements. On the other hand,
under HiXEval these runs could score just as well or even better than runs that retrieve ideal
elements, since here recall is calculated as the fraction of relevant information retrieved and
no dependency normalisation function is used in the MAP measure.
FetchBrowse retrieval strategy
The evaluation methodology for this retrieval strategy is different from those used in the other
two retrieval strategies in that two separate evaluation scores are reported: an article-level
score and an element-level score, the latter calculated by using both (off and on) overlap
settings. We use the ep/gr metric and report values obtained with the MAep measure for both
types of evaluation scores in this strategy [Kazai and Lalmas, 2006a]. To obtain element-
level scores with HiXEval, we report values obtained with Prec, Rec, and MAP — the three
measures used for group result presentation. To obtain article-level scores with HiXEval, we
use article-derived runs with their corresponding relevance assessments, which means that
values for Prec and Rec refer to those for precision and recall at final rank cutoffs (1 500),
respectively.
Table 5.8 shows Spearman correlation values calculated from the run orderings using the
31 correctly submitted runs for the FetchBrowse retrieval strategy. For article-level scores,
we observe that the correlation value between MAep and MAP is 0.85. The most likely reason
for this behaviour is that different methodologies are used by the two metrics to determine
the preferred article answers; indeed, the ep/gr metric uses knowledge of the highest scoring
element within an article to obtain the ordering of the ideal article gain vector, whereas
articles are inspected on their own merit by HiXEval.
Table 5.8 also shows that, for element-level scores, the overlap setting dramatically in-
fluences the observed level of correlation between the rank orderings obtained by the two
measures. With overlap set to off, there is a strong correlation between the two mean aver-
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HiXEval measure
XCG measure Prec Rec MAP
CO.FetchBrowse-Article (overlap=off,on)
MAep 0.69 0.70 0.85
CO.FetchBrowse-Element (overlap=off)
MAep 0.90 0.88 0.95
CO.FetchBrowse-Element (overlap=on)
MAep 0.80 0.92 0.67
Table 5.8: Comparing run orderings obtained with pairs of evaluation measures from two
XCG metrics and HiXEval, using the 31 correctly submitted runs in FetchBrowse article-level
(upper part) and CO.FetchBrowse element-level (middle and lower parts) retrieval strategies
of the INEX 2005 CO sub-task. The genLifted quantisation function is used with the MAep
measure of the ep/gr metric. Highest Spearman correlation values between the MAep measure
(ep/gr) and the MAP measure (HiXEval) are shown in bold.
age precision measures (0.95). In this case, MAep is slightly better correlated with precision
(0.90) than with recall (0.88). With overlap set to on, there is little correlation between
MAep and MAP; however, we observe that in this case MAep is much better correlated with
recall (0.92) than with precision (0.80). The most likely reason for this behaviour is that,
unlike in the Focussed retrieval strategy where overlap is also set to on, here the number
of relevant elements that comprise the ideal recall-base for each article cluster (the amount
of non-overlapping relevant information) is much smaller than the number of ideal elements
used in the Focussed strategy, which in turn makes it more likely for runs to achieve per-
fect recall for a given cluster. On the other hand, the lower correlation value between MAep
and Prec suggests that this perfect recall may be reached at the expense of retrieving some
amount of non-relevant information.
INEX 2005 CAS sub-task
Four retrieval strategies were explored in the CAS sub-task: SS, SV, VS, and VV; these differ
in the way the target and support elements of a CAS topic are interpreted [Lalmas, 2005].
We set overlap to off for each evaluation measure of nxCG, ep/gr, and HiXEval.
Table 5.9 shows Spearman correlation values calculated from the run orderings using
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HiXEval measure
XCG measure r P@r R@r F@r MAP
SSCAS (overlap=off)
10 0.82 0.95 0.93 —
nxCG[r] 25 0.69 0.97 0.72 —
50 0.91 0.90 0.56 —
MAep — — — — 0.96
SVCAS (overlap=off)
10 0.98 0.94 0.96 —
nxCG[r] 25 0.94 0.93 0.91 —
50 0.96 0.94 0.94 —
MAep — — — — 0.95
VSCAS (overlap=off)
10 0.98 0.76 0.75 —
nxCG[r] 25 0.98 0.72 0.74 —
50 0.97 0.75 0.80 —
MAep — — — — 0.90
VVCAS (overlap=off)
10 0.96 0.57 0.58 —
nxCG[r] 25 0.95 0.65 0.67 —
50 0.95 0.76 0.80 —
MAep — — — — 0.91
Table 5.9: Comparing run orderings obtained with pairs of evaluation measures from two
XCG metrics and HiXEval, using 25 submitted runs in SSCAS, 23 runs in SVCAS and VSCAS,
and 28 runs in VVCAS retrieval strategies of the INEX 2005 CAS sub-task. The genLifted
quantisation function is used with the four XCG measures. Highest Spearman correlation
values between an evaluation measure from the two XCG metrics and its corresponding measure
from HiXEval are shown in bold.
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different numbers of submitted runs for each of the four INEX 2005 CAS retrieval strategies.
We observe that there is a strong correlation between measures in the two XCG metrics and
their corresponding measures in HiXEval, irrespective of the retrieval strategy used. However,
the predominant correlation between each of the three nxCG measures and the precision and
recall measures in HiXEval changes depending on the way the target element is interpreted.
For the two strict CAS retrieval strategies (SS and SV), the nxCG measures seem to be more
recall-oriented than precision-oriented (this is especially true for the SS strategy). Also,
the harmonic mean between precision and recall seems to be well preserved by the three
nxCG measures in this case. However, for the two vague CAS retrieval strategies (VS and
VV) the reverse is true, where especially for the VV strategy the nxCG measures seem to be
clearly precision-oriented measures, with low correlation values observed between the three
nxCG measures and their corresponding F@r measures in HiXEval. It is possible that, as
with FetchBrowse element-level retrieval strategy, the fewer relevant elements comprising
the recall-base for the two strict SS and SV retrieval strategies may have influenced the
evaluation behaviour of the nxCG metric.
5.3.2 Reliability tests
To test reliability of HiXEval, we use runs submitted in the three retrieval strategies of the
INEX 2005 CO sub-task to investigate whether or not it is as stable as the two XCG metrics
at distinguishing between different XML retrieval approaches.
We pursue a simplification of the methodology introduced by Sanderson and Zobel [2005]
that enables us to identify significance and error rates for measures in both HiXEval and
the two XCG metrics. The methodology is as follows. We first divide the 29 topics that
belong to the INEX 2005 CO+S topic set into four random subsets, where the first subset
contains eight topics while the other three subsets each contain seven topics. Under each
INEX 2005 CO retrieval strategy (Thorough, Focussed, and FetchBrowse), we use these
topic subsets to pairwise compare the submitted runs. For a pair of runs on the first subset
of topics, a t-test is used to decide whether the observed performance difference between a
run pair is significant at the 0.05 confidence level. If it is, and if the same two runs have the
opposite numeric ordering on any of the other three topic subsets, an error is recorded. The
total pairwise comparisons made for a retrieval strategy depend on the number of submitted
runs. For example, there are 55 submitted runs for the Thorough retrieval strategy, making
a total of 55 × 54/2 × 4 = 5 940 independent run comparisons. We now present results of
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Metric (measure) Significant differences Errors Error rate
Measures at rank cutoffs
nxCG (nxCG[10]) 348 38 0.11
HiXEval (F@10) 404 19 0.05
nxCG (nxCG[25]) 405 18 0.04
HiXEval (F@25) 464 26 0.06
nxCG (nxCG[50]) 488 27 0.06
HiXEval (F@50) 496 24 0.05
Overall performance measures
ep/gr (MAep) 476 17 0.04
HiXEval (MAP) 483 18 0.04
Table 5.10: Reliability tests for measures from two XCG metrics and HiXEval, using 55 runs
submitted in the INEX 2005 CO Thorough retrieval strategy. The genLifted quantisation
function is used with the XCG measures. The retrieval runs were pairwise compared on each
of the four disjoint INEX 2005 CO+S topic subsets, making a total of 55× 54/2× 4 = 5 940
independent run comparisons. The column Significant differences shows the number of
total run comparisons on the first subset that were determined to be significantly different at
the 0.05 confidence level by a t-test. The Errors column shows the number of those rank
orderings that were contradicted on any one of the other three topic subsets. Two categories
of measures are shown, and under each category the measures are ordered by increasing
Significant differences.
the reliability tests that were separately obtained under each of the three INEX 2005 CO
retrieval strategies.
Thorough retrieval strategy
Table 5.10 shows the reliability results obtained from measures in HiXEval and the two XCG
metrics (nxCG and ep/gr) using the 55 submitted runs in the INEX 2005 CO Thorough
retrieval strategy. The trend in these results is clear — the HiXEval measures identify more
significant differences than do measures in both nxCG and ep/gr, and with all but the F@25
measure the obtained error rates are no worse.
For the other HiXEvalmeasures (not shown here), among the measures at rank cutoffs the
highest significant differences are obtained with the three precision measures (P@r), while the
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Metric (measure) Significant differences Errors Error rate
Measures at rank cutoffs
HiXEval (F@25) 186 6 0.03
nxCG (nxCG[25]) 204 16 0.08
HiXEval (F@10) 222 8 0.04
nxCG (nxCG[50]) 224 15 0.07
nxCG (nxCG[10]) 228 25 0.11
HiXEval (F@50) 249 13 0.05
Overall performance measures
ep/gr (MAep) 135 10 0.07
HiXEval (MAP) 224 17 0.08
Table 5.11: Reliability tests for measures from two XCG metrics and HiXEval, using 44 runs
submitted in the INEX 2005 CO Focussed retrieval strategy. The genLifted quantisation
function is used with the XCG measures. The retrieval runs were pairwise compared on each
of the four disjoint INEX 2005 CO+S topic subsets, making a total of 44× 44/2× 4 = 3 784
independent run comparisons. The column Significant differences shows the number of
total run comparisons on the first subset that were determined to be significantly different at
the 0.05 confidence level by a t-test. The Errors column shows the number of those rank
orderings that were contradicted on any one of the other three topic subsets. Two categories
of measures are shown, and under each category the measures are ordered by increasing
Significant differences.
three recall measures (R@r) produce the lowest error rates, respectively. Among the overall
performance measures, R-prec identifies slightly more significant differences than MAP (497
compared to 483), however this comes at the expense of having a higher error rate than MAP
(7% compared to 4%).
Focussed retrieval strategy
Table 5.11 shows results from the reliability tests obtained from measures in HiXEval and
the two XCG metrics using the 44 submitted runs in the INEX 2005 CO Focussed retrieval
strategy. Among the measures at rank cutoffs, at ranks 10 and 25 the two nxCG measures
identify slightly more significant differences than those identified by the two corresponding
HiXEval measures, however in both cases the error rates obtained with the HiXEval measures
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Metric (measure) Significant differences Errors Error rate
overlap=on
HiXEval (Prec) 65 3 0.05
HiXEval (MAP) 67 1 0.01
ep/gr (MAep) 168 17 0.10
HiXEval (Rec) 181 21 0.12
overlap=off
HiXEval (Prec) 67 2 0.03
HiXEval (MAP) 151 9 0.06
ep/gr (MAep) 228 6 0.03
HiXEval (Rec) 230 12 0.05
Table 5.12: Reliability tests for measures from two XCG metrics and HiXEval, using 31 runs
submitted in the INEX 2005 FetchBrowse element-level retrieval strategy. The genLifted
quantisation function is used with the XCG measures. The retrieval runs were pairwise
compared on each of the four disjoint INEX 2005 CO+S topic subsets, making a total of
31 × 30/2 × 4 = 1 860 independent run comparisons. The column Significant differences
shows the number of total run comparisons on the first subset that were determined to be
significantly different at the 0.05 confidence level by a t-test. The Errors column shows the
number of those rank orderings that were contradicted on any one of the other three topic
subsets. Two overlap settings are shown, and under each overlap setting the measures are
ordered by increasing Significant differences.
are much lower. At rank 50 the nxCG measure is clearly less stable than the corresponding
HiXEval measure. Among the overall performance measures, the MAP measure in HiXEval
identifies 66% more differences than those identified by the MAep measure in ep/gr, at the
expense of obtaining only a 1% higher error rate. A trend similar to that observed for the
Thorough retrieval strategy is also observed for the Focussed retrieval strategy regarding the
comparison among the rank cutoff and overall performance measures in HiXEval.
FetchBrowse retrieval strategy
Table 5.12 shows results from the reliability tests obtained from measures in HiXEval and
the ep/gr metric using the 31 submitted runs in the INEX 2005 CO FetchBrowse element-
level retrieval strategy. Two overlap settings (on and off) are used by the two metrics
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in this strategy. We observe that the overlap setting does make a difference on the metric
stability; indeed, all the measures identify more significant differences when overlap is allowed
(overlap=off) than when overlap is penalised (overlap=on) by the two metrics. The MAP
measure in HiXEval seems to be the most discriminative among all measures in the case when
overlap is penalised, while the MAep measure in ep/gr seems to be the most discriminative
when overlap is allowed. Interestingly, when separately comparing the behaviour of Prec
and Rec measures in HiXEval with that of MAep, we observe that MAep behaves more as a
recall-oriented than as a precision-oriented measure, irrespective of the overlap setting used.
This is in line with our previous finding from the correlation analysis, observed under the
FetchBrowse element-level retrieval strategy with overlap=on, where the MAep measure has
also been demonstrated to be more recall-oriented than precision-oriented measure.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter we have presented an evaluation metric for XML retrieval that solely utilises
the knowledge about the highlighted (relevant) textual information within the XML docu-
ments to evaluate XML retrieval effectiveness.
The proposed HiXEval metric addresses many of the concerns that have been raised in
connection with the XCG metrics. Its main features are simplicity, compatibility with the well-
understood measures used in traditional information retrieval, ability to support element
sizes and overlap, and most importantly, minimal reliance on subjective decisions during
evaluation. Indeed, if there was broad acceptance of HiXEval, there would be no need for
assessors to judge Exhaustivity, as only highlighting of relevant passages would be required.
This would substantially reduce the time taken to undertake the INEX relevance judgements.
Indeed, as discussed earlier in Chapter 4, it has already been decided that at INEX 2006
assessors will only highlight the relevant content, without assigning any Exhaustivity values.
Results from our fidelity tests have demonstrated that HiXEval indeed measures what it
is intended to measure, while our correlation analysis of the rank orderings between HiXEval
and the two XCG metrics has confirmed that both metrics perform broadly the same task,
and thus measure the same (or similar) retrieval behaviour. Moreover, the results from
the reliability tests have shown that, when performance is measured under different XML
retrieval strategies, HiXEval is as stable as the two XCG metrics at predicting relative system
behaviour on previously unobserved topics.
Both the correlation analysis and the reliability tests have also identified different orien-
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tations of the two XCG metrics; indeed, when the level of overlap among the relevant elements
in the recall-base is penalised and the number of the so-called ideal retrieval elements is rather
small, the XCG metrics seem to be more recall-oriented than precision-oriented. Conversely,
with a sufficient number of ideal retrieval elements in the recall-base, the two XCG metrics
are clearly precision-oriented.
In the next chapter, we demonstrate how the HiXEval metric can be applied to evaluate
XML retrieval effectiveness under different application scenarios.
Chapter 6
Scenarios of XML Retrieval
To investigate whether and how XML retrieval could be applied in a variety of application
scenarios, different research tracks have been included as part of INEX since 2004. In this
chapter, we evaluate the effectiveness of different XML retrieval approaches when two distinct
scenarios of XML retrieval are taken into consideration: the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, ex-
ploring the activities carried out as part of the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track; and the multimedia
retrieval scenario, exploring the activities carried out as part of the INEX 2005 Multimedia
(MM) track. For each XML retrieval scenario, we present evaluation results obtained with
appropriate measures in our HiXEval evaluation metric.
Different sub-tasks and XML retrieval strategies were explored in the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc
track, which reflect different query interpretations and user behaviours that may be observed
in XML retrieval. In the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, we investigate the retrieval performance of
our hybrid XML retrieval approach that combines three similarity measures, with two ways
of identifying the appropriate answer granularity, and two XML-specific heuristics to rank
the final answers.
Two common approaches in retrieving images from a collection are retrieval by text
keywords and retrieval by visual content. However, it is widely recognised that it is impossible
for keywords alone to fully describe visual content. In the multimedia retrieval scenario, we
investigate the retrieval performance of our approach of combining evidence from a content-
oriented XML retrieval system and a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) system, using a
linear combination of evidence.
In Section 6.1 we report on the participation of the RMIT University group in the
INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track. We observe different behaviours when applying our hybrid app-
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roach to the different retrieval strategies, suggesting that the optimal retrieval parameters
are highly dependent on the nature of the XML retrieval task. In Section 6.2 we report on
the participation of the RMIT University group in the INEX 2005 MM track, where we show
that using CBIR in conjunction with text search increases the XML retrieval performance.
6.1 Ad-hoc retrieval scenario
The two types of retrieval topics, the three sub-tasks, and the retrieval strategies explored
in each sub-task in the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track are explained in detail in Chapter 1 (Sub-
section 1.3.4). For each strategy of the three sub-tasks in the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, we
report performance scores obtained with the HiXEval evaluation metric. The reported scores
are obtained from the following measures: one measure at rank cutoffs (F@r), an overall per-
formance measure (MAP), and two measures used for group result presentation (Prec and
Rec). The HiXEval measures are described in detail in Chapter 5 (Section 5.1).
Results from our metric fidelity tests (shown in Section 5.2) have revealed that the F@r
measure is the most appropriate among the three HiXEval measures at rank cutoffs, in both
cases when system-oriented and user-oriented retrieval tasks are considered. For the ad-hoc
retrieval scenario, we use F@r in conjunction with MAP to determine the best XML retrieval
approach that retrieves as much relevant information as possible, without also retrieving
too much non-relevant information. The HiXEval metric includes the weighting parameter
that controls the level of overlap among the retrieved elements. Two overlap settings are
used in our experiments: the first where overlap among the retrieved elements is penalised
(overlap=on), and the second where overlap is allowed (overlap=off). We also use a t-test
to check whether the observed difference in retrieval performance between a pair of runs is
statistically significant (p < 0.05).
In the following, we present evaluation results obtained under each of the three retrieval
sub-tasks. We start with an explanation of the XML retrieval approach we consider in the
ad-hoc retrieval scenario.
6.1.1 XML retrieval approach
The approach we consider in the ad-hoc retrieval scenario is a hybrid XML retrieval app-
roach, combining information retrieval features from Zettair (a full-text search engine) with
XML-specific retrieval features from eXist (a native XML database). Our hybrid XML re-
trieval approach is described in detail in Chapter 3. Here, we briefly explain the different
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parameters in our hybrid XML retrieval approach that are specifically used in the ad-hoc
retrieval scenario.
Similarity measures
A similarity measure is used by Zettair to calculate the similarity score of a document to
a query (represented by terms that appear in the title query of an INEX 2005 topic).
Three similarity measures are currently implemented: Pivot, Okapi, and Dirichlet, and
each measure is respectively based on one of the following information retrieval models: the
vector-space model, the probabilistic model, and the language model. We use optimal values
for the retrieval parameters of the three similarity measures, which were tuned on the INEX
2002 test collection (see Subsection 3.2.3). With our hybrid approach, we investigate which
similarity measure yields the best effectiveness for document retrieval in the ad-hoc retrieval
scenario.
Answer granularity
To identify the appropriate granularity of elements to return as answers, we use a retrieval
module that effectively utilises the structural information in the eXist list of matching ele-
ments to identify the appropriate granularity of elements to return as answers. Our retrieval
module is capable of distinguishing two types of element answers: contextual (oCRE) ele-
ment answers, which correspond to the lowest common ancestor (LCA) elements of any two
matching elements; and nCRE element answers, which in addition to including the LCA ele-
ments, also include those matching elements whose parents are not recognised as LCAs (see
Subsection 3.2.1). With our hybrid approach, we investigate which answer type brings the
best value in identifying the preferable answer elements in the ad-hoc retrieval scenario.
Ranking heuristics
In a recent work on whole document retrieval, Anh and Moffat [2002] present an empirical
analysis which reveals that, if the retrieval effectiveness when using short queries1 is to
be maximised, it is very important that the answer documents contain most (or all) of the
query terms. To explore the validity of the above finding on XML retrieval — where elements
rather than whole documents are units of retrieval — we consider the following set of ranking
heuristics in our retrieval module:
1The short queries are taken to represent queries that contain between two and four query terms.
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Document Answer element T-matches P-length F-frequency
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] 3 3 9
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1] 3 2 31
co/2000/r7108 /article[1] 3 1 39
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[6]/ip1[1] 2 4 2
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1] 2 3 8
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] 2 3 5
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[1] 1 4 2
Table 6.1: Ranked list of CREs for INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203, obtained with TPF ranking
heuristic. The oCRE algorithm is used by the CRE module to identify the final answers. Rows
in italics represent answer elements that would have been added if the nCRE algorithm had
been used.
1. The number of distinct query terms that appear in a CRE — the more distinct query
term appearances (T), the higher the rank of the CRE.
2. The length of the absolute XPath of the CRE, taken from the root element — the
longer the XPath (P), the higher the rank of the CRE; and
3. The frequency of all the query terms in a CRE — the more frequent query term
occurrences (F), the higher the rank of the CRE.
The above set of ranking heuristics is different from the first set of heuristics used by our
CRE module and presented in Chapter 3 (Subsection 3.2.2). Indeed, the most important
difference between the two sets is that, contrary to the first set of ranking heuristics, the
current set incorporates the knowledge of important query term statistics in the ranking.
There is only one combination of ranking heuristics (TPF) that can be explored in order
to determine the final rank of a CRE, provided the ordering of the heuristics is preserved as
above. With TPF, the CREs are first sorted in descending order according to the number of
distinct query terms they contain (the more distinct query terms a CRE contains, the higher
its rank). Next, if two CREs contain the same number of distinct query terms, the one with
the longer length of its absolute XPath is ranked higher (which ensures that more specific
elements are preferred over less specific ones). Last, if the lengths of the two absolute XPaths
are also the same, the CRE with more frequent query term occurrences is ranked higher than
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Document Answer element P-length T-matches F-frequency
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[6]/ip1[1] 4 2 2
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[4]/p[1] 4 1 2
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2] 3 3 9
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bm[1]/app[1] 3 2 8
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] 3 2 5
co/2000/r7108 /article[1]/bdy[1] 2 3 31
co/2000/r7108 /article[1] 1 3 39
Table 6.2: Ranked list of CREs for INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203, obtained with PTF ranking
heuristic. The oCRE algorithm is used by the CRE module to identify the final answers. Rows
in italics represent answer elements that would have been added if the nCRE algorithm had
been used.
the CRE where query terms occur less frequently. For example, Table 6.1 shows a ranked
list of CREs when using the TPF ranking heuristic, obtained for document co/2000/r7108
using the title query of the INEX 2005 CO+S topic 203 (shown in Figure 1.3).
However, we also expect that a reordering of the three heuristics could determine different
CRE ranks.2 We therefore experiment with a second CRE heuristic combination (PTF), which
allows for more specific element answers to appear early in the ranking. Table 6.2 shows a
ranked list of CREs obtained for the same document co/2000/r7108, only this time the
PTF ranking heuristic is used by our CRE module. With PTF, the CREs are first sorted
in descending order according to the length of the absolute XPath of a CRE (where longer
XPath results in a higher rank). Next, if the XPath lengths of two CREs are the same, the
CRE that contains more distinct query terms is ranked higher. Last, if it also happens that
the two CREs contain the same number of distinct query terms, the CRE with more frequent
query term appearances is ranked higher.
With our hybrid approach, we investigate which of the two XML-specific ranking heuristic
combinations (TPF or PTF) yields better effectiveness for element retrieval in the ad-hoc
retrieval scenario.
2We use the third heuristic to break the ties introduced by the other two heuristics, and always apply it
at the end.
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Runs
Table 6.3 lists our INEX 2005 Ad-hoc retrieval runs. The runs differ depending on which
combination of similarity measure, type of answer elements, or ranking heuristic is used.
Also, some runs allow overlap among the answer elements, whereas others do not. To filter
overlap, we use a list filtering approach, where elements that either contain or are contained
by any element residing higher in the ranked list are removed from the final answer list. An-
other important distinction between the runs concerns their interpretation of the structural
constraints in the CO+S and the CAS topics, where four notations are used to represent
the different interpretations of the target and the support elements: SS, VS, SV, and VV (see
Subsection 1.3.4).
Our goals with the runs submitted in the Thorough retrieval strategy are threefold. First,
we aim to explore which choice of answer elements (oCRE or nCRE) brings better value in
identifying the preferable element answers. Second, for a particular type of answer elements,
we also aim to investigate the impact of the two ranking heuristic combinations (TPF and
PTF) on the retrieval performance. Last, for a particular type of answer elements and a
ranking heuristic combination, we aim to investigate the usefulness of retaining the structural
constraints in the INEX 2005 CO+S topics. Our Thorough runs use the pivoted cosine
(Pivot) similarity measure in Zettair to generate the initial list of ranked documents.
In addition to the above-stated goals, with the six non-overlapping runs submitted in
the Focussed retrieval strategy we also want to check whether the relative difference in the
retrieval behaviour observed between the runs in the Thorough strategy is also observed for
the Focussed strategy. That way, it may be possible to determine whether the difference in
the observed performance is influenced by the retrieval strategy. Our Focussed runs also use
the pivoted cosine (Pivot) similarity measure in Zettair to generate the ranked document
list.
Our goals with the runs submitted in the FetchBrowse retrieval strategy are also three-
fold. First, we aim to explore which of the three similarity measures implemented in Zettair
yields the best retrieval performance for document retrieval. Second, we aim to investigate
the extent to which each of the three similarity measures influences the retrieval performance
for element retrieval. Last, with using a particular similarity measure, we also want to check
whether strictly interpreting the structural constraints in the INEX 2005 CO+S topics is
useful for this strategy.
Two runs are submitted for each of the SS, SV, VS, and VV retrieval strategies, resulting
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Topic Answer Ranking Overlap
Run Type Interpretation elements heuristic allowed
CO+S.Thorough
nCRE-CO-PTF CO CO nCRE PTF Yes
nCRE-+S-PTF +S SS nCRE PTF Yes
nCRE-CO-TPF CO CO nCRE TPF Yes
nCRE-+S-TPF +S SS nCRE TPF Yes
oCRE-CO-PTF CO CO oCRE PTF Yes
oCRE-+S-PTF +S SS oCRE PTF Yes
CO+S.Focussed
nCRE-CO-PTF-NO CO CO nCRE PTF No
nCRE-+S-PTF-NO +S SS nCRE PTF No
nCRE-CO-TPF-NO CO CO nCRE TPF No
nCRE-+S-TPF-NO +S SS nCRE TPF No
oCRE-CO-PTF-NO CO CO oCRE PTF No
oCRE-+S-PTF-NO +S SS oCRE PTF No
CO+S.FetchBrowse
Okapi-CO-PTF CO CO nCRE PTF Yes
Okapi-+S-PTF +S SS nCRE PTF Yes
PCosine-CO-PTF CO CO nCRE PTF Yes
PCosine-+S-PTF +S SS nCRE PTF Yes
Dirichlet-CO-PTF CO CO nCRE PTF Yes
Dirichlet-+S-PTF +S SS nCRE PTF Yes
CAS.SS
SS-PTF CAS SS — PTF Yes
SS-TPF CAS SS — TPF Yes
CAS.SV
SV-PTF CAS SV — PTF Yes
SV-TPF CAS SV — TPF Yes
CAS.VS
nCRE-VS-PTF CAS VS nCRE PTF Yes
nCRE-VS-TPF CAS VS nCRE TPF Yes
CAS.VV
nCRE-VV-PTF CAS VV nCRE PTF Yes
nCRE-VV-TPF CAS VV nCRE TPF Yes
Table 6.3: List of nine CO, nine +S, and eight CAS runs submitted in different retrieval
strategies of the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track.
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F@r
Run rel ret 10 25 50 MAP
nCRE-CO-PTF 3 993 0.0306 0.0766 0.1049 0.0725
nCRE-+S-PTF 2 959 0.0503 0.0613 0.0788 0.0501
nCRE-CO-TPF 3 993 0.0596 0.0900 0.1084 0.0734
nCRE-+S-TPF 2 959 0.0576 0.0675 0.0789 0.0507
oCRE-CO-PTF 4 057 0.0413 0.1009 0.1275 0.0834
oCRE-+S-PTF 2 818 0.0535 0.0742 0.0900 0.0530
Table 6.4: Performance results for three CO and three +S runs submitted in INEX 2005
Thorough retrieval strategy, obtained with measures in HiXEval and the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S
topics. The rel ret values show the total number of relevant elements retrieved by a run.
For a retrieval strategy and a HiXEval measure, the best performing CO run (the first of each
pair of runs) is shown in bold.
in eight runs in total for the CAS sub-task. All the CAS runs use the pivoted cosine (Pivot)
similarity measure in Zettair to generate the initial list of ranked documents. By evaluating
the eight CAS runs against each of the four retrieval strategies, we aim to determine the extent
to which interpreting structural conditions — in support elements, in the target element, or
in both — has an effect on the overall retrieval performance, when separately measured on
each of the four CAS retrieval strategies.
6.1.2 INEX 2005 CO and +S sub-tasks
The retrieval effectiveness of our runs on the INEX 2005 CO+S topics is separately evaluated
under three retrieval strategies: Thorough, Focussed, and FetchBrowse.
Thorough retrieval strategy
The evaluation results of our INEX 2005 CO and +S runs for this strategy are shown in
Table 6.4. Here, retrieving overlapping relevant information among elements is allowed by
the metric (overlap=off). Several observations can be drawn from these results.
First, when comparing the two algorithms on how well they identify the preferable an-
swer elements (see the two CO-PTF runs), we observe that — with all measures — better
performance is achieved with the oCRE algorithm than with nCRE. The observed performance
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difference is statistically significant with the three F@r measures (but not with MAP), which
shows that, for the Thorough retrieval strategy, identifying and retrieving the top 50 LCA
answer elements brings better retrieval value than retrieving more specific answers in addition
to the LCA element answers.
Second, when comparing the two ranking heuristic combinations (see the two nCRE-CO
runs), we observe that (again) with all measures, the TPF heuristic combination — which
first ranks those element answers that contain most of the distinct query terms, irrespective
of how specific these elements are — performs better than the PTF heuristic combination
(which ranks more specific element answers first). In this case, the observed performance
difference is again statistically significant with the three F@r measures (but not with MAP).
Finally, when comparing each CO run with its corresponding +S run (see the three pairs of
runs using the same ranking heuristic), the obtained results show that using structural hints
from the INEX 2005 CO+S topics does not result in better (early or overall) performance for
the Thorough retrieval strategy. The most likely reason for this behaviour is that, as shown
in Table 6.4, approximately 35% more relevant elements are retrieved by CO than by +S
runs in the Thorough retrieval strategy, resulting in better overall recall while at the same
time retaining equal or better precision for the three CO runs.
Focussed retrieval strategy
The evaluation results of our INEX 2005 CO and +S runs for the Focussed retrieval strategy
are shown in Table 6.5. Contrary to the Thorough retrieval strategy, in this case retrieving
overlapping relevant information among elements is penalised by the metric (overlap=on).
Since the six non-overlapping runs submitted in the Focussed retrieval strategy were
created from their corresponding Thorough runs, we observe that the relative performance
difference among the runs is similar across the two strategies. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the same observations can be drawn for the comparison between the two algorithms for
identifying the preferable answer elements, and for the comparison between the two heuristic
combinations for ranking the final answers. Indeed, with the three F@r measures retrieving
the oCRE answer elements again results in a significantly better retrieval performance than
when retrieving the nCRE answer elements, while with the same measures the TPF ranking
heuristic combination again performs significantly better than PTF.
However, unlike for the Thorough retrieval strategy, here the choice of using structural
hints from the CO+S topics does make a difference on the observed retrieval performance.
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F@r
Run rel ret 10 25 50 MAP
nCRE-CO-PTF-NO 1 960 0.0645 0.1083 0.1314 0.1045
nCRE-+S-PTF-NO 1 778 0.1244 0.1214 0.1160 0.1120
nCRE-CO-TPF-NO 1 439 0.0994 0.1307 0.1527 0.1172
nCRE-+S-TPF-NO 1 403 0.1483 0.1319 0.1298 0.1204
oCRE-CO-PTF-NO 1 838 0.0954 0.1538 0.1643 0.1176
oCRE-+S-PTF-NO 1 635 0.1302 0.1403 0.1313 0.1117
Table 6.5: Performance results for three CO and three +S runs submitted in INEX 2005
Focussed retrieval strategy, obtained with measures in HiXEval and the 29 INEX 2005 CO+S
topics. The rel ret values show the total number of relevant elements retrieved by a run.
For a retrieval strategy and a HiXEval measure, the best performing CO run (the first of each
pair of runs) is shown in bold.
More specifically, when comparing each CO run with its corresponding +S run, with the
F@10 measure the retrieval performance achieved with the +S runs is significantly better than
that achieved by their corresponding CO runs. With MAP, overall performance improvement
is only observed among runs using the nCRE answer elements, however this improvement is
not statistically significant. For the Focussed retrieval strategy, approximately 10% more
relevant elements are retrieved by the CO runs than those retrieved by the +S runs.
The XML retrieval strategy, therefore, seems to influence how structural hints in the INEX
2005 CO+S topics should be interpreted. More specifically, structural hints are useful for the
Focussed retrieval strategy where significant increase in retrieval performance is observed at
ten or fewer elements retrieved, but they are not useful for the Thorough retrieval strategy.
FetchBrowse retrieval strategy
The evaluation methodology for this strategy is different than the one used for the previous
two strategies. Here, two separate evaluation results are reported: an article-level result and
an element-level result [Kazai and Lalmas, 2006a].
Article-level results The article-level results were calculated on article-level runs by
using the following methodology: for each submitted CO or +S run, an article-level run was
constructed by filtering the set of element answers and considering only one element answer
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F@r
Run rel ret 10 25 50 MAP
Okapi-CO-PTF 588 0.1376 0.1259 0.0978 0.0873
Okapi-+S-PTF 769 0.1331 0.1151 0.0906 0.0822
PCosine-CO-PTF 668 0.1544 0.1327 0.0971 0.0880
PCosine-+S-PTF 791 0.1469 0.1239 0.0890 0.0783
Dirichlet-CO-PTF 644 0.1371 0.1276 0.0967 0.0812
Dirichlet-+S-PTF 757 0.1270 0.1128 0.0843 0.0761
Table 6.6: Performance results for three CO and three +S runs submitted in the INEX 2005
FetchBrowse article-level retrieval strategy, obtained with measures in HiXEval and the 29
INEX 2005 CO+S topics. The rel ret values show the total number of relevant documents
retrieved by a run. For a retrieval strategy and a HiXEval measure, the best performing CO
run (the first of each pair of runs) is shown in bold.
per document, which represents the full article element. The INEX 2005 CO+S relevance
assessments were also filtered such that only full article elements remain. Since articles
do not overlap, the overlap setting in HiXEval does not make a difference on the reported
article-level results.
By measuring the article-level results obtained from our three FetchBrowse CO runs, we
aim at investigating which of the three similarity measures implemented in Zettair (PCosine,
Okapi, or Dirichlet) yields the best retrieval performance for document retrieval. Table 6.6
shows the results of this analysis. We observe that, among the three CO runs, with all but
the F@50 measure PCosine performs better than the other two similarity measures. The
observed differences in performance between PCosine and the two measures are, however,
not statistically significant. Of the other two similarity measures, both overall and at early
rank cutoffs Okapi performs better than Dirichlet. The differences in performance between
Okapi and Dirichlet obtained with the four measures are also not statistically significant.
The graph in Figure 6.1 shows this performance trend among the three similarity measures.
When the article-level CO runs are compared to their corresponding +S runs, the obtained
results show that using structural hints from the INEX 2005 CO+S topics does not lead to
better retrieval performance for document retrieval. As shown in Table 6.6, in this case
slightly more relevant documents are retrieved by a +S article run than by its corresponding
CO article run.
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Figure 6.1: Evaluation of the overall performance of three CO runs submitted in INEX 2005
FetchBrowse article-level retrieval strategy, using HiXEval.
Element-level results The element-level results were calculated on the CO or +S runs
that were initially submitted. Both overlap settings (on,off) are used by HiXEval for the
element-level retrieval strategy.
Table 6.7 shows results for the FetchBrowse retrieval strategy when elements are units
of retrieval. By measuring the element-level results obtained from our three FetchBrowse
CO runs (the first run from each of the three run pairs), we aim to investigate the extent
to which each of the three similarity measures in Zettair influences the performance for
element retrieval. The trend in these results is clear: for the FetchBrowse element-level
retrieval strategy, the PCosine run yields the highest retrieval performance among the three
CO runs, irrespective of the measure and the overlap setting used. Significant differences
in performance between the PCosine run and the other two CO element-level runs are only
observed with the recall (Rec) measure. Of the other two element-level CO runs, Okapi
clearly outperforms Dirichlet, but the performance difference is again significant only with
Rec.
When the performance of each CO run is compared to that of its corresponding +S run
(the two runs in each of the three run pairs), we observe that the overlap setting does have
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overlap=off overlap=on
Run rel ret Prec Rec MAP Prec Rec MAP
Okapi-CO-PTF 3 856 0.0624 0.2005 0.0235 0.0412 0.3035 0.0283
Okapi-+S-PTF 2 950 0.0597 0.1230 0.0178 0.0468 0.2680 0.0298
PCosine-CO-PTF 3 993 0.0663 0.2309 0.0243 0.0429 0.3390 0.0290
PCosine-+S-PTF 2 959 0.0632 0.1365 0.0189 0.0484 0.2859 0.0302
Dirichlet-CO-PTF 3 883 0.0605 0.1773 0.0229 0.0406 0.2704 0.0279
Dirichlet-+S-PTF 2 882 0.0605 0.1070 0.0174 0.0483 0.2425 0.0300
Table 6.7: Performance results for three CO and three +S runs submitted in the INEX 2005
FetchBrowse element-level retrieval strategy, obtained with measures in HiXEval and the 29
INEX 2005 CO+S topics. The rel ret values show the total number of relevant elements
retrieved by a run. Both overlap settings (on,off) are used by HiXEval for the element-level
retrieval strategy. For an overlap setting and a HiXEval measure, the best performing CO
run (the first of each pair of runs) is shown in bold.
an impact on the measured performance. When overlap is allowed (overlap=off), results
obtained from all measures show that the structural hints from the INEX 2005 CO+S topics
are not useful. However, when overlap is penalised (overlap=on), results show that using
structural hints brings better value in retrieving relevant information, which is reflected in
increased performance scores as measured by both Prec and MAP. With these measures,
the observed performance difference between each +S run and its corresponding CO run
is, however, not statistically significant. This suggests that using structural hints from the
INEX 2005 CO+S topics could be a useful feature in the FetchBrowse element-level retrieval
strategy, provided that the level of overlap among the retrieved elements is penalised by the
metric.
6.1.3 INEX 2005 CAS sub-task
The four retrieval strategies explored in the INEX 2005 CAS sub-task — SS, SV, VS, and
VV— represent the four possible combinations of interpreting both the target (the first letter)
and support (the second letter) elements. Trotman and Lalmas [2006a] perform an extensive
analysis of the performance of all the runs submitted to the INEX 2005 CAS sub-task, which
reveals that those retrieval strategies that share the same interpretation of the target element
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F@r
Run rel ret 10 25 50 MAP
SSCAS
SS-PTF 307 0.0411 0.0517 0.0658 0.0453
SS-TPF 307 0.0464 0.0547 0.0708 0.0472
SV-PTF 466 0.0271 0.0423 0.0539 0.0519
SV-TPF 466 0.0381 0.0467 0.0588 0.0550
SVCAS
SS-PTF 458 0.0619 0.0777 0.0959 0.0606
SS-TPF 458 0.0685 0.0801 0.1003 0.0623
SV-PTF 676 0.0233 0.0390 0.0534 0.0467
SV-TPF 676 0.0345 0.0461 0.0578 0.0494
VSCAS
nCRE-VS-PTF 483 0.0172 0.0308 0.0467 0.0286
nCRE-VS-TPF 483 0.0411 0.0448 0.0506 0.0318
nCRE-VV-PTF 706 0.0141 0.0271 0.0556 0.0465
nCRE-VV-TPF 706 0.0380 0.0412 0.0594 0.0492
VVCAS
nCRE-VS-PTF 772 0.0182 0.0410 0.0704 0.0418
nCRE-VS-TPF 772 0.0541 0.0639 0.0772 0.0440
nCRE-VV-PTF 1 492 0.0110 0.0261 0.0649 0.0582
nCRE-VV-TPF 1 492 0.0463 0.0555 0.0713 0.0627
Table 6.8: Performance results for CAS runs submitted in the INEX 2005 SS, SV, VS, and
VV retrieval strategies, obtained with measures in HiXEval. The rel ret values show the
total number of relevant elements retrieved by a run. The overlap=off setting is used by
HiXEval for each retrieval strategy. For a retrieval strategy and a HiXEval measure, the best
performing CAS run is shown in bold.
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correlate. In the following, we confirm their findings by analysing the retrieval performances
of our eight CAS runs. More specifically, we evaluate the performances of the four runs
that strictly interpret the target element under both the SS and the SV retrieval strategies;
likewise, we evaluate the performances of the four runs that vaguely interpret the target
element under both the VS and the VV retrieval strategies.
Table 6.8 shows evaluation results of our CAS runs obtained for each of the four retrieval
strategies using measures in the HiXEval metric. Here, the level of overlap among retrieved
elements is allowed (overlap=off). For the two retrieval strategies that strictly interpret the
target element (SS and SV), we observe that — with the three measures at rank cutoffs — the
best performing run in the SS strategy, when submitted to the SV strategy, again performs
best. On the other hand, we observe similar (but not identical) behaviour for the two
retrieval strategies that allow for a vague interpretation of the target element (VS and VV).
More specifically, with all but the F@50 measure, the best performing run in the VS strategy
also performs best when submitted to the VV strategy.
Table 6.8 also shows that the retrieval performance of our CAS runs that use the TPF
ranking heuristic combination is consistently better than that of runs using PTF, regardless of
the retrieval strategy or the evaluation measure used. Significant differences in performance
between runs implementing the two heuristic combinations are only observed with F@10 for
the VV retrieval strategy.
6.2 Multimedia retrieval scenario
The research activities carried out as part of the INEX 2005 Multimedia (MM) track are
briefly explained in Chapter 1 (Subsection 1.3.4). As an initial task, the INEX 2005 MM track
participants were asked to propose several topics that might represent typical information
needs expressed by users of the Lonely Planet document collection. For example, Figure 6.2
shows the full specification of the INEX 2005 MM topic 6 (proposed by the RMIT group),
which includes a query image as part of the topic title.
In the INEX 2005 MM track, the strict query interpretation (SS) was used to interpret
the retrieval topics. There are two types of elements in an INEX 2005 MM topic: a target
element, and support elements. The target element is the last element in the query path,
and specifies the element type that should be returned as an answer. Support elements
specify additional structural conditions that should be met by the topic. For the topic in
Figure 6.2, the target element of the query //destination//images//image indicates that
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<!DOCTYPE inex_topic SYSTEM "topic.dtd">
<inex_topic topic_id="mm6" inex_track="MM" query_type="CAS" ct_no="14">
<castitle>
//destination[about(., Europe) and about(.//culture//history, king queen)]
//images//image[about(., royal palace residence src:/images/BN7386_10.jpg)]
</castitle>
<description> From all European destinations that were ruled by either
a king or a queen in their cultural history, find images depicting a royal
palace residence. </description>
<narrative>We are a group of historians interested in royal palaces. We
want to visit destinations that contain at least one royal palace. We are
focused on European destinations that were ruled by either a king or a
queen in their cultural history. From these destinations, we want to find
images depicting a royal palace residence.</narrative>
</inex_topic>
Figure 6.2: INEX 2005 MM topic 6, with image BN7386 10.jpg, the Royal Palace in Norway,
in the target element.
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Topic category
1 (text-only) 2 (support-image) 3 (target-image)
Number of official topics 8 4 7
Number of extended topics 12 4 7
Table 6.9: Distribution of two types of INEX 2005 MM topics across three topic categories.
the elements of type image should be returned as answers. The support elements of the
query are //destination and //destination//culture//history.
In total, twenty-three MM topics that have corresponding relevance assessments were
formulated for the INEX 2005 MM test collection. They belong to three categories:
1. Topics that contain only text. This topic category does not include any image references
in either the target or the support elements;
2. Topics that contain a mixture of images and text, where the image reference is explicitly
included in the about clause of the support elements; and
3. Topics that contain a mixture of images and text, where the image reference is explicitly
included in the about clause of the target element.
The INEX 2005 MM relevance assessments were divided into two sets: official and ex-
tended. The official assessment set includes 19 topics whose target elements were exactly
matched with the relevant elements found in the relevance assessments. The extended as-
sessment set has 23 topics, where the target elements of the additional four topics did not
match the relevant elements found in their relevance assessments. These four topics were
misinterpreted during the assessment procedure. Table 6.9 shows the distribution of the two
types of INEX 2005 MM topics across the three topic categories. The topic example shown
in Figure 6.2 is an official topic, and it belongs to the third topic category. We use topics in
the official relevance assessment set to compare the retrieval performance of the submitted
runs in the INEX 2005 MM track.
We use measures from the HiXEval evaluation metric to evaluate the retrieval effectiveness
of our submitted runs. The reported scores are obtained from one measure at rank cutoffs
(P@r) and two overall performance measures (MAP and R-prec). These measures are described
in detail in Chapter 5 (Section 5.1).
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For the multimedia retrieval scenario, we use P@r and R-prec in order to determine the
best XML retrieval approach that does not retrieve too much non-relevant information. We
use measures biased towards precision for this retrieval scenario because elements that refer
to the actual images in the collection are highlighted as complete units, which is different from
the ad-hoc retrieval scenario where varying amount of relevant information can be highlighted
in an element. We use three rank cutoff vales with P@r: 1, 5, and 10, with the aim of finding
the XML retrieval approach that identifies most of these relevant multimedia elements among
the first ten retrieved elements. The TREC evaluation metric [Voorhees and Harman, 2005]
was adopted as an official evaluation metric at the INEX 2005 MM track. A comparative
analysis of the results obtained with P@r, MAP, and R-prec measures in HiXEval and their
corresponding measures in the TREC evaluation metric for all runs officially submitted by
participating groups in the INEX 2005 MM track is provided in Appendix C.
The HiXEval metric includes the weighting parameter that controls the level of overlap
among the retrieved elements. We use the setting overlap=off for the multimedia retrieval
scenario, which means that overlap among the retrieved elements is allowed. We also use
a t-test to check whether the observed difference in performance between a pair of runs is
statistically significant (p < 0.05).
Our goal in the multimedia retrieval scenario is to explore and analyse methods for
combining evidence from content-based image retrieval (CBIR) and content-oriented XML
retrieval. In the remainder of this section, we describe and evaluate the retrieval effectiveness
of a fusion system that combines evidence and ranks the query results based on text and
image similarity. The fusion system consists of two subsystems: the GNU Image Finding
Tool (GIFT),3 and the hybrid XML retrieval system. A technique for linear combination of
evidence is used to merge the relevance scores from the two subsystems. Six runs submitted
by our group are considered to evaluate the relative importance of image and content-based
text components. We also extend our work on the initially submitted runs to further examine
the parameter that influences the weighting scheme between the two subsystems.
6.2.1 XML retrieval approach
Our fusion system consists of two subsystems to obtain retrieval results for the INEX 2005
MM topics. Since the XML document structure serves as a semantic backbone for retrieving
the multimedia elements, we first use a system that utilises our hybrid approach to XML
3http://www.gnu.org/software/gift/
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retrieval to retrieve the relevant element answers. The GNU Image Finding Tool (GIFT) is
then used to retrieve the elements based on the visual features of the contained images.
We aim to achieve the chorus effect. According to Vogt and Cottrell [1998], “The cho-
rus effect occurs when several retrieval approaches suggest that an item is relevant to a
query [...] this tends to be stronger evidence for relevance than a single approach doing so”.
To achieve this, we use data fusion techniques to combine the evidence obtained from GIFT
and the hybrid XML retrieval system in three phases [Tsikrika and Lalmas, 2001]:
1. The collection selection phase identifies the document collection that is most likely to
contain relevant elements for the user queries.
2. The element selection phase determines the number of relevant elements to be retrieved
from the document collection.
3. The merging (or fusion) phase combines the evidence from multiple retrieval systems.
Phase one: Collection selection We view the Lonely Planet collection as having two
different groups of information items that are related to one another. The first group contains
the XML text documents (the Text-only collection), while the second contains images (the
Image-only collection). The XML text documents are used to process all the INEX 2005
MM topics, while the image data is only used for topics that belong to the second and the
third topic categories.
Phase two: Element selection In this phase, each subsystem retrieves elements (text
or images) and returns a list of retrieval status values (RSVs) presented in descending order of
their estimated likelihood of relevance. Only the first 250 top-ranked elements are returned
from our content-oriented hybrid XML retrieval system. For GIFT, the RSVs of all the
images in the collection are returned. In the following we explain how each subsystem is
used to generate RSVs for an INEX 2005 MM topic; the lists are later merged in phase three
to produce the final results.
Content-Based Image Retrieval The CBIR systems aim to retrieve images on the basis
of features automatically extracted from the images themselves. For example, the GIFT
system indexes an image collection by extracting image features and indexing them using an
inverted file data structure [Squire et al., 2000].
GIFT uses the HSV (Hue-Saturation-Value) colour space for local and global colour
features [Squire et al., 2000]. For extracting the image texture, a bank of circularly symmetric
Gabor filters is used. GIFT evaluates and calculates the query image and the target image
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Figure 6.3: Querying image BN7386 10.jpg using GIFT.
feature similarity based on the data from the inverted file. The query results are then
presented to the user in the form of a ranked list. GIFT also provides a mechanism to
perform relevance feedback; however, no relevance feedback was performed in this work.
For an INEX 2005 MM topic, we present the image listed in the source (src:) of the MM
query as a query image to GIFT. We use the default Classical IDF algorithm and set the
search pruning option to 100%. This allows us to perform a complete feature evaluation for
the query image, even though the query processing time is longer. We retrieved and ranked
all the images in the Lonely Planet collection.
Figure 6.3 shows a screenshot of the GIFT query using the sample image from the INEX
2005 MM topic 6 (shown in Figure 6.2). The query results are presented in Figure 6.4, where
the RSVs are ranked in descending order from left to right, and top to bottom.
Content-Oriented Hybrid XML Retrieval The subsystem used for text retrieval in the
multimedia retrieval scenario follows the hybrid XML retrieval approach, as described in
Subsection 6.1.1. For the INEX 2005 MM topics, we used our hybrid XML retrieval subsystem
as follows. First, each multimedia topic was automatically translated into a Zettair query.
Terms that appear in the castitle query of the topic (with all structural query constraints
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Figure 6.4: First twenty GIFT results for the image query shown in Figure 6.3.
and image references removed) were used to formulate the Zettair query. A list of (up to)
250 documents were presented in descending order according to their estimated likelihood of
relevance, with PCosine used as a default similarity measure. To retrieve elements rather
than full documents, a second topic translation module was used to formulate a query to
eXist. As the support and target elements in each topic were strictly matched, both the
terms and the structural query constraints (without the actual src image references) were
used to formulate the eXist query. The eXist OR query operator was used to generate the list
of matching elements for an INEX 2005 MM topic. This list contains at most 250 matching
elements, taken from documents that were highly ranked in the list of documents previously
returned by Zettair. Last, our post-processing CRE retrieval module was used to produce the
final list of RSVs. Since target elements in the INEX 2005 MM topics were strictly matched,
the CRE module did not use any of the two algorithms for identifying the preferable answer
granularity, while the TPF heuristic combination (described in Subsection 6.1.1) was used to
rank the final list of RSVs.
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Topic
Run ID Type Interpretation Retrieval system Collection β value
rmit-0 CAS SS Hybrid XML Text-only 0.0
rmit-1 CAS SS Hybrid XML & GIFT Text-only & Image-only 0.1
rmit-2 CAS SS Hybrid XML & GIFT Text-only & Image-only 0.3
rmit-3 CAS SS Hybrid XML & GIFT Text-only & Image-only 0.5
rmit-4 CAS SS Hybrid XML & GIFT Text-only & Image-only 0.9
rmit-5 CAS SS GIFT Image-only 1.0
Table 6.10: List of six RMIT CAS runs officially submitted in the INEX 2005 MM track.
Phase three: Merging evidence of CBIR and hybrid XML retrieval To fuse the
two RSV lists into a single ranked result list R for an INEX 2005 MM topic, we use a simple
linear combination of evidence [Aslandogan and Yu, 2000]:
R = β · SI + (1− β) · ST
Here, β is a weighting parameter (determines the weight of GIFT versus hybrid XML
retrieval), SI represents the image RSV obtained from GIFT, and ST is the RSV of the same
image obtained from the hybrid XML retrieval system. For example, when the value of β
is set to 1, only the RSVs from GIFT are used. On the other hand, only the hybrid XML
retrieval RSVs are used when the value of β is set to 0.
Runs
To investigate the effect of giving certain biases to a system, we vary the β value between
0 to 1. For the INEX 2005 MM track, we officially submitted six runs with the β value
set to 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. Table 6.10 lists our six INEX 2005 MM
retrieval runs, and shows the different values for the parameter β along with the systems and
collections used for each run.
6.2.2 INEX 2005 MM task
Evaluation results for our six runs officially submitted in the INEX 2005 MM track are
presented in this subsection, by using the 19 topics that belong to the official INEX 2005
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HiXEval
Run rel ret P@1 P@5 P@10 MAP R-Prec
rmit-0 202 0.3498 0.2668 0.2179 0.1952 0.2485
rmit-1 202 0.3491 0.2669 0.2177 0.1958 0.2485
rmit-2 202 0.3465 0.2664 0.2216 0.1960 0.2479
rmit-3 202 0.3488 0.2563 0.2176 0.1953 0.2479
rmit-4 202 0.4014 0.2358 0.1938 0.1930 0.2429
rmit-5 202 0.3626 0.2150 0.1671 0.1700 0.1935
Table 6.11: Performance results for six RMIT runs officially submitted in the INEX 2005
MM track, obtained with the P@r (values 1, 5, and 10), MAP and R-Prec measures in HiXEval.
The 19 official INEX 2005 MM topics are used for evaluation. The rel ret values show the
total number of relevant elements retrieved by a run. Best run performances obtained under
each measure are shown in bold.
MM test collection. We also present results obtained from our additional runs that reflect
various values for the weighting parameter β.
Official RMIT runs
Table 6.11 shows the performance results of the six RMIT runs officially submitted in the
INEX 2005 MM track. At one element retrieved, the highest precision among the RMIT runs
is observed for run rmit-4 (with the value for β = 0.9); however, no significant differences in
performance are observed with P@1 between this run and each of the other five runs. With
P@5, the best performance is achieved by rmit-3 (β = 0.5), although in this case combining
evidence from text and image at the same weight leads to similar performance as when β
values of 0.0, 0.1 and 0.3 are used (reflected by the observed performance of runs rmit-0 to
rmit-3). No significant differences in performance are also observed between the run pairs
in this case. The best performance with P@10 is achieved with the run rmit-2 (β = 0.3),
which also produces the best performance with MAP. With these two measures, significant
difference in performance is only observed between this run and run rmit-5 (β = 1.0). With
R-prec, runs rmit-0 and rmit-1 perform best and exhibit almost identical performance. As
with MAP, significant differences in performance are again observed between each of these two
runs and run rmit-5.
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Figure 6.5: Evaluation of the overall performance of six RMIT runs officially submitted in
the INEX 2005 MM track, using HiXEval.
The graph in Figure 6.5 shows interpolated average precision values calculated at 11
standard recall levels for the six officially submitted RMIT runs, which were obtained with
the HiXEval metric. The four RMIT runs (rmit-0, rmit-1, rmit-2, rmit-3) produce the
best (and almost identical) overall performances, while as reported previously the rmit-4
run performs best at low recall levels. A constant performance can be seen for all the runs
at recall level 0.8 and above.
Additional RMIT runs
To analyse the changes in performance when the parameter β varies between 0 and 1, we
performed additional runs at β intervals of 0.05. Figure 6.6 shows the performance of our
runs for 20 different values of the parameter β, as measured by the three precision measures
(P@1, P@5 and P@10) in HiXEval. We observe that the best performance under P@1 is achieved
with two β values: 0.85 and 0.9. However, the differences in performance achieved with each
of these two values to that achieved with any of the other β values are observed only for
one topic, and are therefore not statistically significant. The best performance under P@5 is
achieved when β = 0.4, but the differences with the other β values are again not statistically
significant. With P@10, the best performance is achieved with six β values that fall in the
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Figure 6.6: Performance results for additional RMIT runs obtained with Precision at rank
cut-offs 1, 5 and 10 in HiXEval, as parameter β varies from 0.0 to 1.0.
range 0.15 ≤ β ≤ 0.4. Here, we observe significant differences in performance between each
of these six β values and the value β = 1.0.
The highest MAP performance is achieved when β = 0.25, which can be seen in Figure 6.7.
With MAP, the differences in performance observed between the optimal and the other β
values are not statistically significant. The highest R-prec performance is achieved with the
four values of β less or equal to 0.15. Figure 6.7 also illustrates the R-Prec performance
using the range of 20 values for the β parameter. Here, significant differences in performance
are observed between each of these four β values and the values β = 0.95 and β = 1.0.
The above evaluation results show that the precision of the content-oriented XML retrieval
system benefits by using some evidence from a CBIR system; indeed, as measured by both
P@10 and R-prec, increasing the weight of the hybrid XML retrieval system component in
the fusion system (0 < β ≤ 0.4) yields significantly better performance than when the GIFT
subsystem is used in isolation (β = 1), and at the same time it achieves better performance
than that achieved by the hybrid XML retrieval system. When only a CBIR system is used
to retrieve the multimedia elements, performance is poor.
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Figure 6.7: Performance results for additional RMIT runs obtained with MAP and R-prec in
HiXEval, as parameter β varies from 0.0 to 1.0.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated the effectiveness of different XML retrieval approaches
when considering two distinct scenarios of XML retrieval: the ad-hoc retrieval scenario,
and the multimedia retrieval scenario. For each XML retrieval scenario, we have presented
evaluation results obtained with measures in the HiXEval evaluation metric.
In the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, we have tested three similarity measures, two ways of
identifying the appropriate element granularity, and two XML-specific ranking heuristics
under different retrieval strategies in both the CO+S and the CAS sub-tasks. For the CO+S
sub-task, significantly better performance is achieved when our retrieval module returns 50 or
less LCA answer elements (oCRE), and not when more specific answer elements are retrieved
in addition to the LCA elements (nCRE). Moreover, after returning the same number of
elements, a significantly better value in retrieving relevant information is achieved when the
retrieval module uses the heuristic combination that first ranks those answers that contain
most of the distinct query terms (TPF) than with the heuristic combination that ranks more
specific answers first (PTF). Using structural hints in the CO+S topics does not lead to
more precise search; however, we have observed that structural hints improve both early and
overall precision only for those retrieval strategies that do not allow overlapping elements
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to be retrieved. More specifically, at ten or less elements retrieved the Focussed retrieval
strategy benefits significantly from the structural hints, whereas structural hints could also be
useful for the FetchBrowse element-level retrieval strategy. There is no visible performance
improvement when using the structural hints in the Thorough retrieval strategy. For the
CAS sub-task we have observed that, regardless of the way the constraints in a CAS topic are
interpreted, the TPF ranking heuristic produces consistently better performance than the PTF
ranking heuristic. Importantly, for the CAS sub-task we have verified the previous finding
by Trotman and Lalmas [2006a] that the structure component of INEX 2005 CAS topics
should only be interpreted in two different ways: one that allows for strict interpretation of
the target element, and another that allows for its vague interpretation.
In the multimedia retrieval scenario, we have investigated the retrieval performance of our
approach of combining evidence from a content-oriented XML retrieval system and a content-
based image retrieval system, using a linear combination of evidence. We have submitted six
runs for official evaluation in the INEX 2005 MM retrieval task, which reflect the six relative
weights of 0 to 1 for the combining parameter β. We also carried out additional runs to
examine the effect of varying the parameter used for the linear combination of evidence (β).
Having β = 0.25 leads to the highest MAP, and the best R-prec values are when β is less or
equal to 0.15. We conclude that a CBIR system needs significant support from a text-based
system to effectively retrieve the desired images in a collection. Conversely, retrieving images
based only on the surrounding text can be achieved without using a CBIR system, but better
retrieval performance will be observed if some evidence from a CBIR system is incorporated.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis we have addressed several fundamental questions in XML information retrieval.
We focussed on how information retrieval and database approaches could be combined for
effective XML retrieval; how relevance should be defined in XML retrieval; how the effec-
tiveness of XML retrieval systems should be evaluated; and how information retrieval from
XML document collections can be used in different application scenarios. In this chapter, we
summarise our findings and draw conclusions from the results of our experiments. We also
outline future research that may build on the work described in this thesis.
7.1 Hybrid approach for effective XML retrieval
In Chapter 3 we investigated the implications that arise when three retrieval approaches, a
full-text information retrieval approach using Zettair, a native XML database using eXist,
and a hybrid approach that combines text search with XML-specific retrieval features, are
applied to XML retrieval. The retrieval effectiveness of each approach was evaluated on the
CO and the CAS topics of two test collections (INEX 2003 and 2004) and on different XML
retrieval tasks, using measures from the official INEX evaluation metric.
The two cases of relevance assessments, General and Specific, identified as a result of
our analysis of the INEX 2003 and 2004 relevance assessments, can be used to approximate
different XML retrieval tasks. We showed that the parameters and the performance of the
three XML retrieval approaches can vary widely, depending on which particular task is used.
Moreover, the knowledge of the existing topic category (such as Broad or Narrow) can, for
some retrieval tasks, also influence the optimal choice of retrieval parameters.
We demonstrated that, on the INEX 2003 and 2004 CO and CAS topics, the full-text in-
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formation retrieval approach can be used to effectively retrieve the highly relevant documents
residing in the IEEE XML document collection. This is particularly true for the General
retrieval task and for retrieval topics that belong to the Broad topic category. However, due
to its inability to index and retrieve more specific elements, the full-text information retrieval
approach is not useful for the Specific retrieval task, and particularly not for the retrieval
topics that belong to the Narrow topic category. The native XML database approach, on
the other hand, is the least effective XML retrieval approach. We identified two factors that
influence this performance behaviour: first, it does not have the ability to locate the likely
relevant documents early in the retrieval process; and second, it retrieves only the most
specific (matching) elements, without being able to identify and rank the preferable units of
retrieval.
We showed that our hybrid XML retrieval approach combines the best features from these
two approaches. We explored both the technological and the retrieval modelling aspects of the
hybrid approach, and presented a range of methods that dynamically identify the appropriate
level of answer granularity and rank the final answers. The results of our experiments on the
INEX 2003 and 2004 test collections — using both the CO and the CAS topics, the three
cases of relevance assessments, and the two topic categories — have demonstrated that the
hybrid approach successfully addresses the issues previously identified with the other two
approaches, and yields robust and effective content-oriented XML retrieval.
In future, the algorithms in our retrieval module could be better adapted to particular
retrieval tasks or user models. More specifically, it would be worthwhile to investigate whether
including the knowledge of structural roles could have a positive impact on the preferred
granularity of answer elements. A structural role may be used to group contextually similar
elements in an XML document collection [Wolff et al., 2000]. This essentially enables a query
term, which may be used to describe one or more semantic concepts, to also be associated with
one or more roles. For example, if a user wants to search an XML document collection to find
scientific articles written by a particular author, the author’s name may be enclosed within
<first author> or <cited author> element tags. Two semantic concepts can therefore
be distinguished from this example, resulting in two different roles: a role Authors, which
recognises the author’s name as being an author of the document; and a role Citations,
which recognises the name as being an author of a research work that has been cited in the
document. In such situations, the XML retrieval system can either further interact with the
user by allowing them to choose the desired group of contextually similar elements (that is,
the desired role), or it can limit the granularity of the presented answers by retrieving those
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elements which only belong to the role that has been dynamically determined as the most
appropriate. It is the latter choice that we hope to continue to further investigate, develop,
and include in our retrieval module. We believe that this could also be a useful research
activity for the XML document mining task.
In addition, the efficiency of our hybrid approach could be improved by incorporating full-
text information retrieval features in eXist. By implementing a relevance ranking scheme in
eXist, it would be possible to investigate whether or not it would be more efficient — as well
as more effective — solution than the current hybrid approach. In particular, extending the
current eXist indexing scheme, in order to implement the theoretical similarity framework
introduced in Appendix A, would provide an experimental research environment where the
effectiveness of various XML information retrieval approaches could be consistently evaluated
and compared.
7.2 New relevance definition for XML retrieval
In Chapter 4 we revisited the definition of relevance in the context of XML retrieval by
performing an extensive analysis of the common assessor and user understanding of the
two INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions. We proposed a topical-hierarchical relevance
definition for XML retrieval, and, through mappings between its relevance scale and the
corresponding relevance scales of the two INEX 2004 and 2005 relevance definitions, we
demonstrated the usefulness of the new relevance definition for XML retrieval.
While studying the INEX 2004 relevance, we analysed the overall assessor and user be-
haviour, and we reported the level of assessor and user agreement when judging relevant
elements for two topics used in the INEX 2004 Interactive track. In Appendix B we also
analysed the user attitude towards retrieving overlapping relevant elements for the two top-
ics. We were able to draw the following conclusions in relation to the INEX 2004 relevance
definition:
• Users found most of the relevant elements for both topics to reside in the E1S1, E2S2,
and the E3S3 relevance points, which showed that the predominant correlations between
the grades of the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions were between the corresponding
grades of each dimension. Similar findings were observed when analysing the overall
assessor behaviour on the 34 INEX 2004 CO topics. This led to the conclusion that users
and assessors did not perceive the two INEX 2004 relevance dimensions as orthogonal
dimensions.
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• The highest level of agreement between the assessor and the users in both topic cases
was respectively on highly relevant (E3S3) and on non-relevant (E0S0) elements, which
showed that the end points of the INEX 2004 10-point relevance scale were clearly
perceived. However, the other points of the scale were not perceived as clearly.
• In both topic cases, our analysis of the level of overlap among the elements judged as
relevant by users revealed that users did not like overlapping elements to appear in the
list of answer elements.
To investigate the common assessor understanding of the INEX 2005 relevance, we studied
the overall assessor behaviour on the 29 CO and 34 VVCAS INEX 2005 topics, and performed
an analysis of the level of assessor agreement on the five topics that were double-judged at
INEX 2005. We observed the following outcomes:
• On average, INEX 2005 assessors judged the too small elements to be the most common,
to be the smallest in size, and to contain the highest proportion of relevant information.
The highly exhaustive elements were judged to be the least common, to be the largest in
size, and to contain the smallest proportion of relevant information, while the partially
exhaustive elements were judged to lie in between. A closer look at the too small element
distribution revealed some inconsistencies in connection to this relevance grade, which
suggested that INEX 2005 assessors had their own interpretations of what too small
means.
• At document level, the assessor agreement on non-zero documents (those documents
considered relevant by both assessors, irrespective of their relevance grades) varied
from 19% to 76%, with mean document-level agreement of 39%. At element level, the
assessor agreement on non-zero elements varied from 12% to 49%, with mean element-
level agreement of 24%.
• On average, only 58% of the elements judged to be too small by the first assessor
were also confirmed to be too small by the second assessor, while a very high percent-
age (94%) of the elements judged to be highly specific by the first assessor were also
confirmed to be highly specific by the second assessor. This led to the conclusion that
INEX 2005 assessors clearly agreed on the highlighted relevant content, and it also con-
firmed our previous conjecture that assessors did not agree on the exact interpretation
of too small.
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The above findings, obtained from our empirical analysis of the two INEX 2004 and 2005
relevance definitions, revealed that a much simpler relevance definition would have been a
preferable choice for INEX and the field of XML retrieval. We have presented one such
relevance definition for XML retrieval, which is founded on empirical results obtained from
interactive XML retrieval experiments, and which uses a five-graded nominal scale to assess
the relevance of an XML element. We have demonstrated that the newly proposed relevance
scale was successfully used for the purposes of Task C in the Interactive track at INEX 2005,
where users did not find it to be very hard to use. By analysing results from the topics judged
by both the assessors at INEX 2005 and the users participating in the INEX 2005 Interactive
track, we were also able to empirically establish a mapping between our new relevance scale
and the continuous Specificity scale used at INEX 2005.
A future research direction would be to investigate whether and to what extent the two
relevance dimensions in our topical-hierarchical relevance definition are orthogonal. Indeed,
the first dimension is based on topical relevance, and uses three relevance grades (highly
relevant, relevant, and not relevant), while the second dimension is based on the intrinsic
hierarchical relationships among the XML elements, and it also uses three relevance grades
(too large, just right, and too small). For the mapping used by our experiments in this thesis,
we have implicitly assumed that the three grades from the second relevance dimension can be
straightforwardly deduced from the amount of highlighted text in the relevant element. We
expect that elaborate user studies would be needed to empirically establish this relationship.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate different mappings between the four
grades assigned to relevant elements by our new relevance scale and different ranges in the
continuous Specificity scale. This would allow the new relevance definition to easily adapt
to different retrieval tasks or user models. In addition, an interesting future prospect would
also be to investigate whether the overlap problem could be modelled with our new relevance
definition, by using a separate relevance dimension based on novel relevance.
7.3 Highlighting XML retrieval evaluation
In Chapter 5 we presented HiXEval, a new evaluation metric for XML retrieval. Through
investigating the retrieval performance of seven simulated runs, we carried out fidelity tests
to show what is measured by the new metric. We performed a correlation analysis of the
rank orderings obtained by measures in HiXEval and two XCG metrics, which showed that the
metrics measure similar retrieval behaviour. Results from our reliability tests demonstrated
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that HiXEval is as stable as the two XCG metrics at predicting relative system behaviour on
previously unobserved topics.
Two retrieval tasks were taken into account in our fidelity tests: a system-oriented task,
where all the (overlapping) judged relevant elements were considered during evaluation; and
a user-oriented task, where only selected (non-overlapping) judged relevant elements were
considered. For the system-oriented task, we also measured the retrieval performance in
two separate evaluation cases: the case of overlap=on, where retrieving overlapping relevant
information was penalised by the metric; and the case of overlap=off, where retrieving
overlapping relevant information was allowed. With our fidelity tests, we demonstrated that
HiXEval can be used to measure the usefulness of passage retrieval compared to element
retrieval in identifying relevant information. We found that overall passage retrieval is more
useful than element retrieval. However, we also demonstrated the usefulness of element
retrieval compared to passage retrieval when 10 or fewer non-overlapping relevant answers
need to be identified.
When overlap was penalised by HiXEval, identifying and retrieving all the (overlapping)
relevant elements in the recall-base did not result in the best retrieval value. Indeed, we
demonstrated that in this case better value in retrieving relevant information was achieved
by identifying the (non-overlapping) best entry point elements, or alternatively, by identifying
the (overlapping) exact answer elements. When overlap was allowed by HiXEval, the best
overall retrieval value was indeed achieved by identifying all the relevant elements in the
recall-base, although significantly better precision was observed for the case where only the
exact answer elements were retrieved.
We also analysed the usefulness of HiXEval versus two XCG metrics when applied to XML
retrieval experiments. First, we examined how the run orderings obtained from the HiXEval
measures compare to the run orderings obtained when using measures from the two XCG
metrics. We then tested the reliability of HiXEval, by investigating whether it was as stable
as the two XCG metrics at distinguishing between different XML retrieval approaches. We
observed strong correlations between the rank orderings obtained by measures in HiXEval
and those obtained by measures in the two XCG metrics, and showed that HiXEval meets all
the requirements needed for an unbiased and reliable XML retrieval evaluation.
In future, the HiXEval evaluation behaviour could further be investigated when the
weighted parameter α — used by the metric to determine how the retrieved overlapping
information is considered — takes values in the range 0 < α < 1. Indeed, in our experiments
we only used two values for the α parameter, corresponding to the two extremes of this range.
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We suspect, however, that detailed user studies might be needed to justify the usage of the
fractional α values.
Recently, Kazai and Lalmas [2006b] have performed extensive experiments to investigate
the effect that varying relevance assessments [Voorhees, 2000] and topic set sizes [Voorhees
and Buckley, 2002] have on the observed outcome of the XCG evaluation measures. Due to the
relatively small topic set sizes used in INEX since 2002, we did not purse such experiments
involving HiXEval measures in this thesis. However, we plan to investigate the outcome
of the HiXEval measures by pursuing similar experiments in future, particularly using the
INEX 2006 Wikipedia test collection, which is expected to contain a large set of retrieval
topics.
Another interesting prospect would be to compare the measures in the HiXEval metric
to those used in the inex eval ng metric [Go¨vert et al., 2006], provided that the latter
metric is defined to utilise the information about the highlighted relevant content in an
element (instead of assuming uniform distribution of relevant content). In such a scenario,
the precision definitions used by the two metrics would be almost identical, given that both
metrics use Specificity to define precision. However, the recall definitions would be very
different, since inex eval ng uses Exhaustivity to define recall, whereas HiXEval defines
recall as a fraction of relevant information retrieved. One future direction would therefore
be to investigate the impact of the recall component (as defined by the two metrics) on the
XML retrieval performance.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate whether and to what extent different
browsing user behaviours could be modelled by HiXEval, similar to those modelled by the
EPRUM metric [Piwowarski, 2006]. However, as with EPRUM, we expect that detailed
investigation into the behavioural parameters might be needed before the metric could be
applied without any controversy.
7.4 Application scenarios of XML retrieval
In Chapter 6 we analysed the behaviour of different XML retrieval approaches in two distinct
scenarios of XML retrieval: the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, exploring the activities carried out
as part of the INEX 2005 Ad-hoc track; and the multimedia retrieval scenario, exploring
the activities carried out as part of the INEX 2005 Multimedia (MM) track. For each XML
retrieval scenario, we presented evaluation results obtained with measures in the HiXEval
evaluation metric.
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In the ad-hoc retrieval scenario, we investigated the retrieval performance of our hybrid
XML retrieval approach that combines three similarity measures, with two ways of identi-
fying the appropriate answer granularity, and two XML-specific heuristics to rank the final
answers. For the INEX 2005 CO+S sub-task, we observed that — at 50 or fewer elements
retrieved — significantly better performance is achieved when our retrieval module identifies
only contextual answer elements (oCRE), and not when most specific answer elements (nCRE)
are additionally identified. The heuristic combination that first ranks those answers that con-
tain most of the distinct query terms (TPF) achieved significantly better retrieval value for the
CO+S sub-task than the heuristic combination that ranks more specific answers first (PTF).
Using structural hints in the CO+S topics did not lead to more precise search; however, we
observed that structural hints improve both early and overall precision only for those retrieval
strategies that do not allow overlapping elements to be retrieved. More specifically — at ten
or fewer elements retrieved — the Focussed retrieval strategy benefits significantly from the
structural hints, whereas structural hints could be useful for the FetchBrowse element-level
retrieval strategy when overlap is penalised by the metric. For the CAS sub-task we have
made two observations: first, regardless of the way the constraints in a CAS topic are in-
terpreted, the TPF ranking heuristic produces consistently better performance than the PTF
ranking heuristic; and second, we have verified the previous finding by Trotman and Lalmas
[2006a] that the structure component in an INEX 2005 CAS topic should only be interpreted
in two different ways: one that allows for strict interpretation of the target element, and
another that allows for its vague interpretation.
In the multimedia retrieval scenario, we investigated the retrieval performance of our
approach of combining evidence from a content-oriented XML retrieval system and a content-
based image retrieval (CBIR) system, using a linear combination of evidence. We submitted
six runs for official evaluation in the INEX 2005 MM track, which reflect the six relative
weights for the combining parameter β (in the range between 0 and 1). We also carried
out additional runs to examine the effect of varying the parameter β used for the linear
combination of evidence. We were able to make the following conclusions for the multimedia
retrieval scenario:
• A CBIR system needs significant support from a text-based system to effectively re-
trieve the desired images in a collection; and
• Retrieving images based only on the surrounding text can be achieved without using a
CBIR system, but better retrieval performance will be observed if some evidence from
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a CBIR system is incorporated.
In Appendix C we presented a comparison of results obtained with measures from our
new metric to those obtained with measures from the TRECeval metric, which was used as an
official metric in the INEX 2005 MM track. Our fusion XML retrieval system demonstrated
the best overall performance, as measured with P@5, P@10, MAP and R-Prec in TRECeval.
We evaluated the retrieval performance of all the submitted runs using measures in our own
HiXEval metric, where we observed slightly different performance behaviour.
In future, the XML retrieval behaviour could be analysed in a heterogeneous retrieval
scenario, where information residing in heterogeneous XML document collections needs to
be retrieved. More specifically, while participating in the INEX Heterogeneous track, our
hybrid XML retrieval approach and the HiXEvalmetric could be used to address the following
research questions:
• With CO requests, what methods are feasible for retrieving elements that represent
preferable answers?
• Should the data be organised (and indexed) as a single heterogeneous collection, or is
it better to treat this collection as a set of homogeneous sub-collections?
• What are appropriate evaluation criteria for heterogeneous XML document collections?
In addition to the above activities, an interesting future research direction would be
the participation in the INEX User-case studies track, where in a joint effort the groups
participating in this track would be able to establish who the real users of XML retrieval
are, what are their actual work tasks, and why might they prefer XML retrieval over other
retrieval technologies.
7.5 Conclusion summary
In this thesis we have addressed many fundamental questions surrounding XML information
retrieval. In particular, we have focussed on the way information retrieval and database
approaches can be combined for effective XML retrieval; the way relevance can be defined in
XML retrieval; and the way the effectiveness of XML retrieval systems can be evaluated. We
also demonstrated that, due to the increasing adoption of XML on the World Wide Web and
elsewhere, information retrieval from XML document collections has the potential to be used
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in many application scenarios. For future work, we plan to investigate the flexibility of XML
retrieval and the extent to which it can be adapted to a particular retrieval task or a user
model. This, we believe, would justify its usage in the ever-growing number of interactive
search systems.
Appendix A
A similarity framework for XML
retrieval
In this appendix, we describe a modular similarity framework for XML retrieval that, by
adopting a systematic nomenclature for the ranking term statistics, allows for a consistent
representation of different XML retrieval approaches. The proposed similarity framework is
by no means comprehensive; indeed, it is our goal to demonstrate that it is possible to define
a “unified and controllable” environment that could be used to theoretically model different
XML retrieval approaches [Amer-Yahia and Lalmas, 2006].
A.1 Motivation
In XML retrieval, the similarity score of a document component to a query is either calculated
or constructed. Many similarity measures for calculating the component scores have been
proposed, and almost all extend one of the three major information retrieval (IR) models:
the vector space model, the probabilistic model, or the language model. To construct the
score of a document component, the XML retrieval approaches often utilise some means
of propagating the (previously calculated) scores of its descendant components. Regardless
of the approach used, the final result is a numeric score assigned to a retrieved document
component, indicating how closely it matches the query.
We propose a similarity framework for XML retrieval that is able to model these and
possibly other retrieval approaches. Our work is largely inspired by and represents, in many
ways, an extension of a previous work on flat document retrieval due to Zobel and Moffat
[1998]. In their work, Zobel and Moffat investigated various facets of a similarity measure,
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and proposed an eight-way orthogonal decomposition that allows similarity measures to be
specified as points in this eight-space. We show that the same eight-way orthogonal decom-
position is sufficient for representing the XML retrieval models that calculate the document
component scores. However, we also show that more dimensions may be needed to represent
models that construct the component scores. We start with a brief overview of the TF/IDF
ranking model used in traditional IR, and discuss how it can be extended for XML retrieval.
A.2 TF/IDF ranking model
Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [1999] define the concept “intra-cluster similarity” as the sum
of features that better describe the objects in one set A from the remaining objects in the
collection C, and the concept “inter-cluster dissimilarity” as the sum of features that better
distinguish the objects in the set A from the remaining objects in the collection C.
In most IR models, notably the vector space model, intra-cluster similarity is derived
by measuring the raw frequency of a term t inside a document d. Such term frequency is
usually referred to as the TF factor and provides a measure of how well the term describes the
document contents. Conversely, inter-cluster dissimilarity is derived by measuring the inverse
of the frequency of a term t among all the documents in the collection. This factor is usually
referred to as inverse document frequency, or the IDF factor. It reflects the fact that terms
appearing in many documents are not very useful for distinguishing relevant documents from
non-relevant ones. There is another important factor, however, which concerns the document
length. The longer the document, the more likely it is to contain a wider variety of terms.
Thus, some documents could be judged more relevant simply because they are longer. To
cater for this effect, the similarity measure is usually normalised for the document size. This
factor is referred to as inverse document length, or the IDL factor.
For the purpose of XML retrieval, we adopt the meaning of the TF factor as an indication
of how well a query term describes the contents of a document component within the collec-
tion. Similarly, for the IDF factor (sometimes referred to as IEF) we measure the inverse of
the frequency of a query term among all the document components in the XML document
collection. However, as we discuss later, mainly due to the overlap problem the IEF factor
can sometimes be distorted, and appropriate techniques for combining scores may need to
be used to address this anomaly. To incorporate the IDL factor, we consider the size of
a document component, by normalising the similarity score with the measure of its length
(which usually reflects the total number of term occurrences in the document component).
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Term statistics for ranked XML retrieval
An XML document comprises one or more document components. The document compo-
nents — often referred to as nodes — are separated into different types, such as element,
text, attribute, processing instruction, or comment nodes. The plain document text usually
resides in the text nodes. A text node can be contained (as often is the case) by one or more
element nodes. Element nodes may have different names assigned to their (start or end)
tags.1 There are many cases when these names add a lightweight semantics to the content
stored in the element node. A term is an identified concept within a text node or a query,
commonly taken as a word, a word-pair, or a phrase.
Almost all XML similarity measures are based on fundamental statistics derived from the
XML document collection. These statistics represent information about the distribution of
terms within document components and within the collection as a whole. For the purpose
of ranked XML retrieval, we build upon the notation for the term statistics used for flat
document collections, as originally proposed by Zobel and Moffat [1998]. We use, however,
four different notations for the ranking term statistics, depending on the context where
these statistics apply; for example, we use a notation for global term statistics when the
statistics apply to the context of the query and the collection as a whole, and notations
for document, text-node, and element-node term statistics, when the statistics apply to the
context of documents, text nodes, or to element nodes, respectively.
Global term statistics In the following we provide a notation for the term statistics that
apply to the context of the query and the collection as a whole.
• q, a query.
• t, a term.
• F , the total number of term occurrences in the collection.
• Fu, the number of unique (distinct) terms in the collection.
• for each term t:
– Ft, the total number of occurrences of the term t in the collection;
– fq,t, the frequency of t in query q.
1Text nodes, unlike element nodes, do not have names. To retrieve text nodes, unique identifiers initially
assigned to number each text node are often used.
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• for the query q:
– fq = |q|, the query length;
– fmq , the largest fq,t of any term in the query q.
Within the global context, we denote the following sets:
• T , the set of distinct terms in the collection; and
• Tq, the set of distinct terms in the query.
Document term statistics In the following we provide a notation for the term statistics
that apply to the context of whole documents.
• d, a document.
• ND, the number of all the documents in the collection.
• For each term t:
– fd,t, the frequency of t in the document d;
– ND,t, the number of documents containing the term t.
• For each document d:
– fd = |d|, the total number of term occurrences in d;
– fmd , the largest fd,t of any term in d.
Within the document context, we denote the following sets:
• D, the set of all the documents in the collection;
• Dt, the set of documents containing term t;
• Td, the set of distinct terms in the document d, and Tq,d = Tq ∩ Td.
Text-node term statistics In the following we provide a notation for the term statistics
that apply to the context of text nodes.
• p, a text node.2
2The p notation is derived from the XML notation PCDATA, meaning that only textual information is
stored in the node
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• NP , the total number of all the text nodes in the collection.
• for each term t:
– fp,t, the frequency of t in the text node p;
– NP,t, the number of text nodes containing the term t (irrespective of the number
of term occurrences in each text node).
• for each text node p:
– fp = |p|, the total number of term occurrences in p;
– fmp , the largest fp,t of any term in p.
Within the text-node context, we denote the following sets:
• P, the set of all the text nodes;
• Pt, the set of all the text nodes containing the term t;
• Tp, the set of distinct terms in the text node p, and Tq,p = Tq ∩ Tp.
Element-node term statistics In the following we provide a notation for the term statistics
that apply to the context of element nodes.
• e, an element node.
• NE , the total number of all the element nodes in the collection.
• NEn , the total number of all the element nodes with a qualified name n.
• for each term t:
– fe,t, the frequency of t in the element node e;
– NE,t, the number of element nodes containing the term t;
– NEn,t, the number of element nodes with a qualified name n containing t.
• for each element node e:
– fe = |e|, the total number of term occurrences in e;
– fme , the largest fe,t of any term in e.
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Within the element-node context, we denote the following sets:
• De, the set of descendant text nodes for an element node e;
• E , the set of all element nodes in the collection;
• Et, the set of element nodes containing term t;
• En, the set of element nodes with a qualified name n;
• En,t, the set of element nodes with a qualified name n containing t;
• Te, the set of distinct terms in the element node e, and Tq,e = Tq ∩ Te.
A.3 Similarity framework
Conceptually, our similarity framework comprises three separate parts: a document similarity
part, a text-node similarity part, and an element-node similarity part.
1. Document similarity part. This part is used to calculate query-document similarity
scores on the basis of an estimate of how relevant the documents are to the information
need expressed by the query. The resulting documents are then ranked by descending
order of their similarity scores. Different IR retrieval models are supported in this part.
2. Text-node similarity part. Same as the document similarity part, except that here
similarity scores are calculated between a text node and a query.
3. Element-node similarity part. This part is used to either calculate or construct the
similarity score between an element node and a query. Different approaches for calcu-
lating or constructing the element-node scores are supported in this part. For example,
the vector space retrieval model may be used for calculating the element node scores,
while a function of the distance that separates each (element-node, text-node) pair in
the document tree may be used for constructing the element node scores. Similarity
scores for text nodes, obtained from the text-node similarity part, are used in the latter
example to construct the element-node scores.
We continue with a detailed description of each of the above three parts.
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Document similarity part
The similarity Sq,d of a document to a query, indicating how closely the document and the
query match, is usually combined from the following concepts: the document term weight wd,t
(the importance of each term in the document), the query term weight wq,t (the importance
of that term in the query), and Wd and Wq, which respectively represent the length of the
document and the query. Table A.1 shows a range of combining similarity functions Sq,d.
Note the alphabetic labels that have been assigned to each function, which are used for later
reference.
Table A.2 shows the formulations we consider for calculating the term weight wt, also
known as the IDF factor. We use three different notations, depending on the context (docu-
ment, text-node, or element-node) where the term weight applies. For the document context,
the higher the value of the term weight, the more useful that term is in distinguishing the
likely relevant documents for a given query.
Once the term weight is determined, the next crucial step is to decide where it should
be used: in constructing the document term weight (wd,t), in constructing the query term
weight (wq,t), or in both. The two methods for using the term weight are shown in Table A.3.
The goal of using the term weight in either or both of the above quantities is to bias the
TF factor, which we refer to as relative term frequency. This quantity reflects the effect of
a term that is frequent in either the document or the query. The formulations of different
relative term frequencies we consider in our similarity framework — denoted as rd,t for the
document context, rp,t for the text node context, re,t for the element node context, and rq,t
for the query context — are shown in Table A.4.
Table A.5 shows formulations of document length Wd and query length Wq, which are
used to normalise the similarity score between the document and the query. This is known
as IDL factor, which allows a longer document containing many query term appearances to
be no more relevant than a shorter document containing only a few term appearances. The
length of a document (or a document component) can be quantified in many different ways;
Table A.5 describes some of them. For example, the first formulation may be more suited
in the text-node context, since it is reasonable to assume that the text-node lengths are
fairly uniformly distributed in an XML document collection. On the other hand, the pivoted
method may be more suited in both the document and the element-node contexts, given that
documents and elements can have a very diverse length distribution [Kamps et al., 2005].
Tables A.1 to A.5 provide several components that may be combined to produce different
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Formulation
Description Document Text node Element node
Calculated scores
Binary match.
A wt = 1 wt = 1 wt = 1
Logarithmic.
B wt = ln
(
1 + ND
ND,t
)
N/A N/A
C N/A wt = ln
(
1 + NP
NP,t
)
N/A
D N/A N/A wt = ln
(
1 +
NEn
NEn,t
)
Normalised.
E wt = ln
ND−ND,t
ND,t
N/A N/A
F N/A wt = ln
NP−NP,t
NP,t
N/A
G N/A N/A wt = ln
NEn−NEn,t
NEn,t
Okapi.
H wt = ln
ND−ND,t+0.5
ND,t+0.5
N/A N/A
I N/A wt = ln
NP−NP,t+0.5
NP,t+0.5
N/A
J N/A N/A wt = ln
NEn−NEn,t+0.5
NEn,t+0.5
Multinomial.
K wt =
 P
ti∈T
ND,ti
!
ND,t
N/A N/A
L N/A wt =
 P
ti∈T
NP,ti
!
NP,t
N/A
M N/A N/A wt =
 P
ti∈T
NE,ti
!
NE,t
Dirichlet.
N wt =
ND
ND,t
N/A N/A
O N/A wt =
NP
NP,t
N/A
P N/A N/A wt =
NE
NE,t
Table A.2: Term weights wt, representing inverse document, inverse text-node, or inverse
element-node frequencies, respectively.
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Formulation
Description Document Text node Element node Query
Calculated scores
TF-only formulation.
A wd,t = rd,t wp,t = rp,t we,t = re,t wq,t = rq,t
TF-IDF formulation.
B wd,t = rd,t · wt wp,t = rp,t · wt we,t = re,t · wt wq,t = rq,t · wt
Table A.3: Document (wd,t), text-node (wp,t), element-node (we,t), and query (wq,t) term
weights.
similarities of the document to the query. For example, there are four possible combining
similarity functions (Table A.1), five ways of choosing term weights to use in these functions
(Table A.2), two ways of choosing the document and the query term weights (Table A.3),
seven ways of setting relative term frequencies for the document and another five for the
relative term frequencies for the query (Table A.4), and so on. Table A.6 summarises these
options and shows a composition of an eight-character Q-expression, which selects one pos-
sible combination coming out of the above options. For example, to represent the cosine
similarity measure, we use the term statistics defined for the document context and the fol-
lowing Q-expression: D[BB-ABB-BAA]. The first letter D specifies that term statistics used
by the different modules in our framework refer to the document context. The hyphens in
the Q-expression separate the selection of the combining similarity function and the term
weight (in the first group), from the three factors — the document term weight (wd,t), the
relative document term frequency (rd,t), and the document length (Wd) — used to represent
the document (in the middle group), and the same three factors used to represent the query
(in the final group).
Text-node similarity part
Similarly to the approach for calculating the document scores, different XML retrieval models
may also be used for calculating the text-node scores. The difference is that the term statistics
in this case refer to the text-node context. It is important to note that text nodes are usually
not retrieved as answers by XML retrieval systems; indeed, it is the element nodes that are re-
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Component Position Number of Sample Sample
Variants Q-expression Calculation
Combining similarity function for document d and query q:
Sq,d 1 4 B Sq,d =
P
t∈Tq,d
(wq,t·wd,t)
Wq·Wd
Weight of term t:
wt 2 6 B wt = ln
(
1 + ND
ND,t
)
Weight of term t in document d:
wd,t 3 2 A wd,t = rd,t
Relative frequency of term t in document d:
rd,t 4 7 B rd,t = 1 + ln fd,t
Length of document d:
Wd 5 4+4+2 B Wd =
√ ∑
t∈Td
w2d,t
Weight of term t in query q:
wq,t 6 2 B wq,t = rq,t · wt
Relative frequency of term t in query q:
rq,t 7 8 A rq,t = 1
Length of query q:
Wq 8 6 A Wq = 1
Table A.6: Q-expression D[BB-ABB-BAA] used in document context, representing the cosine
similarity measure.
trieved and presented as answers to a query (typically by referring to their absolute XPaths).
However, many XML retrieval approaches index and calculate scores for the so-called leaf
element nodes, and then propagate the calculated scores to their ancestors [Sauvagnat et al.,
2004; Geva, 2006]. To model these and similar approaches, we take the text nodes to rep-
resent these leaf element nodes. This is at least reasonable, since both types of nodes are
referred to as nodes that contain only textual information, without also containing structural
or other related information. Thus, native or other database-related approaches that allow
for strict Boolean retrieval could easily be modelled by the text-node similarity part. For
example, the native XML database approach followed by eXist [Meier, 2003] and described
in Section 2.1 can be represented by the following Q-expression: T[AA-AAA-BAA]. Here, the
first letter T specifies that term statistics used by the different modules in our framework
refer to the text-node context.
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Element-node similarity part
Two different modules are considered in this part, depending on whether element-node scores
are calculated or constructed.
Calculating the element-node scores The element-node scores are calculated much in
the same way as the document scores, except that here the term statistics refer to the element-
node context. That is, element-node combining functions (Sq,e) should be used in Table A.1;
we,t should be used instead wd,t in Table A.2; re,t instead rd,t in Table A.4; We instead Wd
in Table A.5; and these substitutions should all be appropriately reflected in Table A.6. For
example, the Q-expression E[DM-AFI-BAA] shown in Table A.7 represents the multinomial
language model with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing applied in XML retrieval [Sigurbjo¨rnsson
et al., 2004]. Here, the first letter E specifies that term statistics used by the different
modules in our framework refer to the element-node context.
The retrieval model represented by the above Q-expression estimates a language model
for each element node in an XML document collection. Unlike text nodes, which sizes may
be taken to be approximately the same, element nodes can have varying sizes. In fact, the
element length is considered to be an important parameter in XML retrieval [Kamps et al.,
2004]. Thus, in Table A.1 the combining similarity function used to represent the language
modelling in the element-node context differs from that used to represent the language mod-
elling in the text-node context.
However, there is a problem in calculating the element-node scores when other retrieval
models are used, which is mainly due to the fact that element nodes are nested. For example,
a term may belong to a paragraph, which itself belongs to a section, while they both belong
to a document. Such cases are very common, due to the hierarchical relationships among
the XML elements. It is very important to correctly count the term occurrences across an
XML document collection, such that a specific term is not counted more than once [Mass and
Mandelbrod, 2004]. A specific choice while deciding on the element-node answer granularity
may therefore distort ranking, in particular the IEF factor (the term weight wt). Accordingly,
the following retrieval strategy is utilised by some XML retrieval approaches [Mass and
Mandelbrod, 2005; Amati et al., 2005]: first, separate indexes are created for elements with
a particular qualified name, which allows for the term weight to also be separately calculated
on each index. To cater for the loss of term information in each index, the element-node
scores are “pivoted” with the scores obtained for their containing documents. The element-
node scores from each index are then normalised, merged, and presented in the final list of
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Component Position Number of Sample Sample
Variants Q-expression Calculation
Combining similarity function for element-node e and query q:
Sq,e 1 4 D
Sq,e =Wq ·We +
∑
t∈Tq,e
log (wq,t · we,t + 1)
Weight of term t:
wt 2 6 M wt =
 P
ti∈T
NE,ti
!
NE,t
Weight of term t in element-node e:
we,t 3 2 A we,t = re,t
Relative frequency of term t in element node e:
re,t 4 7 F re,t =
λ·fe,t
(1−λ)·fe
Length of element node e:
We 5 4+4+2 I We = β · ln fe
Weight of term t in query q:
wq,t 6 2 B wq,t = rq,t · wt
Relative frequency of term t in query q:
rq,t 7 8 A rq,t = 1
Length of query q:
Wq 8 6 A Wq = 1
Table A.7: Q-expression E[DM-AFI-BAA] used in element-node context, representing the
multinomial language model with Jelinek-Mercer smoothing.
element answers. In our next module we describe how these and similar approaches can be
modelled by our similarity framework.
We believe that another possible solution to the element-node IEF problem would be
to use the term-weight statistics that refer to the text-node context while calculating the
element-node scores. For example, to represent the cosine measure for the element-node
context, instead of the Q-expression E[BD-ABB-BAA], the following Q-expression can be used:
E[BC-ABB-BAA]. Note that the difference between the two Q-expressions is only in the second
character (since wt has been changed to calculate the IEF factor in the text-node context).
Constructing the element-node scores An element node may contain one or more
text nodes, which together form an ancestor-descendants relationship. Thus, a straightfor-
ward approach of constructing the similarity score of an element node would be to sum the
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calculated similarity scores of each descendant text node. However, it has been argued that
this approach contradicts the purpose of focussed (element) retrieval, since larger and there-
fore less focussed elements will be preferred over smaller and more focussed ones [Fuhr and
Großjohann, 2001; Geva, 2006]. Accordingly, a function that reflects some form of a struc-
tural relationship between an element node and its descendant text nodes should be used in
constructing the element-node scores.
In Table A.1, two combining similarity functions (F and G) are used to construct the
similarity score of an element node to a query. For example, we use the combining function F
to model approaches that propagate the text (leaf) nodes. Here, De represents the set of
all text-node descendants of an element node e, Sq,p is the (previously calculated) similarity
score of a descendant text node p, while F(e, p) is a function implementing some form of
a structural relationship between e and p. To model approaches that use different indexes
for element-nodes with different qualified names (referred to as result fusion approaches),
the combining function G can be used in our similarity framework. In this case, Sq,d is the
document similarity score used to “pivot” the element-node score, while Sq,e′ is the score for
the element node that has been previously calculated by using any of the methods A to D
listed in Table A.1 (or by using other method not listed in the table).
The propagation function F(e, p) can be represented in many different ways; some of
them are described in Table A.8. For example, the method A represents the na¨ıve approach
of adding the calculated similarity scores of all the descendant text nodes, while the method B
represents a function of the distance that separates each (element-node, text-node) pair in
the document tree [Sauvagnat et al., 2004]. Here, dist(e, p) shows the number of arcs that
are necessary to join the element node e with the text node p, while α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter
used to determine the importance of the distance between an (element-node, text-node) pair.
Method C can be used to represent the text-node propagation heuristic used by the GPX
retrieval approach [Geva, 2006].
To represent XML retrieval approaches that construct the element-node scores, more
than eight characters are used in their respective Q-expressions. For example, the follow-
ing ten-character Q-expression can be used to formally represent the GPX retrieval app-
roach: C[FC]--T[EA-AHA-AAA]. In this case, there are two global character groups (sepa-
rated with “--”), where the first letter C of the first global group specifies that the final
element-node scores have been constructed. The actual characters in the first global group
represent the method F in Table A.1 and the method C in Table A.8, respectively. The eight
character Q-expression in the second global group specifies how the propagated scores were
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Description Formulation
Na¨ıve propagation.
A F(e, p) = 1
Distance propagation.
B α ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter. F(e, p) = αdist(e,p)
dist(e, p) is the number of arcs from e to p.
GPX propagation.
C |De| is the total number of descendant text nodes. F(e, p) =


0.49 if |De| = 1
0.99 if |De| > 1
Table A.8: Text-node propagation functions F(e, p).
actually calculated. The letter T specifies that the scores were calculated for the text-node
context, while the other eight characters in this group show that the GPX modules of our
framework were used for the actual score calculation. More than two global character groups
may be needed to represent result fusion XML retrieval approaches. For example, the fol-
lowing Q-expression can be used to model the approach followed by Mass and Mandelbrod
[2005]: C[G-]--D[BB-ACC-BCC]--E[BD-ACC-BCC]. Here, the first group specifies the combin-
ing method used, the second group specifies the query-document similarity model, whereas
the third group specifies the query-element similarity model.
A.4 Modelling scoring approaches
We now demonstrate how different approaches to scoring elements in XML retrieval can be
theoretically represented by using Q-expressions from the proposed similarity framework.
Table A.9 lists some of the scoring approaches explained in Section 2.1, which have been
categorised according to the model or the techniques used to score elements in XML retrieval.
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XML retrieval approach Context Q-expression
Vector space model
Pivoted cosine [Singhal et al., 1996] Document D[BB-ABF-BAA]
S-term [Weigel et al., 2005] Element-node E[BD-ADA-BAA]
Fragments [Carmel et al., 2003] Element-node E[BD-ABC-BAC]
Extended [Crouch et al., 2005] Element-node E[BA-ACG-BAA]
Probabilistic model
Okapi BM25 [Sparck Jones et al., 2000] Document D[CH-AEH-BEA]
Structural roles [Wolff et al., 2000] Element-node E[CG-ADA-BAA]
Language model
Dirichlet smoothing [Zhai and Lafferty, 2004] Document D[DN-AGJ-BAJ]
Multinomial [Sigurbjo¨rnsson et al., 2004] Element-node E[DM-AFI-BAA]
Constructing scores
Native XML database [Meier, 2003] Text-node T[AA-AAA-BAA]
GPX [Geva, 2006] Combined C[FC]--T[EA-AHA-AAA]
XFIRM [Sauvagnat et al., 2004] Combined C[FB]--T[BC-ABA-BAA]
Result fusion [Mass and Mandelbrod, 2005] Combined C[G-]--D[BB-ACC-BCC]
--E[BD-ACC-BCC]
Table A.9: List of scoring approaches that can be theoretically modelled by the similarity
framework.
Appendix B
Measuring overlap
In this appendix, we investigate the user attitude towards retrieving overlapping relevant
elements for topics B1 and C2 used in the INEX 2004 Interactive track. The aim of this
analysis is to address the following question: Is retrieving overlapping elements what users
really want?
At INEX 2004, a set-based overlap was used as a measure to determine the level of overlap
between the returned elements [de Vries et al., 2004a]. For a set of retrieved elements, the
set-based overlap measures the percentage of elements that either contain or are contained
by at least one other element in the set. However, Hiemstra and Mihajlovic [2005] argue that
the set-based overlap appears to be somewhat unstable a measure, and that a probabilistic
overlap measure could be a better indicator of the observed level of overlap. To support their
argument for probabilistic overlap, they refer to the following example. Suppose that the set
of retrieved elements contains 1 500 elements, of which 1 499 are non-overlapping, and there
is only one element that fully contains each of the 1 499 elements (we refer to this set as
Set 1500 ). According to the INEX 2004 overlap definition, the set-based overlap would be
100%, which does not correctly capture the hierarchical nesting relationships among these
elements.
We propose four different ways of measuring overlap, of which three are derived from the
set-based overlap. They are defined as follows.
1. Overall overlap (O-overlap), which is identical to the INEX 2004 set-based overlap;
2. Ascendants overlap (A-overlap), which for a set of retrieved (or judged) elements
measures the percentage of elements that contain at least one other element in the set;
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<file file="cg/1998/g1016">
<path path="/article[1]"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bm[1]"/>
</file>
(Set A) INEX 2004 CO topic 192
<file file="co/2000/rx023">
<path path="/article[1]"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]"/>
<path path="/article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]"/>
</file>
(Set B) INEX 2004 CO topic 198
Figure B.1: Two sets of highly relevant elements drawn from relevance assessments for INEX
2004 CO topics 192 and 198 (representing topics B1 and C2, respectively). The two element
sets belong to different XML documents, and each contains three elements judged as highly
relevant by the topic assessor. Set A (left) has two nesting layers containing the three elements
(including the top article layer), while Set B (right) has three.
3. Descendants overlap (D-overlap), which for a set of retrieved (or judged) elements
measures the percentage of elements that are contained by at least one other element
in the set; and
4. Probabilistic overlap (P-overlap), which for a set of retrieved (or judged) elements
measures the probability that two randomly chosen elements from the set overlap with
each other.
Consider the two set examples shown in Figure B.1. The two sets, Set A and Set B, are
drawn from the relevance assessments of two INEX 2004 CO topics (numbers 192 and 198,
representing topics B1 and C2, respectively), and they also belong to two different XML
documents. The three elements shown in each set represent highly relevant (E3S3) elements,
which were judged by the assessor of each corresponding topic. The two sets also differ with
respect to the number of nesting layers where the three highly relevant elements reside: Set
A has two nesting layers (including the top article layer), while Set B has three. In the
following we apply the four overlap indicators, as defined above, to measure the level of
overlap in cases when four corresponding element sets are considered: Two cases when each
of the two sets, Set A and Set B, is considered individually; a case when a union of these two
sets is considered; and a case when only Set 1500 is considered.
Table B.1 shows the overlap values for each of the four cases of element sets, when
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Overlap measure
Set O-overlap A-overlap D-overlap P-overlap
(%) (%) (%) (%)
Set A 100.00 33.33 66.67 66.67
Set B 100.00 66.67 66.67 100.00
Set A ∪ Set B 100.00 50.00 66.67 33.33
Set 1500 100.00 0.07 99.93 0.13
Table B.1: Overlap values for four element sets, obtained with four overlap measures.
four different overlap measures apply. We observe that the O-overlap measure constantly
produces 100% overlap irrespective of which of the four sets is used, which justifies our
decision of using more than one overlap indicator. On the other hand, both the A-overlap
and D-overlap measures can be seen as useful, informative complements to O-overlap. The
latter is used to provide information about the percentage of elements that are contained by at
least one other element in the set, whereas the former is used to indicate how these contained
elements are distributed among the containing ancestor elements (which loosely corresponds
to the number of nesting layers in the hierarchy). Indeed, although both values for D-overlap
are the same for Set A and Set B, the value for A-overlap is lower for Set A than for Set B
(33.33% compared to 66.67%), indicating that the inner element distribution for Set A is less
hierarchical than that for Set B (which is actually the case). This is particularly evident in
the case of Set 1500, where the observed A-overlap value is 0.07% — a very low value that
confirms the flat inner distribution of the 1 499 elements in the only one containing element.
Table B.1 also shows that, although the P-overlap measure exhibits rather different
behaviour than any of the other three measures, it still appears to correctly capture the
nature of overlap when both sets A and B are considered individually. Indeed, the probability
of randomly choosing two overlapping elements is lower for Set A than for Set B (66.67%
for Set A compared to 100% for Set B). However, we also observe that when the union of
these two sets is considered, the P-overlap value sharply declines to 33.33%, since in this
case there are five out of 15 possible combinations that the two chosen overlapping elements
belong to the same document. The latter finding suggests that the P-overlap value tends
to drop to a low value when elements from different documents are combined together.
Nevertheless, the P-overlap measure still seems to be a reliable overlap indicator in cases
where the overlapping elements belong to the same document. For example, the observed
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Overlap measure
Value O-overlap A-overlap D-overlap P-overlap
(%) (%) (%) (%)
Mean 12.66 4.29 8.37 7.49
Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Maximum 100.00 50.00 80.00 100.00
Median 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
StDev 31.71 11.99 21.62 22.83
Table B.2: Statistical analysis of the level of overlap among highly relevant elements found
in relevance judgements for topic B1, as judged by 41 users. Mean average values obtained
with each of the four overlap measures are shown in bold.
P-overlap value in the case of Set 1500 is 0.13% — a value far lower than the one observed
when using the O-overlap measure.
The above examples clearly show that more than one overlap indicator needs to be used
if one wants to better understand the nature of overlap. We now separately investigate the
impact of overlap on the perception of users while judging relevance of returned elements for
topics B1 and C2.
B.1 Level of overlap for background topic B1
In the following we analyse the level of overlap among the elements judged as highly relevant
(E3S3) for topic B1, when relevance judgements from 50 users are considered. However,
since nine of these 50 users have not judged any element as being highly relevant, our overlap
analysis considers judgements obtained from the remaining 41 users.
The total number of highly relevant elements judged by all users for topic B1 is 110
(distributed across 59 XML documents), with a mean average of three elements judged as
highly relevant by a user. The range of the number of highly relevant elements judged by
users for this topic is between one and seven, with a median value of two elements per user.
Table B.2 shows values for the level of overlap among highly relevant elements for topic B1,
obtained from the relevance judgements of 41 users. When the O-overlap measure is used,
we observe a relatively small mean overlap value: 12.66%, which means that among the
110 highly relevant elements in the set, on average around 14 elements either contain or are
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Overlap measure
Value O-overlap A-overlap D-overlap P-overlap
(%) (%) (%) (%)
Mean 7.64 2.78 4.86 5.09
Minimum 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Maximum 100.00 50.00 75.00 100.00
Median 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
StDev 25.93 9.96 16.71 19.03
Table B.3: Statistical analysis of the level of overlap among highly relevant elements found
in relevance judgements for topic C2, as judged by 36 users. Mean average values obtained
with each of the four overlap measures are shown in bold.
contained by at least one other element. The D-overlap value further shows that on average
9 of these 14 elements are contained by other ancestor elements. Also, the low average value
for A-overlap (4.29%) indicates that the contained elements are distributed in a few nesting
layers within these ancestors. When the probabilistic (P-overlap) measure is used, we also
observe a relatively small mean overlap value: 7.49%.
Table B.2 also reveals that, although there are large variations of the observed overlap
level among the 41 users, we still observe a fix median value of 0%, irrespective of the overlap
measure used. Moreover, further analysis of the user judgements for topic B1 reveals that
there is a 0% mean overlap among the relevant elements that belong to the other eight points
of the relevance scale (from E1S1 to E3S2), regardless of which overlap measure is used.
B.2 Level of overlap for comparison topic C2
We now analyse the level of overlap among the highly relevant (E3S3) elements for topic
C2, when relevance judgements from 52 users are considered. However, since 16 of these 52
users have not judged any element as being highly relevant, our overlap analysis considers
judgements obtained from the remaining 36 users.
The total number of highly relevant elements judged by all users for topic C2 is 70
(distributed in 49 XML documents), with a mean average of two elements judged as highly
relevant by a user. The range of the number of highly relevant elements judged by a user for
this topic is between one and seven, with a median value of one element per user.
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Table B.3 shows values for the level of overlap among highly relevant elements for topic C2,
obtained from the relevance judgements of 36 users. With O-overlap measure we observe a
small mean overlap value: 7.64%, which means that among the 70 highly relevant elements in
the set, on average around six elements either contain or are contained by at least one other
element. The D-overlap value further shows that on average three of this six elements are
contained by other ancestor elements, whereas the low value for A-overlap (2.78%) indicates
that the contained elements are distributed in a very few nesting layers within these ancestors.
When the probabilistic (P-overlap) measure is used we also observe a small mean overlap
value: 5%.
Similarly as for topic B1, the median overlap value is 0% (irrespective of the overlap
measure used), and there is also a 0% mean overlap among the relevant elements that belong
to the other eight points of the relevance scale.
The level of overlap among the judged elements found for topic C2 is slightly lower than
the level of overlap among the judged elements found for topic B1, which indicates that the
topic category may have influenced the users’ attitude towards overlap. We note, however,
that analysis of more topics that belong to a common category is needed to confirm the
significance of this finding.
The above findings, observed for topics B1 and C2, suggest that users do not seem to like
retrieving elements that contain overlapping (and thus redundant) information.
Appendix C
INEX 2005 MM track experiments
The INEX 2005 Multimedia (MM) track was established with the aim of retrieving rele-
vant XML elements containing various types of multimedia, of which only text and images
were used [van Zwol et al., 2006]. Apart from our (RMIT University) group, four other
groups participated in the INEX 2005 MM track: Queensland University of Technology
(QUTAU), Utrecht University (UTRECHT), University of Twente (UTWENTE) and Queen
Mary University of London (QMUL). In this appendix, we present a comparative analysis
of performance results for runs officially submitted in the INEX 2005 MM track, which were
obtained with measures in HiXEval and the TREC evaluation metric.
The TREC evaluation metric [Voorhees and Harman, 2005], which we refer to as TRECeval,
was adopted as an official evaluation metric of the INEX 2005 MM track. Binary relevance
judgements were used to evaluate the performance of submitted runs. We report evaluation
results from the following TRECeval measures:
• Precision at rank r (P@r), which measures the average precision after r element answers
have been retrieved;
• Recall-precision (R-prec), which measures the average precision after the total number
of relevant element answers have been retrieved; and
• Mean Average Precision (MAP), which represents the mean of the average precisions
calculated at natural recall levels for the INEX 2005 MM topics.
The measures used by the HiXEval metric are described in detail in Chapter 5 (Sec-
tion 5.1). We report evaluation results from the following HiXEval measures:
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• Precision at rank r (P@r), which measures the average proportion of relevant informa-
tion to all the information retrieved at the rank r;
• Recall-precision (R-prec), which measures the average precision at the rank where the
size of the retrieved information is at least the size of the total relevant information for
the topic; and
• Mean Average Precision (MAP), which represents the mean of the average precisions
calculated at natural recall levels for the INEX 2005 MM topics.
We also use a t-test to check whether the observed difference in retrieval performance
between a pair of runs is statistically significant across the official INEX 2005 MM topics
(p < 0.05).
C.1 TRECeval analysis
Table C.1 shows the evaluation results obtained with the TRECeval metric using the standard
measures. For each run submitted by a participating group, the best performance under
each measure is shown in italics. For each evaluation measure, the best run performance
observed among all participants is shown in bold. We observe that three UTRECHT runs,
utrecht-1, utrecht-3, and utrecht-4, performed best for P@1. On the other hand, our
best run outperformed the other runs for P@5, P@10, MAP and R-prec.
C.2 HiXEval analysis
Table C.2 shows the evaluation results obtained with the HiXEval metric using measures
that correspond to those used by TRECeval. We observe that with HiXEval the QUTAU run
qutau-5 performed best for P@1, our best run again outperformed the others for P@5 and
R-Prec, while the same UTWENTE run (utwente-0) performed best for P@10 and MAP.
The difference in the observed behaviour between HiXEval and TRECeval can be explained
by the fact that the two metrics are based on different evaluation methodologies. Indeed,
recall under TRECeval is measured as the fraction of relevant elements retrieved, whereas
HiXEval uses the fraction of relevant information contained by the elements retrieved (see
Section 5.1 for formal HiXEval definition). Arguably, finer level of evaluation detail is cap-
tured by HiXEval which is not captured by TRECeval. This, in turn, suggests that, for the
MAP measure of HiXEval, on average the best performing UTWENTE run (utwente-0) is
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TRECeval
Run rel ret P@1 P@5 P@10 MAP R-Prec
RMIT
rmit-0 202 0.4737 0.3684 0.3053 0.2759 0.3267
rmit-1 202 0.4737 0.3684 0.3053 0.2771 0.3267
rmit-2 202 0.4737 0.3684 0.3105 0.2779 0.3259
rmit-3 202 0.4737 0.3684 0.3053 0.2764 0.3259
rmit-4 202 0.5263 0.3368 0.2579 0.2664 0.3168
rmit-5 202 0.4737 0.2737 0.2105 0.2244 0.2525
QUTAU
qutau-0 299 0.4211 0.2737 0.1947 0.1995 0.2094
qutau-1 299 0.4737 0.2737 0.2053 0.2064 0.2116
qutau-2 305 0.4737 0.3579 0.2842 0.2711 0.2641
qutau-3 302 0.3684 0.2842 0.1895 0.1844 0.1892
qutau-4 287 0.4211 0.3053 0.2105 0.2037 0.1986
qutau-5 268 0.4737 0.2842 0.2053 0.2066 0.2181
UTRECHT
utrecht-0 88 0.4615 0.3385 0.2615 0.2329 0.2776
utrecht-1 216 0.5294 0.3529 0.2706 0.2392 0.2747
utrecht-2 216 0.3529 0.2941 0.2235 0.1769 0.2073
utrecht-3 220 0.5294 0.3294 0.2824 0.2324 0.2648
utrecht-4 220 0.5294 0.3294 0.2824 0.2324 0.2648
utrecht-5 64 0.1579 0.0632 0.0737 0.0554 0.0697
UTWENTE
utwente-0 284 0.4211 0.3053 0.2789 0.2751 0.2799
utwente-1 280 0.4211 0.2947 0.2579 0.2627 0.2692
utwente-2 235 0.3889 0.3444 0.2667 0.2567 0.2434
utwente-3 218 0.2105 0.2211 0.2263 0.2110 0.2227
utwente-4 241 0.3889 0.3556 0.2833 0.2627 0.2458
utwente-5 208 0.2105 0.2211 0.2263 0.2133 0.2196
QMUL
qmul-0 83 0.0526 0.0211 0.0368 0.0412 0.0423
Table C.1: Evaluation of the overall performance of runs officially submitted by INEX 2005
MM track participants, obtained with P@r (values 1, 5, and 10), MAP and R-Prec measures
in TRECeval. The 19 official INEX 2005 MM topics are used for evaluation. The rel ret
values show the total number of relevant elements retrieved by a run.
Italic values — best performance among runs for each participating group and each measure.
Bold values — best overall performance among all runs for each measure.
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HiXEval
Run rel ret P@1 P@5 P@10 MAP R-Prec
RMIT
rmit-0 202 0.3498 0.2668 0.2179 0.1952 0.2485
rmit-1 202 0.3491 0.2669 0.2177 0.1958 0.2485
rmit-2 202 0.3465 0.2664 0.2216 0.1960 0.2479
rmit-3 202 0.3488 0.2563 0.2176 0.1953 0.2479
rmit-4 202 0.4014 0.2358 0.1938 0.1930 0.2429
rmit-5 202 0.3626 0.2150 0.1671 0.1700 0.1935
QUTAU
qutau-0 299 0.3098 0.1970 0.1457 0.1557 0.1445
qutau-1 299 0.3135 0.2046 0.1538 0.1582 0.1473
qutau-2 305 0.3161 0.2602 0.2132 0.1937 0.1871
qutau-3 302 0.2600 0.2037 0.1519 0.1429 0.1360
qutau-4 287 0.2575 0.2475 0.1715 0.1532 0.1535
qutau-5 268 0.4181 0.2210 0.1715 0.1744 0.1751
UTRECHT
utrecht-0 88 0.3278 0.2007 0.1537 0.1229 0.1627
utrecht-1 216 0.3481 0.2497 0.1965 0.1581 0.1974
utrecht-2 216 0.2678 0.2094 0.1487 0.1165 0.1519
utrecht-3 220 0.3481 0.2462 0.1914 0.1477 0.1864
utrecht-4 220 0.3481 0.2462 0.1914 0.1477 0.1864
utrecht-5 64 0.1313 0.0524 0.0593 0.0440 0.0567
UTWENTE
utwente-0 284 0.3559 0.2555 0.2255 0.2208 0.2266
utwente-1 280 0.3559 0.2545 0.2246 0.2129 0.2216
utwente-2 235 0.2894 0.2346 0.1738 0.1689 0.1681
utwente-3 218 0.1773 0.1877 0.1739 0.1400 0.1549
utwente-4 241 0.2894 0.2475 0.1896 0.1739 0.1680
utwente-5 208 0.1773 0.1877 0.1740 0.1423 0.1518
QMUL
qmul-0 83 0.0526 0.0211 0.0354 0.0376 0.0409
Table C.2: Evaluation of the overall performance of runs officially submitted by INEX 2005
MM track participants, obtained with P@r (values 1, 5, and 10), MAP and R-Prec measures
in HiXEval. The 19 official INEX 2005 MM topics are used for evaluation. The rel ret
values show the total number of relevant elements retrieved by a run.
Italic values — best performance among runs for each participating group and each measure.
Bold values — best overall performance among all runs for each measure.
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Figure C.1: Evaluation of the overall performance of best performing runs submitted by INEX
2005 MM track participants, using TRECeval.
indeed capable of retrieving larger quantities of relevant information than those retrieved by
our best performing (rmit-2) run. As shown in Table C.2, this performance behaviour is
also supported by the fact that approximately 40% more relevant elements are retrieved by
the utwente-0 run than those retrieved by our rmit-2 run.
The graph in Figure C.1 shows interpolated average precision values calculated at 11
standard recall levels for the best performing runs submitted by INEX 2005 MM track par-
ticipants, when using the TRECeval metric. Figure C.2 shows the same graph pattern when
using HiXEval as the evaluation metric. Both graphs show that, with the exception of
QMUL, the observed average performance among the best runs submitted by participants
was similar. With the five evaluation measures in both metrics, no significant difference in
performance is observed between pairs of the four best runs, while each of these four runs
significantly outperforms the QMUL run.
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Figure C.2: Evaluation of the overall performance of best performing runs submitted by INEX
2005 MM track participants, using HiXEval.
C.3 Comparison of run orderings
In the following, we aim to investigate how the run orderings obtained with the HiXEval mea-
sures compare to those obtained with the TRECEval measures. We use the rank (Spearman)
correlation coefficient to measure the extent to which the rank orderings obtained from a pair
of measures correlate. Values of the Spearman coefficient range from +1 (perfect positive
correlation), through 0 (no correlation), to -1 (perfect negative correlation).
Table C.3 shows the results of this correlation analysis. We observe that the run ordering
obtained with the R-prec measure in TRECEval is strongly correlated to that obtained with
the R-prec measure in HiXEval (0.93). The orderings obtained with the P@5, MAP, and P@10
measures are less strongly correlated, while the lowest correlation is observed between the
run orderings obtained with the two corresponding P@1 measures. The last result is not
surprising, given that precision is differently measured by the two metrics. Indeed, with
TRECEval the value obtained with P@1 for an INEX 2005 MM topic can either be 1 or 0,
depending on whether the highly ranked element is relevant or not; with HiXEval, on the
other hand, values in the range [0, 1] can be obtained with P@1, depending on the amount of
retrieved relevant information from the highly ranked element. As shown in Table C.3, this
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HiXEval measure
TRECeval measure r P@r MAP R-prec
1 0.68 — —
P@r 5 0.86 — —
10 0.80 — —
MAP — — 0.81 —
R-prec — — — 0.93
Table C.3: Comparing run orderings obtained with pairs of evaluation measures from
TRECeval and HiXEval, using 25 submitted runs in INEX 2005 MM track.
effect is not as dramatic for the other precision measures as it is for P@1, where especially
the R-prec results show that similar (but not identical) retrieval behaviour is measured by
both metrics in the multimedia retrieval scenario.
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